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~~icoS poulantzas: State, Power Socialt"sm
/':Jf~;+<

Stuart Hall

~~"unexpected

and tragic death

o~ Nicos

Poulantzas,

i~ ,Paris,

in

Qct01>Cr of this year has robbed Marxtst theory and the soclahst move~:ifut'cifone of its most dis[in~uished co~radeg. !hough onl.Y 43 at

hls?dcilth, he had already established for

himself Q lust reputation as a
of exceptional and original stature, He was also, to those
.pr~l~.~d to know him, a pe~son who, commanded re:'pecr and affecti~n,
abQ~'jaU for the depth of his comnlltment to practH:al and theoretical
sthiijle,Born in Greece, he was active in the Greek student movement
i~:tlfe':'J950's, when he joined the Greek Democratic Alliance (EDA)
~tetician

j::'~btoi~':jeiJal form of the then proscribed Communist Party. After his
~~!:';:'"
:····iaw~fuQies, he Cllme to France, and at that time joined the Greek
:::··Co ~~~:K';iSt Party. In 1968, after the internal split, in the wake of the
"'J

:';~'i:'Co

.....•~•.'coup, he joined, and remained, a member of the Greek
~~'-.:~~ff.sfP:\rty of the Interior. In an interview which Alan Hunt and
'1 ~~ with him shortly before his death, he told us that it was vir~
.':'tUiUi1:fu"pOssible in the early days even to acquire the elassicals texts of
':':!\iarx~ndEngels, and he came to Marxism largely through French phijt;SOp~Yi:~pecjany Sartre. 1 His doctoral thesis in the philosophy of law
.1.nell1p~todevelop a conception of Law drawing on Goldmann and
·::·,1.f~~~glwas published in 1%4: but he was already begituling to feel
r,.:U1elfml(l\tions
of this orientation within Marxism. He encountered and
:::-:" _-:.:~-.,.~- ... :?'~J..J;.:'-'
1:;:·tealf:'G~~
seriously
for the first time then. An early article published
'-""", .
!ifi!Jt/rlodernes attracted the attention of Althusser, and he then
. ,Of that remarkable company of young Marxists - including
':$~rey, Ranciere, Debray·- which constituted the core of the

:,' "':".r
~.

• •••

i'

~'P.L

()tlp.

~968 and 1979, in a series of major interventions which
~'~:~ternatjonal reputation as a Marxist scholar, Poulantzas
-of this interview was published in

vii

MaT,rism To/a),. July

1m.
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set his distinctive mark on some of the most advanced and intractab
debates within Marxisr theory: particularly those concerning soci
classes, the State and the analysis of 'the political'. Through the ralll
of his treatment of these themes, and the analytic rigour of his thinkin
he imposed himself, not only on debates within Marxism and betwet
Marxists, but also on the more recalcitrant territory of 'ronventioll!
political science. The 'Miliband/Poulantzas' debate, first initiatedi
chese pages, has bet:ome 3n obligatory reference-point for all subsequd
theorizing on the modem capitalist State, Poulantzas made this topic
at once of the utmost political and theoretical resonance - his own. It:
appropriate, then, that the most recent of his books to be translated i~
English is one which returns, centrally, to chis topic; also, that it shoul
be a book as striking for its opening up of new questions as it is fi
securing and developing well-established positions.

Deciphering the State
This is not the a.ppropriate time or place for a comprehensive assessmci
of his work. But it is necessary, briefly, to set Stale, Power, SQciatismi
the context of that earlier work, partly [0 identify its distinctiv~
partly to situate the evolution and 'turns' in his thinking which the n~i
book represents. Palilicai Power and Social Classes was his most sil!
diously 'Althusserean' text: RelldiJtg Capital is footnoted on the very fi~
page of the Introduction. This book situated itself firmly within tJi
Althusserean schema, as a 'regional' study of the political instance. Inj
opening chapter, it worked through a discussion of classes and the St~'i
within the strict framework of Althusser's theory of <instanr.:es' and!
structuralist causality> It artempted to substantiate the definition <
classes as the complex and over-determined 'effects of the unity of Ib
levels of the structure' (p. 75). At the same time, it attempted to givCi
primacy, within this framework, to the constitutive effect of 'the cl9;l
struggle', This was already II sort of correction for the hyper-stru~
luralism of Reading Capital and the integral functionalism of l!Olli
aspects of 'Ideological State Apparatuses', (where the 'class strugg~
though constantly invoked, is nor integrated into the structure of tti
argument, and thus remains largely 'gestural'). Many would argue th~
this set up a tension in Poulantzas's work, between 'structure' 3Q!
'practice" which was not resolved there, and which continued (0 hauij
his later work. In Political P()wtr (Jnd Social Classes there is a doubl~
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work to every question - each element appearing twice, Qnce as the
once as the 'effect of a practice' ,!,his tension
;
in part, account for another aspect of that work - Its tendency
' 0f
' , - ,rom
~
h·IS wark as a woe
h I
'may.
t6 ards II. flrmaium
expositIOn
wh'ch
1
~t be exempted, This tendency is also present in his later book,
C/arses in Contemporary Capitalism which starts from a very different
. int - the imperialist chain - but then attempts to work formally
':rough from that global level to its intersecting effects on the dominant
.classes of particular social formations, The problem of 'formalism' recurs
.~ - the more explicitly political hook, Crisis OJ tke DictIJtorsliips, which is
:~: application of the same schema. to the parti~ular conjunctural crises
Greece, Spain and Portugal whIch resulted In the overthrow of the
dictatorships. Here, too, what is gained in clarity - for example, in
:~"plaining the fractioning of the Portuguese bourgeoisie from the level
~f the global 'crisis of valorization' - is lost when one approaches the
:~ore conjectllral elements which played a decisive effect both in the
:~eration of the 'crisis of the dictatorships' and in the limited nature of
;lhe 'settlements' which replaced them.
:,;, Despite these weaknesses, both Political Power and Social Classes and
(basses in Contemporary Capitalism were, in their different ways, major
.theiOrctical interventions. Politital Power and Social Classes was especially
iinh~vatory. It is interesting that 'the State' does not appear in its title,
:,si'nce it is now - rightly - thought of as making its most significant con;tribution in this area. The substantive sections on 'Fundamental
:Characteristics' and 'Relative Autonomy' of the State are the chapters
~Ost frequently referred to, Already, Poulantzas marked himself off
both an 'instrumentalist' and a 'technico-economic' conception of
;the State. He took his st:and on a particular reading of what he called,
f;ifubig\lously, 'the Marxist scientific problematic' (p. 127). In a series of
:~hallenging exegeses, he developed a Olnception of the capitalist state
ikrounded in Marx, Engels, Lenin and Gramsci. In bis arguments conc$rning the separation of the 'economic' and the 'politi~l', the role of
(~State in organizing the power bloc and disorganizing the dominated
~ct~t and in displacing the class struggle through the construction of
i:ai'general interest' and the isolation-effect (the constitution of the legal;@4ividual citizen), Poulantzas clearly attempted [0 give Gramsci's
~Pt of 'hegemony' a more theoreticized and systematic formulation ~u~h his manifest debt to Grnmsci (handsomely acknowledged else~ere) always awakens in him an extended ambiguity: Gramsci is
~\Vhere praised without being, also, criticized. This signals a problem,

.~;t of the structure',

irt.

from
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concerning Poulantzas's search for consistency and 'orthodoxy', and]
retrospective construction of an impeccable Marxist lineage which r~
pears, in a different form, in the new book, and on which we comml
more extensively below. 'Exceptional' fonns of the state then provid
the basis for the volume on Fascism and Dictatorship, with its nr(
detailed historical cases, and its delineation of the distinctions betwe
'fascism', 'Caesarism' and 'Bonapartism'.
Both Political Power and Social Classes and Fascism and Dictaton~
were criticized at the time for their tendency to 'overpoliticize't
State. Poulantzas sternly resisted this criticism at the time; thou~
since then (and again in the book under review) he half-acknowledgesl
force. Whether or not he took the point, it is the case that his o~
major theoretical work, Classes in Contemporary Capitalism adopted
more decisively 'economic' framework. It begins with the 'imperi~
chain'. Though its middle sections did deal with the 'State andfl
Bourgeoisie', it was within the framework of the inter-relationships~j
traced between contradictions at the 'global' and the 'nation-state' lev~
The book is, perhaps, better known for its contribution to qJl
another - though related - issue: the vexed question of the delineau1
of class fractions within Marxist theory. Poulantzas's theses on'6
'new' and the 'old' petty-bourgeoisie, and on productive and unprod~
tive labour, have since provided a seminal point of reference for;
continuing debate (to which Braverman, Carchedi, Gorz, Erik O)i
Wright, Hunt and others have also contributed). The complexitiJ~
these arguments need not detain us further.
;~
What is significant is the way in which these highly theoreticabn
often abstract debates progressively become politicized. If one looks,'~
example, at the way Poulantzas returns to the discussion of the'ile:
petty-bourgeoisie' three or four years later - in his contribution toClq
and Class Structure2 - it is clear that the problem of 'specifying 1/1
boundary of the working class' is 'not simply a theoretical questioil;,i
involves a political question of the greatest general importance concetn
ing the role of the working class and of alliances in the transitio~J
socialism' (p. 113). This theme gives this latter piece a clarity OnO[
mulation and a thrust sometimes missing from his earlier work. Fi9n
this point forwards, he begins to work on the theory/practice nexufiJ
a more direct and pertinent way. [n part, this marks his response!1

2

Alan Hunt (ed.), Class and Class StTUcturt, London 1977.
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, nctural developments - the break-up of the old dictatorships, the

conJu
. , currents In
.
Ch'lean experience, the emergence 0 f 'E• urocommumst

I pe his closer involvement with the opening and the dilemmas of a

E
"UfO

' 0 f the
'Conun,on Programme, .In F rance, the contrad'Ictory evoIutJon

'an Communist Party's 'historic compromise'. Significantly, these
Ita II
..
Is engage, in different ways, others 0 f the ongmal
Althusser 'group' ~I~usser himself, Baliba.r, Ranciere, Debray, But in Poulantzas:s case
(perhaps also in ~thers) It must .a~so be regar~e~ as symptomatIc of a
,deeper 'turn' in hIS work. The ~f1SIS of the capItalIst state becom~ m~re
'< ressing; simultaneously, opemngs to the left appear as real hIstorIcal
\/~tematives; there is, however, the shadow of Stalinism and the Gulag.
; Socialism returns to the agenda: correspondingly, so does the 'crisis of
~;socia1ism' I'Crisis of Marxism'. The critical interview with Poulantzas by
Henri Weber, which deals with the State and democracy in the context.
'the transition to socialism', indicates a shift of perspective, a new
,.~genda and strikes a new note ~f ~olitic~l urgency.~ There is also a clear
';dimlution of some of the certaInties whIch underpmned the 'orthodoxy'
jiof his previous work. This 'openness' to new themes is sustained in the
;iinterview in Marxism Today referred to above. The capitalist state is
:idefined, not only in terms of contradictions but of 'crisis'. But some of
';thefixed reference-points of his previous discourse - e.g. Leninism, the
;~fdictatorship of the proletariat' - are put in question. The fulcrum of his
theoretical universe shifts. State, Power, Socialism is now - alas - the
':iriost complete/uncompleted statement from this changing position we
'are likely to see. This constitutes the importance, the resonance - also,
;~he poignancy - of the book, in the light of his untimely death.

of

;F6\lcault
and the Materiality of Power
.:.:'-:

~.;'

'.'

'f9penness' and 'orthodoxy' arc terms which require a little more elucidation. The first is a value which - in the context of the sectarian
,climate which disfigures Marxist intellectual culture in Britain - is hard
~~_(jver-rate. But, if one takes theoretical issues seriously, as Poulantzas
always did, it is not a self-evident or self-validating 'good'. At a time
-when anything and everything claims the fashionable mantle of ' mater iaI(sm~ a touch of orthodoxy remarkably concentrates the mind.
lFi~~t published in Critique Communisle, No. 16, June 1977; English translation in
I'lltmational, Vol. 4, No.1, Autumn 1977.
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':~

;:2!

:-.~
These are not minor matters: they bear directly on the formation anal
deformation of a Marxist culture and the politics of intellectual Wor~
The different kinds of 'openness' which State, Power, Socialism ev~
dences are not difficult to specify, at a simple level. He takes on ani:
engages with a whole series of new positions and arguments - of wbic6;
Foucault's contradictory appearance in the text is only the most signif;
icant example. Some of these new concepts begin to inflect his ow[
discourse. He is open to reformulations of his earlier positions. He~
'open' on some of the central issues in 'the transition to socialism'. TJ{~
effect of giving way to these profound uncertainties about questiorG;
which the 'older' Poulantzas would have regarded as settled, must bai~'
been in itself, a profoundly unsettling experience, personally and inteif;
lectually. In sum, this leads, in State, Power, Socialism, on the
hand, to the opening up of a rich, new seam of concepts and ideas, ntit;
subject to his normal tendency to orthodox closure; on the other handq
",
it leads to certain fluctuations of tone and address, to a continuous di~(
cursive movement of advance and retreat, which gives the mark~
impression of - tragically - unfinished business.
Ai;
The Introduction to State, Power. Socia/ism offers, in three brief se££
tions, a resume of the major themes to be examined. The first of th~
sections advances the argument that there can be 'no general theorytil",
the State to be found in the Marxist classics' (p. 20). ParadoxicaU*
given his previous tendency to invoke a consistent 'classical' traditio~
the propounding of what is described as 'the Marxist-Leninist theorY~f!
the State' is now declared a 'stupendous dogmatism'. His distance frorN
the 'economism and structuralism' implicit in Balibar's contribution'~
Reading Capital, first signalled in a highly significant footnote to tK~
opening page of Classes in Contemporary Capitalism, is now extended!~
include the 'formalist-economistic position'; also the 'topographical rlitr
resentation of "base" and "superstructure"', and 'the social totality~;~
conceived in the form of instances or levels'; later still, to Balibar's st~t·;
ling defence of the 'dictatorship of the proletariat'. Characteristicaft~
this loosening of the bonds of 'classical' Althussereanism, and ther;
trospective question-mark it must place over Poulantzas's ear~~f
orthodoxies, are not fully confronted or their theoretical effects recko.(ect
with. Poulantzas's reticence, here is part of that fluctuation of addl'fSS
commented on above. Here, too, another 'enemy' is engaged: the 'Ne,f
Philosophers', whose active presence on the French intellectual sCeJl~'
and threatened expropriation of Foucault haunts this text through~ur
(and they are not the only eloquent ghosts in the machine). Theth~

oil
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dvanced (it is, surely, Poulantzas's latest attempt to deal with the
ablem of the relation of the 'economic' and the 'political' in his theory
P;°the State) that, though the State is the site of the political condensa~ of struggle, it is not external to the relations of production. but
nO;etrates them and, indeed, is constitutive for them. The second secran challenges the notion that the State can be adequately
~nceptualized as 'coercion plus consent'. Here, Foucault's work makes
~e first of many pertinent and contradictory appearances. He is 'present' both at a challenging theory to be criticized, but also as a major new
infl~ence within Poulantzas's own discourse: now, Poulantzas speaks, in
his own voice, of 'bourgeois discourses', of 'discipline', the 'bodily
order' and 'techniques of knowledge'. Again, the theoretical effect of
these 'loans' is not directly confronted. The third section deals with the
concept of 'power', on which Poulantzas has written before. Here,
almost exclusively, his preoccupation is with the 'abstract diagram of
power' in Foucault, and the latter's tendency to dilute and disperse
power amongst a 'pluralism of micropowers', which Poulantzas rightly
sees as providing a cover for the 'New Philosophers' in their vivid
oscillation from a 1968-style 'libertarianism of the left, to a 1979-style,
'anri-the-Gulag-state 'libertarianism of the right'. Power as deriving from
;()bjective positions, rooted in the division of labour, is advanced as
more adequate than Foucault's thesis of the dispersal of power, every-'where.
The main body of the text is then divided into three Chapters, dealing with the processes of the capitalist state, the state and political
'. struggles, the state and the economy. Each advances a challenging thesis.
~The first insists on the 'institutional materiality' of the state as a com'~lex of apparatuses. The second develops the proposition that, in
:relation to political struggles, the State must be conceived as a 'con>densation of the relations of [class] forces'. This theme, already present
?iil.'Poulantzas's work in a more muted form, here displaces his earlier
;.~nception of the State as the 'cement' of a social formation. The third
!~views the economic functions of the State, in the context of the argu"tri~ht that the state does not only reproduce the 'general external
c;6nditions of production' (a phrase culled from Engels's Anti-DUhring)
~~t enters into the constitution of the relations of production. Each of
tlltse, in a different way, represents a shift, either of emphasis or of tendency, from his earlier work .
. '\1.'he most instructive, in many ways, is the chapter on 'institutional
m~,teriality': The interest, here, residing not only in the intrinsic novelty
15

xiv
of the proposition (which requires fuller exploration), but in the .•
Poulantzas's arguments are constantly inflected, and frequently
and interrupted, by the running debate with Foucault.
materiality' is more than a fiUing-out of Althus.'ler's earlier ernpruasiR'';i.
apparatuses. The material processes of state action have here been
formed by Foucault's concepts. Thus the way the stare
intellectual/manual division of labour is developed through A·UI:J('!I"....
emphasis on the coupling of 'knowledge' and 'power'. We hear,
its 'practical supremacy of knowledge and discourse'. At the same
Foucault's abstract diagram of 'power' is criticized for its failure
ognize the crystallization of knowledge and power in the
'organizational framework'.
There are many arresting propositions and generative ideas in
pages. Nevertheless, the way they are handled and developed is
mately, satisfactory. And here, theoretical fluctuations are most
Key terms, concepts and formulations have been 'loaned' from
They add new dimensions to PouJantzas's thinking.
overall theoretical effect, in modifying not just the surface
the problematic in which Poulantzas' has been working, is
adequately confronted. This is related to the fact that
after aU, simply stringing together a set of new ideas. He is de\'eIo'6m
a different problematic - one, morC(Jver, which is, at several
theoretically inconsistent with Poulantzas's framework of
Marxism'. Foucault is not simply pointing, in particular ms:tanlae&j
proliferation of discourses. He is advllncing a theory of their
1te1~()geneiJy. Similarly, Foucault's 'abstract diagram of
everywhere in the positive face of power, and in the m,('rl1",trlllf'h
all types of social relations, is explicitly counterposed to the
power radiating from a complex centre. The capitalist state·
missing from this schema, not by inadvertence but by design.
not possible, theoretically, for Poulantzas to take these corlcel)tsjWJi~~'1~
'correcting' thern by reintegrating them into a more N ...,..,...nti,,"
ception of the state, state power and class relations. This has
in Poulantzas's discourse of returning to a set of mClre··1Jl(;JUllI:l:'e
which are simply asserted. Foucault is then awarded
insights, but ticked off and put in his pfuce by a process of
tification. I am not advancing a dogmatic argument for
incompatibility of theoretical paradigms: but it is to warn
cedure of selective conflation. In part, this arises
Foucault's traces are everywhere, there is no integrated
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:'>0 'que of his position - such, for example, as we find in Peter Dews's
crl~t, lucid article on 'Nouvelle Philosophic and Foucault',4 It is true
~ part of PoulantzaS's proje.ct a~s to b~ t? ~cue the valid insights
.!;;Foucault's work from theIr mls-appropnatlon IOto the camp of the
~ew Philosophe~s~. But the prior q,uestion ~ust be wh~ther - the real
aiffcrences of political oudook n~wlthstandtng - there Isn't, after al~ a
~tent convergence her~1 whIch hIlS to be unearthed at the level of
problematic, before particular concepts can be borrowed and trans~
Foucault does !iee knowledge-power (ravoirlpouvoir) as implied
'~;the very faCt of institutionalization. Every regulation is an exclusion,
i~~~ery exclusion is an oper~ti.on of power. N~ distinction ~ drawn,
~~s shows, between 'a polltlcally enforced stlence and a silence of
~~ which is merely the reverse side of the positivity of a given cuI~Wtal tormation' (p. 148). Power, for him, is an 'abstract machine',
~~-action is everywhere, and which is assumed prior to its con:~fi~ in any particular field (State, Power, Socialism, p. 68). Since
i~W~'is everywh~e, resistance is, ,ultimately, a concept witho~t a han:e:
, 'iSno theoretlcal reason why It should appear, no accountmg for its
}; eel, and nothing to check its assignment as just another aspect
"
itivity' of power - 'coextensive and contemporary' with it. It
,is iIowledged that, side-stepping the question of the relationship
J~~w&n.the shift in the modality of 'discipline' which he traces in
,iJ)i'/tfliff,eAna Punish and other relations which occur at the same time,
c"
Foucault into an abrupt descent into a 'vulgar' economism on
,'~iBut this is no mere forgetfulness. It is because Foucault
~}~ffir~"plicitly agnostic abour such convergences in order to retain his
-'~~~f.the necessary heterogeneity of instances. His 'power' is dis, -"
'sely so that it cannot, theoretically, be traced back to any
;_iganizing instance, such as 'the State'. It voids the question of
"dte~mic precisely because it cannot, in his view, be crystallized into
;;!!l~~~otglobaL relations - e.g. class relations. Foucaulr t s implicit
:,~~:,.::'c: ,'j~rtarianism" with its characteristic oscillations - powerlthe
'"~J; ,:\Ver/resistance - is not, as Poulantzas's sometimes claims,
'Jy{,~«effect' of his 'second-order epistemological discourse' (po 68),
~:Il9~ mean that his ideas cannot be transposed into a different
,;,/",gr~~~ut it does mean that Poulantzas's attempts at a synthesis
::~o~~p~shed too fast, leaving certain glaring inconsistencies.
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Another consequence of dealing with Foucault, so to speak, odJ
run, is that Poulantzas does not allow himself the space to devekl~
own, new and positive insights. For example, the state's monopolj
knowledge might have usefully led to a more extended discussion
role of 'organic state intellectuals'. The same is true when we turn tdl
chapter of the state and political struggle. The argument that the~
must be conceived as the condensation in the relations of class fo~
and that these contradictory relations are not external to the state]
inscribed in its very materiality and in its functioning, is a wel~
development from the rather all-encompassing picture of the SI
derivable from Political Power auri Social Classes. These (pp. 1271i
are some of the most arresting and innovatory passages in State, P~
and Socialism. They begin to break that knot in Marxist theory Yifi
has retarded the development of an adequate conception of the stati
so long - best represented in terms of the opposed poles of the stai~
'functional to me needs/logic of capital' and the state as 'nothing bu~
product of class struggle'. We could have done with more on·j
theme, especially on the organizational role the state plays in Gr~
'unstable equilibrium of <.'Ompromises' and its articulation with. pop,~
struggles. The rather harder critique of Foucault offered here is we/til
and apposite (pp. 146-163) - but, given the intrinsic novelty of~
thesis, something of an unwarranted detour.
,;

ot

Jq

-"

',~~

A Generative Openness
-:;;

The chapter On the state and the economy is comprehensive, thoughJ
original. Both chapters are marked by a running engagement wiij
whole galaxy of enemies and errors - Balibar. the PCF's th~
'state monopoly capitalism" the logic-of-capital school, the Itai~
Carrillo. The book picks up steam again in its final section, the first·~
of which deaJs with the 'crisis' of the capitalist state, the second wit!}~
prospecr for 'a democratic Socialism'. Poulantzas's characterization oj:l
'state in crisis' as the state of 'authoritarian statism' is an importa~
mulalion, which nets certain critical features of Western Eu~
capitalist States in a period of crisis, and usefully distinguishes it;~
'fascism'. My only reservation is that Poulantzas does not deal,~
ciently with how this progress towards 'authoritarian statism' has;!?!
secured at the base by a complementary shift in popular consen1
authority - the product of a remarkable and intensive ideolo~
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>;l~-'u . Ie, of which 'Thatcherism' is a symptomatic example. 'This has led

/p1'~lsewhere, to argue that the th~is of '~u~ritari.an ~tatism' n,ceds to

';~'~~plemented by a theorY,of authontanan po~u]lsm', ;Vh..c~ has

2b~~ to characterize the evolutton to~ards a

mO,re dlrect~y dl~clplin~ry
Poulmtzas also omits the specific contnbutlon whICh
c:~I~Statismt of Social Democracy ;n power in a period of capitalist crisis
~ffL:.made in prov!di~g .'authoritarian populism' with t~e pop~l~r con;j[01''''dictions on which It IS able to work, But the debate IS well Jomed,
~'~:!of the state,

:;;}f:iteaders may find even more of interest in the remarkably open dis~"',~'ion of the forms of the state and pOlitical organization in the
.~~ss
'I' ,
d the pertmence
'
~~ittan:sition to Socia Ism , an
0 f d emocracy as an organ~JiJ~ theme. The critique of some aspects of Leninism, and the
~~donment of the 'dictatorship of the proletariat' formula is a mark of
~dilidistance which Poulantzas had travelled. The abandonment of 'dual
;3'~Ww,er' in favour of a (w~ of position' is effectively, if too su~m.arily)
'>~_nced. The affirmations that 'a real permanence and conttnulty of
~~diijRstiturions of representative democracy' is 'an essential condition of
?~a~oeratic socialism' will set hearts racing - and, no doubr, knives
J,\, iv'.. ning. The supporting arguments - against the fortress conception
'he state, for Luxemburg against the Lenin of What Is To Be Done?
"on how a strategy of 'real breaks' is distinguished from reformism,
~':zJeJantalizingly brief. Promises, promises
Their elaboration is the
~lijacy which, regrettably, State. Power, Socia/ism must now leave in
t~~bther hands.
~">.lt should be clear, by now, that State, Power, Socialism is a pro~rfriiJndly unsettled, and therefore unsettling, book. Its incompleteness
' r · tows up far more than Poulantzas was ready to secure within the
"mework of a coherent and integrated argument. The book opens up
; 'es of Pandora's boxes. Often, there is a too-swift attempt to secure
.: lids again, before their untameable genies can escape. This proa real theoretical uneveness in the book. Yet, this very unevenness
.' . nstitutes, by its reverse side, the stimulus of the book, its gener~e openness. Poulantzas's earlier books gained much of their force
.,sely from their completeness and consistency: some would say
:, their straining after a consistency which contributes to a certain
.' ion of premature closure, of dogmatism and orthodoxy, He
us wit:h a book which is. in many ways, clearly coming apart at
fSeams; where no single consistenc theoretical framework is wide
:~ to embrace its internal diversity. It is strikingly unfinished. It
:.~,,!rs us a picture of one of the most able and fluent of 'orthodox'
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Marxist-structuralist thinkers putting himself and his ideas at risk ..
is Poulantzas adventuring
The example it leaves to us -- abov~
in its determination, at the end, to address questions of the utmost
immediate political relevance -- is, in a very special way, exemplary.
'perfectly compl~te and rigorous text' must wait for another man
Given the way in which the search for correctness has systematicaUy
tor ted Marxist intellecmal work through its Ahhussel
post-Althusserean, Lacanian and now its Foucauldean deluges, tm!!
nite delay may be no bad thing.

This essay was first published in New Left Rel.
No. 119, January-February

Preface

'thC'urgency behind this book derives ~bove all from th~ po1it~c~ situ,ation
'i~ .Europe, since although the quesnon of democrauc sOClabsm IS far
~rf()l1l being everywhere on the agenda, it is being posed in a number of

!E'ufopean countries. The urgency ~I~ st~ms fro~ the emer~nce of the
~rt~w phenomenon of State aut~on~namsn:" which affects .V1rtu~lIy all
S(Kalied developed countrIes. Finally, It refers to the dIScussIon on

the

~meStateand power that is developing in France and elsewhere.

';'.\V{lrk on this subject is normally presented either in a 'theoretical' form
As we
;}I1Ow, that is an old habit. But I have tried to break free from it, since the
ffUrrent problems are sufficiently novel and importanr to warrant deeper
2~amination. Besides, today less than ever can theory remain contented
tWith an ivory tower.
~~Jt should be said, however, that the attempt to escape from this
leomfortable habit encounters certain problems that I have not always
~heen able, or known how, to avoid. These all come down to the tendency,
':6; one respect or the other, to do both too much and not enough. In the
::theoretical sense, J could not deal with all [he problems that arise in these
16.dds, but nor could I exhaust all the ones that I do tackle. The text
l~~efore has no systematic order. While its parts fit together and refer
~~" one another, they are intended above all to illuminate particular
~~Pects the various questions involved.
~t.~In the political sense, it was not possible for me 'to examine a concrete
~~eotitjcal conjuncture - especially that of France - in aU its detail and
~*cificity. In addition, the character of this work accounts for the small
~1Jbce occupied by bibliographical references. Because the literature on
t:lI1ese themes is so immense and because I wanted to avoid academic
~~derousness, I deliberately set OUt to keep such references to the bare
~minimum _. essentially those cases where I Quote an author directly or
~~where relevant research has been conducted in France.

:;'&as a directly political intervention into a precise conjuncture.

or
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As regards what are termed the classics of Marxism, the reader
find all the quotations in my previous books. But that is not tbe<
reason why I have not cited them here. For there can be no such th~
orthodox Marxism. No-one can presume to behave as the keeper of
dogmas and texts; and nor have I sought to clothe myself in them:.
not that· I claim to speak in the name of some genuine Marxism, but ~
the opposite. I assume responsibility for what I write and speak on
my own name.
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On the Theory of the State

can escape the question of the State and power? Who indeed
:;;:iI,",J'C'n'rlttalk about it? The current political situation, not only in France
the whole of Europe. is certainly one reason for its topicality. But
not enough: we have to understand, know and explain. And for
must not hesitate to go straight to the roOl of the problems. We
.IlI>IJ'.I ....... to grasp means adequate to the end, without giving in to the
of using a fashionable language of analogy and metaphor. No
my initial observations will seem rather arid. But unlike Alphonse
, , I do not unfortunately have the time to pass on more quickly to
exciting later chapters.
"·)f1j'UO:;.Il... overtly or not, all twentierh-century political theory has
posed the same question: what is the relationship between the
, power and social classes? I repeat twentieth-century theory,
such was not always the case, at least not in this form. Marxism
to make some headway. But since Max Weber, all political
constituted either a dialogue with Marxism or an attack upon it.
event. who today would dream of denying the relationship
power and the dominant classes? Now, while the countless
of such theory pose the same question, the great majority also
same basic answer: first there is the State or power (which is
in numerous differ¢nt ways) and then the ruling classes
with it specific relations of proximity or alliance. These relat ions
with varying degrees of sophistication, by reference to
Ire "1'0111_ acting on the State or flexible strategies spreading through
of power and taking shape in its structures. The account
'comes down to the following: the State is constituted by an
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origi,naJ, impenetrable ker~el and by 'the rest', which the ruling cla~'
commg on to the scene as if by chance, are able to affect and pen~;
Such a way of conceiving the Stare essentiany rests on a Janus imag~~:
better still, on an updated form o~ the .half-human, half-~~st
Power thafalready haunted Machl3veUt. In some authors It 18 the hu~
side that is bound up with social classes, in others it is the animal siday:
There is just one problem with this. How can it explain what every~
who is not blind can observe every day, not as a philosopher but~?I
ordinary citizen} For it is obvious that we are hemmed in more and rnJ~
tightly by a State whose most detailed practices demonStrate its conn~
tion with ~articular, an? extr~e1y. pre.cis~, interests..
.
One wnant of MarxISm, whlch IS snll [led to a certam pollncal t~
cion, claims to provide us with an answer, The State is equivale@(~~
political domination, so the argument goes, in that each dominanfC'rat
constructs a State according to its requirements, bending it at
suit its own interests. In that sense, every State is merely a
dictatorship.
-fir
This purely instrumental conception of the State reduces IIu'SfWk
apparatus to state power, thus failing to touch the heart of the mattetili
is not that the State has no 'class nature'. But the real problem ~
which concerns every political theory of the State and which was ~
by the founders of Marxism themselves. Indeed, although they approa-cj(j~
the problem from a specific angle, it may be said to have obsessed th-~.:
in their work. They saw the State as a special apparatus, exhibithitif
peculiar material framework that cannot be reduced to given relatio~$r
political domination. As regards the capitalist State, the question
formulated as follows: why, in general, does the bourgeoisie se~~
maintain its domination by having recourse precisely to the nati~
popular State - to the modern representative State with aU its charact~i
tic institutions? For it is far from self-evident that the bourgeoisie WilMa
have chosen this particular fonn if it had been able to tailor a State~i}
requirements. While the bourgeoisie continues to derive many beri~
from such a State, it is by no means always contented with it, any ~:
than it was in the past.;::~~
This is a burning question, since it also concerns the present~k
phenomenon of statism, in which, as we know only too well, the StaJ:~,
activity reaches into all spheres of everyday life. Here too, the v~iLa.u
of Marxism to which we have referred supplies a peremptory
these activities emanate in their entirety from the will of the domiij3);
class or from that of its hired politicians. It is perfectly clear, how~Iri;
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;;:;'. number of state functions (e.g" social security) cannot be reduced
diaU
.'
1
;"". ··.··litical dommatlon a one.
~~en if we try to leave ~hind the image of the State as a,mere product
~i;;>:pttendage of the domtnant class, we encounter essentially the same
,W~~ in the traditional answer of political theory. And theorists of
~hert more rnooern variant of Marxism, do not always avoid the trap.
r'oking the dual nature of the State, they see on the 0111: hand (still the
J~~ divide!) a kernel of the State that somehow exists side by side with
~~kes and the class struggle. To be sure, the explanation they give of
~is kernel i.~ not that of the other theories of power and the State: in
;,' rticular, they make reference to the productive forces, to which they
~uc;e the relations of production. This is the famous economic structure
;f~ which classes and class struggle are absent - a structure that is
{~pposed 10 give rise to a truly 'special' State and to the purely technical
l~in more dignified langua~e, the pure,ly social) measur~ o~ the State.
then 0/1 the olher hand, there IS the State s other nature, thIS time related
:iliiclasses and the class struggle. So, we have a second State, a super~6ate or a State within the State, which is grafted on to the back of the
~. This one does have a class nature, operating in our case as the
Sta~ of the bourgeoisie and of its political domination. The second
:S~tCoomc:s along to pervert, vitiate, conraminate or deflect the functions

~iihe first.

0i~:r~poke just now of a particular variant of Marxism. But the pheno~ro~~on is much broader, extending to that left-technocratic ideology
~~~ic:h is currently wreaking such havoc. This is above all the case not
[~.\kn it poinrs to the productive forces, but when, in more prosaic
{~hion, it invokes the increasing complexity of the State's technical~omic tasks in so-called post-industrial societies.
~Such' a line of argument does not then differ all that much from the
~Id answer of political theory, whether in its traditional fOJm or in
$i\e better adapted to the tastes of the day. For all these theorists, there
~it free-standing state power which is only afterwards utilized by the
\~inant classes in various ways. Quite frankly, they should talk not of
~c.lass nature, but of the class utilization of the State. The term men~9~~d earlier, the dual nature of the State, does not encompass the reality
;.!£t~ese analyses: namely, the view that the State's true nature lies in the
;:@Jt~ original State, while the second is just a question of habit. Just as
\,iiWitical theory has for centuries conceived of the State as half-human,
~Tr~beast,.so the genuine State or real power are here located not on the
~~~~y side (the side of classes) but on the other, sunny side.
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~~ere is a purpose behin~ these s~h~mati.c repr~sentatio~s. For ~lan
pohtlcal theory and all theories of soclaitsm (IncludIng Marxism) rev~iv: .~.
around this question, this is because it constitutes a real probletn~}
While not of course the only one to arise in this field, it is neverthel~~of'
central importance; and, as the reader will have guessed, it also invQff~
the question of the transformation of the State in the transition to de'nt~
cratic socialism. Anyway, there is only one road that leads somewh€(~
only one answer that can break the vicious circle. In fact, we may begin
by expressing this answer very simply: the State really does exhiblf;~
peculiar material framework that can by no means be reduced to Irilri
political domination. The state apparatus
that special and he~te
formidable something - is not exhausted in state power. Rather politi~
domination is itself inscribed in the institutional materiality of the Stafe;
Although the State is not created ex nihilo by the ruling classes, nor~
simply taken over by them: state power (that of the bourgeoisie, in~e
case of the capitalist State) is written into this materiality. Thus, whil~
all the State's actions are not reducible to political domination, t~~
composition is nevertheless marked by i t . '
It will be no easy matter to demonstrate these propositions. For wh@
the simplest questions are the real ones, they are also the most compt~
In order to avoid losing ourselve..~ in the maze, we must keep hold ofili~:'
guiding thread: the basis of the material framework of power andi~~
State has to be sought in the relations of production and social divisi6n
of labour - but not in the sense which is normally understood and wHi~
has come to be accepted. By these terms I do not refer to an econoiM'
structure from which classes, the class struggle and forms of powe('tlf.
absent. Finally, it is because this constitutes the linchpin that I shIDl
cling on to it in order to enter the current, much broader discussioll;~1;
the State and power.
;X§f,
·;f~,

II
We must begin then by briefly recalling certain analyses that I have m~~e,
in previous books.
f,,;~;c
The articulation of the State to the relations of production ato~~
poses the question of the relationship between the State and the 'econo~lc
base'. We have to be quite clear about what is meant by 'economic basf.
since this will determine our notion of the way in which the State},~
bound up with the relations of production and the class struggle.'c;;
::,;;
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/~~, d y more than ever it is necessary to distance ourselves from the

- rrnalist~economist
To a
. . accord·109 to wh·ICh t he economy IS
. com~
posltlon
fc?_~J f elements that remain unchanged through the various modes of
ftIlseu 0
.
I
A.
I·
Foduction - elemenr;; possesslOg an a most nstote Ian nature or
and able to reproduce and regulate themselves by a kind of
essence
.
:>. aI combinatory. As we know, that has been a constant temptation
Intern
.
'~ : -ghout the history
0 fM·
arXlsm, and···O·th
It IS Stl WI us to day. Convergth• rou
.
h
d··
I
.
.
~ in this respect Wit
tra ltlona economlsm,
such a conception
J~ ures the role of struggles lodged in the very heart of the relations of
~'~~uction and exploitation. Furthermore, it treats the space or field of
g:economic (and co~seq~en~ly .th~t ~f the state-political) as essentially
;-mutable, as possessmg mtrmslc hmlts that are sketched out once and
!~ all by its supposed self-reproduction. At the level of relations between
state and economy, this ultimately rather ancient view of things can give
rise to tWO misinterpretations, whose effects most frequently appear in a
tombined manner.
i'First, it may give weight to an old misunderstanding that results
Trom a topological representation of 'base' and 'superstructure': namely,
t/teconception of the State as a mere appendage or reflection of the
-~onomic sphere, devoid of its own space and reducible to the economy.
;1\ccording to this notion, the relation between State and economy is at
illest a matter of the State's famous 'rebound action' on an economic
:6aSe considered as essentially self-sufficient. What is involved here is the
'traditional mechanistic-economist conception of the State - one whose
Implications and consequences are by now sufficiently well known for
(me to pass straight on.
·the formalist position can also give rise to a second misunderstanding,
'mwhich the social totality is conceived in the form of instances or levels
tthat are by nature or by essence autonomous from one another. Once the
-~conomy is apprehended in terms of a series of elements occupying their
(own spaces and remaining unchanged through the diverse modes of
"production (slavery, feudalism, capitalism), the conception wiD be
~exiended by analogy to the superstructural instances (the State, ideology).
Jtwill then be the a posteriori combination of these inherently autono;l11ous instances that will produce the various modes of production, since
"ttie essence of these instances is prior to their mutual relation within a
ritode of production.
'f'This conception is again grounded on representation of an economic
~pace intrinsically capable of reproducing itself. But instead of regarding
iliesuperstructural instances as appendages or reflections of the ecoriomy,

gr
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it threatens to tum them into substances, furnishing [hem Withj~
independence of the economic base that remains constant thtQughZi
various modes of production. The essential autonomy of the sij"fR;.
structural instances (the State, ideology) would then serve to legitiJri:
the autonomy, self-sufficiency and self-reproduction of the economy~~Wi
can thus see the theoretical collusion of these two conceptions, for I'Ih~
[he links between the State and the economic sphere are in pri~1~
relations of exteriority, whatever the forms used to designate them.'~
The constructivist image
:base' and 'superstruc~ure" wh~
supposed to allow the determmmg role of the «onomlC sphere tQ;~
visualized after a fashion, cannot in fact provide a correct rep regental"
~ the articulation of SQ(;ial reality,. nor there.fore of that determinin[' :
Itself. .It has ev~n proved ~ be dlS3StroUS In ~ore wa~ than one;)~
there IS everythmg to be gamed from not relymg upon It. For Illn»
part, I have long ceased to use it in analysis of the State.
"~,
These conceptions also have an effect on the delimitation and cOnSil
tion of objects for theoreucal investigation. For th.ey both admihWi
po~ibility a~d legitimacy of ~ general Iheory 01111£ eco~l1my taken,~"

o!

eplst~olo~lcally di~ti~ct object -, t~e theory, that. 15 to say,.o{.I,
transhlstoncal functlonmg of economic space. In this perspectlve'a~

differen~es presented by the object (t~e economy) ,from one m~

productIOn to another are to be explamed purely In terms of asa&
regulating and rigidly demarcated economic space, whose in/~19t
metamorphoses and transformations afe unravelled by the general t~
of the economy ('economic science'). It is at the level of the""
superstructures that the two conceptions diverge, finishing with op
and equally false, results. For the first, any specific examination .~,.
superstructural fields as objects in their own right is quite $~ml
inadmissible, since the general theory of the economy provides the ke~
explaining the superstructures as mechanical reflections of the econ~1
base. For the second, by contrast, [his general theory has to be dupli~l~;
by analogy in a general theory of every superstructural field - in thjs'~
the political field of the State. This theory, too, must have as its s~~fw'
and separable object the reality of the State across the various mOdes'
of production; as an epistemological object, the State is concei .
having immutable boundaries fixed through its exclusion fro .
a-temporal domain of the economy. Thus, the intrinsic borders.;
economy-object, which is deemed capable of reproducing itself
inner laws, lead on to intrinsic borders of the State - a State, that j .
an immutable space enveloping the equally immutable space
economy.

il7lffllllJ(/itm
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~1ftC!iC are false conceptions, then. But what is thc truth of the mattcr?
l::l-:lr... :,·::

~?~'qi t us til1it recall that the space or site of the economy is that of the
;:~:~~':on5 of production and exploitation, and of the extraction of surplus
lP~ur (that is, in the capitalist mode of production. the reproduction and
~:;~};. mulation of capital, and the extraction of surplus-value). Now,
,1",acCU
• I'
. \.Ism has t h·IS space ever
,Ji?·.ther in pre-capita
1st m od es nor .m capita
'~~f::med a hermetically seal~ level, cap~bl~ ,of self~re~r?duction ~nd
;~:""'sessjng its own 'laws' of toternal functlonmg. The pO/lflca/fidd oj the
8~~/e (lIS well as the. sp~ere of ideology) has a/wtl,Ys, jn Ji!fert 17 I form;, b~en
L;t~p,emf/ in lht consWult07l and reproduc!u¥n qf the rela!l(j~J of pr(}d~ctlOn.
%2"jj!is was also nue of the pre-monopoly stage of capltahsm, despite the
;~~~despread illusion dut the liberal State involved itself in the economy
'*~q'Riy for the purpo~ of creating and mainr~i.ning the 'materia~ ;~fr~
?;YSttUcfUre' of production.) Of course, the position of the State Vis-a-VIS
~i;~ ecoJWmy has changed not only with the mode of production, but
~¥;alSo with the stage and phase of capitalism itself. But in no manner can
;:;:,~~ changes ever be inscribed in a topological image of exteriority.
~;;~rding to which the State, as an instance always external to the
b,'f!~noJ1lY. now intervenes in the relation" of production themselves
~";'>"';ebv penetrating economic space, and now remains outside that space
'fng' only on its periphery. The position of the State vis-a.-vis the
. omy is. never anything but the modality of the State's presence in the
"~~a;i\S[itution and reproduction of the relations of production.

~~~1t follows that neither the concept of the economy nor that of the
"'te can have the same ext-ension, field or meaning in the various modes
'., Qduction. Even at an abstract level, these modes cannot be grasped as
~y

economic forms deriving from an evcr-<hanging combination of

hw:ntly constant economic elements that move in a closed and self:'ired space. But nor do they constitute combinations of these elements
'c'" unchanging elements of other instances (the State) conceived as
'l:irIDimurable substances. In shortt a mode of production does not arise
i~l@t'of the combination of various instances. all of which possess an
'~~fualt~rable structure before they come into relation with one another. It
"r.ither the mode of production itself ~ that totality of economic,
.lical and ideological determinations which fixes the boundaries
ese spaces, sketching out their fields and defining their respective
,; .cents. They ate from the very begin1ling constituted by their mutual
'i<11t:,: n and articulation - a process that iii effected in each mode of
',i~1J.Ction through the determining role of the rel~tions of production.
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But that, determination always takes place within the unity of the model;:
productlon,1%:~i

dil,
,,~;:

3. Although, in the pre-capitalist modes of !'roduction, the
producers were separated from the labour-object and the meansl
production through the economic property relarion, they were~l,
s~parated from them i~ the s,econd consti~uent of the re~ations of prod~
tlOn, namely, the relationship of possessIon. In feudalism, for
the peasants and serfs were 'tied' to these objects and means, preser-{*
relative mastery of the labour process without the direct intervention~
the landlord. This resulted precisely in what Marx called the q~'
'overlapping' or 'mixedness' of the State and the economy. The ex '. ':
ofIegitimate violence is here implicit in the relations of production,
surplus labour has to be extracted from direct producers who
the object and means of theif labour. Because of these dear-cut rela '
between the State and the economy, their contour, scope and signifi
are quite other than in the capitalist mode of prod uction.
.
In capitalism, the direct producers are entirely dispossessed 0 .
object and means oftheit labour: they are separated from them not
in the econom ic property relation but also in the relationship of pass .
We witness here the emergence of 'free labourers' possessing not
but their labour power and unable to set the laboW' process in mOl)
without the owner, whose involvement is juridically represented by:
contractual buying and selling of labour power. It is this very struc
of capitalist relations of production that makes a commodity of lab
power itself and converts surplus labour into surplus-value. As re "
the relationship between State and economy, this structure fur
generates the relative separation of the State and the economic sp'
(accumulation of capital and production of surplus-value) - a separ'
which underlies the characteristic institutional framework ofthecapi'.
State, since it maps out the new spaces and respective fields of the S
and the economy_ This separation of the State and the space of'I.
reproduction of capital is therefore specific to capitalism: it must 0<1"
understood as a particular effect of essentially autonomous insta:'
composed of elements that remain constant whatever the mod~
production. It is rather a peculiar feature of capitalism, insofar as it'
out new spaces for the State and the economy by transforming their'
elements.',
What is invoh-ed here is nO( a real externality, such as would existi
State intervened in the economy only from the outside. The separaii~~!

exarnPl
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'.'~ ,L' DtM, than the capitalist (orm 0/ lhe prcsmce of the political in tlu
,'POrning
d ' .r L
l'
.1'
d . Th'IS separatIon
.
'/ t;'- and repro uelron OJ 1m: re atlons OJ pro uetlon.

',',,;";";

"'to/tstl U ......

'>o(State and econom~ and the ~resence-action of t~e former in the latter ~.';~ "tfeet tWO expressIOns of a smgle pattern of relations between State and
;;Jr.~ my; under capitalism - traverse all the historical stages and phases of
,ceono
.
lb . ' h ....
h
d' h
i~;~ mode of pro~uc.non; a . elt 10 C angm~ !orms, t ey are roote m t e
~'~:llai'd core of capltahst relations of producuon. Just as the State was ~ot,
~m t~ pre-monopoly sta~e, really. external to the sp~ce ~f the repr~ducuon
~~,i'f:capita~ SO the State s role In monopoly cap1tahsm, espeCially the
~~~nt phase, does ~ot involve abolition of th~ separati~n of.State and
~~'i&,nomy, The analYSIS that asserts the contrary IS now qUite Widespread,
~6~t it is erroneous with regard bo~ to the. r~la~ions b7twee~ State and
~~a:onomy in the pre~monopoly (competItive or 'hbend) stage of
~;ta~italism, and to the equivalent relations in [he ~urrent stage and ~hase,
s~/rbCsubstantive changes undergone by these relatIons through the hIStory
ikofcapitalism, resuhing as they do from changes in the relations of
[~uction, are just 'transformed forms' of this separation and of [he
]p~sence-acrion of the State in (he relations of produc~ion.
t~t:J~ow, the very fact that the space, field and respective conceptS of the
:fstitte.. political and the economy (relations of production) present them~l~es in different ways according to the mode of production, leads to a
~bfu:lusion that runs counter to aU formalist theoreticism. For just as
\~er~ can be no general theory of the economy (no 'economic science')
~>;:I1aYing a theoretical object that remams unchanged through the various
~'ffi"odes of production, so can there be no 'general theory' of the state~
;~i~oiiiical (in the sense of a political 'science' or 'sociology') having a
~milarly constant object. Such li theory would be legitimate only if the
'''(tite constituted an instance that was by nature or essence autonomous
'pauessing immutable boundaries, and if that instance carried within
f~~lf the laws of its own historical reproduction. (I am here using the term
:li'g~ritral theory in the strong sense: that is, to denote a theoretical system
~11mh'capabte of explicating, on the basis of general and necessary propos i::r*'llm and as particular expressions of a single theoretical object, the types
~~$,tate that arise in the various modes of production, and at the same lime
~pable of unfolding the laws of transformation that characterize the
':~~Hj~t's metamorphoses, on its own constant ground, from one mode of
~rs~!1ction to another - that is to say, the passage or transition from one
:~i~~t~ another.) What is perfectly legitimate, however, is a theory ofthe
J{~~!t~Ust State which forges its specific object and concept: this is made
::~iblc by the separation of the space of the State and that of the
~~"

.

w

~.

·~~f~:;~;~

economy ~n t~ capitalist .mode ?fproduction. In the sam~ way. a th~.·i
of the capltal~st economy IS ~osslble because of the separation of theS~~:
and the relations of production/labour process.
.",D'::
We may, of course, PUt forward general theoretical propositions:i§{
cerning the State. But these would have the same status as those of '
relating to 'production in general': that is, they could have no claim
status of a general theory of the State. It is important to me:ntlon'il1f,,:
point, given the stupendous dogmatism with which certain
propositions contained in the classics of Marxism are still being DN·... ~;.:i!fl
as the 'Marxist-Leninist theory of the State'. This was evident
those contributors to the recent PCP debate who wished to
notion of the dictatorship of the proletariat.!
There is certainly no general theory of the State to be found
Marxist classics: not just because their authors were for one rt3lsort~1Ii
another unable to complete one, but because there can never be
theory. In fact, this is now a quesrion of great topicality, as is "'.'~lI'~
particularly by the debate on the Italian left. In two recent articles,
have aroused enormous inrerest, Bobbio has re..emphasized the
Marxism has no general theory of the State. A number of Italian
have felt obliged to reply that such a theory exists 'in embryo'
classics of Marxism, and that its development constitutes a ne{:~.1li'
and legitimate task. 2 But even though the reasons given by -~~V"V.""'~.
not (he right ones, the fact remains that there is no general theory
State because there can never be one. Here we must resist all
criricisms, whether advanced in good or in bad faith. which
Marxism for its supposed failings with regard to a general t
and the political. For it is precisely one of the merits otMarxism
this and other cases, it thrust aside the grand metaphysical flights
called political philosophy - the vague and nebulous
.
extreme generality and abstractness that claim to lay bare
secrets of History, the Political, the State, and Power. More
should this be noted today, when, in the face of the pressing
situation in Europe and especially France, we are onCe again
the typically escapist phenomenon of large-scale
First and Final Philosophies of Power that, more often [han not, .'
regurgitate the stale terminology of the most traditional on"·l'1trl.IIU
metaphysics. They do this by cheerfully flooding the concept
1

Z

See ~cci3l1y Etienne Balibar, On lire Di"alo,ship o/tnt ProleIQri~t, NLB
This whole controversy has been published as II maTJ~i&mo ~ 10 SUllO, 1976.
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ft~::::~ the grandiose terroristic and mystifying Notions of the Despot, the

~:i. and a few more of [he same stamp: from Deleuze to the 'new'
:;tf:r.df,'ter'phers, an exhaustive list would be long indee(:J.3 The philosophical
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e Ctencles
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e arXlst
~~tr and the State; but they are not where they have been sought.
~What has been very costly for the popular masses throughout the world
:~;{liot Marxism's lack of a general theory of power and the State, but
~~e1y that eschatological. and proph~tic do~~.1tism which has for so
~f~rried to fill the ~gap' Wlth a 'r\o"l~rxls~-Lenuust t~eor( of ~he State.
:;fThereal, and thus Important, defiCle~ctes of. MarxISm In this respect
£~ those very fields where theonzation 1S legitimate. In Pfllitical
~:P6~DttJ Social C/arsd and in other works, I have shown that these
t.a~cics bear, for reasons I attempt. to explain, on both the general
~0iire(i~tial propositions anti the theory of the capitalist State. One result
'-~ii;1hestill inadequare analysis of the regime and State in (he countries
;iI:atfih~~East,
~~.~hiiu~ although I shall seek below to deepen and elaborate the general
;:%fiWillPsirions on the State, I shall do this not before, but step by step with
':!ialysis of the capitalist State itself, which really is a possible and
Jiliate theoretical object. I am not guided in this by the long-standing
'gimplistic belief of Hegelian-Marxist historicism to the effect that
~. •.i'o~•.....

.tiiHsm constitutes the progressive and linear flowering of 'buds'
":.tained in pre-capitalist modes of production - much as man is
·posed to explain the ape, Too many theorists of power are still
t¢ by the idea that the capitalist State is the perfect materialization
jne Urs/aat constantly burrowing its way through historical reality,
i~at it therefore provides the ground on which to present general
.~~tions on the State. (Of quite another order is the problem of the
, i;jCal. conditions - capitalism - that make possible the formulation of
_,;~l~:gropositions.) The specific autonomy of political space under
.~;~Bi~'iSro - a circumstance that legitimizes theorizations of that space '::~~;t.'te. tlawless realization of the State's supposed autonomy of essence
:·~~·y·:~~f1~~.···

·:<;:;/~~~DtlellZe and F. Guanan, L'411Ii-OeJi~. Paris 1975. As regards the current of
.. :!I~!*ilosoph~', I shan refer belo ..... to two works: B. H. Uvy, La ba'Nr~ Ii vis.zgt burnai",
Jla~;~9!'J ___1If\ Andre Glucksmann, tiS rna/1m prnUl"-f, Paris 1977.
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or nature, but the result of a separation from the relations of produc~¥
that is peculiar to capitalism. The theory of the capitalist State cannot~tItl'
simply deduced from general propositions on the State. If I presenii"\
two at the same time, it is because these propositions may besdi
illustrated by the object that can give rise to a specific theory: namely,
capitalist State.~!
To the exten~ that there ca~ be no general the~y of tbe State, post::
general laws of us tnlnsformatlon through the various modes of prod~~/
tion, so too can there be no such theory of the transition from one St~lj
to another - especial{v not of :he !assage from I~e c4P!talisl 10 the SOti~.t!fE,;.
Slate. A theory of the capItalist State provIdes Important eleme~{
regarding the State of transition to socialism. But not only do t!l~::
elements have a different status from that of the theory of the capiuii~:
State, they enjoy a quite unique status even among general theQreti~::·
propositions on the State. They can never be anything other ~,
applied theMelica/-strategic notions, serving, to be sure, as guides to acri~;';:
·t*
but at the very most in the manner of road-sigm. A 'model' of the stat~,··
of transition to socialism cannot be drawn up: not as a universal il\lii'
capable of being concretized in given cases, nor even as an inrallibl&l:~
theoretically guaranteed recipe for one or several countries. Certait
the analyses I myself shall make of the State of transition to socialisnfii:.
Western Europe can have no such pretensions. We have to make a cho~
once and for all: and as we now know, onc cannot ask any theory, h(l~;
ever scientific it may be, to give more than it possesses - not e~'
Marxism, which remains a genuine theory of action. There is

iI"

alwa.Yll

strnctural distance between theory and praetiet,

bel1l>eetJ

tluory and ther'0 1,

In fact, these two distances are but one. Marxism is no more <
sible' for what is happening in the East than are the Enlighten
philosophers for totalitarian regimes in the West. This is true not in,. .
trivial sense that pure Marxism is innocent of the deformations inl··.·.Th1.·.·~.~(.
East, but because the distance between theory and the real holds g.. ~~.
for every theory, including Marxism. And it overlaps the distance bet::t;
theory and practice. To wish to close this gap involves making any th ..
say no matter what, or doing no matter what in the name of theory.·
For this distance d~ not refer to a trench that cannot be filled, q
the contrary. As it happens, some are always lying in wait, ready to t /.~\
themselves into filling this ever-open gap. However liberating a the~W
may be, the 'purity' of its discourse is never enough to exclude«~".
possibility of its being made [0 serve totalitarian ends by precisely t~;.
bricklayers who set to work on the distance between theory and ~~.
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people skilled in application of texts and reduction of the real who

~~ways lay claim to the theory in all its purity. The blame, then, doeS

('Qt lie with

Marx, nor for that matter with Plato, Jesus, Rousseau or

~!lltaire. The distance ~~ee~ ~heory and ~~ rea~ always persists
;~pite the effort to fill

It.

Stahn
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not Marx s fault.' any m?re than

NipoleonI Waf> the fault ofRousseau, F~anCQ ofJesus, Hitler ofNletzsche,
Y':

Mussolini of Sorel (even though their thoughts were employed, some-

~~es in their original purity, to give cover to these totalitarian systems).

'.
this cuts across th
e positions
0 f t h'
e new'hil
p osop hers, wh0, as
If~as I am aware, have found no better way of tackling the problem than
':furepeat with much less ~nt~11igen:-e and ~ubtlety the argu~ents of Karl
~J!c,pper.5 Thus, the totahtartan umverse IS supposed to denve from ~e
;,~i6sed' theoretical systems, or even from the statist aspect, of the major
{thinkm who inspired them. In such a view of things, the distance between
~jfeory and the real explains what would otherwise remain a monumental
paradoX: namely,.the fact that totalitar~an systems have refe:red precisely
,-til'thinkers who, m the context of theIr age, were unquestlonably much
~fess statist than others - to Jesus, Rousseau, Nietzsche, Sorci, and finally
~M~rx, whose constant and primary concern was with the withering
f~'lVay of the State.
ZeTa return to my previous point: disregard of this distance between
~~ry and, the real, or [he wish at all costs to reduce the gap between
~theOry and practice, invol . . es putting no matter what into the mouth of
~Mmism. Therefore, we cannot ask Marxism (this time, the 'true'
to provide an infallible formula, purged of aU deviations, with
;;jhith to ensure a genuin~ transition to democratic socialism. For it is
f~~ore able to give this kind of answer than it has been to plot the
,~'cij"urseofevents in the East.
~This is not to say that Marxism does not have a decisive role to play in
~1I,~rysing the State in the countries of so-called 'real socialism' (the USSR,
[E~s'tem Europe, China), where a certain kind of transition to socialism
~;h~ been attempted with the results that we know. (I say merely 'a
(~l$ive role" because Marxism alone cannot explain everything.)
¥_~ea{ly such an analysis cannot content itself with historical investigation
';If'the concrete conditions of these countries' or with an examination of
;~POljtical strategy that was followed, however essential these may be.
;~(does this mean that we need a general Marxist theory of the State
l~'is capable of elucidating the totalitarian aspects of power in these
t.l. . ..
~>::AIl
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:c~~)(arl Popper, rhe Open Sociny and Irs Enemie,l, London 1946.
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countries - a sort of equivalent of the simplistic generalizations advancJl;
in a terroristic tone by the various Gulag experts on the other side?'~
do not think so, despite, or rather because of, the fact that the problem
totalitarianism is so frighteningly real. It can never be understood in
full complexity by means of totalizing generalizations. Let's PUtlt~
bluntly: in order to dear the way for analysis of modern totalitarianisiri~;
and of it5 various aspects in the East,. ~e must deepen and claboral
not only the general theoretical proposltlons on the State, but also t~
theory of the capitalist State itself, as it is connected with the reiationS~
of production and the capitalist social division of labour. I shall tacldel'
both these tasks in examining the roots of totalitarianism.
..•~.11
Of course, all we can do here is provide the initial points of referen~!
~he present-day State in Eastern .Europe and China is a specific ai)~)!
hIghly complex phenomenon, and It can by no means be reduced to,,~;
treated as a simple variant of, the capitalist State that forms the prjnci~
theme of this book. Nevertheless, it seems to me that the hidden roots9i:1
certain totalitarian features of the Ea.<;t lie essentially, though
exclusively (since capitalism is not the source of aU evil6 ), in what I shalii'
intentio?ally term ~apj~a~i~f aspects of this State, ~n~ of ~e relation~~!
production and SOCIal dIVISIon oflabour that underlie It. ThiS term shoula~-:
be understood in a purely indicative sense. For I shall not enter intQ ~
problem of whether these represent capitalist survivals in a particu[!!
kind of authoritarian socialism, effects of a capitalist environme~~~lf~
encirclement on socialist countries, or rarher the arrival of these COUntri~~
at a new but very real form of state capitalism. This problem is s _' ~
ciently important to merit a separate investigation. But my own posit'
will carry certain consequences: given that some of my analyses re _
not only to the State in general, but also to the capitalist State as it::
connected with the relations of production and social dh'ision oflabou
they will also apply mutatis mUlandis to the States in the East. The rea(
should constantly bear this in mind, and in any case I recall it at ce '
points in the text.
Lastly, I should point out that the theory of the capitalist State .~
attain a genuinely scientific status only if it manages to grasp the r<
duction and historical mutations of its objea at the very place where t
occur - that is to say, in the various social formations that are the sL
of the class struggle. Thus, it will be necessary to explain on this ~. •
the forms of State that correspond to the diverse stages and phases;~
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italism (the liberal State, the interventionist State, and so on) i [he
between these and exceptional forms of State (fascism,
I'litary dictatorship, Bonapartism); and the character of the regimes
~t exist in various concrete countries. The theory of the capitalist State

;

~~erentiation

,taRnot be isolated from

lhe Mstory ofits constitution and reproduction.

(, There is no question bere of relapsing int() empiricism and positivism,
, fconstructing the theoretical object of the capitalist St3te, after the
~anner of a model or ideal type, through induction or comparative
foliation of the specific traits of the various capitalist States. Quite
~p[y, while we r~~ d~ disrincti~n ~twe~ mode of pr~~uctiQn (an
'~bstract-formal object m Its economlc, IdeologIcal and poJitlcal detertninations) and concrete social formations (articulations of several modes
of production at a given historical moment), we must not regard these
'social formations as merely heaped up concretizations of abstractly
reproduced modes of production~ nor, therefore, should a concrete
state be considered as a simple realization of the-State-{)f.th'Xapitalistmode-of-pfoduction. Social formations are th.e actual sites of the
~xistence and reproduction of modes of production. They are thus also
,the, sites of the various forms of State, none of which can simply be
:deduced from the capitalist type of State underslood as denoting an
ibstract-formal object To situate the capitalist State first and foremost
<with reference to the relations of production js not the same as to construct
,uri: that basis the theoreri~ object of that State; it does not give rise,
that is, to an ideo-typical object susceptible of being particularized or
Concretized in various ways according to the course of the class struggle
iii given social formations. i\ theory of the capitalist State can be
;~Jaborated only if it is brought into relation with the history of political
ijiruggles under capitalism.

~We should now sum up what has been said so far. Although the relations
'OfPfoduction delimit the given field of the State, it has a role of its own
@the formation of these same relations. The way in which the State is
~nd up with the relations of production constitutes its primary
~~elation with social classes and the class struggle, As regards the capitalist
:~~te, its relative separation from the relations of production - which is
Jffuduced by those relations themselves - is the basis of its organizational
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framework and already maps out the mode of its relation to social clas{~
and the class s t r u g g l e . ; ] >
In reality, the production process is grounded on the unity of the labKi
process and t~e rel~tions of prod.uction (the latter thems~lves co~sistinfffi
the dual relatIonshIp of economIc property and possessIOn). ThIS UnitYJis
realized through the primacy of the relations of production over~
labour process - over what are often referred to as 'productive forces':i~
understood to include technology and the technical process. The vieW'6f
traditional economism, which leads directly on to technicism, is that1&
relations of production are ultimately -nothing other than the crysta[jifa~
tion, envelope or reflection of a technological process of the produCiiy~
forces themselves; in this way, its conception of the relations betii
base and superstructure is carried right into the heart of the produ~ri'6ii
process. For us, however, it is the primacy of the relations of produciiijri
c
over the productive forces that gives to their articulation the form
process of production and reproduction. The productive forces do i~d~
have a materiality of their own that can by no means be ignored; but~
are always organized under given relations of production. Thus,'ihile
the two may enter into contradiction with each other and undergoNft&
of uneven development, they always do so within a process thatst~
from the primacy of the relations ofproduction. It is not the passage@ri
the windmill to the steam-mill that explains the transition from feud~lism
to capitalism. Marx himself stressed this in all his works, includlnf~e
later ones, despite certain ambiguities which resulted from the influ~rt'Ce
of the Enlightenment philosophy of technical progress on his thougli~ .
From this primacy flows the presence of political (and ideol~~~).
relations within the relations of production: the latter, like th . ' !t--.
stituent relation of possession and economic property, find expre
._.:_.
class powers that are organically articulated to the political and ideolog!~1
relations which concretize and legitimize them. These relationsneitller
represent simple additions to already existing relations of produtliq~,
nor do they merely react upon them in the mode of absolute exteri~r.iIY:
or temporal sequence. They are themselves present in the constii~bon
of the relations of production, in ways that vary with each mOde'ot
production. We should therefore rid ourselves of the now wid~pi~f
idea that political (and ideological) relations enter only into the repr~u.c
tion of the relations of production, which for their part retainalJ.Utt
original purity of self-generation. It is precisely because pqJi~¢i
ideoloJ;ical relations are already present in the actual constituti9pc¥
the relations of production that they play such an essential rolej~lh;~
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duction; that is also why the process of production and exploitation

feprr es reproduction of the relations of politico-ideological domination

t~~ :bordination.

This elementary datum is at the root of the State's
snee in the constitution and reproduction of the relations of produc~JfSe as the factor which concentrates, condenses, materializes and
non,
"d I . I I'
.
'"
'fi
h'
l~2arnates politl~O-1 eo oglca re atlons In a lorm speci c to t e given
'tbde of production .
~;itis on the basis of this sa~e datum ~hat the State. is first in~erted in the
[;';' titution and reproduction of social classes - m short, In the class
Iggle. Insofa~ as. they are boun~ u~ with the re~ations of politi~o
)ci.;ological dommatlon and subordmatlon, the relations of production
~¥Iineate objective ~osi~i~~ (social classes) which ar~ themselves o~ly
l~H~etjons in the socla~ d,vISIOn of'ab~u: as a 1lJh~/e (r~lations .of prod~ctlon
,':which play the dommant role - pohucal relations, Ideological relations).
consequence of the primacy of the relations of production over the
p~~tictive forc~ also has imp!icatio~s for the. pos!ti.o~ of social classes
.~ithin the relations of production. It IS the sOCIal dzvlSton of labour, such
~~ifexpresses itself in the presence of the political and ideological
<~tlations within the production process, which has primacy over the
t~~hrtical division of labour. This is not to say that the technical division
~t{ducible to the social, but that it never exists and is never reproduced
~eX'ltpt as incorporated in the latter.
')"~~\1S, even at the level of the relations of production, these class
Jlo~~tions finding expression in powers consist in class practices and
s!iUjgles. Just as the relations of production and the social division of
la6d\u' do not constitute an economic structure outside (before) social
;da,~1~i so they do not belong to a field external to p07ller and class struggle.
.·:rh~~ are no social classes prior to their opposition in struggle: they are
)lot!~osed 'in themselves' in the relations of production only to enter into
.str,liggle (become classes 'for themselves') afterwards and elsewhere. To
)ituatethe State with reference to the relations of production is to chart
<t.ti,C~riSina1 contours of its presence in the class struggle.

:r
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The Ideological Apparatuse~
Does the State equ~~
Repression plus Ideolog~r
The State's role in the constitution of the relations of production
the delimitation-reproduction of social classes derives from the
it does not confine itself to the exercise of organized physical reprfSliMi!:'
The State plays an equally specific role in organizing ideological
and the dominant ideology. Nor, as we shall see in a moment,
State's highly active role restricted to the couplet repression+loeOloll:rf'
Ideology does not consist merely in a system of ideas Or rerlre~ll'na,...t
it also involves a series of material practices, embracing the
life-style of the agents and setting like cement in the totality
(including political and economic) practices. IdeololPcal
themselves essential to the constitution of the relations of POSSe5Slio
ewnomic property, and to the social division oflabour at the
relations of production. The State cannot enshrine and
political domination exclusively through repression, force or
violence, but directly calls upon ideology to legitimize
contribute to a consensus of those classes and fractions
dominated from the point of view of political power. Ideology
class ideology, never socially neutral. In particular, the ruling
constitutes an essential power of the ruling class.
The dominant ideology, then, is embodied in the state
One of their functions is to elaborate, inculcate and rf'n,NW'I11I1
ideology - a function of considerable importance in the
and reproduction of social classes, class domination, and
division of labour. This is true par e:rceilence of those which
termed ideological state apparatuses, whether they formally
State or whether they retain a 'pri vate' juridical character (e. g.,
Of religious apparatus, the educational apparatus, the official
network of radio and television, the cultural apparatus). Of
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i1;4omina nt ideolo,gy ~I~ enters into t~e organization o~ o,ther ~pparatuses
l~d~~lal, system, p,mons, ~~te admm~$tran.on} whose
~5~·;"incipal responsl~ll~ty ~ the exercise oflegIt~mate p~yslcal ~lOlence.
;~~~'However, ,the dlstm.ctl~n between rep~sslve and Ideological appa.ra'~;~tuses has quite clear hmns, Before, co~lIng, to the~e, I shoul.d ,mentlo:t
@/fhe repressive role of the State, which IS so sel~-evldent that It 18 hard~y
?l~ ~ discussed. Only too often does emphasts on the Stare's role In
/~jfdeo'ogical relations lead to underestimation ofits repressive functions. 7
;~By repression ~hould be unders,tood first and forem~t organized
~;~hysica1 violence:n the ":,~st matenal sen~ of the term: t",olence to the
?Ll~Y, One essentl~J condlt1~n of the estabhshme~t and maintenance of
t2:~wer is the co~rC1on ~ bodies ,and ~he thr~at of v101enc~ ?C d~at~, T? be
t~(e,.the body IS not simply a bIOlOgIcal entIty, bu~ a pohuca1 institutIOn:
;:U~.relatio~ of the Stare to the bod~ are thus consIderably more ,complex
Yfartllextens1ve than those of repreSSion, Nevertheless, the State IS always
!i~Ji«t~ in its physical constraint, manipulation and consumption of
~;~i~ In every State, this takes place in two ways: through institutions
i'£WbM actualize bodily constraint and the permanent threat of mutilation
,}~p~~n, army, police, and ~ on); and ~hrough a bodi~y order ":hich both
;~tltUtei and manages bodies by bendmg and mouldmg them mto shape
":';;i~~~;,nserting them in the various institutions and apparatuses. As a
,:,:''ffititeiil1l reality, the State is synonymous with a kind of stunting regit:;\mf;iaHon and consumption of persons' bodies - in other words, with its
:'/;;:~l~t~ation in the very flesh of the subjects-objects of staLe violence.
,.,;f,'·/eall bodies are political, we cannot speak here of bodily morrifaction
::<
\ State: for that would point to the image of an original body, which,
~~,{~W Ie"naturally free, is, later politically distorted. But within the bodily
2}~I~~,;jt is still necessary to have personnel who [rain and discipline
;,:~,·..y~"~\wlth suitable physical devices. We shall see the peculiar features of
';~~~"i8qiJ~i[3list State when we go more deeply into the question of repres·:;'~;_1inder the heading of law.
:.:~~~1~kever, the very distinction between repressive and ideological
;~~5~~ffltuSE':$ cannot be sustained except at a purely descriptive and
,~~~J'",,~ffVe level. The underlying Gramscian conception may have the
" , t it both extends the space of the State to the ideological insti'.~nd emphasises the State's presence within the relations of
.<:\:;',011 through its role in ideological relations, (But the fact remains
;':,'-;.".:. -'.~,~" ):?i:~:~"

?:-\@flllY, police.
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that it operates in a restrictive manner.} As I pointed out at the tirne,1b
conception as syst~matized by Althuss~r8 rests .on the. id~ of a S~!~
that acts. and functions through repressl?n and Ideological I~cu~catiq~
and nothmg else. It assumes that the State s efficacy somehow lIes In what
it forbids,. rules out, and prevents; ~r in its c~pacity to deceive,l~
obscure, hide, and lead people to belIeve what IS false. The restrictive
character of its analysis of the State's role is in no way changedr~
locating this ideological function in material practices. For according~lti
this conception, the economic is an instance capable of self-reproduc!i6n
and self-regulation, in which the State serves merely to lay dOWl(lh;
negative rules of the economic 'game'. Political power can only fram'®ie
economy: it cannot enter into it through its own positivity, sine~rr&
reason ~or existence is to ~revent, through repression and .ideologYi~~r
unsettlIng encroachment In the economy. Of course, thIs old 1~liSt
image comes from the juridical-political philosophy of the early bourg~~
State, and it has never corresponded to the reality of the latter.
:.:;f~.
With such a concepti~n we c1~arly cannot .un~erstand the first il~
about the State's peculIar role In the constitution of the relationftdr
production: neither with respect to the transition from feudalisnrfi~
capitalism and the so-called liberal stage of capitalism; nor a fottiifl.in
the case of the present-day State, which intervenes at the very heii~r
the reproduction of capital. In short, the ~tate also acts in a posr~~e
fashion, creating, transforming and making reality. It goes without sayigg
that repression and ideological inculcation are present in the materja,li~
of the State's current functions. But unless we are to play with wordsfcitii
hardly possible to grasp the State's economic activities by refe~~pg
exclusively to this dual modality.)~t
Moreover, to chart in this way the hold of power over the oppr~
and downtrodden masses inevitably leads to an idealist, police concepWoQ
of power, according to which the State dominates the massesert~er
through police terror or internalized repression, (it matters little wh(cit);
or else through trickery and illusion. Such a conclusion is here ine~~~
able, because, even though care is taken not to identify ideology and'(~~
consciousness', the very term ideology can remain meaningfurorl~£ir
ideological procedures/operations are held to comprise a structli?~~(
concealment-inversion. But it is quite simply wrong to believe th~t;'dte
State only acts in this manner: the relation of the masses to power~~nd
>:f4'~':

8 See Louis Allhusser, 'Ideology and Ideological Slate Apparatuses', in
Philosophy, NLB 1971.
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'VState therefore conttnua y a opts matena measures w IC are 0 positive
:'!;;~ ificance for the popular masses, even though these measures represent
,~~lgn any concessions imposed by the struggle of the subordinate classes,
~~t:S essential material aspect can~ot be explained if the relation~hip
~b'etwecn State and popular masses IS ,reduced to the ~oupl~t represslon:'Yiaeology, By the way, suc~ a reduction also u~derhes (with the s~ress
~~Iiid on consent) a, wh~le ser~es of current conceptlons?f ~ower,. espeCially
~~hose expressed m dlscussmg the phenomenon of fasclsm,9 rhus, the
.~.fuasses are supposed to have 'wanted' repression or to have been ~heated
,%\ifascist ideology, However, to analyse the State solely with the
~icitegories of repression-prohibition and ideology-concealment obviously
'31eads one to subjec/jt'ize the reasons for consenr (why people say yes to the
;~6hibition) and t? lo~ate the~l either in i~eology-trickery ('fascism
'i:deIuded the masses) or m the wish for repression and love of the Master,
);I.l\reality, even fascism was obliged to undertake a series of positive
~tn'easures, such as absorption of unemploymenr, protection and someifri~es improvement of the real purchasing power of certain sections of
,,~;,r~~.popular masses, and the inrroduction of so-called social legislation,
Z;t9fcourse, this did not exclude increased exploitation through a rise in
;t~l~tive surplus-value - quite the contrary,) The invariable presence of
)1a~illogjcal allurement does not therefore change the fact that the State
';:~is(}acted by producing a, material substratum for mass consensus - a
'~~bstratum which, while not the same as its ideological presentation in
i~~fediscourse, was not simply reducible to propaganda,
~jlhese are doubtless not the only examples of genuinely positive
J$tion by the State, But for the moment, they should be enough to show
\tjfitits field of acti vity goes far beyond repression and ideology,
"'~Representation of the State by means of the couplet repression3~e(llogy is dogged by a further misconception: that is to say, reproducti.~ll~:of the dominant ideology is confounded with straightforward
,~9~fealment or dissimulation of the State's designs and objectives; the
~~~is thus supposed to produce a uniformly mystifying discourse and
"r(ererto take a step unless it is masked and shrouded in secrecy,
:'<'

. :··,;.~IIC'h conceptions may be found in some contributions to the collective work, EJimen/s
;/OfIr:~IIt,~nQlySl dufascisme, ed. M. A. Macciocchi, Paris 1976.
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Such a description is false in several respects. One of the
funCtions that goes beyond the mechanism of cOln.,"~:llIJTlenHr.v';;;,U
peculiar to ideology concerns its strictly f)1'ganiMlional role
dominant class, including that of jurmulaling and openly
lact;C$ required 10 reproduce its power. The State does not
unified discourse, but several discourses that are adapted to
classes and differentially incarnated in its apparatuses according'·
class destination. Or, to put it in another way, it produces a
that is broken into segments and fragments according to
secting the strategy of power. The discourse or segments of
addressed to the dominant class and its various fractions '"''''....'''(JIIU
to supporting classes) are quite explicitly discourses of
the State and the tactics it embodies are: never entirely "V"".~IIU
is not because corridor~talk finally becomes known r=aro ......
State's will, but because at a certain level tactical ela:borati()m]f~~'.'
integral part of the State's provisions to organize the cln.nin.. n>_
it appears on the state arena by virtue of its rote in retJireseniill
classes (as was shown very clearly by de Gaulle's famous, and
least 'ideological' speech in May '68. .). There is an an!l::lnmt;
diction here: virtually everything that the bourgeoisie and
have carried out has been publicly stated and listed in one state
or another, even ifit has not always been understood. Hitler,
never concealed his intention to exterminate the Jews. Not
State proclaim the truth of its power at a certain 'real' level; it
the necessary means to elaborate and formulate political
produces knowledge and techniques of knowledge which go
ideology, while naturalIy remaining imbricated in it. Thus, ,
statistics and the state statistical bodies cannot be
mystification, but constitute elements of state knowledge to
the purposes of political strategy.
Of course, not anyone can talk the language of the State, i1u\J"'.lIlr ....' "
come from just anywhere. There is indeed a secrecy of "
bureaucracy - a secrecy, however, which is no! the same as a "
of silence. It rather has the precise function of creating
works within the State that will favour pronouncements
its sites. With regard to the dominant class, bureaucratic
serves as the organizer of speech. If the State does not alwavs·'ex~t~
strategy in discourse addressed to the dominant class,
frequently not because it is afraid of revealing its aims to
but because this strategy is only the outcome of the clash betvi~mv~~)
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themselves within the State and the circuits, networks
that incarnate them. Since the strategy is therefore often
in advance within (and by) the State itself, it is not always
to rational formulation.
measuring Ihe ideological c(Jmposition of State discourse (as
its material practices) will thus fluctuate and change according
or c1ass~fraction to which the State addresses itself and upon
The truth of power often escapes the popular masses. But
does not intendonally conceal it from everyone: rather, for
more complex reasons, the masses do nO[ man~ge to hear the
directed to the dominant classes.
a conception state activity exclusively based on the couplet
{\n.'la~:OU)gy has the following consequences with regard to the

" ......3IL';>'-J

or

.~·-,nV"'''''''·

of power is split between two groups: the repressive

state apparatuSes. This apportionment diminishes
of the ecol/omic slale apparatlls by dissolving it into the
i-i<:'y~pnr'f'~SIVe and idcologiclll apparatuses; it thus prevents us from
stltc network in which the power of the hegemonic fraction
is essentially concentrated; and it ob~cures the
modalities required to transform [his economic apparatus
to socialism - as distinct from those required to transform
and ideological apparatuses.
e·I\ICU'I" .. ' ......

apparatuses are distinguished in an almost nominalist or
manner according to whether they are repressive (act mainly
reDreS:SlOl~) or ideological (act mainly through ideology). But
is itself highly debata ble. Depending on the form of State
and on the phase of reproduction of capitalism, a number of
can slide from one sphere to the other and assume new
as additions to, or in exchange for, old ones. To take a
the army becomes in certain forms of military dictator'zational apparatus functioning above all as a
of the bourgeoisie. Moreover, we need hardly mention the
ideological role of a whole series of repressive apparatuses
. prison, the police) - a role so pronounced that classification
. extremely vague criterion 'mainly' (mainly repressive or
seems to fade away.
then, the space of the State may be divided between
~}:?lwllisSiv.e1:hl(l. ideological apparatuses only at a purely descriptive level
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and with several important reservations. Such a demarcation do
the merit of extending the state sphere to include certain apparal
hegemony that are often considered 'private', and of laying streSl
State's ideological activity. It nevertheless entails a conception
State and of its activity that remains restrictive.

3
Powers and Struggles

seen, the State plays a decisive role in the relations of produc-

the class struggle, entering into their constitution and, hence,
uction.
characteristic of Marxism's theoretical history (especially
Third International) was its neglect of the specificity and
essential role of the State's political space - a negle<:t that was
in the view of the superstruc.'ture as a mere appendage of the
criticisms of Marxism, however, refer to its supposed
... As long as Marxism neglected the State, it was guilty of
; and when it speaks of the State, it can only have fallen into
. Such criticisms ate directed not merely at Stalinist political
the socio-political reality of the regimes in the East, but at
itself. But although the State plays the essential role I
power is not, for Marxism, identifiable with or reducible
into account the primacy (within the production process) of
(If production o\'er the productive forces, we afC led to the
that the relations of production and their components and economic property - find expression in powers emanating
thllt those relations delineate. As it turns out, these are
which all come down to the fundamental relations of
economic property denotes, among other things, the
power) to allocate the means of production for given ends,
of the products thereby obtained; while possession refers
(or power) to bring the means of production into play and
. labour process. These powers are themselves IO(''ated in a
relations between exploiters and exploited involving those
different class practices that make up the class struggle:
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in short, (hey are inserted in a system of inter...classre1ations. It' "
by conSidering the economic process and the relations of n~... ,~·,·,,~
a power network that we can grasp the fact that these relations
tion are bound up, as constitutive powers, with the political

gical relations which consecrate and legitimize them and
in these economic relations.
The following poim!> are clear, then:

I. It is not true, as Foucault or Deleuzc would have it, [hat
power are, for Marxism, 'in a position of exteriority vis-a-vis
of relation; namel~', economic processes
'1\1 The economic
class struggle, i! therefore relations of power - and not JUSt
power. (It is understood (hat these powers are specific
attached to exploitation - a phenomenon rarely mentioned
and Deleuze.) In (he case of classes, power comes down
positions rooted in the division oflabour; it designates the caOI3c1.''6' iii..1
class to realize i[S specific interests in a relation of OPIP05iltl(tnlli
capacity in other classes. It is therefore impossible for
economic relations. Rooted in the production of
relation to the politico~jdeological powers, these power
furthermore concretized in specific insritutions-apparatuses'"
panics, facwries or production units that are the site of the'
of surplus-value and of the exercise of these powers.

2. Power is not at all reduced to, or identified with, the Statethe assertions of Foucault and Deleuze that, for M
state power: it is itself localized in a state apparatus [or] .
with the State. 'u No, as with the social division of labour
struggle, relations of power gofar beyond the Statl!.
They go beyond it even if we abandon the narrow, "'rll""~I-'
of the State that surprisingly remains present in Foucault
All the apparatuses of hegemony, including those that are
(ideological and cultural apparatuses, the Church, etc.), all "
part of the State; whereas, for Foucault and Deleuze, the
'
limited to the public kernel of army, police, prisons,
This allows them to say that power also exists outside the
conceive it. But in fact, a number of sites of power which,

I.

Dd",uu in his article on Foucault, 'Ecrivain non: un nouvC&u
Paris, December 1975. See aliO Michel Foucault, La 'lJfJtoRte dt savoj" Pam:
" Foucault, ibid., 1977, p. 123.
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~\~~wltoUy outside the State (the apparat~s of asylums a?d hospitals, the

"~"""}' apparatus, etc.~ are all the more SItes of power m that they are
;~ed in the strategIc field of the State.
~:'d are all the more and not are co,Wituted as, because power goes

"'~~;ond the State, even broadly understood. This is true in

'1"

"f~i"

t~e

an~

anumber

strug~le

powers relating to
.social classes
the class
are
to the State. ThIs IS [he case especially of powers an the
i~1IS of production, ~espite their intersection at sever~1 points with
:~I power and despite the f~~ that they do not stand m an ex~er~al
","'0" ip to the State. Now, It IS true that the present-day capltalast
"Which must at any event be broadly conceived, concentrates the
" forms of power to an ever-increasing extent. Intervening more
in every sphere of social reality, dissolving thereby the
~lIy 'private' texture, the State spreads out into the tiniest vein
",'What here concerns us most - tends to circumscribe power sec(Ors
,:>;:'X' eTY class power. We Can observe this in a phenomenon stemming
, t~ current form of the separation of intellectual and manuaJ
_ namely, the close relationship between the State and a form of
ge that has been directly established as state discourse and hence
a technique of politics. We can see it too in the stare penetration
spheres of so-called collective consumption (transport, housing,
national assistance, leisure) - areas in which the ideologicalie powers materialized in such constructions as municipal Oats or
centres directly expand state relations. In each of chese rather
111 examples, the relations between class powers and the State are
~~.J)Jlling closer and closer. All the same, class powers - and not jusl
""n'?:, ic ones - still stretch beyond the State. For instance, even if we
account its ideological apparatuses, the Srate's discourse does
. ust all political discourse; and yet it includes a class power in its
',e. Similarly, ideological power is never exhausted by the State
ideological apparatuses, For juS! as they do not create the
. nt ideology, they are not the only, or even the primary, factors in
oduction of the relations of ideological domination/subordination.
ological apparatuses simply elaborate and inculcate the dominant
; as Max Weber already pointed OUt, it is not the Church that
and perpetuates religion, but religion that creates and perpetuates
reh. In short, ideological relations always have roots which go
;,the state apparatuses and which always consist in relations of
.q;x~ucible
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At this point, we should recall a further proposition. If dass
not reducible to the State and always outmeasure its apparatuses, .
because, being rooted in the social division oflabour and in
these powers have primacy over the apparatuses that embody
notably the State. This is but another form of the proposition
to which, in the complex relation between class struggle and the
apparatuses, struggles p/a..y the primary and fundamental role: even
level of exploitation and the relations of production, these
political and idwlogical struggles occupy the very field of the
of power.
But does this mean that the State has only a secondary and
role in the material existence of power? Must we, in order to
imagery of a totalizing State, fall back into the illusion that the
mere appendage oCthe social? By no means. The State plays a
role in the existence and reproduction of class powers, and more
in the class struggle itself - a fact which refers us back to its
relations of production. Now, this constitutive role should be
in the strong sense of the term; it implies that we also distinguish
from an entire contemporary current which, by insisting on
'the social' (in the extremely vague sense in which 'society' is
be a principle 'instituting' the State), arrives precisely at the
State as an appendage of the sodal. In its most recent form, this
known above all in France through the analyses made over
twenty years by the authors of the fifties review S(1ctalisme ou
(Lefort, Castoriadis, et al.). By the charge of statism which they'
Marxism, they exhibit the same errors as those of .
Marxism itself:J2 that is to say, they exhibit a conception of
mere appendage of struggles and power. The importance
lies not SO much in its .acmal analyses as in the way in
coupled with the libertarian tradition of the French workers'
most notably in the CFDT and the Assises du socialisme
Socialist Parry.l3 This link-up with the self-management
great extent the result of a misunderstanding: for what is
attempt to ground a self-management policy, whose stress
for direct, rank-and~file democracy is largely justified, on 3
neglects the real role of the State. At best, the wish is taken
"Sec Claude Lefort,
imagilltlire

·M~intenant'.

iii Librt, No, 1, 1977; C

at 1/1 UUii/f, Paris 1975, This current comes nry dO!le to the

tendency of G. Lapassadc and R. Loureau.
n I am referring expedally tQ the journal FIJi,.,
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anti-State policy is deduced from a vision according to which the
. more or less disappearing as a phenomenon with a distinct role.
IS
however. it is the terrifyingly palpable role of the State which
a transition to socialism largely based on ,jirect, rank-and;;;~~dfelmoc;ra,;,; and [hat requires exact knowledge of the State and of its
role. The need for such knowledge is all the greater in that a
tradition of Jacobin-statist socialism also starts out from a
'moce01cmn of the State as a mere appendage of the social and of social
_ only, for that tradition, unlimited strengthening of the State
. have damaging consequences provided that it is a workers' State
as an appendage of the working class.
in order to circumscribe exactly the State's constitutive role in tbe
of production and the class struggle, and hence in the rdations of
must once and for all distinguish this question, in its theoretical
from the question of chronological origin and genesis (which
the chicken or the egg, the Slate or class struggle and the
ofproduction?); we must break from the positivist-empiricist.
historicist, current which also exists within Marxism. In the
kMrPl"Ull explanation, it makes no sense whatever to speak of a
of class division oflabour and class power existing prior to the
speak, that is, of a chronologically and genealogically primordial
subsequently engenders a State intervening post festum.
there is class division and thus class struggle and power, the
exists as institutionalized political Power. Thus, there is
of nature' or 'state of society' prior to the State, such as is
by a rhole tradition that bears the dear impression of the
political philosophy of the social contract. Right from the
the State marks ou{ the field of struggles, including that of the
of production: it organizes the market and property relations;
political domination and establishes the politically dominant
.it stamps and codifies all forms of the social division of labour. - within the framework of a class-divided society.
precise sense that we cannOt imagine any social phenomenon
IO,"'I~dlv~. power, language or writing) as posed in a state prior to
.• for all sC)Cia\ reality mUSt stand in relation to the State and to
This is not to say that no social reality has ever existed
of, or chronologically prior [0, the State and class division,
the frame of reference of a class-divided society with a
Y·:.',',!,.'l'f,)~IJ~. a reality cannot be imagined if abstraction is made of the
"·",~...r. .v(.:n. if we admit that there actually was a social reality before the
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emergence of the State, once the latter is posited, every social
must be conceived as maintaining constitutive relations with it,
Thus, if (a particular) history is (the) history of class struggle,
'primitive' societies without a State are societies without such mS;to".'~l.lt"c;
is also because the: latter does not exist without a State. There
history of struggles in which the: State appears at a certain "'~'''''''l'a'ltl.
result and the fruit: such history is inconceivable without the
not at all that the emergence of the State ushered in an u'·rpt'nVp",,1..1
(History) in which there will be a State as long as there are Me-n ..
Marx said, the end of class division spells the end of the State,
the end not of all Time but of that time Of history which he
prehistory of mankind.
Class division and class struggle cannot therefore be rnt1'i'pi·.,...t~
origin of the State, in the sense of a genetic principle. But does
doubt on the basic proposition that the State is grounded
struggles? Does it, in other words, question the determining
relations of production, and more generally the primacy of
power relations over the State? In short, is it statism to pose the
of the State in this way?
I pose the question in this light in order [0 disentangle the
present-day analyses. For while these resem ble one another in
the thesi6 that the State and power are grounded on the class
they also exhibit a number of important differences. Thus,
reserve until later consideration of the relevant aspects of
problematic - one which essentially consists in referring the
between State and relations of production, between economic
political powers, to a 'diagram' of Power common to the
existing at a given point in rime. At least this conception does
into a general theory of power since the dawn of time, and at
not see in the State the foundation of all social reality.
In fact, this is precisely what is done by the whole
philosophy" whose hollow and pretentious metaphysics
State - from Levy to Glucksmann - merges with an old
tradition: namely, that which regards the State as the
instituting principle of every social relation, the it priQri
conceivable social reality. Theirs is a truly primordial State
social struggles are only the mirror-image and through which
into existence. It is not Marxism but this conception itself
all power to the State, seeing in it the consequence of
reality, the Power-State. Here everything is always a repIlC~tJ:!!;
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Lacan's version of psycho-

is evident); for there can be no struggles and no social reality of
_ be it power, language, knowledge, spe«:h, writing or desire through the Power-State. It is a radic41 evil which no struggle can
strUggle itself being the mere double of the Prince - that is to

·::;.-:!MII)'''·'

phenomenon constituted in the original web of a Power-State
eternal character rests on a metaphysical universality and necessity .
.'""D""IIf'r..:'llal:e is therefore the foundation-origin of everything: the
because the origin, and vice versa. State totalitarianism is both
and eternal since the State is the su bject of all possible History:
Kant, it is with Hegel that we find ourselves once again.
State, then, is everything - to which the other current I mentioned
with the symetrically opposite conception that the social is
and the State just its instituted appendage. The weights of
State and society are thereby changed, but the problematic
one of a mechanical and linear causality grounded on a simplistic
~1Stprinclple and superimposed on a first metaphysics.
point we should recall certain analyses that a number of us have
il'"<maklflj!; for a long rime. The determining role of the relations of
4jjj:lldUctlOIl, or the primacy of class struggle over the St-.lte and its
cannot be grasped according to a mechanical causality :mnrM'ver., which shifts over into a linear, chronological causality
called historicism. But this determination and primacy do not
refer to an existence historically prior to that of the State:
such was the case or not is, if I may Say so, another maUer. This
. above all of the relationship between the State and the relations of
within a given mode of production, and of the transition from
of production ro another. Marx already established this with
. clariry when he distinguished between 'presupposition' or
",nr.n'"ltl! and historical-chronological precedence as two modes in
relations of production may come before a particular State.
determination of the State by the relations of production, or the
of muggles over the State, is inscribed in dj,.;erse temporalities
1!1~.tn"",('~1 forms marked by uneven development. Thus, in the
historical genesis, a form of State may precede the relations of
to which it corresponds. Examples of this abound in Marx's
I have myself shown that the Absolutist Stare in Europe was
capitalist while the relations of production still bore a
. II

. examples tell

Us

much of the relationship between a given
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State and the prevailing relati~ns of, production and class str?ggJ~Biii
they have a more general beanng, SInce they relate [0 the oragitit1if"
State" As ~e ha ve s~en, the question o~ the historical origins of the,~tt~]
the hlstOrICo-genetIc order of succesSIon of, on the one hand, th<"'J
and, on the other, the relations of production and class powers';' .•.1
theoreti~any homogene?us with the question of (he Stat~'s found~~'!
the relauons of productIOn, class struggles, and the relatIons of poWei::::l
However, a number of misconceptions are due to Engels hilllrt;~i
tribut~ry in t?is respect ?f the histori~ist notion ofl,inear causality,
essen~la.lI~ trIed to prOVide a founda~lOn f~r the ~nmac~ of class s J
and dIvIsIOn over the State by supenmpOSIng thiS question on ' 1
genesis of the State, In this way, he gave in to the myth of origi!
aim of The Origins of the Family, Private Property and the S t '
demonstrate that class division in the relations of producti
appeared in the so-called primitive societies, only later giving birtl(~\k]
~tate. ~ut even granting t~e cO.rrectness o~ Engels's historical iriX~:
tlon, this does not, as he Imagmed, constitute a proof that theSti~·~·
determined by, and grounded on, the relations of production; orra~~i.ii'
would be a proof only if Marxism were a fully-integrated histori
Now, it is equally dear that a reverse historical sequence would 'i
no proof of the opposite thesis - again unless we ourselves shaffi~'
historicist problematic. I am especially thinking here of the workofP1ri(
Clastres. who argues that the passage from societies without a St1Jgfo'
those with a State unfolded through the emergence of politica(;~
before class division in the relations of production; and who d' .
conclusion (after many others) that the State played a fundamen
determining role with regard to such division. This argument issu
to provide an overwhelming criticism of Marxism: 'So it is cI .. ~~..
political break which is decisive, and not economic changes .. : An.:·c,·'";:.~
wishes to retain the Marxist concepts of infrastructure and sup
ture, perhaps it should be admitted that the political is the infrastr,
' And further: 'The p<L ....
while the economic is the superstructure
relation of power precedes and grounds the economic relatl§f~
exploitation. Before being economic, alienation is political: ,c"", .
comes before labour; the economic is a derivation from the politi
the emergence of the State determines the appearance of class
striking example, if ever there was one, of historical reasoning ac
to linear causality! Moreover, in this case, it forms part of exactlyt

'1
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C1astres, Let sotlilis Cl)rltu I' ElIOt. Paris \974, pp. 169. 1721f.
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that of Engels. Supposing that Clastres's analyses are

. , " Uy accurate - and I v.:ill take ca~e ~ot to, make an .assess,ment of
.:.~ '_ they are not at all In contradiction with MarXism, since the
,
'c':

""foundation' in the relations of production and in class division
, Sot imply that these are necessarily the 'origin' of the State. Such

~'~iI"'~ do not

therefore call into question the determining role of the

i;p~~ ns of production and the primacy of snuggles over the State: they

;~tul~constitute a ref~tatio~ only for the p~s.itivjst-empjrici.st, and even
~:"r"tici5t, problematlc which confuses

orfgm and foundatIon. To take

:.:'~{~t~ne mote exam~le, Levy faUs into thi~ problematic wh~ he invokes
:,~:fZ:;'Pi s's analyses In support of the

theSIS that the State IS the eternal
alion, because the origin. of everything. 15
i'l':c oionly do class struggles have primacy over, and stretch far beyond,

,,'

,it~tCt but the relations of power also outmeasure the State in another
"c~l ,,/a/ions 0/ power do not exhaust class relations and may go a certain
j~\'"Lbeyond them. Of course, they will still have class pertinency.
to be located, and to have a stake, in the te~rain of politi~al
;~ination. But they do not rest on the same foundauon as the social
c~li~'divjsjon of labour. and are neither a mere consequence nor homol$IUes or isomorphs of that division; this is so most notably in the case of
;@~rions between men and women. We now know that class division is
~'ine exclusive terrain of the constitution of power, eVen though in
~societies all power bears a class significance. The consequence is
,J~ ",', own: radical transformation of the state apparatus in the transition
. lism is not enough for the totality of power relations to be abolished
, sformed.
"~WI although these power relations stretch beyond class relations,
,tate cannot keep aloof from them any more than they can be
. iali'led and reproduced without specific apparatuses and institutions
couple, the family). Through its activity and effects, the State
venes in all the rehirions of power in order to assign them a class
nency and enmesh them in the web of class powers. The State
by wkes over heterogeneous powers which relay and recharge the
?3:~tlomic, political and ideological powers of the dominant class. The
'~'e"hibited in sexual relations between men and women, which is
Only dissimilar to that of class relations, is nevertheless invested in
'uer and is mediated and reproduced as a class relation by the
,and the company or factory: class power therefore traverses,

'Jrinuing
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utilizes and gears down that other power, assigning to it a given pJ~
significance. The State is a class State not only insofar as it conC~
power based on class relations, but also in the sense in which it tiiiJf.~
spread through every power by appropriating its specific mecha6~
(even though that power is never co-extensive with the State). ,~'i)£:,:
Howev~ important these poin~ of clarifi:a!ion may be, it is std~
that MarXIsm advances the follOWing propositIOns:
.';%.;;
',;E£',;

(a) Class power is the cornerstone of power in cJass-dividedil
formations, whose motive force is the class struggle ;':~.
(b) Although grounded on economic power and the relations of
tion, political power is primordial in that changes in its charactercondiii:
every essential transform~tion in t~~ other fields of power (evenJt@:~
are not themselves a sufficlenr COndItIOn);
.~c'~;
(c) In the capitalist m~e.of producrion, political power occupie~f§t~
and a place that are dIstinct from the other fields of power, bCnf(~
much they may intersect one another;
(d) This ~o~er is pre-eminentl~ concentrat~ and materialized b~~
State, which IS thus the central SIte of the exercise of power";1~;

prtdi

<:7

Foucauh and Deleuze, in particular, reject this set of proposit~i'
favour of a vision which dilutes and scatters power among innumCh~
microsituations; they thereby seriously underestimate the importi~
classes and the class struggle and ignore the central role of the Sbi~~f
intend to say no more about them for the moment. Bur they here rri~~
with an old tradition of Anglo-Saxon sociology and political s~~
running from functionalism to institutionalism, from Parsons to M"~~~
Dahl, Lasswell and Etzioni - a tradition in which the centre of
shifted from the State towards the 'pluralism of micropowen;l."
the fact that they explicitly developed all the characteristic poin~
above vision, these writers remain relatively unknown in Francei
political thought has always focussed on the (juridical) State. I
is this very unfamiliarity, linked with the well-known provinci.1
the French intellectual arena, which allows these most hac\m'
ideas to be presented as something new, Foucault's indisputable,
are therefore to be found in another region. What is truly re ,"~~~
is the fact that such discourse, which tends to blot out power by di$!l~;
it among tiny molecular vessels, is enjoying great success at a tim~~i~
the expansion and weight of the State are assuming proportio'l"""
seen b e f o r e . . ; ,
To sum up, all power (and' not just class power) can exist onJyiii~J:

ana, "."",,,
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"~tisJ1laterialized in certain apparatuses (and not just state apparatuses) .
apparatuses are no mere appendages of power, but playa role in its
rion : the .State itsel~ is o~nically present in the generation of

•'J"§e

;ri£U

'~powers. But In the relationship between power and apparatuses, and

'"i!f£' especially between class struggle and apparatuses; the fundamental

~is played

by the (class) struggle. whose field is none other than that

~e relatiOns of powe~) e~nomic exploitation. and poIi~ical-ideological

~~riUnation and subordmatlon. Struggles always have pnmacy over, and
"~an[ly go beyond, the ~ppar~tuses ~r instit~tions.
.
'~'fhus, contrary to seemingly hbertarlan, or mdeed other, conceptions
feed off illusions, the State plays a constitutive role not only in the
~~jons of production ~nd the powers which they :ealize, but also in the
"Jialil)' of pO\~er relatIOns at eve? level of society: Contra:y to all
.1tttisr conceptions, however - rangmg from the burnmgly topIcal ones
to Max Weber and his vision of apparatuses/institutions as the
~nal site and primary field of the constitution of power relations - it is
5(f!ig/lles which make up the primary field of power relations and which
~risbly have primacy over tbe State. This is true not simply of economic
';~es, but of the totality of struggles, political and ideological indu2~ To be sure, the relations of production still play the determining
;~~. But t~ primacy of struggles over the State goes beyond the sphere
{(Ete relations of production, since there can here be no question of an
~'iwmic structure that founds struggles in its turn: quite simply, these
~rions of production are already relations of struggle and power. Now,
:'~idetermjning role is the essential and most general factor in the very
"met of struggles and in the primacy of the totality of struggles over
tate. To reject this as the foundation of struggle is to reject not only
determining role of [he economic but the primacy of any kind of
e o,,"er the State" A Ithough it may seem that the tyranny of the
mic would thereby be discarded, one is inevitably left with the
ring omnipotence of the Power-State.
" "us, of the false objections made against Marx's thought. surely
~'1@e is more ignorant and blind than the charge of statism - even when
~~rings from anti-statist political intentions of a perfect legitimacy, and
l'l~lf it is based on the undeniably totalitarian aspects of tbe State in the
~~es of so-called real socialism. Nowhere else is this criticism of Marx
ted with such bad faith as among the 'new' philosophers, most
bly Glucksmann. Rather than deal with them my~clf, I shall hand
." to Randere - a writer who is, in orher respeCTs, far from gentle
~i"!Marx's thought: 'Glucksmann's arguments are more radical when

::'jt

lick
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he has to prove, against all evidence, that Marx lays stress on the l
as the opposite of private society. In face, it is the impossibility of
viding the slightest proof (hat provides him with the ultimate p
Although a Chapter on the Stllte had bem envisaged, writes Glucksm
it is, as if by chat/ceo missing from Capital. Well-known Stalinist logic
best proof of people's guilt is the lack of all proof. For jf there is no p
it must be because (hey have hidden it; and if they have hidden it,.
they must be guilty.'16
.

16 See {he anicle by }ilCqUes Ranciere in

u N"l1vd ObY'Valmr, 2S·';.ll July 19·

Part One

he Institutional Materiality
of the State

now return to our initial problem: the institutional materiality of
regarded as a 'special' apparatus cannot be reduced to irs role in
domination. 1£ must, first of all, be sought in the relationship
State to the relations of pro<luccion and (O the social division of
which they entail. But this relationship is not of an order epistemodifferent from that of the State's relationship to social classes
class struggle. Placing the State in relationship with the relations
;~I1"'("t,(m and the social division of labour is but the first, albeit a
moment of a single endeavour: namely that of situating the
the field of struggle as a whole. 1 shall now attempt to
this insofar as it concerns the capitalist ~tate, without
exhaustively taking up analyses made in my previous books. I
myself with deepening and rounding off a number of points
.
certain others) in the light of analyses that we are now in a
to make.
question I tried to answer in Political Power and Social Classes
following; why, in order to assert its political domination, docs the
dispose of the quite specific state apparatus that is the
State - the modem representative Stale, the national-popular
From where does this State's original material framework
. My analyses already went in the direction of saying that this
results from the relative separation of the State and the
of production under capitalism. This separation constitutes the
principle of the peculiar institutions of (he {:apitalist State
diverse apparatuses (courts, army, administration, police, and
. of its centralism, bureaucracy and representative institutions
suffrage, parliament, etc.) and of its juridical system; its
lies in the specificity of the relations of production and of the
IFlII1~f":."n of labour which they entail: that is to say. in the relation-
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ship of possession whereby the direct producer is radically
from his means and object oflabour within the labour process
At the time, I was struck by a characteristic feature of the
theory of the State, one which persists today and which
deep ambiguities in Marx's own thinking on the subject. Of those
authors who did not reduce the capitalist Stare to political UOlmlIlati:
the 'dic;:tatorship' of a subject: the bourgeoisie) and who m(~retore
the pertinent question: 'Why is it this State and no other that
to bourgeois political domination?' - of these, the overwhelming
sought to locate the basis of the capitalist State in Ihe domain

circulation ofcapital and 'generalized' commodity exchange. We
enough the general components of such analyses: exchange
'private' commoditY-Qwners (private property here being
purely at the juridical level), contractual buying and selling of
power, equivalent exchange and abstract exchange-value, and
This was supposed to be the ground on which emerged the
'abstract' equality and freedom of the isolated particles of m
generic individuals installed as legal-political ·nf'r~(\n~_inrlj~,jrl.~
as wen as formalllnd abstract law and juridical rules serving as the'
which binds together tbe exchangers of commodities. The
separation of State and economy was understood as separation
State and the famous 'civil society'. The site of the needs and
acts of isolated individuals, this civil society was supposed
represented itself as a contractual assQciation of
subjects - one in which the separation of civil society and
reduced to an ideological mechanism lodged at the heart of
relations, and to a fetishization or reification of the State derived
celebrated fetishism of commodities. Although it has numerous
this conception always exhibits an identical framework. It was
principally by the Italian Marxist school (Galva no della Volpe,
and others), but it is still ex{taordinarily full of life, Here I will
mention Henri Lefebvre's very recent work on the State, which'
than others to my positions. I
I tried to show that this conception is inadequate and
sinc:e it seek... to locate the basis of the State in the relations
J E. P3shuk~nis, La1lJ 4nd Mar:dJm: a Genual Tl:ro~JI, London 1978;
Volpe, RQuSStoli. ~ Marx, Rom~ 1964: U. C<:rroni. Milr.\" ( if d,'n'm, moderno,
Lef~bne, D~ 1'£/41, Paris 1976 and subsequent years. Of course, I do not wim
eslimate the nlu~ of Lefebvrc's work: his laS( book, in particular, contains some
l1nalyses. This lil1e of research is also adopted in the works of j. Baudrillard.
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f.'~~~ft~nllrnocfjt~~-eXC!la~lg~ (which is in some ways a pre-Marxist position)
in the relations of production which have a determining place
cycle £If expanded reproduction of capitaL To a considerable
this 'conception actually impoverished research on the State.
" while it poses the question of the institutional specificity of
Stare, it makes impossible any articulation of this Statewirh {he Stare-class struggle: social classes themselves are
on the relations of production. It is not that this conception
. " grasp a number of important institutional mechanisms of tbe
for the space of the circulation of capital has its own effect on the
But it misses what is essential. Nor does it allow us to take into
those characteristics of the State in the East that resemble
of the capitalist State: after all, commodity relations have
notable transformations in those countries. As a matter of
family resemblance derives from, among other things, the
aspects' that mark both the State and the relations of production
division of labour in the East. The workers exercise neither
and mastery over the labour processes (relation of possession) nor
"ec:cmolm,'c power over the means of labour (economic property
as disrinct from legal property): what has taken place there is a
and not a genuine socialization, of production. At the political
is a dictatorship over the proletariat.
that time, discussion and research on the State and power have
so much in France and abroad that the ideological-theoretical
has partially changed. A number of recent analyses, however,
to be reproducing the drawbacks and deficiencies of the ones I
in my earlier work. ~ly own analyses have often been criticized
p(Jiiticism: in seeking to map OUt, 'purely' on the basis of the
of production, that political space which is peculiar to the
State and capitalist power, I am supposed to have paid
attention to the relations between State and economy.
ing to this line of argument, the problem is one of placing the
,". "in relation to what some call thr logic of capital - that is, to its
ml1l~t1tln and expanded reproduction. (This problematic has been
particularly in West Germany under the name of Ahleitung,
Great Britain and the United States under that of Derivation.)
here is an attempt to 'derive', or let us say deduce, the particular
,.:.:;~i!mltutlons of the capitalist State from the 'economic categories' of
accumulation. Now, this problematic relapses into a fairly
iIn/ItN(,"~1 conception of capital as an abstract entity with an intrinsic
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logic - the economic categories - thereby issuing in two lines of
that are equally incapable of accounting for the material spe:cifici~_~
this State. Either, as Hirsch has shown, it falls right back into
of exchange and circulation of capital (equivalent exchange,
value, money, etc.) and deduces the specificity of the ,.....,._J:, ..
from these 'categories';2 or else it tries to deduce the W>","".un
historical transformations of this State from its economic funcli?J:Ilt"'io
promoting the expanded reproduction of capital. This latter Ie:z;t<1eJocv:rlii..
also be found in France, where it takes the form, especially in
the present-day State, of deducing the totality of institutional
from the State's new role in the oveflllcclumlul:U1(Jn-<levaloriza
capital.
Here too, this line of research misses the essential point. No
concentrating my attack against eoonomism, 1 did bend the
other direction. Economic functions favouring the
capital affect the structuring of the State in a number of m",,~ •., ..
that vary according to whether it is a question of primitive
competitive capitalism, or present-day monopoly capitalism.
explain the character of these functions more precisely in Part.
where I show that they are essential to an explanation of the .
fonn of State: authoritarian statism. For the time being, I will
say that they are not the primary functions, and that they do not
to give an exhausdve explanation of political institutions.
answer the basic question; why are these functions fulfilled
the quite peculiar apparatus that is the modern,
representative Sta~e? Why, for example, has this State not
itself in the form of Absolutist monarchy?
Just as we cannot answer this question merely by referring to
dominati ....n (to the nature of the bourgeoisie or to the political
between the bourgeoisie and the working class), so we cannot
referring to the State's economic functions or to a ..,("mh"n~ltl{lln'
two (economic functions+political struggle). More
'See}. Hirsch, Staalsapparat ulld &produktion del Kapilais, 1974, and his
to the collective work, La (1';,«( tit i' Elal (ed. Poulantzas) Paris 1976. The AbI,jlUng
has been popular for quite a long time in West Germany, and some of its
found in the collective work L' Elat lonltmpO,a;n e/ It marxisl1W (cd. J.-M.
1975. II has appeared more recently in Great 8ritain and the United State;:
ankles in the journals KfJpltalijlale. InsII'tellt So(iQfDgiJl.(USA), Capitill
Britain), and the recent work of Holloway, Piccioto, Hindess, Hirst ~nd
should mention thai my work has betn critidz~d for its 'polilicism' above an by
grouped around the journal Ecanomit poli/uJIU.
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functions are articulated and grounded in the specifically
relations of production. In fact. these relations constitute the
scaffolding of the State's institutional materiality and of the relati ve
.
from the economy that stamps its framework as an apparatus;
only possible slarling-point for analysis of the State's relationclasses and the class struggle. Changes in the State themselves
all [0 the struggles of social classes. These constitute the
of modifications in the role and economic activities of the
each of which has particular effects upon the State.
. already following this line of research jn Political Power and
, Classes; but 1 must now point out the limitations of that text,
wrote before May 1968. (It was actually published during the
While it stressed the role of the social (capitalist) division
insofar 3.') it started from the relations of production, it did not
full extent of that division. It was May itself and the resulting
of the workers movement that blew away a whole series of
Tn Social Classes in Contemporary Capita/ismS I drew the
concerning the importance of the social division oflabour in the
of classes. Here I shall try to do the same for the State.
in certain typical cases as examples. In this way, we shall be led
IDlIillltlOn of fundamental theoretical questions. Locating the
and axis of research in the division of labour will clearly
problems, since it is not as easy as many have thought to
the relation between this division and the State.

Intellectual Labour
Manual Labour: Knowl
andP
Let us begin by considering the creation and functioning of the
State from the point of view of its materiality as an apparatus. It
a specialized and centralized apparatus of a peculiarly
comprising an assemblage of impersonal, anonymous tUI1lctll~nS';
form is distinct from that of economic power; their ordering
axiomatic force of laws-rules distributing the spheres of
competence, and on a legitimacy derived from the pe()ple-I1lattll)n;Iif~!t·
modern State, all these elements are incorporated in the
its apparatuses. By contrast, feudal state apparatuses are
personal ties; on the modelling of all power after economic
lord here playing the roles of judge, administrator and army
in his capacity as landowner); and on a hierarchy of watertight
aristocratic pyramid) whose legitimacy derives from the
the person of its head (the lord-king) inscribed in the body
specificity of the modem State therefore refers precisely to
separation of the political from the economic, and to the entire
tion of its respective spaces and fields implied by the total
of the direct producer in capitalist relations of production.
These relations are the ground of a prodigious rcorg(J~m~:arli?/l
StJciaJ division of labour: indeed, they are themselves consu
this reorganization, which puts its stamp on the production
surplus-value and on the expanded reproduction of capital in
'machine production' and 'Iarge.-sca\e industry' Once it is
that the specifically capitalist division of labour represents,
its forms, the precondition of the modem State, then the latter·
all its historical originality as an effective break with
.
of State (Asiatic, slave and feudal). This point cannot be fully
conceptions which ground the modem State on commodity
since these have always existed.
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f~>, I shall examine but one case: the division between manual and

.,~~tual1abour.

In

~eality, this should

not at all

~e con~eived as an

~~z'iricat OT natural split between those who work Wtth thelT hands and
7~whO work with their head: instead, it directly refers to the political-

Iii(tOJOgiC31 relations prevailing ,,:ith~n. ~rticular relations .of production.
ftas Marx dearly showed, thIS dlVlslon assumes a specIfic form under

t;;;9r~iism, where the direct producer is totally dispossessed of his means
;tr'bOur. This results in the fonowing: 4 (a) the characteristic separation
"~idtellectual elements from the labour performed by the direct producer,
'~hi~h, through ~i~erentiation from intellectual labour (knowl~dge),
~es

the capttahsr form of manual labour; (b) the separation of
manual labour at a time when the former enters 'the service
l~ti~t.l1' and tends to become a directly productive force; (c) the
;a;~~pment of specific relations between science-knowledge and the
tt.iiinant ideology - not in the sense that knowledge is more highly
~~bgized' than before, nor simply that the existing power utilizes
ti~ledge for political-ideological ends (that has always been the case),
:' ;the sense that power is ideologically legitimized in the modality of
ilk technique, as if it flowed automatically from a rational scientific
it!:; and (d) the establishment of organic relations between, on the
. ~nd, intellectual labour thus dissected from manual labour and, on
hand, the political relations of domination: in short, between
c~~fz~fiSt know/edge and capitalist power. Of course, l\·larx was already
:.,:ff~ll~r'with this phenomenon. When discussing factory despotism and
of science in the capitalist production process, he analysed the
'relations between knowledge and power, between intellectual
:(or knowledge-science invested in ideology) and the political
i; of domination such as thev exist and are reproduced in the very
~;)it .: pf extraction of surplus-val~e.
~;f~tft~Qugh [his quire typically capitalist separation of manual and
·JNrit~li&uallabour is only one aspect of a more general social division of
::\~Kit is nevertheless of decisive importance in the case of the State.
~:~;P.Rt::~C:thc fundamental insights ?f the Marxist dassies. is the undert';'~$,that. as regards the Stare s emergence as a 'spec1al' apparatus,
.......... '!i6nably the mOst important aspect of the social division oflabour
. ",iviiion between manual and intellectual labour. In all its appara/~}~~ is, not only in its ideological apparatuses but also in the
"i~ from

.:.; . 'er

e

,-: .'-."--

/:'7(~i-;~'

·~D{l(~What I said in the

PNfal:(:: J ShlU make

n()

~rtdst rdeFences

[0

the classics of

St~~~~Pt Where I quote them expli~i!ly. Such references ma), be found in m~' Social
'::;::.~•...".f4Jf5.·t;~l1ltmpOr(l,ry C,,-pllallsm, i.lp.
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repressive and economic ones) th~ State incarn~tes jntellec~ualla~~'
separated from manual labour: thIs becomes eVIdent provIded tliit~'
two ~r~ n~t ~onceived. ac~ording to a naturalis~-posit~vist ~istirit
~nd It IS wlthm the capttah~t.State th~t th~ orgamc relattonshlp b~ii~
mtellectual labour and pohttcal domination, knowledge and po~.
realized in ~he most consummate manne~ .. Separated. from t~e relrlj~
of production, the State takes up pOSltton alongsIde an IDte ..
labour that has itself been divorced from manual labour: it is thee
this division, an.d at the same time plays a ~p,~~
and ~h~ produ~
role m Its constttutlOn and reproduction.
'~4::
-r:his finds e~pr.essi.on in the v~ry materiality of the State - and,:r~tt
all, In th.at speclahzatlO?-Sep~rat.lon of the state apparatuses vis-a'7-~r~
production process whIch princIpally occurs through the crystaUi~!ibn
of intellectual labour. In their capitalist forms of army, law.;[lffir:tr,
administration and poli~e (not to menti~n the ideological appara'~)
these state apparatuses Involve the practical supremacy of a kn~~I$!Igc
and discourse - whether directly invested in the dominant ideol«~;or
erected on the basis of the dominant ideological formations - fro ,,,- '
the popular masses are excluded. The framework of these app
rests on a specific and permanent exclusion of the popular mass~j;~ho
are subjected to manual labour through the instrumentality oftM,Site.
For the discourse of this Scientist-State, of its apparatuses and¥len~
enjoys a permanent monopoly of knowledge, which also determili~the
functions of state organization and leadership. In fact, these futfct!onS
are centralized through their specific separation from the masseS;;i~this
way, intellectual labour (knowledge-power) is materialized iIi'~~~lt
apparatuses, while at the other pole, manual labour tends to be[~R~en
trated in the popular masses, who are separated and excluded fro.ji;'fh~
organizational functions. It is equally clear that a number of instit~tions
of so-called indirect, representative democracy (political parties,f~arlia'·
ment, etc.), in which the relationship between State and m~~
expressed, themselves depend on the same mechanism. Gramscf:fi~J
presentiment of this when he saw in the general organizational rol~~.fibe
capitalist State the supreme realization of intellectual labour separaj~in
ch:lracteristic fashion from manual labour. Thus, he included ag(~f5of
the state apparatuses, including the policemen and soldiers~'4f';*
repressive apparatuses in the broadly-defined category of (orga~fcC~
traditional) intellectuals. s
'.·C'

0:

S Above all in Gli intelle/uali e /' organizzazione della Cultura, 1966. The
included in Selectiolls from the Prison Noteboo'rs, London 1971.

title~~1.'iI
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l~trhe relationship between knowledge and powe~ does not .c~n:e~n only
fe-f', gy and does not refer merely to the function of legmmlzmg the

J~~ °which it ensures especially in the realm of official political thinking,

,. f
eleu
d a I'Ism to capita
. I'Ism, an d Iater 10
'h
Y'Slate
'2' during the transItion
rom
t e

o

:~xe: of competitive

capitalism - both of which were marked by the

A~~ itution of the bourgeois State and by the dominance, within bour-

,~~t ideology, of the juridical-political sphere -

the conceptu:tlizations of
later ,th~nkers expl,icitly rel~rred. t,o the
,}~1idel of scientific techOlque and apodlcuc eplsterne 10 order to legJt1mate
Y0'lirics and law as the bearers of a form of knowledge opposed to w!"iat
'''termed utopia, Their argument pointed beyond official discourse to
5Gh~eprima~y/orrns o/~deology secreted, ~y th~ S~atc that uphold relati~~s
',"'Pt'h'"in the apparatus (IOternal self-Iegmmauon), as well as to the legJt1.·.WI
.~iion of its external practices, in which the State and its agents appear
)~be~rers of a specific knowledge an,d an intri~sic rationality, M,oreover,
~nithese phenomena are today contmually bemg strengthened m forms
,{fi~tare peculiar to the relationship ideology-knowledge-science implicit
j~fthe transformation of juridical-political ideology into technocratic

~~~hiave\li, Thomas ~ore and

.id~logy.

7~~~iI repeat, this relationship between knowledge and power is not the

;~~rince of ideological legitimation alone: th~ cap~talist se~aration of
Cilite!lectual and manual labour encompasses sCience mel£. Of course the
~a~~Eopriation of capital by science takes place in the factory; but it is
;il~~lfected through the State, Today, it is clear that the State tends to
:mWrporate science itself by organizing its discourse. We are not talking
~fe'simply of the instrumental use of science and of its manipUlation
i~Jhe service of capital. The capitalist State regiments the production of
\~(~pce in such a way that it becomes, in its innermost texture, a state
'~tlince locked into the mechanisms of power; and as we know, this is not
>j~sI'true of the so-called human sciences. More generally, this State
'i~i~ctures intellectual labour through a whole series of circuits and
;ilet~ork5 thanks to which it has taken the place of the Church: it sub~i4!llatcs and marks down for itself the intelleClual-scienti/ic corps, which
)ht~ho fixed shape in the Middle Ages. Intellectuals ha ve been constituted
~';#~~~pecialized professional corps through their reduction to functionaries
;:\~~~crccnaries of the modern State. In the universities, institutes,
/;i(~~emies and societies of learning, these bearers of knowledge-science
"<:~a~~~become state functionaries through the same mechanisms that made
<i~'SMectuals of this State's functionaries.
\?Wthe relationship between knowledge and power is not the province of
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legit~mati?n

a~so.

~Y

,~~~:

alone, this is
because. it is crystallized
the
specific ~lSCOUrse of the ~pltalt~t State Itself. The pre-capItalist Stt~
knew a discourse of r.evelatlon w~lch was founded on the ~real ~r sUP~3:
uttera~ces of the ~rtnce and whlch,expressed anew t~e l~nptjon~~<
soveretgn person In the body of society. It was a mythical dlscourseiili
strict sense of the te~ ~ one which te~ded to fill through n~rrati~~
gap between the begmnmgs of sovereign power and the ongins ... .
world. By contrast, the capitalist State does not base irs legitim
irs origins: it permits of repeated legitimations on the basis
sovereignty of the people-nation. It thus plays a quite specific 0 '
tional role vis-a-vis the dominant classes and a regulative role vi .
the social formation as a whole, Its discourse is one of action - a dis·
of strategy and tactics which is, to be sure, locked into the
ideology, but which also fetds off a state-monopolized science-knowi~
(economic, political and historical knowledge).
<;:so .
Although this discourse is the supreme realization of the iu;
between knowledge and power, it has no inherent unity of its 0 ..
segmented and fragmented according to the strategic goals of the e'
power and to the classes it seeks to address, (J have pointed outdsi.
that even in the supremely 'totalitarian language' of fascist discour'
and the same formulation - the term rurporatism, for example - ::
goes twists and turns of meaning according to the goal and class for
it is designed.) The discourse must always be heard and understood; ..
if not in a unifonn manner: it is not enough that it be uttered as awt~~:
rarion. This presupposes that, in the varioll'l codes of thinking, thtl:: ;
itself is overcoded: that it serves as the frame of reference within wh'
various segments of reasoning and their supporting apparatu .
homogeneous ground for their differential functioning. Th ..
process of measured distillation, this overcoding is inculcated:
totality of subjects. Thus, the capitalist State instals a uniform ....
language and eliminates all other languages. This national Ian
necessary not only for the creation of a national economy and mar
still more for the exercise of the State's political role. It is theref1
mission of the national Stale to ()rganize the processes of thou
forging the materiality of the people-nation, and (0 create a Ii
which, while doubtless situated within ideological formations, ~
means reducible to an ideological o p e r a t i o n . ' ,
This relationship between knowledge and powel', grounded as_
.~1
intellectual labour which the State crystallizes by separating(,~_-'j
rnanuallabour, is lodged in the organizationaljramel1l()rlt of the Sta~~:~l
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redraws and reproduces the social dh'ision of labour within its own
~3~"ing: it is thus the carbon-copy of the .rel~ti?ns between powe~ and
.: b5 ",ledge such as they are reproduced wlthm InteUectuallabour ltself.
p°is process ~k~ place in ~ range stretching from hiera~hical, cen~ral
, and diSCIplinary relations to those concentrated In the vanous
ers and nodal-points of decision making and execution; from the
~Ions within which authority is delegated through the obscuring
ms of the allocation of knowledge (bureaucratic secrecy) to the modes
training and recruiting srate agents. Down to the last detail, the framei of tbe capitalist State incarnates the capitalist division between
'~lIectual and manual labour as it is reproduced and internalized
bin intellectual labour itself. This spreads through the entire material
'~I of the State down to such a precise feature as writing. Of course,
has always been a close relationship between the State and writing,
v~ that every State embodies a certain form of the division between
'~ 'telleaual and manual labour. But writing plays a quite speciik role in
'i~teCase of capitalism, representing, still more than the spoken word, the
, y ; : ulation and distribution of knowledge and power within the State. In
~iuin sense, nothing exists for the capitalist State unless it is written
\vn - whether as 3 mere written mark, a note, a report, or a complete
;'hive. In the pre-capitalist States, writing was simply a matter of
, 'cribing the (real or supp05cd) utterances of (he sovereign: it was a
og of revelation and commemoration. By contrast, the anonymous
'ng of the capitalist State does not repeat a discourse, but plots a
in path, recording the bureaucratic sites and mechanisms and
esenting the hierarchically centralized space of the State. It both
fes and creates linear and reversible spacings in the consecutive and
',~ ented chain of bureaucratization. The massive accumulation of
," in the modem state organization is not merely a picturesque detail
'11 material feature essential to its existence and flmctioning - the
'a1 cement of its intellectuals~functionaries that embodies the
onship between State and intellectual labour. Unlike the pre_.alist States or the Church, this State does not retain a monopoly
:,$l~iiting: it spreads it (in schools) in response to the highly concrete
" "}ity of training labour-power. But it thereby r~duplicate$ writing,
ore so as the spoken word of the State must itself be heard and
, ' tood. (n the capitalist State, with its exoteric speech and unified
<>~9cnallllnguage, it is exactly as if secrecy and the crystallization of
;;;.
'ledge-power had passed into state writing, whose hermetic insula~{f./ k'i!wm the popular masses is wen known. It is this State which has
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systetnatized, if nO( invented, grammar and orthography by -".uu~mnr;;;',
them as networks of power.
Lastly, the knowledge-power relationship finds expression in PlI
techniques of the exercise of power - exact devices inscribed in the
of the State whereby the popular masses are permanently
distance from the centres of decisionwmaking. These comprise a
rituals and styles of speech, as weU as structural modes of
and tackling problems that monopolize knowledge in such a
the popular masses (here equivalent to manual labour) are
excluded.
Of course there can be no question of reducing the relationship
State and relations of production to the division of intellectual and
labour. I have merely tried to illustrate the investigative onrentl(liOii1':c
which allows us to discard the notion (hat the sphere of
relations forms the basis of the capitalist State. Thus, in the
J have referred to the bureaucracy as the centralizing IIlS.tarlce n
necessary by the anarchic competition of civil society. Here too,
is not the mere result of the division between intellectual and
labour rooted in the relations of production. It actively enters
reproduction of that division at the very heart of the production
and in society as a whole - both through apparatuses "l";\;IiIUZ:\:UU,1
qualification and training oflahour power (the school, the family, .
occupational training structures) and through the totality of its ..
tuses (bou~eois and petry-bourgeois political parties, the ..... ,,,...,"'...
system, cultural apparatuses, the press and media), It is present
beginning in the constitution of that division within the
production, a division incarnated in factory despotism and
the political relations of domination and subordination such as
in the relations of exploitation, and thus also to the State's Drl~Sfltlce'

lauer.
We can now see that, in some of its capitalist aspects, the
countries of so-called real socialism is also affected by this
power relationship, even though commodity relations ha\'e
considerable change. The division between intellec£ual and
labour, grounded on 'capitalist aspects' of the relations of
that have survived starization of the economy (as distinct from
socialization), is there reproduced in new forms. However, I
.
more than point this out, since for a number of reasons are tne particularities of social classes and [he class struggle
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~;~ntrjes - the fonus assumed by the problem are markedly different
~:::the West.
~:JfThis relationship bet ween the State and the intellectual/manual division
~~-rjabour implicit in capitalist relations of production is therefore only
stage in the process whereby the State is brought into relation with
"~~cbsses
.(lne and [he cIass strugg Ie under capita
'I'Ism. Th
., e cha ~acter 0 f thoIS
~~te, which represents th~ .P?wer o~ th~ bourgeoIsie, .derlves from ~he
~;"": liarities of the bourgeolSle s constuutlOn as the dommant class. Bemg
in a terrain that implies a characteristic specialization of functions
:J,,;:'(i of intellectual labour, this class is the first one in history to need a
of organic jntellectuals. in order to establish itself ~s !he dominant
,: . These state--enrolled mtellectuals are formally dlstmct from the
~geojsie, but playa role in organizing its hegemony (unlike the purely
rumental role of the priests in the case of rhe feudal system). It is no
,,': 'dent that the original form of the bourgeois revolution was, above all,
of ideological revolution ~ here we need only think of the role played in
't{f~nizing the bourgeoisie by Enlightenment philosophy and the ideolo~«;;1kI...cultural apparatus of publishing and the press.
; urthermore, although the material texture is the same in every
"talist State and country, it varies iCi:ording to the specificities of
class struggle, and of the organization of the bourgeoisie and intelleccorps, Nothing demonstrates this more clearly than the French
erience. For in its path from the Absolutist State through the forms
1789 Revolution, the French bourgeoisie, more than any other,
ieved its original hegemony and forged the unity of the nation by
.Iishing close links wirh a corps of licensed intellectuals. It made sure
'., ..eir support by tightly integrating them in the insrimtional web of the
bin State and by knowing how to pay them in numerous ways for
, services. This has left its mark not only in the cultural institutions
'ideological apparatuses of the French State, but also in the striking
:'Iiarities of the intelligentsia. Attached to the repUblican stare
'titutions in whose networks the bourgeoisie delegates it power) the
.,Jligentsia was, and still is, both opposed to fascist ideology and state
, 'ffJl'll.'i and massively isolated from radical popular struggles, which
;~jtl~eaten to challenge its own power. Indeed, it is C(lntinually torn between
(: ':~~!~I-republican anti-fascism and the Versa'illais syndrome. Nowhere
.~\"";aie the phantasms of the intelligentsia incarnated to such 11 degree
, f state apparatuses - whether its dream of being the adviser of
,;}~~~~~ or, perhaps even at the same time, the popular-elirist temptation
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of influencing the masses from above, over the heads ofthejrOfgani~1

and by means of the state apparatuses (press, cultural institutions, m ·/ilffi
Corresponding to this thirst for power, which is sustained by the iif '
alloued to intellectuals in the State, is the well-known - and, (/0'
tempted to say, just - anti-intellectualism of the French workers m-':" ~
ment and its organizations. In its lurn, then, this and-intellectua!islld i
leaves its mark on the State and on the popular masses' charact~~
distrust of its ideological apparatuses.;%:~

2

Individualization

· specialization and centrali7.ation of the capitalist State, its hierfunctioning and its elective institutions all involve
;;mt:.UL'~II"''''''''U'' of the body-politic into what are called 'individuals' · is, juridical-political persons who are the subjects of certain frce· The State here presupposes a specific organization of the political
, upon which the exercise of power comes to bear. The centralized,
atiiten~ICI11It1Zlea State instals this atomization and, as a representative
laying claim to national sovereignty and the popular will. it
't?ntlfist1ttsthe unity of a l;Iody (people-nation) that is split into formally
;:eQ(iivallent ~onads. In certain of its aspects, moreover, the materiality of
~.:I!,~'~'''''' and its apparatuses is here constituted as having to exercise a
.nrru~ .. "",3 divided social body - one which is homogeneous in its division,
in the isolation of its elements, and continuous in its atomization.
:;tw~crluld draw up a long list, stretching from the modern army to the
the judicial system, prisons, schools, the media, and 50

too, these divisions do not first arise out of relations among
they do not spring from a civil society whose primal
are individual subjects of contractual relations. Although the
of individualization is certainly prl'Sent in generalized comexchange, its basis lies elsewhere. At this poim, we must take care
another, equally false conception, which, while leading to
results, shares the presuppositions of the one just mentioned.
conception also locates the process of individualization
in commodity relations, and not in the relations of production
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or class relations. However, it prides itself on grounding the Statei}
these. c1~ss relations. Thus, si~ce individualization is held. to be simplrl
mystifYing appearance belonging to the realm of commodity fetishism";
can be of no relevance whatsoever in the organization of the capitai~

St;;~~

Howev~

clear that individualization is a terribly real phenomenon.
both the establishment of social monads as individuals-subjects withi~
the realm of commodity circulation and the State's primal relation wilE
these fractured entities are rooted in the relations of production andt~
social division of labour which they establish. Through being totaIlY<li~;
possessed of the means of labour, the direct producer emerges as'iIl~
'free' an~ 'n:.aked' worker, cut off from th~ netwo~k o~ perso~al, statUt'!~
and terrItorial bonds that actually constituted hIm In medIeval soci¥iY~

Such dispossession therefore imprints a determinate structure on his Iabolll:
'Only the products of mutually independent acts of labour, performe4fri
isolation, can confront each other as commodities.'6 Strictly speaki0'k,
what is involved is a mode of articulation of labour processes whl~h
places structural limits on the real interdependence Of the produc~~
introduced by the socialization of labour. Within a framework impO~&I
by the relations of production, their labours are performed independe~tit
of one another as private labours - that is to say, without the produ~~
having to organize their co-operation in advance. It is in this situati~fi
that the law of value holds sway.
~::~,
Of course, this structure of the relations of production and the la~~i
process does not directly institute the precise forms of individualizifMfi
assumed by the divided social body. It rather induces a material fra~lt
reference - spatial and temporal matrices which are the presuppositj6~f
the capitalist social division of labour, above all within the produc,Yf~~
process and at the stage designated by Marx as that of machinerYI~~;
large-scale industry. This primal material framework is the moul~~!
social atomization and splintering, and it is embodied in the pracjr~
of the labour process itself. At one and the same time presuppositi~~lof
the relations of production and embodiment of the labour process~~~
framework consists in the organization of a continuous, homogenffi~s!
cracked and fragmented space-time such as lies at the basis ofTaylorisp;
a cross-ruled, segmented and cellular space in which each fragmfii!
(individual) has its place, and in which each emplacement, whilec~fr~'
ponding to a fragment (individual), must present itself as homogei~u~
• Karl Marx, Capllal, Vol. I, Penguin/!\lLR, p. 132.
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d uniform; and a linear, serial, repetitive and cumulative time, in
anhich the various moments are integrated with one another, and which is
.~ elf oriented towards a finished product - namely, the space-time
lIS terialized par excellence in the production line. In short, the individual,
:nt~o is much more than a product of the juridical-political ideology
':ngendered by commodity relat!ons, appear.s here as the focal pO.int,
'dentical with the human body Itself, at which a number of practices
'~ithin the social division of labour are materially crystallized. The quite
distinct social organizations of the Middle Ages and of capitalism
c(individualization) correspond to equally distinct corporalities. Under
,capitalism, the expropriation of the worker's means of production, which
; creates labour-power as the basis of surplus-value, unleashes an entire
"process whereby, as Marx already showed, the body becomes a mere
~'appendage of the machine' decomposed into 'the few grand fundamental
:'forms of motion which, despite all the diversity of the instruments used,
<apply necessarily to every productive action of the human body'.7
~" •. ' [t is in this individualization that the institutional materiality of the
;:capitalist State takes root. The State inscribes in its skeletal structure
"hhe representation of the unity (national representative State) and
Zorganization-regulation (hierarchical and bureaucratic centralism) of the
:ftonstitutive fracturings of the people-nation. At the same time, its
':~pparatuses are moulded in such a way that they exercise power over the
'?'~Ilsemble so constituted: they realize the very material frame of reference
/otspace-time matrix that is implied by the relations of production. The
':jnternal organization of the bureaucratic networks and structures
Yf~quires this frame of reference for the co-ordination of its elements tven though the framework is differentially concretized in bureaucratic
'!dministration and in the factory despotism of Taylorism and the
<production line. In the former, it is a question of restructuring political
space and replacing personal links of status, privilege and so on by an
anonymous organization whose links are at once continuous, homogen'~us, linear, equidistant, and segmented, fractured and partitioned.
l~Now, the State does not simply record this socio-economic reality: it
e~t'ers into the constitution of the social division of labour by constantly
;Pt~'ducing social fracturing-individualization. This also takes place
. lhrough the processes of ideology: the State consecrates and institutiona···Jff.eS this individualization by constituting the socio-economic monads as
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juridical and political individua1s-persons-subj~ts. I am referring
not to the official discourse of political philosophy, nor simply
judicial system, but to the State's material ideological practices as a
- ideology not being located exclusively in ideas - and to their
the realm of the economy and society. This ideology oftndtvl/llI
not only serves to mask and obscure class relations (the capitalist
never presents itself as a class State), but also plays an active part
divisions and isolation (individualization) of the popular masses.
therefore not so much a question of the ideology constituted, systenuti
and formulated by the organic intellectuals of the bourgeoisie always a second-order ideology - as it is of the primary and ·Sj)'()Dt:i1nt.
forms of ideology that are secreted by the social division of
directly embodied in the state apparatuses and the practices of
However, the State does more than just inculcate the
ideology, even if we understand the latter as being materialized in
practices; the State never merely concretizes, at the level of everyday
the various rights and obligations, the distinction between .
public, and so on. It plays a role in forging this individuality
of technUjues of knowledge (science) to which Foucault has given the
disciplines..
They may be concisely designated as a .1Iuuall(V,
power for which individual differences are of relevance.' Fu ...... ,,'~·.1l1
on to characterize this role of [he State by means of the term narma,/.""U,
'Like surveillance and together with it, normalization becomes
major instruments of power at the end of the classical era. Signs
status, privilege and affiliation tend to be replaced, or at least
men ted, by a whole ladder of normalcy, the rungs of which,
indicating membership in a homogeneous social body, themselVes."
to classify, hierarchize and distribute social rank. In a certain
'.
power of normalizati.on imposes homogeneity, But it plays a
individualization by allowing gaps to be measured, levels and
lanties to be established, and differences to be rendered useful
mutual adjustment.' This moment of normalization, 'in which
technology of power and an original political anatomy of the
brought into play" was cr)'stallized in that modern form of power
he designates by the term panoptism. 8 Foucault himself draws a.
distinction between ideological inculcation and
sidedng that ideology is located in ideas alone and that it can
involved when there is a question of practices or techniques. In
~ Mich~1

Foucault. Su,ve./ier <I PUnlT, Paris 1975, pp. 194-5 and
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(jJDwever, the primal forms of the dominant ideology are already material:~ in state practices and thus enter into the process of normalization
~. Jf.
,t~~~or this mechanism goes far beyond ideological inculcaticm or, for that
~katter, straightforward physical repression. The emerging relationship
ibetween the Power-State and the body testifies to the individualization
;jjfihe social b?~Y. ~o b~ s~re, :eiations between the Pawer~State and the
~tiOdy as a pobucal 1nsntutlOn Invested by power cover a much broader
<;~etd. But despite the thousands of more or less refined analyses that
~~'riue the contrary, the constitutive relations between the State and the
;j;~ forms of. capitalist corporality are ~ot first of a\l grou~ded on
':commodiry relations, on the body-cammodlty of consumer socIety, on
fthe'body-spectacle invested by the tokens of exchange, or, in a word, on
):ilie commodity fetishism of the body. The political technology of the
has its primary roots in the frame of reference of the relations of
¥~ductjon and the social division of labour. It is this which allows us to
~~Ive the essential problem for the theory of the State: that is, to pin?polnt that individualization of the social body which 'is the original
~g@und of classes in their capitalist specificity. Individualization does not
~1~(er to a 'concrete individual' emerging in the civil society of generalized
rt$~modjty production and giving rise to a State based on such indi viduals
~.?i kind of national-popular State which later becomes a class State; nor is
~fttihe generic reality Qf a 'biological individual', conceived as the natural
~~~[ of needs which is alienated-reified in the State. Individualization
i;!iiher ,onstitutes the material expression in capitalist bodies of the
~ring relations of production and social division (If labour; and it is
~ually tlte material effect of state practices and techniques forging and
~~j,ordinating this (political) body.
';'jj(m this precise question, then, Foucault's elaboration has considerable
;l;\1~ue, since it furnishes a materialist analysis of certain institutions of
~~wer. Not only does it s(lmetimes concur with Marxist analyses - a p(lim
t:Wijich Foucault is careful not to see, or state - but in a number of respects
~rffuay even enrich them.
!4f~Jcourse, Foucault objects to any interpretation of this materiality of
. .J (and thus of the State) as rooted in the relations of production and
:~~j~divjsion of labour. Deleuze is the main writer to have taken up the
~;:QiJ(~ences between Foucault's th(lught and Marxism. 9 He shows that, for
';'!k~~ult, the frame of reference (If power is prior to itS concretization in
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any particular field, and that it constitutes a 'diagram' lJI~molJtl!rlJt\"l.<:.
'abstract machine' immanent to each field. It is not rooted
economic', because 'the entire economy - for example, the wnITIi.:hn~"~"
factory - presupposes these mechanisms of power.' As a matter
Foucault endorses these remarks in his recent work La 'l!QiQ7fle tie
We should not attach great importance to this aspect of the
the end, explanations such as that given by Deleuze push
thought into the camp of idealism. Of course, it would be easy to
that these diagrams or machines (whence and how do they ~~~.---."
a curious resemblance to diverse mental structures and similar
and that. whatever is said and however much the hel:er()geneiltv
fields is stressed, the supposedly shattering discovery of the
'the immanent common cause' brings us back to nothing other
old structural homology of structuralism- Derrida pointed out
a long time ago. 1O We could also, and with greater justice,
Foucault for (he fact that his positions frequently result in
descriptive analyses or, still mort often, in a kind of neJ)-rlunc~ti~ln,
that takes over the epistemological presuppositions of (he most
functionalism. For example: 'The panoptic device is not
bridge or conducting wire stretched between a power m(:chani:sm
function; it is a way of operating power relations in a function
operaringa function through these power relations.'11 As I have
Malinovski and Parsons were already saying the same thing.
But I repeat: we should not attach too much importance to
second-order epistemological discourse. Several of his analyses
only compatible with Marxism: they can be understood only ifit
as their starting-point. Two conditions have 10 be fulfilled, h/JlrJl'"I:"f;~,ii%,
Pirst, we must have a correct conception of 'the
grounds the institutional specificity of modem power_ We must
discard Foucault's own conception, which he occasionally uses
this specificity to the economy, but which most frequently ._....,..,,,....,,."
rejeCt Marxism and the material foundation ofinstitutions in tne·ecJllfiOflIY.
In neither case, however, is he concerned with the relations ofnl"llidili:[tlon'
and with the social division of labour that they entail. When he
the economy in connection with the grounding of ins;titllt1~illi
essentially to discuss such phenomena as population nn""",,<>',
eighteenth century or the utilitarian necessity of 'nl'nht_n".)!'tmIZal
)0
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~, . dern production' And it is interesting that, when he brings in the
i!:f1onoJllY in order to refute Marxism, he refers to commodity-producing
~eties based on relation:' of ~xchan~ and circula~io~: 'It is ofren said
~tliat the m~del of a socIety In which the. c~n~t1tuuve elements are
~ind,ividuals IS borrowed. from the .abstra~ JU~ldlCal forms of contract
;~~ exchange. Commodlty-produclD~ ~clety IS. supposed to have .been
't?;,":·!, resented as Ii contractual assoclatton of Isolated legal subjects.
e~ybe. , . But we should .not, for~et ~~t, in the same er~, there existed a
.hnique for really consmutmg mdlvlduals as correlattve elements of a
~~0:i~n power and knowledge."2 Now, it is clearly impossible to bring the
'':k~ ~ tenality of the state apparatus into relation with 'the economic' if the
'r is understood as referring simply to demography or the industrial
olucinn - that is to say, to productive technique. Nor can this be done
arid here Foucault is perfectly correct) if 'the economic' is held to desig, j~ exclusively or principally the sphere of circulation and commodityc°=t(c~nge-a designation thata certain kind ofMarxiSffi has long attempted
.y:\~4t(':(

,

~;;roi:Xln\'ey ,

~~~o;ieco'flJ. the relationship between the State and the relations of produc;, "i\6riand social division of labour must be grasped in all its complexity by
.' "~~ of the spatial and temporal matrices. In the se<:tion below on the
. 'n, I shall analyse more fully these primary matrices, which are
'ent in the material organization and practical techniques of power.
~t~wiU be explained there in terms quite different from Foucault's
,;i;:':
rious and almost metaphysical diagram - and above all different
_~the Deleuze-Guattari version, which. in the purest spiritualist
ti.ion, posits an original machine (Urstaat) Or ideal-abstract Despot. ~haunting the history of various States and powers in search of a
incarnation.

he Roots of Totalitarianism
{~ss.:~t.1J\j'event, the individualization of the social body over which the power
frrX-4~etinodem State asserts itself refers us to the capitalist relations of
:;"p~Ction and social division of labour, The State here plays a decisive
::':' , •.. ·~.!o'hiclt I designated in Political POI1)et' and Social Classes as its

;~(;,;::

~6n effect', Although I did then point out that the effect is 'terrify-
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ofjuriJ~<

ingly reaP,u I tended to restrict it essentially to mechanisms
political ideology an~ to the ideological role .o~ the Stare: W: can
however - and here hes Foucault's really ongtnal contribution - that~
role of the State finds expression i? ~ materiality co~ubsrantial Viii(~.,
own structure: namely, the matenahty of the techmques for exere'"
power ~hich s?ape even the corporality of the subjects over
power 15 exercISed.
~'7~.'
I shaU take this opportunity to pose for the very first time the pro~~
of modern totalitarianism - a phenomenon of which fascism is bu ;;';:'2
expression. Now, the problem can only be elucidated by s .
approximations and in those srill valid terms which I employed,:~i~t.
rather restrictively, in Political Power and Social Classes. I thetf2~1
clearly that dual movement whereby the modern State creates individJ~c~i·
zations and privatizarions by constituting itself as their unity and' .
genization - a movement, that is to sa y, both of creating modes QfisOl'
(of which the people-nation is composed) and of representing their.'
(in the modern national-popular State). I also understand that in thO
m(YVt!ment, /fIt' the first time in history, there can be no limit de jur
principle to the State's activity and encroachment in the realm of en
wdual-private. The individual-private sphere is created by the
.'.
concomitantly with its relative separation from the public spa~:~
society. Therefore, not only is this separation but one specific form " .
State's presence in socio-economic relations, it also involves an
cedentcd state presence in those relations. At the time, I saw~ ~'.
exclusively the effect of ideological mechanisms - although. to be!l~~j,
terrifyingly material one. The foUowing two passages, for examP·
pose the problem bllt in • clearly restrictive manner.
.
The first concerns precisely the relationship between the totalf
phenomenon and the legitimacy principle of the modern Stat'
particular, the capitalist state derives its pri,.~jplt 0/ legitimacy fi
fact that it presents itself as the unity of the people-nation, unci ~
as an ensemble of homogeneous entities. identical and disparate,;
it establishes as political individuals-citizens. It is here that it'
radically from other forms of despotism, for example from "ab
political power, which is formally similar, but which is carried';
forms of tyranny founded on divine-sacred legitimacy, Yet these,
as found in slave or feudal states, certainly bound power withini:
defined limits. In other words, it is exactly that type of legitimacy":

no\\>Jl

wlu:Hnl

u

Poli/j((~1 POJlJer

and S ocjal CI,uses, op. cit., p. 130.
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,i¢(italist state (rep~es~nring the unity of people-nation), which allows

~~~\s?ec~fiC, f'!?~lt:ontng

of the state encapsulated by the tenn
;p,ftotahtatlarusm '
,.
, .
t~[he second conc,:ns t~.rela~lonshlp between t~e tot~l~tan~n pheno0'~'CC"
and bourgeoIS pohtlcat Ideology: 'BourgeoIs pohucalldeology's
'cular function of isolation and cohesion leads to a totally remarkable
ernal contradiction, sometimes thematized in the theories of the social
n~ by the distinction and relation between the pact ojcivil association
t~. [he pa,t of political domination. This ideology sets a~ents u~ as
;£ilidividuais/sublects, free and equal, an~ pr~sem~ them as ,It were. In a
;~ state, ,and so defines the ,specific Isolauon. o~ sO~I~1 rel~tlon~.
~~ifu~,aspect Whl~h, ~as been descn~ed as 'bourgeOIs mdlVld~ahsm'. IS
C~dfknown, But It IS.lm?~rtant to POlOt out the o{h~r, ~~rhap~ ng~t, sl~e
£~:i''the coin. These md~vlduals/persons, who are l~dlVlduahzed m thiS
'~~:Y' do not se~ able .m on~ and ~he same theoretical movement ~o. be
;~~nUied and attam their SOCIal eXistence except by means of gammg
"~iitical existence in the state. The result is that the private individual's
}W((~om suddenly appears to vanish before the authority of the state
:::~i-:;hiCh ~lIlbodies the general will. Indeed, for bourgeois political ideology
"'~.(tm be no limit based on law or principle to the activity and e1/croach;~tntiii. of the state in the so-called sphere of the individual/pri'iate. In the
~lil~~rullysis, this sphere appears [0 have no other function but that of
. . ,~" 'i'ding a reference point, which is also a vanishing point, for the
mente and omniscience of the political insrance, In this sense
appears to be the true anticipation of the theories of social
and Hegel of their culmination: this is a complex case, but so are
·"itlleorttical cases. Rousseau's characteristic position should be noted:
,'(:i~~must be as independent as possible from other men and as depen:~., ':qfrit)s possible on the state. t1 It is even clearer in the classic example of
~~~p~ysiocrats, fierce partisans of laissez.-fai" in the economic and
'>'~~';Ily fierce partisans of political authoritarianism: they called for the
.ute monarch to embody the general will and interest, AU this is also
crisric of liberal political ideology: the best example is the clear
'~;.';"?,,·;Often misunderstood influence of Hobbes on Locke and on the
:,!,:';£!~¥~fcal British Liberal political school of "utilitarianism", on Bentham.
;:;;;~J.lInes Mill and, above all, on John Stuart Mill"l~
";?:[@piQugh the terms of the problem still seem to me valid. the roots of

",'
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the solution have essentially to besought elsewhere. IndividU411:t:"lno~lan~ki
privatization of the social body are grounded on practices and <~""'''I,II[JIII><;''
of power employed by a State which, in one and the same ULUVl'n.A,."',.cc,
totalizes the divided monads and incorporates their unity
institutional strUcture. The private is a mere replica of the public;
any reduplication at aU is inscribed in the State and if it is already
in the relations of production and social division of labour. this
cisely because the State defines its contours. Thus, the
private is not an intrinsic obstacle to state activity, but a space
modem State constructs in the process of traversing it: it
ever-receding horizon to the very extent that the State comes
The individual-private forms an integral part of .the ".r" .... "'.~
constituted by the modem State, which fixes it as the target of its
In short, it exists only in and through the State.
These points are clearly true of the private individual - that
which cannot be lined up by itself, that supposed subject of
liberties, human rights and a habeas corpus in which the (()Tpus or
entirely moulded by the State. But they are also true of all the
privatization. Let Us just consider the private locus par
namely, the modem family. In reality. the family is established
strict concomitance with the emerging public sphere of the
State - not, therefore, as the intrinsic outside of a rigidly
public space, hut as [he [otality of material state practices which
the paterfamilias (worker. educawr, soldier or functionary), the
child in the modem sense of the term, and above all, the mother.
speaking, the modem family and State are not two distinct,
and mutually limiting spaces (private and public): contrary to the.IiOj~j/,
classical analyses of the Frankfurt School (Adorno, Marcuse et
one is not the base of the other. Although the two institutions are
isomorphous nor tied to each other in a straightforward
homology, they are nevertheless part of one and the same corlhgl~r;
For it is not the 'external' space of the modern family which .. <.,'!C'""""
off from the State, but rather the State w~ich, at the very time
itself up as the public space, traces and assigns the site of the
through shifting, mobile partitions.
There is thus no limit de jure or in principle to the modern
encroachment on the private. However paradoxical it may seem, ,
separation of public and private that is established by the State
for it boundless vistas of power. The premises of the modern "h''1itl.nfIIl~n,
of totalitarianism lie in this separation and affect the countries in ttte'~.::j
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well as western societies. The well-known state forms in tbe East do not

:jj?f 'ng from abolition of the individual as the last barrier to power. Rooted
~~Wthe 'capitalist aspects' of the relations of production and social division
~~~ labour, the proc~ss of individualization-isolation is
~:ork even though Its mode of development and

~?~pe;iaIlY in
~fuleones we

the

j~ridical-political

sphere -

3r~

well

~nd

truly at

the forms It assumes far

fr.o~ id~ntical

with

know m the West. The state-estabhshed dlsttnctton between
i>;.hblic and private (according to which the workers are private because
~~rated from the pU.blic sphere and from .political po",:CJ') is ~lso in
~Jorce in these countries, even though statism has attamed Sizeable

!lf~portions. But no more than in the West does this involve state
~i~vasjon of a private sphere with fixed boundaries~ the State rather
~)Hravels

a further distance along the road of the modern State with its
~~wn materiality,
~D~Of course these are merely preliminary remarks. For when we say that
~he individual-private is not a limitation on, but the very conduit of the

~fil.ower of th: modern State, w~ do not mean that that power h~~ no limits
~lllt all It is Just that these dertve not from some natural condItIon of the
';':;;~!tdividual-private. but from popular struggle and the class relationship

~6(forces: the State, too, is a specific material condensation of a given
~iationship of forces, which is itself a class relation. Thus, the individual~2~riYate appears as a resultant of this relationship of forces and of its
~;,Cc"! e"sation in the State. Although the individual-private has no
ntrlnsic essence opposing absolute external barriers to the State's
@wer, it limits that power through being one of the privileged modern
~1t{~entations of the class relationship within the State. The nature of
C"
,.
limit is well known: it is called representative democracy. However
uted by the dominant classes and by the materiality of the State,
'ill constitutes a mode whereby popular struggle and resistance are
2Jns~bed in that materiality; and while not the only limit to the power of
,State, it is neverthdess decisive. It is probably not of absolute
Jficance in that it is born on the terrain of capitalism. But it remains a
'ier to power and will doubtless continue to be of consequence as
as a State and social classes exist. The same goes fOf human and
lrighrs, which were conquered not by the individual facing the State
'~y oppressed classes, Indeed, the extension or contraction of the
ividual-private expresses the advance or retreat of their struggles
:.:~ .",' r as they take the above political form. This is so not because
:S;;~,war struggle and resistance thereby carve out a domain external to
t:;:t~State (the individual-private), but because they are located on the
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strategic terrain ot the State itself, which, in its modern form, .appea~·
as a public-pri~ate space. ~~ in the West and the E~st, ~hese rights
serve as a barrIer to th~ eX.ls~mg ~ow.er, whose totahtanan ~OOts ext~
to the very process of mdIVldualtzatJon and to the separation betw~
public and private instituted by the modern State.
';'~

rni;1
<::.-:.

'':$t.

<:E~

There are two further conseq uences:

(a) Modern totalitarianism, in both fascist and other forms, is n~~
'phenomenon' that can be put down to a given conjuncture of the c~
struggle. Such conjunctures are able to give birth to modern totalitarli&~
States precisely because the roots of the evil are lodged in the very h~~t~
of the relations of production, the sodal division of labour, and. tilt
material framework of the State.
~~:pt
(b) However, contrary to all ideologies of totalitarianism both oldi~
new, the actual emergence of totalitarian forms of State can by no mea.i;~
be explained as a simple blossoming of these buds: it depends on thcct~~
struggle in all its complexity. For my part, I have tried to show in F~"ci:r,.1
and Dictatorship and The CmfJ ofthe DjctatoTshtpsl6 that these rotalitaiiiifi
forms of fascism, military dictatorship and Bonapartism constiturei~~~
western societies, exceptional/!JTms of Slate quite distinct from pad~
mentary-democratic ones.
;?~~
These remarks apply mUlatis mUJandls to the totalitarian aspecis;dt~
power in the East. For they too cannot be explained simply by ref~et(~
to the roots of totalitarianism - which quite clearly do exist - and tQ;th~'
capitalist aspects of the various States. Only exact historical anaJy . >y~
unravel the considerable peculiarities of this form of State, wb~,
moreover not an exception but the rule. Such work is beginning to ap~~
in France itself, in the different perspecth'es of Jean Elleinstei ."""h
Charles Bettelheim, not to speak of the traditional .analyses o.
Trotskyist current, from which we have learnt a great deal even th
they do not seem to be satisfactory. If I mention these together;:
evidently because they all refer to the method of Marxism. No '. v.<
Marxism alone cannot explain everything. But what of those prim~~~~
'anti-Marxists' who currently argue that Marxism is morcor: :,iJ,x
incapable of explaining events in the East? I would really like to h ..
just Ml4 work of theirs that has so much as attempted this indisp
task of historical analysis.
'.'
With regard to the roots of totalitarianism, then, the analysis ~n
A.

"';~
.6

fascism ami Dicta/orlnip. NLB 1974; The Crisis of tht Di(/Q[Oflhipr, NLB 1976,.
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unds state materiality on the relations of production and social

,rvision of labour is again neither heterogeneous nor complementary to
nalYsis of that materiality in terms of social classes and the class struggle.
there can be no question of first 'deducing' the state organizational
~fral1lework from individualization of the social body over which power is
'exercised, and afterwards bringing it into relation with the class struggle
;~

political domination. For in its relation to the capitalist process and
division of labour, this process of individualization is nothing other than
,the outlining of the terrain on which classes and the class struggle are
~Con8titUted in their capitalist specificity. Unlike caste-classes or slave
'~ medieval Estates - 'closed' classes to which agents belonged once
and for all by their very nature -- classes under capitalism are 'open': they
'are grounded on the distribution and circulation of individualized agents
.among the bourgeoisie, the working class, the petty bourgeoisie, and
t~asses based in the countryside. These open classes gi ve rise to a
~previousJy unheard-of state role: that of apporlioPljng-distributing
",individualized agents among the classes. The State is thus called upon
fiD shape and condition, train and subordinate these agents in such a way
{nat they are able to occupy class positions to which they are not tied by
::nature or by birth. This role falls especially to the schools, but it is also
1@jjUed by the army, prisons and the state administration. Through the
fri.\echanisms of individualization, the capitalist speci6city of classes is
~ifready traced in the materiality of the State: the techniques of exercising
~Rower in the school or army (that is, the disciplines of normalization~individutti2:adon) are consubstantial with the role of these institutions
~iii" training-apportioning-distributing agents-individuals among the
~~liS,". Finally, being inscribed in capitalist corporality, this individuali~ij~n possesses a meaning and modalities which vary according to the
~a1 class. There is a bourgeois and a working-class individualization,
1!i'.bpurgeois and a working-class body, just as there is a bourgeois family
~d a working-elasa family. In ather words, there are different modalities
llicapitalist individualization and corp orality, just as there are different
~~alities of the capitalist family that is grounded on the process of
;?Iooi'ridualization.

I. Law and Terror
The third example on which I shall dwell concerns the role of
interests us for several reasons: above all, it allows us to
precision the problem of repression in the exercise of power.
respect, too, the capitalist State represents a veritable break
capitalist forms.
In fact, it was only at a very late historical stage, when the .
State was already being constituted, that law first appeared as a
upon state arbitrariness, and as a barrier to a certain fonn of
This 'State based on law', conceived as the oontrary of ....IJ"...,,!;\<
gave birth to the illusory opposition Law/Terror. I say
law and certain rules have always been present in the
power: the Asiatic or despotic State was, for example, u ..,..... u .. U;iL
or Assyrian law, the slave State on Greek or Roman law, and
Srate on tbe juridical forms of the Middle Ages. Even the
state form has set itself up as a juridical organization, giving
expression in law and functioning in accordance with a
as we know only too well, this was the case with Stalin and
Constitution, reputedly 'the most democratic in the world'.
could be more mistaken than to counterpose the rule of law to
ness, abuse of power, and the prince's act of will. Such a vision
to the juridical-legalist conception of the State- to that political
of the established bourgeois State which was opposed by
Max Weber, and which never made any impression on the
bloody state management, Machiavelli and Hobbes. The
law and violence is false even, or above all, with regard to
State. For unlike its pre-capitaIist counterparts, this supremely
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bolds a monopoly of violence and ultimate terror, a monopoly
in every State, law is an integral part of the repressive order

the organization of violence. By issuing rules and passing laws, the
··escabJishes an initial field of injunctions, prohibitions and censor~
and thus institutes the practical terrain and object of violence,
law organizes the conditions for physical repression,
its modalities and structuring the devices by means of which
;exc~rcl!'C:U. In this sense, law is the codt: of orgartiud publk violence.
who neglect the role of law in organizing power are always the
neglect the role of physical repression in the functioning of the
·,A clear example of this is provided by Foucault, whosr latest work
de sllvo;r is a logical sequel to the aberrations of his earlier
etpun.r.
chain of Foucault's reasoning may be somewhat schematically
as follows: (a) the opposition legality-terror is false, because
always gone together with the exercise of violence and physical
. (b) in modem societies, the exercise of power is based much
overt violence and repression than on subtler mechanisms that are
'incongruous' with violence: namely, the mechanisms
by various 'disciplines'. 'And although the juridical could
represent, in a no doubt incomplete manner, a power that was
based on blood-letting and death. it is utterly incongruous
new methods of power, which rest not on right but on technique,
but on normalization, not on punishment but on control- and
are exercised at specific levels and in particular forms that go
the State and its apparatuses.'17 As Castel puts it, following
the exercise of power invol'ics a passage from authorityto manipulation-persuasion :18 in other words, the famous
of repression by the dominated masses. Inevitably
is led to underestimate at the 'iery least the role of law in the
of power within modern societies; but he also underestimates
of the State itself, and fails to understand the function of the
apparatuses (army, police, judicial system, etc.) as means of
physical violence that are located at the heart of the modern
are treated instead as mere parts of the disciplinary machine
,Tf~j~palterlns t:hcinternalization of repression by means of normalization.
I

",·""00'''''''" SQwi,., op. cit, pp.

117-18.
U p;y&/uJII4/ysme. Paris 1976, pp. 288ff.
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Now, while the first point concerning the constitutive relatio~J.
between law and the exercise of violence is indeed correct, the seconW~~
is by and large false. Adopted by a current of thought that is much brg-~ne
than, and often very distinct from, Foucault, this second line of reas6'J:\ er
has taken root in the coup!et. violence-consent or repression-ideologtt
h~ long b~en a characterIstIc of analyses. of power. The central the,m~~
qUite. stra~ghtforward: ~odern. power IS ~roun~ed not on org&~
physical violence, but on Ideologlcal-symbohc manipulatIon, the orilikl.
tio~ of conse?t, an~ ~he int~rnalization of repression ('the i~ner~~i'j.
ThIs conception orlgmated In the early analyses of bourgeoIs poliri~
juridical philosophy - that philosophy which, by counterposing vi§f~&t~
and law, saw in the law-based State and the rule of law realiti.~itlia!
impose an inherent limitation on violence. In its variousmodE~
continuations - ranging from the celebrated Frankfurt School art~fyses
of the replacement of the police by the family as the authoi~tian
instance, through those of Marcuse to Bourdieu's analysis of so-l~lled
symbolic violence - the theme of internalized repression or;r~~re
generally, what we might call the 'softening' of physical violenciiiiibe
exercise of power has become an almost commonplace idea.}~~;
For our prescnt purposes, then, this current may be said to h~~;J~o
essential features: on the one hand, underestimation of the role ofpff~~~1
repression, in the strong sense of deadly, armed constraint of the;~~y,
and on the other, a conception of power in which the terms ofthe~6uplet
repression-ideology constitute zero-sum components or qualflities.
According to this perspective, any diminution or contraction of~lix~cal
violence in the functioning and maintenance of power cannot but~ii~~
pond to an accentuation or increase of ideological inculcation (~ierras
symbolic violence or internalized repression).c*~
There is little fundamental difference between the above coK{epijlHl
and the one dominant in a number of currently fashionable anaIYlli)~t
ground consent on the wish of the masses (for fascism or whateveiyijro~
love of the Master. 19 For these also neglect the role oforganized~~ysi@
violence, at the same time reducing power to repression-pro~i§iiiQn.
The resulting subjectivization of the exercise of power takes thc@1~Of
seeking 'the reasons for obedience' in the desire for or Jove of'l,i)wer
factors which here replace the role imputed to ideology in theW~i'n,an:
zation of repression. If law enters into the picture, it does so n?r~s~e
19 There is a long lis! of such works: from Fr. LyOlard (L'econom;e
R. Scherer to P. Legendre (L' amour du unstu,).

';b;d;"a'aS~
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.~. g of physical repression, but as a fonn of the Master, who induces
;>I;esire and love of his subjects simply through his presence, self~. ession and discourse. The couplet repression-ideology gives way to
.~P~couplet law-love or prohibition-desire. But the role of violence in
~unding power is still underestimated, and all that is ever mentioned are

KerelJSons for consent.

1{.Of course,

the fact that these analyses raise the question of consent to

fer is not at all objectionable - quite the contrary. What is disturbing is

'~~their neglect o.f the rol~ of organized physi~ ~~olence in exerc~sing
:>ession. and their reduction of power to prohlbmon and symbohc or
repr
. By ground'mg consent on Iove-d'
}'ternalized
represslOn.
eSlre 0 f repres.~n, they become unable to grasp the po~itive material reasons for this
·.·~~Ilomenon - reasons such as the concesslOns made to the masses by the
P~~ting power, which playa decisive role over and above that of the
~ort1inant ideology. At the same time, insistence on the positivity of
Jl'iwer should ~ot be all?wed ~o obsc~re either the question. o~ repres,sion
or:the role of Ideology Itself In relation to consent. Yet thiS IS precisely
>~hathappens in Foucault's writings. Unlike the above currents, he does
ha.~ethe merit of bringing out one aspect of the power techniques tha!
',.in~erially organize the submission of dominated layers - namely, the
;:~~ect of the normalization disciplines. But his analyses, too, constantly
; 'plat down the role of overt physical violence. (A mere symptom of this
,~his underestimation of the role of law in giving coded form to such
'Violence.)
.: "iil;the omnifunctional position assigned to them by Foucault, the
Jti:«~iques of power absorb not only the question of physical violence
:':btIt~lso that of consent. The latter thereby becomes a non-problem
w~iclds either given no theoretical elucidation at all or else is collapsed
}JII!olhe'internalized repression' type of analysis. But over and above the
E~di~plines of normalization, there must be other 'reasons' that explain
:<"~~ent. For if those disciplines were enough to account for submission,
_'\:~~~ould they admit the existence of struggles? Here we come to the central
,:'ii.~passe of Foucault's analyses: his failure to provide a basis for that
'YCele~rated 'resistance' to power of which he is so enamoured. In point of
O:if.~c~lhere has to be organized physical violence for the very reason that
~~~~as to be consent - that is to say, because of the universality and
'i-ptil)l~cy of struggles based on exploitation. It is this primary, inescapable
i',}~liW;\which accounts for the fact that struggles are always at the founda;,(:"ionO/PQwer. If power (the Law, the Master) is instead made the basis
ri~i:i~}truggle, or if 'power' and 'resistance' are considered as entirely
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equivalent terms of Ii relation. then one is led to derive consent
or the wish for power, or else ro obscure the problematic
consent ilself. In either case, the role of violence is cOlnplet~eIYDas~'Ii::-'
What then is the truth of the matter? Unlike its pre-capitalist
parts, the capitalist State holds a monopoly of legitimate
Max Weber mUst be given the credit for establishing this
demonstrating that the legitimacy of its concentration of
force is a 'rational-legal' legitimacy based on law. Indeed, the
State's prodigious accumulation of the means of bodily COns
hand in hand with the development of its character as a State
law. Now, this circumstance gives rise to some quite rl'n"",.Il-"I..:liif.n
The degree of overt physical violence exercised in the
of 'private" extra-state power - from the factory to the l;if[lQWt:rniJ..
power situations - declines as an exact function of the State's
of legitimate physical force. The European capitalist States, in
were constituted through pacification of territories tom by reudal'w...
And once political power was institutionalized, these
recourse to such violence in normal contexts of domination - eve:lTtliiln~
they now enjoyed a monopoly of its legitimate use ~ than did tn~J''Wi!If:.:
pte-capitalist States. Of course we should not forget: (a) the eJe<:OtlOllD,
forms of capitalist State (fascism, military dictatorship, ~[!;.\IXWlt9t
infest to-day's world but which are lost from sight in the ~"n'_~'"..c=,'. ','
and Eurocentric light-mindedness of so many theorists
they come [0' the regimes in the East, they suddenly
violence); (b) the supreme terror of war (the First and Sec:<iIl~I~Wiilld-<
Wars, others
and now the threat of nuclear war:
idea that modern power is no longer exercised 'up to the point
and (c) the conjunctures of accentuated class struggle. But
overt violence is employed less frequently than in the past:
as if the State had to apply less force to the ViJry degree
monopoly of its legitimate use.
However, contrary to a now widespread illusion, it does
modem power and domination are no longer grounded
violence. Even if violence is not concretized in the
power as it used to be, it still, and indeed more than
determining position. For its very monopolization by the
forms of domination in which the numerous methods
consent play the key role. In order to grasp this point, we
the notion of a simple complementarity of violence and
on Machiavelli's image of a Centaur that is
IL~">n",,n'~',5h':
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violence and consent do not exist side by side like two calculable
magnitudes, related in such a way that more consent
to less violence. Violence-terror always occupies a deter-place - and not merely because it remains in reserve, coming
open only in critical situations. State-mon{)po!iuJ physical
permanently underlies the techniques of pQwer and mechanisms of
it is inscribed in the rPeh 0/ disciplinary and itleo/fJgical devices .. and
.. '·:;:i~o",1t.f'It not directly exercised, it shapes lhe materiality ()/ the social body
domination is brought to bear.
.•grl1Wf./II/IIH'
can be no question, then, of replacing the couplet la w-terror by a
repression-disciplinary normalization-ideology, in which,
presence of a third term, the component parts stand in an
;..:iInJ~.~tgeu relationship to one another as heterogeneous and distinct
;:1iiiID:lttlIO CS of a quantifiable power, or as modalities of the exercise of a
:it.i.iffl<oessen~;l;. We need rather to grasp the material organization of
as a class relation whose condition of existence and guarantee of
'r!!I1liO(flllctJ(lD is organized physical violence. The establishment of techcapitalist power, the constitution of disciplinary devices (the
the emergence of ideological-cultural institutions from
through universal suffrage to the school- all these presuppose
of violence concealed by the displacement of
towards legality and by the rule of law. They presuppose this
the sense of historical genealogy, but in their very existence
epr(]ldU(;non. To take just one example, the national army is
with parliament and the capitalist school. But this condoes not rest only on a common institutional materiality
from the social division of labour embodied by these apparaalso rests on the fact that the national army, as an explicit part
monopoly {If legitimate physical violence, gives rise to the
elOstelilceand operation of institutions - parliament, school- in
·
does not have to be materialized as such. The regular
· and even the constitution of a law-enacting parliament is
· without the modem national army.
. I should like to say something more about death itself. For
.
not to see thar the changing modes of prosaically dying
the veritable taboo on death in modern S{)cieties, and the
by 'private' citizens over their own death2<l actually
the state monopoly of legitimate public terror? Does the
.Hisloirt .k Is morl til O(ci4tnl, and the works of L. V. Thoma!>.
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State no longer have any function with regard to death? Even
does not execute people, kill them or threaten to do so, and even
prevents them from dying. the modem State manages death in a
of different ways; and medical power is inscribed in present--day
State monopolization of legitimate violence therefore renlal~lS';t1~1
determining element of power even when such violence is not
in a direct and open manner. This monopoly is not the origin of
forms of struggle under capitalism; and so true is it that power and
summon and condition each other that (he role of the me:crumisnls!'j)f,
organization and consent now correspond to these forms. State
tration of armed force and the disarming-demilitarization of
sectors (which is a precondition of established capitalist eXI>Joitanii'iir.
contribute to shifting the class struggle away from permanent
(periodic and regular armed conflicts) towards those new forms
and trade-union organization of the popular masses against wnllch'.ovti~
physical violence is, as we know, only conditionally effective. ulnlh)rifei(
with a 'public' power, a 'private' people no longer lives political
tion as a natural and sacrosanct fatality; it considers the state mortoDIO\V;
of violence to be legitimate only to the extent that legality and
regulation give it the hope, and in principle even the formal possibillifrE
of gaining access to power. In short, at the very time that Vtnll'ri,;l\';ki
concemrated in specialized state bodies, it becomes leS!> than
of ensuring the reproduction of domination. As I said earlier,
concentration of force established peace instead of the private.
conflicts and constantly updated holy wars that used to ("\r,.~tit""
catharsis of the fatality of power. Under the impact of the
monopoly, these have given way to permanent disputing of
power; and the rule of capitalist law has installed in the very
power the various mechanisms of organizing consent - . ,.... "'..""5'
as it masks the state monopolization of physical force, the mp"h,"'1i.
ideological inculcation.
Although law, as the organizer of repression and physical
thus turns out to play an essential role in the exercise of power,
for all that exhibit the purely negative logic of rejection, obs~'I!tIQJ1;;"
compulsory silence, and the ban on public demonstration. MClre<i'{et;n
is not only because law is also something other than law that .t· ••"neverc
exclusively negative. Even in its repressive role, law involves an .
positive aspect: for repressil)n is never idenrjealrPith pure nfll'lUl11/H.
than a conglomeration of prohibitions and censorship, law has
and Roman rimes also i~ued positive injunctions: it does not
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leave be, according to the maxim that all is permitted which is not

!l~pressIY forbidden by law; it lays down things to be done, dictates
i;~e sitive obligations. and prescribes certain forms of discourse that may

f~ addressed to the existi~ power. Law does not merely impose ~ilence

t.oratlow people to speak, It often (omPtit them t~ s~eak. (to ~r witness,
!,"denounce. others, and so ?n). ~re ~eneraU~. ~~St1tunonaltzed l~w has

:ilJieyer been so completely Identified WIth prohtbmon and censorship that
t:~te organization has been divided between law-censorship-negativity
~'jrld 'something else'-aenon-positivity. The opposition itself is partially
~1alse, since law organizes the repressive field not only as repression of acts
~idden by law, but also as repression of a failure to do what the law
~~(escribes. La,,:, is always present from the b~ginning in th~ s~cial order:
~idoes not arrive post Its/um to put order mto a pre-exlsnng state of
~~ure. For as the codification of both prohibitions and positive injunc~!ons, law is a constitutive element of the politico-social field.
F~~:_Repression then is never pure negativity, and it is not exhausted either
~ffi:the actual exercise of physical violence or in its internalization. There is
i$_.,.. ,
' "
it~Oinething else to repreSSion, somethmg about which people seldom talk:
. ~ .. ; ely, the methanistrn' a/fear. I have referred to these material, and by no
ns SUbjective, mechanisms as the theatricals of that truly Kafkaesque
;~astle, the modem State. They are inscribed in the labyrinths where
"~"'''. -~ ern law becomes a prac[\cal reality; and while such concretization is
';." .'. on the monopoly ofIegitimate violence, we must still go into Kafka's
:J~hal COlony in order to understand it.
';~( 'nally, although law plays an important (positive and negative) role in
.
'nizing repression, its efficacy is just as great in the devices of creating
; .. ' nt. It materializes the dominant ideology that enters into these
',=-.
:',iviees, eyen though it does not exhauST the rea~ns for consent. Through
i~aiscursiveness and characteristic texture, law-regulation obscures the
. ~M~tico-economic realities. tolerating structural lacunae and transposing
'.'realities to the political arena by means of a peculiar mechanism of
. Iment-inversion. It thus gives expression to the imaginary ruling:representation of social reality and power. In this manifestation,
runs parallel to the place it occupies in the repressive machinery,
·an important faccor in organizing the consent of the dominated
. - even though legitimacy (consent) is neither identical with nor
. ed to legality. The dominated classes encounter law not only as an
:,'ve barrier, but also as the reality which assigns the place they must
\;
y. This piace, which is the point oftheir insertion into the politico:.~~~~~ystem, carries with it certain rights as weU as duties-obligations,
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and its investment by the imagjnation has a real impact on socialag'
Furt?ermor~. a nu~ber of the State>s, acti~ities. that go ~~
repressive and Idwloglcal role come to be Inscnbed in the text ot
and even fonn part of its internal structure. This is true of state:~ ,
interve?t.io?, but above all of those material concessions ~hich ~~ Ie
the decIsive reasons for consent. Law does not only deceIve an4'&f~
and nor does it merely repress people by compelling or forbid~f;t",",>,;,:
to act. It also organizes and sanctions certain real rights of the do
classes (even though, of course, these rights are invested in the ':
ideology a~d are. far ~rom c?r~es~onding in .practice t? thefrj~Qlfi&:
form); a~d It has mscrlbed wlthm It the material conceSSIons, ilJlBii$~6b
the dommant classes by popular struggle.
•:.1G;-r
Nevertheless, it is evident that t~ activity, rok and pla(e / ,;, '/
str~tch (l very long way bey~~ ir:w and j~dl~'iai 1'egula~ion - a ,'v,. ,:~:
cannot be grasped by a JUt1dlcal~legaltstlc conceptIOn or W~
psy~~~nalytic theories such as those expressed in Legendre's lit~
wor .
:1'/~,
. (a) .The activity and concrete functionin~ of the State by,~eau;
mvanably take the form of law-rules; there IS always a set of sJi~;~
rices and techniques that escape juridical systematization ~tl~~,
This is not to say that t~ey are 'anomic' or arbitl'lll)' in.the s~!~~:
of the term. But the logiC they obey - that of the relatlonshl'··
-;
between classes in struggle - is somewhat distinct from the)
juridical order, and law invesrs it only at a certain distance a.,
specific range,
(b) The State often transgresses law-rules of its own maki
without reference to the law, but also by acting directly agai.
very discursiveness, each juridical system allows the Powe
disregard its own, laws an~ even ~t~rs an approp~iate ~arillble;,;,~~Jit~:,
of the game that It organizes. ThIS IS called the hlght!' mJeresltpiJJlliS!4/.C
(raison d'Etat) - which, Strictly speaking, entails both ilia.
If'
always compensated by ilJegaliries 'on the side', and that &~
c.
is always inscribed in the legality which it institutes. Th~
;"
and the totalitarian aspects of power in the East are not p~{!lI,l~~~,c'~
to 'violations of socialist legality', Every juridical sys.t~:i·~ '.' '-C'
illegality in the additional sense that gaps, blanks or 4)ooph'
integral part of its discourse. It is a question here not merely,:
or blind-spots arising out of the ideological operation of{
~.

}ouit'ik pouv(}ir, Paris 1976,
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the legal order, but of expre~s devices that allow the law to be

Lastly, of course, there are cases where the State engages in
L""~W'uu violations of its own law - violations which, while
as crude transgressions not covered by the law, are no less part
structural functioning of the State, The state-institutional
is always organized in such a way that both the State and the
classes operate at once in accordance with the law and against
Many laws would never have existed in their present form if a
rate of ruling-class violation had not been anticipated by, and
intO, the workings of the state machinery. Thus, even when
is distinct from legality, it is nor identified with a kind of
ore;amz;al:lUU or State separated from the de jure State of legality t
. less does it form a chaotic non-State counterposed to the real
legality. Not only does illegality often enter into the law, but
and legality are themselves part of one and the same institutional
essentially how we should understand Marx's argument that
is a class 'dictatorship'
too often it is taken to mean that
is a power abo\"e the law - where the tent! law is opposed to
and force. As we have seen, however, even the most dictatorial
i<; never devoid of law i and the existence of law or legality has
nre~talll:a any kind of barbarism or despotism. In Marx's stateterm 'dictatorship' refers to the precise fact that every State
as a single functional order of legality and illegality. of
through with illegality.
... activity of the State always overflows the banks of law, since it
. certain limits, modify its own law. The State is not the
rc:plrCSl::n{~m(J'lI of some eternal law, be it a universal prohibition
nature. If such were the case ~ and this needs to be made clearhave de jure primacy over the State. (This is indeed the cornerjuridical conception of the State, whose present-day (;onthe analytical, or psychoanalytical, conception of
is not difficult to explain.) Now, it is true that every State is
with a system of law, and that law is not strictly speaking
creation of a pre-existing State of naked might. But in a
society, it is always the State, as the practitioner oflegilimate
physical repression, which takes precedence over law.
law organizes this violence, there can be no law or right in
without an apparatus that compels its observance and
efficacy or social existence: the efficacy of law is nevtf that of

t\'tn!'~u.~
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pure JueourSf. the spoken lPord, and 1M issuing of rules. Jus[ as there
violence without law, so law always presupposes an organized fI .
the service of the legislator (the secular arm). Or, more prosai/<
strength remains on the side of the law.

II. Modern Law
Despite the fact that all legal systems have certain characterist
common, capitalist law is specific in that it forms an axiQmatk :'
comprising a set of abstract, general, formal and strictly regulated norn,~r
A certain variant of Marxism has sought to base this specificity;C9-·,
capitalist juridical system in the sphere of circulation of capi ..
commodity-exchange: 'abstract' juridical subjects are thus h
correspond to free commodity-traders, and 'formally' free and;'~ual
individuals to equivalent exchange and 'abstract' exchang~value,~It'd;~
on. 22 However, we can hardly grasp the reality of capitalist iiiWi';l)v
remaining within this sphere. The roots of its specific features (a~~:
tion, universality, formalism) - which also embrace the state mo~r.
of legitimate violence as opposed to the diffusion of such violen~."~ffl'~f
several bearers that characterizes juridical particularism - hav i28<'
sought in the social division of labour and the relations of prod
It is these which assign to violence its position and role under capf~
For by "'irtue of the expropriation of the means of labour from the
producers, violence is not presem directly and as such (as'

economic factor') in the production process. The Ilxiomatic 8
capitalist law constitutes the framework wherein agents who ar '
.,;:
dispossessed of their means of production are siven formal c~n:
thus also sketches out the contours of a state space relatively ,~."
from the relations of production. The formal and abstract chaiift4:;;,~
law is inextricably bound up with the real fracturing of the 5Ocial~~~1i,~:;:
the social division of labour
- that•is•to 5ay, with the individualiza~9ngt
•
;',:0,;':' ...
agents that takes place 10 the capltllllst labour process.:,:";;,:,,:,::':
Modem law therefore embodies space-time as the material(;;: f~c
reference of the labour process: a serial, cumulative, continu' ~~~';;;
homogeneous space-time. This law institutes individuals

,t'S

as·r . .

~z In my first and Ions since out-of.prim work NaNm des ~"oses ~t droit (1966);
this position. However, the reader can res! assured that [ have no intention
this tellt.
.,:. So,,,:.:

ore
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~~'~ics1 subjects-persons by representing their unity in the people-nation.

feonsecrates, ~~d th~s ~elps to estabIish,.the differenti~ fra~entation

'J,cagents (indIV'ld~ahza.uon) by elaboratl~g the ~e In w~l(::h. these
dill1rentiations are mscnbed and on the basIs of which [hey eXIst wIthout
.~ng into question the political unity of the social formation. All
';';?bjects are free an~ equal before the law: that is, the disrourse of law
f~ not merel~ hld~, ~u.t ac[Ually expresses the fact t~t ~ey are
lftti'erent (as ~ubJe.cts-lfldJVlduals) to the very ~xtent that this dl.tr~ren~e
~~y. be inscnbed m ~ framework of hom~geneuy. AU [~ often U IS saId
itcapitalis[ I~w ,ust ~bs~ur~ real dIfferences b~hmd a screen of
il~ersal formahsm. But In fact, It also helps to estabhsh and consecrate
~fuiMdual and class differences within it... very structure, while at the
~f~,~rime setting .itself up a.s a. cohesive aqd organizi~g system of their
i~WYdrornogtnizatlOn. Th~ret.n
th~ sour~ of the. universal, formal and
il!:itraCl character of th~ JUridical aXlO~atl~. For It presupposes agents
·~ht>luIve been <freed from the territorial-personal bonds of pre6iwa1ist, and even serf, societies - bonds resting upon a law which was
~tially composed of the statuses, privileges and customs of castes or
~£$l[i~ and in which the political and the economic were closely imer:2.f'~,' • Of course, Jaw does not itself free these agents: it rather inter~ .•.in the process whereby they are disentangled and separated from
'~iibiinds that differentiated them according to class or Estate (those
~~~aasses which served as the fount of signs) symbols and meanings),
r'~"':lticipates in this process by helping to establish and consecrate
;,
. great Difference: individualization. The modern legal system
Jor this individualization either in a paralle~ and more or less
: ictory, relationship with other state techniques and practices (the
; don disciplines) or else by covering and moulding itself to them.
; insofar as they materialize the dominant ideology, capitalist
the capitalist juridical system present certain further peculiarities.
"~eoflegitimacy shifts away from the sacred towards legality. Law
"ch is now the embodiment of the people-nation, becomes the
.~tal category of state sovereignty; and juridical-political
supplants religious ideology as the predominant form. Althougb
nges coincide with the emergence of II. state monopoly of
force, [hey have much deeper roots than that, The function of
. shifts towards the impersonal and abstract instance of law,
",' time that the agents 'loosen' and 'free' themselves from their
.'.' . ' :JI-personal bonds, It is exacdy as if the abstract, formal and
2~(~'\i:haractet of law had rendered it the mechanism most suitable

!Ies
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for fulfilling the key function of every dominant ideology: na~n .. IJ(~/';'.
of cementing together the social formation under the ae!Ps'i11':~;t;:.
dominant class.
Apart from {he fact that it imposes a framework of cohesion
agents, capitalist law is pre-eminently able to represent theiT
writing it into the social imagination and to cement the various
of individualization. Organized in the mode of the pUTe sign (aUl>"'lIC1'~'~.
universality, formalism) law takes up a privileged """'"'.•un,".'
ideological mechanism of imaginative representation 'as
social agents become atomized and severed from their natural
labour. In the pre-capitalist formations, by contrast, it was
symboJization peculiar to religion {'religion binds people
which allowed the consecration oflinks already embedded in {lle:lttlitf,IIi'
family, and the caste or Estate. These links gave rise to a 1I'1'~""" •..L
series of primary symbolizations in the mode of the sacred
which the State registered by drawing its legitimacy from'
at the top of the pyramid of meaning, as the incarnation of the
word and body. As Marx pointed out, it was in these modes
that ideology played a dominant role; while in the """"""1111[;
production, the specific relations of production assign to the'"
role that is at once determining and dominant. Juridical ide.DI~~~~~:
into Ia.w becomes the dominant a.rea of ideology in a mode
in which ideology no longer plays the dominant role. We mUSEuhi!en:t.Jid
by this that the capitalist form of law comes to constitute the fuJt!a~eiIriI
ideological mechanism from the moment that the eXI:ractiOlIlQf~mul:llJi5.
labour (surplus-value) is activated by the vet'}' cycle of
capital (and not by 'extra-economic factors') - from the
sub-symbolizations cementing the various
among social agents are uprooted and destroyed. The rule·
law is grounded on the absence of other signifiers around it.
This specificity of law and the juridical system is
peculiar institutiona1 structure of the capitalist State.'
centralizing-bureaucratic-hierarchic framework is itself
through being moulded in a system of general, abstract,
matic norms that organize and regulate the impersonal
ratuses of the exercise of power. What is termed <lnrn,·,n.<rr,n
corresponds to capitalist law's structuring effect on the
regulation underlie the recruitment of state personnel
tion and impersonal examination) as well as the functioning
text and of the State's internal dogma of speech. Its '
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te\'ealor interpret the divine (royal or noble) Word; and nor is it
of a more or less direct and personal mystical relationship
servant entertains with God (the King or Lord). It is rather
10 give progressively concrete application to abstract and formal
i~;'!hruugJl a logical·deducth·e chain ('juridical logic'} which is nothing
thall the trajectory of an order of domination-subordination and
.
internal to the State.
remember that the state framework is related to the capitalist
of intellectual and manual labour, and that it specifically
:.';\MI'tlGUI"", intellectual labour, then we shall be able to grasp the relationthis division and capitalist law. In the legitimacy of the
every subject of power is supposed to bear within himself a share
"""m'IlII~J truth, an inner limit to earthly power (a soul). The mark that is
within him by the body of the (divine) King can never be
removed, for status and privilege belong to the realm of natural
irs part, modem law expresses the capitalist relationship between
""tI/I\1~c.u, ... knowledge, as it is condensed in capitalist inteIlectuallabQur:
,_""" ... _Iaw~ individuals-subjects contain no knowledge or truth. As
~3A1l(bt(omles an incarnation of Reason, the struggle against Religion is
in the forms of law and juridical ideology, and Enlightenment
science is conceptualized in juridical categories. Abstract,
universal law is the truth of subjects; it is knowledge (in the
capital) which constitutes juridical-political subjects and which
·>m.liusnes the difference between private and public. Capitalist law thus
C\·.I1IU~elqlN:SSIC)ll t<l the process whereby the agems of production are
:tit!lIiftIiidisl)O,ssesse:d of their 'intellectual powers' to the benefit of the
classes and of their State.
things are so may also be seen in the relationship of Jaw and
.""Ir..m~tization to the specialization of the state apparatuses - a
which l<; manifested in the emergence of a corps of specialized
that this corps is understood in the broad sense, we
as a network 'separated' from society, it probably constitutes
jopn""••·nt'.""'''' of intellectual labour incorporated in the State,
sense, every state agent - every" parliamemarian. politician,
officer, judge, barrister, lawyer, civil servant, social worker,
is an intellectual to the extent that he is a man oj law, who
knows the laws and regulations, and applies them in concrete
$n()u/d be ignorant of the law - that is the fundamental
.the modern juridical system, in which no-one but state
~erltili'v.~ are able to know the law. This knowledge required of
#~.;..ea:IUru

.•
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~ ,~,ci.J

~t

,,;r..jt

mry cit;,,,, .. not <v.'"
,ubi"" of ,rud, ,chool,
were done to keep him tn Ignorance of what he IS supposedly oblig~:
know. The maxim t~erefore expresses a relatio~ship. where\)l'>s~
pop~lu: ~asses, whose !gnorance ~f the law's secrets IS budt into tljjs,~
and Jurtdlcal l~ngu~ge Itself, rematn dependent upon, an~ subordil§ttd
to, state func~lOnarles as the m~kers, protectors and apphers oftli~,kl\':
Modem .law IS a state secret which grounds a fonn of knowledge'nf6
polized for reasons of State.,,~L~
This specificity of capitalist law and the capitalist juridical sY~llll'
therefore based on. the existing relat.ions of production and social di~
of labour ~ and so It re~ers. us to social classes and the class struggle#clt
as they eXIst under capttahsm. 23 The fact that these are open cJasse{iatb
than.closed castes is.ofth~ ~ighest imp~rtance with ~egard.toth~i~~
ductlon b?th of their P?SlttO~ .(extens~on,. contractIon, dlsapp~iice)
and of their ~gents (spe~l~c traml~g-subJectton of agents so thatttJ!Y!DiY
occupy certam class posItions). EVIdently, the abstract, fonnal andg~1lI
character of the capitalist juridical system allows it to regulat~the
relationship between the positions of social.c1asses (capital, :wage;I~b(rur}
and those of agents who are not formally 'tIed' to them. It IS this(systern
which can regulate both the permanent allocation of agents of tlle!doniinated classes among the relevant class positions (peasantry, ~~o:rijng
class, petty bourgeoisie) - which is nothing other than the role9f~win
expanding the real submission of Labour to Capital - and thegt!~t~or
lesser partitioning of these positions and agents in the rela~~nship
between the dominant and dominated classes. For in thatWIi~eoij
juridical axiom, which expresses a real national-popular class laif¢very.
one is free and equal before the law on condition that he is orl)e¢I1\e$1
bourgeois. And that, of course, the law at once allows and forbid~t .
However, this juridical system also corresponds to the peciil~rCJj.
ordinates of political struggle under capitalism.
i;'i~ ...•....
(a) The axiomatic systematization of law as the framework~fformfJ
cohesion assumes a strategic function with regard to the~lip3tIikd
reproduction introduced by capitalism. Whereas pre-capitaUs~s~eries
exhibited only simple, repetitive and, so to speak, blind reproductioili
this expanded form entails that, at the very level of the rept@~ction .•
process, a strategic calculation is made by the various fractionsofeapittl
and their bearers. In its turn, such calculation requires thatdicru1~of:
.,....
\':/,-

-~:{{;

2) See also the works by M. Chemillier-Gendreau, E.
Fr. Demichel, J.-P. Colin, G. Labica et al.
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" game should possess a modicum of stability sufficient to allow some

tIl~ ee of forecasting. This is made possible by axiomatic law, whose
d,.~.r matic character, based on abstract, general, formal and strictly
s~te

. .10, among ot her t h·lOgS, t he r.,act t h
.
at·It carnes
"'Iated norms, consIsts
~wn rules of transformation. Thus, any changes in law become
lIt
r . . . h· .
h k·
. I
y'tlated translormatJons
Wit 10 Its own system - t an s, 10 partIcu ar,
I~
C
·
·
i'~lhe role of the onstttutton.
~{b) It is precisely throug~ a system of general, abstract and formal rules
@daw regulates the exercise of power by ~h~ state ap.paratuses, as we~l as
'~ess to these apparatuses themselves. Wlthm a speCific fo~m of dO~l1na
.ijo~ this legal system controls the proce~s :whereby.power IS apport1o~e.d
. l1't~evarious classes and, above all, th~ ~Istmct fractlon~ of the bourge~lsle
rhitmake up a power-bloc. By thus glVlng order to theIr mutual relatlQns
i~thin the State, it allows a changed balance of forces in the ruling alliance
'~.find expression at state level without provoking upheavals. Capitalist
la,~as it were, damps down and channels political crises, in such a way
!!hatthey do not lead to crises of the State itself. More generally, capitalist
::cbw:~ppears as the necessary form of a State that has to maintain relative
'ii6tdnomy of the fractions of a power-bloc in order to organize their unity
:;Ufid~,the hegemony of a given class or fraction. This compulsion is
",:cu®er bound up with the State's relative separation from the relations of
;.p~uction - that is to say, with the fact that agents of the economically
"dQiiiinantc1ass (the bourgeoisie) do not directly coincide with the occupiers
;~~agen!S of the State.
>i~;Tijis is moreover the way in which modem law was historically conhliliffcd. Its roots go back to the Absolutist State and the seventeenth't~~!y European monarchies. The predominantly capitalist State of
}~~Iutism, which was truly a State of transition to capitalism, already
/:bi~tt~ confront specific problems of organization concerning relations
.,;§etvtecil the landed nobility and the bourgeoisie. The state's monopoliza):'~~fwar here corresponds to the pacification of social forces ('private
:··~:~qs%which it had been accomplishing since the sixteenth century,
';$ich prepared it for success in that first great war which bore it
"baptismal font: the bloody process of primitive accum",lation of
Itailn favour of the bourgeoisie.
~,.eyer, the capitalist legal system also takes the dominated classes
. ~~count in regulating the exercise of power. Faced with working·~truggle on the political plane, law organizes the structure of the
'...l1Iise equilibrium permanently imposed on the dominant
by the dominated. It also regulates the forms in which physical

repression is exercised: indeed, we need to stress the
juridical system, these 'formal' and 'abstract' liberties afe
of the popular masses. In this sense and this alone does
the limits of the exercise of power and of intervention by the
tuses. It is very clear from its abolition in the eX(:enl:lnn..I
capitalist State (fas.cism, military dictatorship), that this
depends on the class relationship offorces and provides the
barrier to ruling-class power imposed by the dominated
law, then, has not intervened against state violence ('law
on the contrary, the very letter of the law has played a tole
the exercise of violence, always raking into aCCOunt the
popular masses. The juridical axiomatic, as I have
allows political forecasting on the part of the dominant
expresses a class relationship of forces, it also serVes as a
calculation by including among the variables of its system
and struggle of the dominated classes.
Finally. with regard to the dominant classes and tr!l,rti ....... ,:
law in setting limits expresses the relationship of
power bloc. It becomes concrete above all by aellmlltingtl
competence and intervention of the various apparatuses, in
classes and fractions of this bloc have dominance.

4
The Nation
. . ~; :~:0~:~: -',

":;;lf~case to which I shall refer is that of the nation - a complex case
~lthere was one. In a way, it combines all the impasses of a traditional
c = - 'Marxism. In fact, we have to recognize that there is no Marxist
: the nation; and despite the passionate debates on the subject
'.. taken place within the workers movement, it would be far too
j~!~!<) say tha~ Marxis~ has underestjma~ed the reality of the natio~.
:::tMim Marxist reflection about the nation and from the debate In
.·~1jfkers movement,2' the following initial point would seem to
'~(:[he nation is nOl identical with the modem nation and the
~;§tl!.te, such as they appeared with the rise of capitalism in the
Wis!}~ term designates 'something else' - a specific unit of the overall
'P!w~'JQn of social relations that existed long before capitalism. Insofar
~J~pped out new frontiers, new sites and temporalities of social
i~%#On, the constitution of the nation may be said to coincide with
*9.~.~e from classless (lrneage) society to class society.
~ftn:tffihase too, however, the question of historical origin is the least
~~~g. More important is the fact that the Marxist classics, while
~i~ the relationship between nation and social classes, clearly and
"'r~cognized that the nation will persist even after the withering
.~ State in classless 'communist' society. Here then is a reality
"n~idered as an economic-political and cultural object funda. elated to social classes, constantly refers us to the essential
rategic question of proletarian imernationalism, if is also
ged, however, that the nation will persist even after the
. way of the State and the end of class division. This key
•. all the more thorny in that the argument concerning the

'~::ghthcrs the works by Georges HlIUPI, Michael Lowy, M. Rebeoous, Maxime
_.~iPiel'Tt Vilar.
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historical reversibilit? of
State could ~el but is no~, emplo~5 ,·i
reference to the nation. Like the State, It has not eXIsted in: . ~
societies; and yet great Care is taken to avoid concluding that
.~.
like the State, will no longer exist after the end of class division;.
it is stressed that the nation wiD not be the same as it is today·
nnd nothing comparable to the analyses of the disappearanc
State: after the end of class division, proletarian internationaUs
promote the disappearance of the nation in the way that 'the «p
of the government of men by the administration of things' pru
wit~ering away o~ the State. How t?en are we to grasp the teaIL".i/ij
nation - that object both theoretical and real, whose trans~~
irred~cibjlity is Sf.) readily admitted? ~t any event, cansiderat{aforihls
question must proceed through analySls of the modern nation.,;;;,;,*~ .
2. The second, related poine concerns the dissociation Of;S1T~
nation within the very framework of capitalism. Above all as"
discussions on the Austro-Marxisr analyses of Otto Bauer, K>
and others, it is gradually becoming clear that, even within t·"'~I;
State, the State <:annot entirely encapsulate the narion. I e,"~~f
shown by the case of the multinational Austro-Hungarian Ertfp~i;~'
and the same capitalist State can emhra<:e several nations. COA!~~t'
nation which has nOt yet succeeded in forging its own State q~JK~~j
of capitalism is no less of a nation for that; and it has no lessY '<":dNa;;
others to self-determination. This lies at the root of Lenin's ~'."~
radical principle according to which peoples and nations ha,.".....jJ.?
to decide their own future. Unlike the Austro-Marxists, LeritmaMS.riii~'
reduce the right of self-determination to mere 'cultural auu;@ij~J~i;
extends it to the righr of nations to establish their own State;;' '> . :,;
nation does not need to ha ve its own distinct State in order to.:'
.
recognized as such, it still by its very nature has the right to esi~p.s.~~~
Of rourse, problems began to appear, in Lenin's time and eV;~;IllO'~~?
afterwards, as soon as the application of this principle ;~;sml1lt.:;
subordinated to 'the interests of the world revolution'; thaUa.IQ:~y;.'l
once the right of a nation 00 'divorce' its encompassing Star~i1~,~~c;
designate an 'obligation to divorce', the struggle for sece~f'
necessary only when it is in accord with the interest!'! of tile·':
and the 'international proletariat' We know that Stalin's P§!
.
question was the occasion of a dramatic break with Lemn2"..; .;,.<!
the eve of the latter's death. But what interests us here is i~!l1ri:~~~
itselfand the relative dissociation of oatian and State which.!~g:~b~t
3. This being said, our third point concerns the analysis 6t;~,~,'~~m
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, .•. There is no difficulty in recognizing that, in capitalist social
tne nation is both of a specific character and closely bound up
State. Even if the nation does not exactly coincide with the
State, the latter has the peculiarity of being a national State:
time, the national modality becomes relevant to the State's
Indeed, the State here exhibits the h,st(J,i~aJ Itndency to
a single, constant nation (in the modern sense of the term);
it titus actually pursues the establishment of national unity,
themselves exhibit the historical tendency to form their
The social formation, which is [he nodal point of the exof social relations, tends to intersect the boundaries
niltion.~ta{e; and that uneven development which has marked
since its beginnings tends to root itself in, and bring into
j!{lOlnSfllp, the nation-States themselves.
lllll~~"'UI"'"""'" myself above all with this last series of points, which, as
are confirmed by the totality of contemporary economic,
historical research. In explicating this tendency of State
to coincide, we shall be referred back to the specificity of the
. the modern sense of the term. For it is precisely here that the
ous Marxist investigation are most evident.
all, we must consider arguments that seek to base these
realities on certain economic foundations - of which the most
invoked is again the farnom; realm of the circulation of capital
According to such conceptions, economic
.. the essential element of the modern nation, hinges upon
of the so-called internal market. The generalization of
exchange, and the realization of exchange-value in the circu~
require the abolition of customs-duties and other fetters
~1!I1'!!JU1~1L}' circulation and monetary union. The State itself works to
~_u .......vu ...u. nation in it'; economic dimension by homogenizing,
aegis of commodity capital, the space of the circulation of
and capital. Indeed, this is supposed £0 be the essence of its
forging national unity. Here too are located, albeit in a more
the roots of the relationship between the modern nation
well as of the peculiarities of the national State. Thus, the
materiality is held to derive from the fact that it establishes
of commodities and owners of capital as formally free and
individuals-subjects; and that it represen(s-crystallizes the
individuals. The modem nation itself, at least in its
is supposed to rest essentially upon the homo-

~~tiO~lS,
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~en.i~tion of the 'peopl,e-nation' as the space in

which these ~k ,;
mdlVlduals or commodlly~traders constantly move. The corrtS~~Q
class analysis is deduced from the argu~Cllt t~t ~th the natimi~
modem State were created by commodity capital m a process~~~
to the mercantile bourgeoisie of early capitalism.
~.~
The above is an only slightly schematized aCCOUnt of such co~~r.
which form part of a dominant and extremely tenacious M3iii:t~
tion. However, not only is the explanation very one-sidediit~~
block .genuine analysis of the modern nation and carries with. if~~~~~
of serIous consequences.
.'~'~' '(a) The generaliz~tion of commodity-e~change. ca?not;t~~
account for. the ~reauon of the m~ern nauon. Whde It brl ....~ ... tthj
need for um~catlon of the. so--cal~ed anternal mar.k~t and for.
1#.B·tiic
fetters that Impede the CIrculation of commodlUcs and caPt. '!'#itft,
nothing to explain why ~uch u1lificatio~ is IO,cated at t~e level iJjl1[~!w1/(
By aU means le~ us t~lk m t~rms of umficatlon of the m~ernal I),\~J~~i:~
what defines thiS notion of 'tnternal' ? What makes possible th' - " "~

of a specific space whose contours designate an inside and ..·)t)
Why do these limits-frontiers follow this precise demarcati
"'~,,;::
why and how are such limits assigned to a particular field, w
the site of the problem of unification? All these question
faced: for homogenization of the internal market presup
enclosure of precisely that space which has still to be unified:
(b) More generally, this evasive reference to the coi;<!,
commodity-exchange expresses a profoundly empiricist ari~
conception of aU the elements that are supposed to constitutf;
common territory, common language, common historica .. . __.
tradition. I shalt not enter here into the dispute - which ha~',_ YJ!i~if
the workers movement - over the exact nature of the ekrrl~~(:ii
.,"'ifr/.
should be identified as constituting the nation. I am conce~~~!~~~~
to clarify the underlying conception on the basis ofwhich,';J::<tti:i
ele menes are usually put forward . .In a certain sense, th .
...f)~
territory, language and tradition are often understood as ~,~;~to/i#i
essences possessing an immutable nature. The emergenceoN~l!Wdtij
nadon and its specific relationship to the State are then cQ~~ilit~;!'~j
the result of a principle (generalizatioo of commodity-d' ..'
effect is the addition-accumulation of these essences ::
which gives rise to an encompassing nation-State. Of
explanation misses the essential problem already posedi _
,,~.:

,?",~::._ '~'.~~.:'::-
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internal market: namely, why and how do territory, historical
and language chart, by means of the State, the new co.nfiguration
modern nation? What makes it possible for these seemingly
~i~fjj;;tOrlca.t elements to be articulated at the focal point of the modern
do these elements function in diverse ways as the frontiermodem nation?
to pose these questions obviously leads to underestimation of
weight of the nation. If territory, language and historical
retain the essence which they had when the nation's role was
and jf the tendency of capitalism really is towards
.UOlliJJ1 ..... ~. of markets and capital, then it would be easy to
!.,:rilllltll~'" together with a number of contemporary writers, that the role
is diminishing in the current phase of transition to capitalism;
be easy to underestimate its specific role in the transirion to
.......""'~.,_(as is done by a current once dominant within Marxism).
..
shown elsewhere, the current internationalization of the
,:.:,,i:. . .
:"i1n~rk'eU~la of capital does nothing to reduce the peculiar weight of the
is so because the elements [hat come into play in the
~;idill!$til;UtKlO of the modern nation are of quite novel significance. Thus,
)f:'tedIlOi1;y,I,na historico-cultural tradition - to take but two, apparently
;nb~.l!i!!~c:leI11ent5 - acquire a meaning under capitalism that is completely
the one they assumed in the past. It is this difference which
problem of the market as that of the unity of the 'internal'
;kpt:~Fulrth.~rl1nOI1:. it produces the uneven development of capitalism
':<;..,.... ;.ft.~'v.. "n .. 'tc of historical moments affecting those differentiated,
distinct spaces that are called nations or national social
This difference therefore appears as a condition for capitalist
.!"';;:~,,.,,-

that territory and tradition now have this quite novel
they are inscribed in the still more fundamental changes
concepmal matrices of space and time. The fact that
~~~~Spl3ce and time are not at all the same as their counterparts in
lII$t!'ll.OI"es of production implies that considerable changes have
. in the reality and meaning of territory and historicity. These
allow and email the constitution of the modern nation: by
a new organization of the language and a new relationship
to territory and historicity, they bring into being the modern
. nation State.
below to a number of indicators that may be found in the
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French historians of the Annale! schoo1. 2s However, these ...
essentially concern the space and (above all) the time of
medieval feudalism: they are not extended to capitalism or
constitution of the nation. What is more, [hey pose more general·
ofa theoretical nature.
First, the majority of these historians tend to seek the t''''UU'ct[()rlrJ
space-time either in the: sphere of commodity-exchange
subsistence societies of the Middle Ages) or in the co-o()r(hna~lif
technology (the state of technique, inventions, tools) and
Most of the time; only a marginal role is assigned to the
production and the social division of labour (except in the
of a division between town and country).
Of still greater importance is the fact that these analyses
the line of the histary of thinking. New social production of
time is regarded as a stmightforward transformation of
framework', 'the view of the world', or 'mental structures'
par with such cultural co-ordinates as religion. Some of these
thus converge with those of the culturalist current and with Max
famous study of capitalism and the Protestant Ethic. For·
Marxist research has up to now also considered that transtoml;!i
space and rime essentially concem ways of thinking: it assigns a .
role to such changes on the grounds that they belong to the ,"a eo!~mt.:,
cultural domain - to the manner in which societies or rH.,.p.,' ..i............
space and time. In reality, however, transformations of thelimlM.'
temporal matrices refer to the materialitY of the social division
of the structure of the State, and of the practices and
.
capitalist economic, political and ideological power; they
substratum of mythical, religious, philosophical or ·pyn...;pnt'.
sentations of space-time. JUSt as these changes are not
representations which they occasion. so they cannot be
the scientific concepts of space and rime which allow us to
As the primary material framework of the institutions and
power, these spatia-temporal matrices should also be U':>UIII;U"
Foucault's 'diagram', which, in its epistemological fU~lctj.on:
I' L. Febvre, La terre er Nvolulitm humaillt, 1922; P. Uveque and P.
Clislli<ne I'Arhi"itll, 1964; P. Uveque, L'aventuft 8r'(Q",e, 1964; J.-P.

pellsee ./oez; Its Crus, 197.. ;

J.

Le Goff, Lil
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J.e rOaiJml

;VhlldrolJ, lntrodru:lilm Ii U. FY"'!II:' madmle, 1961; f. Braudel. "'DI'''~''~''.
London 1975, the work oi the review Hir"dou; and the book by
IllljJj{~nC( de rhisluirt. Paris 1975.
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to the concept of struCture employed by structuralism (the

~gram immanent in each power situation). 'fhey differ from it in that
:~ foundation lies in the relations ~f production and ~al divisi~n
'~bour, Of course, I am not speakmg of some mechamcal causaltty

}'~'rding

(0

which pre-existing relations of production give rise at a

l~~uent stage to spatial and temporal matrices. Themselves implied

'~;jhe relations of production and social division of labour, these
~~';iri(:es appear at the same time as weir presupposition - in the sense
',' M2rx gave to the tenn logical priority (Voraussetzung) as opposed to
, 'jeal preconditions' (hjStfm'sche Bedingungen). Transformations

'.•Jiliese matrices thus punctuate changes in the mode of production; and
'~;ft#tis yery reason, .they are pres~~t i~ the r.nat~rial fram~work o~ the
"I~State, suucturtng ~he modalities m. Whl~ Its power IS exercised.
'~~presence of the ~patlO:temporal matrIces In the State does not then
}i(eHo a mere relationship of stTucmral homology between State and
;~:l:fions of production. Indeed, the capitalist State has the peculiarity
<ii:Y:f, rving social space and time for itself: it intervenes in the erection
e matrices by tending to monopolize those procedures of space, rganization which are established through it as networks of domina:::'~iand power, The modem nation appears as a product of the State,
:,Sl&~\its constitulive elements (economic unity, territory, tradition) are
"mllJified through the State's direct activity in the material organization
(Jr~P.3ce and time. The modern nation further tends to coincide with the
Sti~since it is actually incorporated by the State and acquires flesh and
.ib[Jcjihn the state apparatuses: it becomes the anchorage of state power in
"" ",-, and maps out its contours. The capitalist State is functional to
....
~'I

~~:rhe Spatial Matrix: Territory
'chever way we approach the problem of space, we become aware
:ace matrices vary with the mode of production and that they are

h'es presupposed by the forms of historico-social appropriation
nsump[ion of space. However, in order to unravel the secret of
0'~
'trices, it is not enough to recapitulate the historical sequence of
f,0:~J~ of appropriation of social space. From the growth of towns
;I~!Itt~ communications, transport and military apparatuses and
;If~teg~ to the emergence of borders, limits and territory, we are dealing
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with so many ~echanisms of organizi.ng social space. Now, th~J~L
to trace the history and transformations of these mechanis~~~"Pl
runs up against [h~ s~me probJe.m: .th~ historical changes whi~~1CS
undergo are not vanatIon~ on a~ m.trm~lc nature, for ~h.cse mec~
have no such nature, Discontinuity IS here of declSlve sign~;'
Tow~ f~ontiers a~ t~rritory do not a~ a~l possess a single re.l1lff:
mean,lng In both capltal~m and pre-caPJtab~ modes of pr~ducti?nJJ\'nd
even if we manage to avoid the snare of that hnear and empirical b '
graphy which seeks to unfold the development of towns, front'
territory at a level of their own, we must still face the task of ';;
discontinuities.
/~~, •
As we know, the m~st advanced res~r~h in this field curre~~lI(\1d$
to place these mechamsms of approprIation and consumption~~l~
space in a direct relationship to the specific features of the variou:~~&i~
production. Howe~er, t~e real pr?blem lies el~ew~ere; the t~~{~
tIon of these mechanIsms 15 woven mto a more mtrIcate web.W~il_
dealing with different modes of organization, appropriation"
.,'
sumption of a 'space' that possesses an intrinsic nature. nor wi
trajectories and structurings of one and the same space. The hOC
distinction between town and country varies quite profoundly
to the mode of production; not only because the historical
modify the two terms of the relationship (the ancient, medievalii
town and (he ancient, feudal, communal or modem coun"{'
more fundamentally, because the relationship is itself inscri ",
'
that vary according to the mode of production. If these' rr@1i~~:
produce space, it is not because they differentially structure oC""""+' ....
single space in the process of sociaUy consuming it, but b~
concretize the primary, differential space matrices which a
present in their skeletal structure. The genealogy of the pro
space is prior to the his[Ory of its appropriation.
Although the spatial matrices of ancient societies and feu
differ in important respectS t they present a number of com,
when we compare them, at our very general level of analy'
spatial matrix of capitalism. 1 shall not return here to thes.
the pre-capitalist relations of production and social divisio',
in which the direct producer is not yet separated by relationsOc
from his means of production, and in which the division of,
not generate the dissociations peculiar to the capitalist mode 0(1
Nor shall I discuss the characteristic features of pre-capi~
power and forms of State. However, these latter do invol~;,"
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is continuous, homogeneous, symmetrical. reversible and open. The
Antiquity is a space with a centre: the polis (which itself
: the agora). But it has no frontiers in the modern sense of
It is concentric, but, having no real outside, it is also open. This
(the polis and agora) is inscribed in a space whose essential
~ac:tc:rJ:OI"'-' are homogeneity and symmetry, not differentiation and
, Moreover, this geometric orientation is reproduced in the
organization of the city and the <isonomy' relationship among its
rUlf"""t,prn

spatially diffuse pointS (the cities) are separated from one
/lot because they are dosed to the outside, but because they are
in on their own centre - not as links in a chain, but as dispersions
place. 26 'Men', writes Gernet, 'order [this centre] at their will.
disposition of what could be any territory at all, the
arbitrary or even purely theoretical.' In this space (which is the
\iiliiepreseruea by Euclid and the Pythagoreans) people do not change
"ijMjf,lj)l)Sltl,on, they simply move around. They always go to the same
'iIa~tJfOlluse each point in space is an exact repetition of the previous
they found colonies, it is only to form replicas of Athens or
every trajectory is merely a return to the initial centre, no
can ever be covered; and since the towns
'open' to the
'<ciiujlii't'Sltl,e, there can be no question of a territory with limits that
"'""Dlt:IllI UC'!UIIU, or fall short of, other segments. The Greeks and Romans
"':·;... ·."k,...,"1'T1rl Qutwards by drawing in their frontiers to includ~ new
ponions of space - for what is at stake is not the assimilation of
~>~~iijreneous fragmems. They simply spread OUt in a homogeneous
!t,,:1I~(I\~vnlc:n, while exhibiting certain delimitations, knows no enclosure
sense of the term. Through every twise and turn, this
ordering coincides with the sites of exploitation and the
command: space is homogeneous and undifferentiated
space of the slave is the same as that of the master; and the
power is exercised are replicas of the sovereign's body. In
this body which unifies space and instals public man within
: it is a body with no place and no fronriers. All roads lead to
sense that Rome is at every point of the sovereign's moving
Ihe towns, in the countryside, in the fleet, and in the armies.
although this homogeneous site has no outside, it has confines
its absolute reverse: namely, the barbarians. But these bar-
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barians are precisely a non-site: not only are they not a segment
distinct, of 11 single space, they are the definitive end of ali,
space; they are not a division ofspace buta without-space, nota"
land but a no-land.
Let us now pass on to the feudal system and the Middle Ag'
said earlier, although the spatial matrices of Antiquity and ~.
exhibit noteworthy differences. they also have certain points in ,.,
These become readily visible on condition that we avoid the"
couplet territorialization-deterritorialization which is now the
fashion in the Deleuze-Guattari SchooP7 For these autho
personal bonds and the peasant's 'link' with the '$(lil' gil'e .
territorialization of space and of social relations, while the .£
the direct producer from these bonds results in the deterritoria
space under capitalism. In reality, however, these terms eann(,
same reference through the transformations of the mode of II
since their meaning varies with the spatial matrix: such is the
land, which no more possesses an intrinsic nature than do the '
and objects of production. Of course, the personalized'"
political ties of the feudal countryside and the rights and freedo'
to the towns tum each of these sites in on itself: the walls b'
towns (which were closed towns, according to Braude!) also:'
limits of freedoms, while feudal links in the countryside tied ili .
to the soil. But these were contours inscribed in a spatial mi.'
changed relatively little, in keeping with the relations of prod\,
(simple) division of labour of the feudal system.
'
Here too, we are talking of a homogeneous, continuous, '"
open space. In point of fact, people have never moved abou(
they did in the Middle Ages: peasant migration, both ind'
collective, was a major demographic phenomenon in medieva
the road were to be found knights, peasants travelling durinri'
period of crops and fields, merchants, clerics either underrakf
trip or running away from their monasteries, students, pir
kinds, crusaders - it was the great age of the wanderer, Bo. "
and feudal demesnes or fiefs were open and curned Oll .
number of epicemres, towards chat umbilical centre, L
Marx pointed our. the relations of production were such
played the dominant role in feudal social formations; jf
present in the forms of the exercise of power and it patte "
:1 L'anti-Oed,pt. Op. <:it, pp. 239ff.
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the seal of Christianity upon it. BUl from the very beginning, this
'. matrix of a continuous and homogeneous space. As in Antiquity,
"
do not change their position: between the fiefs, Jarwe villages and
i;i~on the one hand, and Jerusalem an~ its diver~ earthly incarnations
;~'i/'- other, between the Fan and Salvanon, there IS no break, fissure or
,.
. Frontiers and such intermediary points of demarcation as walls,
~nd deserts refer not to a distance that has (0 be crossed in order
'from one segment to another (one town m another)1 but to cross_ ,i>( a single route. The pilgrim or crusader - which is what every
?~.~ is after a fashion - does not. actu~lIy ~ t~ the holy pl~c~s and
~~'Y;-"Lem, because these are already lfiscrlbed In his body. (Thls 15 also
"
with Islam.) The body-politic of each sovereign incarnates the
~;; this space as the body of ~~ist:the-King, and spac~ is mar~ed
:~biit;SY'.the paths of the ~rd. Deb?lltattons ate constantly ~ntersectL?g
0·
. • lapping in a Setles of twtsts and turnS; and subjects, while
.,
on the spot, move about in accordance with the changes of the
;:~~irtd sovereigns to whom they are personally tied. The pyramid of
;~,~g~ political power has a shifting base like the beam of a movable
.~~': ,aU its movement ocCW'S on a surface whose directions are
;'''''/le. This explains why the cartography of the Middle Ages is not
;
. tally different from that of Antiquity. Here too, what takes the
~f ct-ofterritory is a non-place, even though it is unlike that of Antiquity
;: .,.,-"is'composed of Unbelievers Or Infidels.
ontraSt with capitalism is quite evident. But we cannot here
late. the historical constitution of capitalist social space. The
: . 1 : still concerns relations between the strictly capitalist social
;~~~and the 'strictly Clpitalist' relations of production and social
~jt~~pflabour: it is a problem of the role of tem'tory in the constitution
'. '7-;~~dem nation.
,~~ire~ producer, the worker, is now totillly separated from the
i.:~f:labour - a situation which is at the root of the social division of
c~ifn machine producrion and large-scale industry. The latter
':;'ts its precondition an entirely different spatial matrix: Ihe serial,
'Pa.r.el/ed, cellular anJ irreversible space which is peculiar to the
division of labour on the factory assembly line. Although this
~~j:e:~l?ecomes homogeneous in the end, it does so onlv through a
", -. ~:;4~ and problematic homogenization, which a;ises on the
,
~iifS;essential segmentations and gaps, Already at thi's level, {he
.~~, has a twofold dimension: it is composed of gaps, breaks,
;s!~ftracturjngs, closures and frontiers; but it has no end: the
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capitalist labour process tends towards world-wide application \"'~'Plll~d"'~"
C04Iperation}. It may be said that the separation of the direct
from his means of labour and his liberation from personal bonds
a process of deterritorialization. But the naturalist image peddled
term is no more exact in this context than it is elsewhere. The
process is inscribed in a fresh space, which precisely involves
and successh'e segmentations. In this modem space, people
position ad infinitum by traversing separations in which each
defined by its distance from others; they spread out in this
assimilating and homogenizing new segments in the act of "nt ••• ,,_",
frontiers.
Now, it is not the shifting of frontiers that is important,
appearance ofJrontiers in the modern ume oJthe term: that is to
capable of being shifted along a serial and discontinuous
everywhere fixes imides and outsides. Within this very space are
the movements and expanded reproduction of capita~ the gerleralil
of exchange, and monetary fluctuations. While these constantly ,
towards the outside, they have to cross frontiers of a serial
continuous space rooted in the social division of the labour
Implicit in the capitalist relations of production - economic OWI'l~~hm,··
and possession of the means of production by capital- this space'
as the splitting of the labour process into capitalist units of
and reproduction. The uneven development of capitalism is, in
ized dimension, actually consubstantial with this discominuous
logy; the expansion of capital consubstantial with this
oriented topology; and modem imperialism consubstantial
spatial frontiers. Tlte first fruits of territory. considered as a

element of the modem nation, are written imo this capitalist
It must be made clear, however, that this national territory haS
to do with the natural features of the land. It is rather of an
political character, in that the State tends to monopolize the
of the organization of space. The modem State materializes
matrix in its various apparatuses (army, school, centralized
prison system), patterning in tum the subjects over whom it
power. The individualization of the body-politic - as an
identical monads separated from the State - rests on the state
that is inscribed in the spatial matrix implied by the labour·
Modem individuals are the components of the modem .u...u ..·•.... ~
people-nation of the capitalist State is the content of a soalces}'\'IK~
frontiers are the pertinent contours of the material bases of
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t%i"gm ented chain of such individualized sites traces the interior of
~se.
. 0 f t he exerCIse
. 0 f power. In ...Jact,
}'tional
tecrttory as a state patterning
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~lhc national territory IS ut t e po 1UQU expresSion 0 an enc osure at t e
:f~~el of the State as a wh?le; and towns become th?se 'well-kept' and
~JdlscipJined' toW~s to whIch Braudel refer~. The. direct produ,cers are
~feed from the soil only to become trapped m a gnd - one that mdudes
~~ only the factory ?ut also the m~em fam.ily, the school, the, arm~, the
WJ~ system, the City and the national terrItory, We may verIfy this by
Ifbbking at the modalities through which the capitalist State exercises
~wer. Thus. (oncentrarifJ1l campr are a peculiarly mod~rn inven~ion,
~(:;;"'use among other reasons, both they and the natIOnal temtory
~>~"
,.
[fjpncretize the same spatial power matrix. Camps are the form of shutting
~,non-nationa1s.(or, mo~ precisely, '~nti-nationaJs') ~ithin the national
f~itory. They tntemahze the frontiers of the natIonal space at the
!fr{&i't of that space itself, thus making possible the modem notion of
~Ililernal enemy' The exact configuration and topography followed by
.;~1itIS territory will, of course, depend on a whole series of historical
~&tctors (economic, political, linguistic and so on). But what matters here
~~;'he appearance of territory and frontiers in the modem sense of the
" s . The territory becomes national and, by means of the State,
.. itutes an element of the modem nation.
c~~~n order to grasp this second proposition, we must take account of the
£~that territory is o~ly o?e elcn:ent ?f the m,o~em nation and of the
:;gpitalist State's relationshIp to hlstoncal tradItion and language. For
~~inomemt let us note that while this serial, discontinuous and segf~cittecl space-territory implies the existence of frontiers, it also poses the
~,~'prob1em of its own homogenization and unification. Here too the Start
a role in iM'ging nalional unity. Frontiers and national territory do
::":.Miexist prior to the unification of that which they structure: there is no
,,'~!iaI something-inside that has later to be unified. The capitalist
','"q~fe'does not confine itSelf (0 perfecdng national unity, but sets itself
"
constructing this unity·· that is, in forging the modern nation. The
:'kL.J~ marks out the frontiers of this serial space in the very process of
., ~ 'ng and homogenizing what these frontiers enclose. It is in this way
he terrirory becomes national, tending to merge with the nationIt is in this way too that the nation tends to encapsulate the State: it
:eL,tr embraces the existing State (#' setS itself up as the autonomous
.,~:~~"Of a modem nation by creating a State of its own, (Jacobinism and
~~!luiism are thus two aspecrs of the same phenomenon: the peculiar
t~~~nship between the modem nation and the State,) The national
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State realizes the unity of the individuals of the people-nation in
movement by which it forges their individualization. It
political-public (nation-State) homogenization of the <priv~te'
tions in the very movement by which it contributeS to their
law thus becomes the expression of national law and ~n"".'H~
State does not have to unify a pre-existing 'internal' market,
a unified national market by marking out the frontiers of
becomes the inside of an outside. We can follow this process in
of state apparatuses (economic, military, educational, and
thus find an initial, and no doubt partial, answer to a problem
otherwise be insoluble. Pierre Vilar has given the best
problem: why are national social formations the principal
points of the uneven development of capitalism ?28
Now, through that very movement by which it both
frontiers and unifies national space, the State also turns lWi'OIi'IGOL•••
frontiers lOwards an irreversible, clearly demarcated space
has no end or final horizon. In other words, it seeks to extlanld:marlett:
capital and territory. For to mark OUt frontiers involves the
of redrawing them: there is no way of advancing in this
except along the road of homogenization, assimilation ~nd
except through demarcation of an interior that is always
extended ad infinitum. These frontiers therefore become
frontiers of the national territory only from the moment wne~ip~iil
and commodities are in a position to break through them. It is
to move in this space without crossing frontiers: imperi
stantial with the modem nation in the sense that it cannot be .
internationalization, or rather transnationalization, of the p~~i£ij[e,t;O!:
labour and capital. This spatial matrix is rooted in the labour pm~~~·
social division of labour. As Marx said, capital is a rel:lti()lnsllipl~ij1~'{!lt
capital and labour; and it is because it moves in the jJtt,ernadi)~~~lti~
matrix of the labour and exploitation processes that capital
itself only through transnationalization - however eterritoru{!i2i!dijloo,
a~mltional its various forms may appear to be.
Thus, the tendency of the modem State to expand
which is itself one with the process of establishing national
but encapsulate a shift in frontiers involving assimilation
genization. Modem conquest has a meaning quite
>8

In his contribution to the coUective work, F4i,e
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it no tonger denotes spreading through, and unity with, a
and homogeneous space, but rather expanding through and
brel1ches. In other words., the national State now homogenizes
d~dtCl:S, crushes various nationalities '",ithin' the frontiers of the
_":MI,.:,tlll"', and wears away the rugged features of the land that is
in the national territory. Genocide is also a modern invention
with the spatiaJization peculiar to nation-States - a form of
-..ilnun.1.utln specific to the establishment or cleaning up of the national
by means of homogenizing enclosure. Pre~capjtalist expansion
~j:ionlquest neither assimilated nor digested: the Greeks and the
Islam and the Crusaders, Attila and Tamerlane all killed in
clear a path in an open, continuous and already homogeneous
accounts for the und iffercntiated massacres which marked the
of power in the great nomadic empires. Genocide becomes
only when the national space is closed on foreign bodies within
trrlDltIC:r·5. Is this a symbolic imager Well, the first genocide of this
that of the Armenians, accompanies precisely Kemal Ataturk's
of the Turkish nation-State, the establishment of a national
the ruins of the Ottoman Empire, and the closure of the
Genocide and concentration camps are inscribed in one
space.
we can see the roots of that peculiarly modern phenomenon,
: separation and division in order to unify; parcelling out
structure; atomization in order to encompass; segmentation in
I'rlU""-","" closure in order to homogenizei and individualization
obliterate differences and otherness. The roots of totalitarianjn.~'p,h'''''' in the spatial matrix concretized by the modem nationthat is already present in its relations of production and
social division of labour.

Temporal Matrix and Historicity:

element which eorers into the constitution of the modern
designated by the term 'common historical tradition'.r
. with this more rapidly. Historians have analysed in greater
.
of the temporal matrix and of the notion of
Here too, the principal question concerns the association
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relations()rpih:~i~

between these transformations and changes in the
and social division of labour. Tradition is not at aU the sa i; ~"~
capitalist and capitalist societies: it has neither the same mealij
~
same function.
'
The temporal matrix of Antiquity evidently differs from that
"
feu~a~ism. but the two also have b.asic featur~ in common. In',...-:;:
SOCietieS, the means of production are sull possessed by"t8;;'i ;"'.
producer and there is no capitalist division of labour; they:
modes of production (grounded on slavery or serfdom) whiG

simple reproduction and not that expanded reproducti()1f peed
~pitalist ~ode. No doubt their te,?por~ ~atrice8 ar~ thoseo'ali:
smgu/~ tImes. But, c:ach of these tm:'es IS Itsel~ G~nttnuOUf, ~~?'" ';
re~mjhle ~nd ,epetlt~v/!. Whether a~cultu,ral, cml ~n~ POlitiC:tl~
arlStoCrat~C,. or cl~rlcal, th~ mult~pJe times exhibIt t,he sa",!~
characteristIcs. Bemg essentIally flUid, they have no uruversat1n~ .
for they are not strictly speaking measurable, given that measll
~nco~e gaps between segments. A~though specific sequ~~es
. ,,~,
m thIS homogeneous temporal conttnuum and although prlvil ..... . ;'alf(
make their appearance - for we are not talking of the ]inear:~~
primitive societies - nevertheless, they are basically at the'''ii~~
'chance' (Antiquity) or of the pre.'icnce of eternity {medieval . •
C'-'''~
There is no succession Qr series: indeed there are no events;
"
times of the present, which itself gives to the be/ore and th~'i
respective meanings. In the societies of Antiquity, time is1t
circular time of eternal recurrence: the past is always rep ",'
present, which is nothing but its echo; and the journey bade:'.
does nat lead us away from the present, since the past is art
of the Cosmos. To remember through anamnesis is to finJ
regions of being - the essence that is manifested by the ~
In this homogeneous, reversible and continuous time, t .
included in the origins, chronology remaining a repetition of
if not actually a genealogical transfer. Rediscovering the 00:
same as to recapitulate the history of an accumulation (of:.;
knowledge, events) or of a progression towards the p ,
involves the attainment of original omniscience. It is not'
dimension is absenr. But although the te/os of the Pythag<ii
......
spiral of freshly-begun cycles, it does so by looping the loo~,Jiiit@~)
~'~j.
'
both ends together.
~~:~f.;.. '.
Things are not basically differ~~ in medieval feud~ljstm~gt.~,~~
above the dependence of temporallOes on the 'natural nm~;~~~;~"
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agrarian societies (seasons, work in the fields, and so on), what
the temporal matrix underlying the agricultural, artisan,
or clerical times that appear as so many singular times. While
,,""::',"~'~ involves certain datings, the various chronologies are not
,hr,OUIl:n01ur times that are divisible into equal segments; and
various moments have a numerical frame of reference. These
refer instead ro a continuous time which, placed under the
appears as a time of eternity punctuated by second
acts of piety, and belfry.-chimes inserted into the rhythm of the
in this temporal matrix, a linear materiality of time does, of
o<c!C'''''''',.-;;'ilSle;:C(I'U'" forth as distinct from the cyclical materiality of Antiquity:
has a beginning and an end, located between the Creation
Judgement. But it is still a present time: beginning and end,
are fully co-present in the constant essence of the Divine.
" is a question of immutable truth or of progressively revealed
whether indhridual salvation is predetermined or not, all that
:""'''Zln,vorveu is a repetition or bringing-up-to-date of the origins.
the irreversibility of time is a mere illusion, to reach for the
[0 regain the beginning.
te~npc:,ral matrices are present in the forms and techniques of
political power as it is transferred from the body of the
This body-politic does not make history, it bathes in a
"" and homogeneous historicity of which the subjects of power
the process of transferring that body. If the succession of
is conceived as a series of events, then, strictly speaking, there
. there is just the circulation by transference of an uninthe re-concretization of the past: trans/atro impmi. This
<precoll,ec(IOn is never anything but an unfolding'of genealogies !fI!II'>I;:'lIb)lIIVUUU"", heroes or dynasties; and tbis time. the representation
takes place in the mode of the chronical. The past is not
the present by a gap, but spreads through it like an echo;
turn, the present is but an unceasing herald of that future
up with the beginnings. Here history is not made, it is
history cannot have constitutive relations with territory

sense of the term, because the territory-frontier does not
'lorc~v;~r, pre-capitalist spatial matrices have the same founda. pre-capitaJist temporal matrices: political historicity is
" from the body of the sovereign, who is not himself sovereign
Indeed, there is neither historicity nor territory
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in its modern form: pre-capitalist territories have no nlstOflt'itu"
own, since political time is the time of the prince-body, who is
extensiol'l, contraction, and movement in a continuous and
space. In other words, the peculiar features of the spatial and·
matrices of a mode of production, which are implied by the
relations of production and social division of labour,
relations which these matrices sustain between each other.
designated by a binomial term that is itself a problem
solution: namely, ·space-time'.
The capitalist temporal matrix is entirely different, beilnl!"ili'€,.",.
condition of the new relations of production and
capitalist social division of labour. Machine production, ...ll!.........
industry and assembly-line labour entail a segmented,
divided, cumulative and irreversible rime that is oriented
product and, thereby, towards expanded reproduction
accumulation: in short, a production process which has an U£Il:n~lIiiift
and a goal but no fi"ed limit. This time is measurable and suscell:llible
strict control by means of clocks, foremen's stop-watches,
machines and calendars. But on account of its segmentation
tion, it raises the fresh problem of unification and unliV",,,,,,I,i7~t
to master time by means of a single, homogeneous measure,
reduces the mUltiple temporalities (workers' rime and
[he time of the economic, the social, and the political) by
distances between them. However, each temporality
characteristics of one and the same matrix: indeed (and
escapes many authors who stress the 'universalization' of
this temporal matrix for the first time marks out the TY.t.·ti"nl"ri
ties as differential temporalities - that is to say, as rh1.. thmi4~aldnd
variations of a serial, ~gmented, irreversible and ..... lOU. . . ."
moment'> of this time follow one anmher in a series and are ....
result: the present now marks a transition from the before •..
Modem historicity is thus of an evolutionary and nr(MrTl!'!:~ltVe:,
it refers to a time which is constituted to the very extent
through itself, each moment producing the next in an
sequence or series of events opening towards a future that
recreated.
Befort returning to the nation-State, I shall make a
We are dealing here with the material matrix of capitalist
its representation. This matrix gave rise to
representations of time and history and, in pardcular, to the ..
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~~i~e in the philosophy of history (~hich is born as. SUC? in bourgeois
~r) and the so-called human SCiences, Now this raises a twofold

~OUgh this temporal matrix of capitalism engenders the dj.,'erse

'cal representations of History - the unilinear, evolutionist,
sive and teleological historicity of bourgeois philosophy of History
allows a scientific concept of history to be consJru&ua for the first
,This was in fact acC()mplished by Marx as well as by numerous
::.~rn historians. We can already see the well-known problem that

:~':at this ,point: ~ e'pist~mol?gical field grounded on

11. d~te~i~a~e

;~"Wifo-soclal. matertahty (1Jl ~htS case, the temporal matnx Imp.bcl~ In
Ci~ist relations of prod.uctlon) ~llows the emergence of saen,tliic
1~t5 of
:.:~!{,huS,

knowledge which, preosely as such, transcend the gIVen
capitalism made possible the constitution of a science of
.~ that is not confined ~o ~owledge of capitalism alone. ~a~xism
~~(~he onl~ theory of c~pttal.lsm, a.ny .more ~han psychoanalysIS IS the
~iheory of the unconscIouS In capItalist society, For the elements and
science are not reducible to their con~it~ons o~ possibil,ity .and
~jjution, whatever these may be. Why then IS It precisely capitalism,
;1~lea as it is on the extraction of surplus-value, which allowed the
:i';';¥¥;fic concept of history to be constructed? This question has been
,~with many times and I shall not tackle it once again. It does seem
~however, that it requires us to pay closer attention to the role of the
!il!f~ matrix of capitalism (in the sense given above) as the precondi;:~$any possible science of history. This being said, just as I shall not
''''$~\ the rheoretico-ideologicaI representations of History, so I shaJI
.
t with the scientific concept of history, but wirh the materiality of

:.0£

~l~poralmatrix.

:::i~ concept and object of history-as-seience (of Marxism) are like
~.. .~ f any science in that their field of validity is not rigidly circum.'.
by the condition'i of their historical emergence. For they are not
Ie to the surrounding ideological representations (to the philosophy
Ilry, from the Enlightenment to Hegel), which yet have the same
'!tOns and thus form part of the same epistemological configuration.
'are also now aware of the fact that th( break between science and
'js/ar from possessing the radical character that we ascribed to it
ago. The theory of history of Marx's 'maturity' even shares
elements with the ideological-philosophical representation of
•• CUrrent in his age. The penetration ·of the capitalist social
_",:2 by eschatological evolutionism, rOltionalistic progressivism,
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univocal linearity, humanist historicism and I know not
not affect merely the fringes of the 'kernel' of Marx's theory,
simple deviation or deformation introduced by the epigones Ul]JIJe,~":':""::
and Third Intemationals. It is present in Marx's theory ofuulIDP\r....",o
How then did Marx manage to construct his theory ofm!:1tnPf';·"'z.. .
as he did from the epistemological field of his time? HOW,U""ced.,,- .. "
disentangle within his theory itself, the functioning and artj,cuIliifoj,tnl'j.:
science of history from these ideological representations?

Fqr there is a problem, and a serious one at thai. Of
exist either for the contemporary 'new philosophers"

Woo

mere replica of Enlightenment rationalism and
Foucault, who reduces the validity, object and field ofeverysqtJl~ij",;;;
given conditions of emergence (in this latter case, reOiUCllrur:
determinate modalities of the exercise of power:
disciplines with which he replaces 'conditions'). Lastly, we'
tion the licensed guardians of Marxist dogma who refuse to ~~atttielt
is any problem with Marx's theory itself.
Let Us now return to our problem. The capitalist
that segmented, serial and divided time - is already
liar institutional structure of rhe State and its various
school, bureaucracy, prison). The modem State also
matrix in the process of moulding the subjects over
exercised, and in the techniques of exercising PQwer tne:mselvc
the procedures whereby the people-nation is indivi<lua:lizei
segmented, serial and divided time raises the new
unification: once again, the essential role will fall to the
State must ensure its mastery and control of time by
norm and the standard of measurement, or, in other
reference of the variations of particular temporalities. The
what is fast or slow in relation to the standard, and .0,.",,,,", ...
discrepancies. The uneven development of capitalism
stoppages that are the diverse state formations; the
development peculiar to each formation (in the econorniCi
and (he ideological, and among all three) fastens on to
the State. The State unifies the sectors of the capitalist
further sense that if is the code of their irregular
capitalist social formation or nation-State is also a

by the State.
We can now grasp the new meani ng of historical
consritution of the modem nation; the relationship of
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the fact that the nation tends to coincide with the modern
dual sense mentioned above: it merges with the existing
itself up as an autonomous State and constitutes the modern
its own State. (Here too, Jacobinism and separatism
of a single reality: the pecu liar relationship of the modern
State.) 'Tradition' does not at aU have the sense that it had
societies, for be/ote and after are here located in quite
rnatrlC C;:;. The historical present is but a transition between the
the after; the past is not co-present with the here~and-now,
to

cumulative slices pointed towards what becomes a new

the future. Tradition is no longer the commemoration of a
includes the after: it is no longer the truth of that reversible
towards the great beginning which is but a repetition
of the origins. Tradition becomes that which speeds up
slows down, encapsulating a succession of moments which
,""'"',u....,'.,. irreversible history punctuated by the State. The modem
;i~e'tollCtlltriICes the unity of these historical moments and the direction
:Jlheii.S:t:Qlllenc;e: it itself has no original legitimacy in the body of a
. but is successively grounded on the people-nation, whose
,'~ •. ,,,,, ....,

"'''''''W~I<...,... realizes

a movement of individualization and unification;

~,(IJIIl~ijI,''''' the people-nation in the further sense of representing its

and assigns a goal to it, marking out what becomes
this oriented historicity without a fixed limit, the State
eternity that it produces by self-generation. It organizes

VJJ,......,"". ;

oourse of the nation and thus tends to monopolize the
by making it the moment of a becoming designated by
storing up the memory of the people-nation. In the capitalist
without a State of its own is in the cOUrse of losing its
history; for the mo~em nation-State also involves eradica. traditions, histories and memories of dominated nations
its process. This is how we should understand Engels'
• ambiguous) remarks, according to which nations without a
own become, in the capitalist era, 'peoples without a
State establishes (he modem nation by eliminating other
and turning them into variations of its own history;

;"'I'f,"'l'Il1hnn

!t~~~tutebaltc in Frankfurt', in Neue Rluinis(/It, Zt;tunlJ, 3 September 1848, AUf
NatA/,usvo'f K, MlIr.t. Fr. Eng<ls "nd f.l.ass/JlIe (ed. Franz: Mehring) 1902,
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modem imperialism, too, involves homogenization oftemporaf'L
and, assimilation of histories b~ the nation-State, -:he mr.demdf~Q~
n~tlo~al, autonomy and a natlo~al Sta~e are equIvalent, Withi~.'~~r.r
hlstonclty, to demands fora national hIstory,
.~,e'~
To be sure, the State is not the subject of real history: fJ~%~;;\);
process without a subject, the process ~f the class struggle.i~!~~
no~ understa~d why the modem nat~on-States constitut,erthe-ft'~
pomts and baSIC moments of that real hIstory, even thoughif-;iS"~
of extension at a world level; and why the history of thein~l~~b(t
proletariat is segmented and punctuated by the histori~T~f~
working classes, This situation depends not on ideologicaL'~"~~
but on the role of these nation-States in the material org
','
, I'1st h'Istorlclty,
" Here too I'Ie t he roots 0 f the peculi~f:Yx;;';"~'
"
0(
capita
",
h
d ' ,}lllAler!i
Phenomenon 0 f tota1Itanamsm: t e mastery an unificaij({[of;{;
t~rou~~ ~stablishing it ~s an ,instrumen,t of: power; the to~7·>;ot
hlstoncltJes th~ough obhter~t1on of theIr dIfferences; the>. ,"and segmentation of the vart~us ,moments so that they maY~orieliiid
a~d ~tor~ up; the, homogemz~t1on of t~e people-nation bi1fqrgiiif~
ehmtnaung the nattonal pasts, [he premisses of modem t" ari~
exist in the temporal matrix which is inscribed in the mode-4i~~
which is already implied by capitalist relations of producrionj~nij~
division of1abour,~(i· ,'"
This becomes stiI1 clearer if we bear in mind that the State:~t~bt.
the peculiar relationship between history and territory, betweiri1h¢~JI3Ii11
and the temporal matrix. In fact, the modern nation makeS;B~ible&
intersection of these matrices and thus serves as their point'~(~u~~;
'::'-::;.'-:":'. :-,:. '
the capitalist State marks out the frontiers when it consti~~ies",liat~
within (the people-nation) by homogenizing the before and.!"~~f!~!lf
the content of this enclosure. National unity or the modern.timtY:.iiier~6y
becomes historicity of a territory and territorialization ofa.;~!it~ij;?irt
short, a territorial national tradition concretized in the natip~Sla!~;~
markings of a territory become indicators of history that a.re~Wfitte~'illIi!~
the State. The enclosures implicit in the constitution ()fRh~:mQd#li
people-nation are only so awesome because they are alsof~~m~4~~!
history that is totalized and capitalized by the State, GehgCi~f~iJ5
elimination of what become 'foreign bodies' of the nation~!ipi§f.~~;~
territory: it expels them beyond space and time. The great;~o~~!t~~'
only comes to pass because it is at the same time the fragmenKi~9~ajt~t:
unification of a serial and segmented time: concentratiohj;f3!P~~~i
modern invention in the additional sense that the frontier..;g~(~~~~~,
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for whom time and national historicity are in suspense.
era, demands for a national State are demands for a
history of one's own. The premisses of modem totalitarianonly in the spatial and temporal matrices incarnated in the
but also, or above all, in the relationship between the two
Y-'.. ,.~nrn.u;u by the State.
constitution of the modem nation should be located in the
between the modem State and language. Here we can merely
the construction of a national language by the modem
neither to the problem of its social and political usage,
State's positing of linguistic norms and regulations, nor to the
destruction of dominated languages within the nation-State.
:"..... rtllrf' of the national language is profoundly reorganized
: the relationship of language to the capitalist spatial and
_.,.~I,rp"<:: is restructured insofar as it is cast in the mould of a
crystallizes intellectual labour in its specifically capitalist
manual labour. Thus, the role of a common language in
the modem nation does not refer to a process whereby the
over a language, causing it to suffer purely instrumental
it denotes the very re-creation of language by the State. The
n"[["I1'.... peculiar to the officialese of a modern nation does
from the forms of its employment; it is already present

Nation and Classes
cases, we now have to grasp the articulation of these
an analysis of the nation in terms of class struggle.
there is no question of two distinct approaches dealing with
heterogeneous objects. The spatial and temporal matrices
~PPOSllttOllS of the relations of production only because they are
in them as class struggle: they appear historically as the
. struggle. In this aspect, however, they are not the product
as subject of history. They are the result of a process,
itself is the process of the class struggle. The modern
then the creation of the bourgeoisie, but the outcome of a
. forces between the 'modern' social classes - one in which
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At this point, there arises a seaJnd problem. The concrete "'IIIQl!n",;:•..
of a particular nation and a particular State, as well as the
inter-relationship, depend on the historical peculiarities
struggle process and of the class relationship of forces. They
many variants of the modern nation and State - and thus
and temporal matrices - as long as we understand that in no
ever really a pre-existing essence differentiated only in .
manifestations; and that there can be no question of an ideal
concretized in various ways. Just like the modem State and
matrices exist only insofar as they are concretized in
If these formations and class-struggle processes have
common (the same spatio-temporal matrix) it is because,
of rupture, they are situated on the terrain of a single mode
whose modifications are so many moments of its
reproduction.
Thus, not only do these spatial and temporal matrices,
nation, vary in significance according to the specific class
exist as so many variants in the differential class pra,ctu;es;
bourgeois spatiality and historicity, and there is a w,.",.l-;n ..._~t;;,
and historicity. And yet they art variants of a single
latter appears as the historical result of the class-struggle
relationship of forces, and because this process is truly'
struggle in a capitalist society. To be sure, the relations
social division of labour make of the working class (in
expressed formulation) the 'bearer' of positivity and of
future. Already under capitalism, its practices bear what
'seeds' of other social relations, other spatial and
another nation; and history always move.~ forward on
working class. But I have in mind a different problem: the
working class does not unfold in an airtight chamber,
term of the relationship between the working class and
The history of the working class is the history of its
bourgeoisie: to adopt the viewpoint of the working class
viewpoint of its struggle against the bourgeoisie.
We are now in ~ position to explain, first of aU,
relationship between each bourgeoisie and the nation. It
which follows, on the one hand, the rhythms and phases .
tion and expanded reproduction of capital\ and on the
broad outline of changes in the policy of the
.
nation bears the stamp of the development of the """'l"<rifflJ~
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among its various fractions. This affects both the transition to
within the process of primitive capital accumulation and (he
merchant bourgeoisie in the formation of the nation; both the
competitive capitalism and the stage of imperialism (including its
phase of internationalization of capital). The transformations of
relations of production leave their mark on transformations of
and of bourgeois nationalism. Now; even in the current phase
":,,,,,.iotI>rIZCU by internationalization of capital, the (no doubt altered)
nation remains for the bourgeoisie the focal point of its own
- reproduction which takes the precise form of interor transnationalization of capital. This hard core of the
. nation is to be found in the unchanging kernel of the capitalisl
• of production.
bourgeoisie's relationship to the nation ,,'aries according to [he
concerned (national bourgeoisie, internationalized bourgeoisie,
. bourgeoisie); it is itself established by the mediation of the
this Slale is not just any State: it has a class nature and, qua
it constitutes the bourgeoisie as (he dominant class. But here
are not two States: a first, pre-class State, organizing the
nation prior to the nation's relationship with the bourgeoisie;
bourgeois-class State, superimposed on the first and
to recovering the nation for the profit of the bourgeoisie.
this State and the modem nation on the relations of producsocial division of labour, we show that the State possesses a
... of its own and, thus, a specific class nature. It is precisely a
that is a bourgeois State - and not simply because the
makes use of it to tum the nation to its own advantage, but
"~~iOO,the modem nation, the national State and the bourgeoisie are aU
on, and have their mutual relatioll$ determined by, one and
There can be no doubt that bourgeois policy vis-a-vis
is subject to the hazardS of its particular interests: indeed, the
the bourgeoisie is one of continual oscillation between identiand betrayal of the nation. For the nation does not have the
for the bourgeoisie as it does for the working-class and
Nevertheless, [he modern nation is not something that
can at will allow 'its' State to cast aside or re-establish.
nation is written into the State, and it is this national State
the bourgeoisie as the dominant class.
0/ COlme, concerns the relationship between the working
modern l'Iat;fJn. This profound relationship has to a large
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extent been underestimated by Marxism, which has continually t .~~.
to examine it either by exclusively referring to the ideological domi6~;;'~
of the bourgeoisie (as was the case above all of the Third Internat~?~n
r'
'"
f
h
k'
I ,IOltal)
or by relerrmg
to the partlclpaUon
0 eac wor 109 c ass 10 the lia1';"
culture (Austro-Marxism), Now, the ideological impact of boti~e~1
nationalism on the working class is not itself in any doubt, but itk~1S
means the only aspect of the p r o b l e m , / l n o
Although the exist~nce, and diverse ,practices of the workin~~~!ass
already presage the hlstoncal supersession of the modern nati6n~lh .
can,not under ca~it,alism ta~e sh~~e except as wo~kers' variantstfi~
nation, The spatlahty and hlstonclty of each workmg class are avarla ..
of its ,own nation, both because the~ are caught in the spati~l and fe,~}~~
matrices and because they form an mtegral part of that nation ullders'tOOii
as a result of the relationship of forces between working c1i~~.11d
bo~rgeoisie: On~y i~sofar as there a~e natio~al working classes ~~th~~
be mternatlonaltzatlon of the workmg class and, hence, workirii~rass
internationalism: we are now beginning to grasp this propositi6ni~bicb
should be understood in a quite radical sense, Internationa~i~n:\ and
internationalization of the working class do not refer to an"6rr~nal
supra-national or a-national essence, subsequently assuming;;i!~tond
forms or being simply concretized in national specificities, Thec~pl~UsI
labour process, which entails expanded cooperation (internationalitition
of the working class), presupposes national materiality and de~h~the
objective bases of such cooperation as working-class internati()rt~liSm,
The present tendency of the labour process and social division.·q~I~~ur
to extend throughout the world, as well as that of capital to beattfllliited
in this movement, are never anything other than processe~]f'i~ter.
nationalization or transnationalization. Only a national trahs.'lig,iitu
socialism is possible: not in the sense of a uni versal model simpl~ii~~PJed
to national particularities, but in the sense of a multiplicity '~f£9l:iginal
roads to socialism, whose general principles, drawn from the t~~~i1alld
experience of the workers' movement, cannot be more than sigj\ci'rinthe
road.
:·~~t~·':
We are now touching on fundamental, and thereforef()1m.i~able,
political problems. These concem long-standing or~anizati()'i1~tfQrms
of the workers' movement: namely, the working-class Infef~ationals
which, founded on a major underestimation of national realit~\~anled in
practice to the reproduction of national oppression and dOI11!~~!ii:1fl ar
the very heart of the workers' movement. But they alsococ~~~rf\tk
political position of the Third International and 'orthod6x~~atX'sm'
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/ cerning the national question: in the best of cases (Lenin), the right to
~\nal self-determination is still recognized, but as a right that should
~Rupported only when it conforms to the interests of the 'international
~Jletariat'. This is a profoundly instrumental conception of the nation,
~clt, by neglecting national materiality, has contributed to all the abuses
1;~ which we are familiar; it supposes the prior existence of a subs taninternational proletariat and therefore raises the question: who
,fi\ldefine its interests, who will best e~hi.bit its essence a?d be ~ble to
~in its name? (The common answer IS: Its vanguard section whIch has
. '~en reality to its essence - Revolution.) But the question cannot but
abuses, above all because the terms in which it is posed are false.
Furthermore, the State that plays a decisive role in organizing the
'imod crn nation is not itself an essence: neither the subject of history nor a
Qlere instrument-object of the dominant class, it is, from the point of
neJYof its class nature, the condensation of a class relationship of forces.
:)fh{territory and history crystallized by the State ratify the dominance
-:itlie bourgeois variant of the spatio-temporal matrix over its working~variant; the dominance of bourgeois over working-class historicity.
~'~(Vlithout being reabsorbed into the State, working-class history sets
i!iu{e.aI on precisely the national aspect of the State. In its institutional
[;!jruCture, the State is also the result of the national process of class
it~tgle - that is to say, both the struggle of the bourgeoisie against the
}lQiking class, and the struggle of the working class against the bourgeoisie.
,i,;;lili]ike the national culture, history or language, the State is a strategic
,,;iltdjlloughed from one end to the other by working-class and popular
'll.~ggle and resistance; these are inscribed in the State, albeit in a
ZJUQhned manner, and they always break into it through the wall of
<~~ with which the State hems in the workers' memory. To set the
:~nonal State as the prize and objective of workers' struggles involves
'~~~,eappropriation by the working class of its own history. To be sure,
?i'Jnnot be achieved without a transformation of the State; but it also
~~~toa certain permanency of the State, in its national aspect, during
t:~tiansition to socialism - permanency not just in the sense of a regret1!~lesllrvival,
but also in that of a positive necessity for the transition to
.....

lzed
trIO

;

m.

remarks are far from exhausting the problem. Numerous
. remain, concerning: (a) the quite specific relationship to the
;t>.maintained by the other social classes of a capitalist formation (the
i~ari~new petty bourgeoisie, the peasant classes) and by social cate:~;such as the state bureaucracy; (b) the concrete political meaning
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of the nation for the working class and its struggle ~ac:colr<ljllfri
and phase of capitalism, as well as to the precise
juncture) and, in particular, the crucial role played ........ _.c.·"
phase of imperialism by the struggle for national U'\ll:oeRd
dominant countries, and by the national liberation
dominated countries; (c) national working-class IaeDm~:
correct expression of internationalism and in terms of
bourgeois nationalism on the working class: bourgeois
not have had such an enormous impact on the working
into the bloodbaths of national-imperialist wars), unless
materiality of the constitution and struggles of the
unless it was linked to the genuinely working-class
ideology.
I shall not go into these questions any further: the
indicate the path along which they should be COI1Sl(lerl~d
to explain the remarkable endurance and resistance of the
throughout all the changes in the systems of org;anizatilOi
space. Given its roots in material matrices, the mnnpr1~'"
transcended only through radical subversion of the
rion and social division of labour that gave rise to'
helps us to account for the forms assumed by the
East. It is not that the nation can, or should, be abolished
Bm the prodigious forms of national opprcss;Qn that .
among these countries (the USSR and the people's
each of these countries separately (oppression of
cannot but refer us back, in a pardal yet funda
'capitalist aspects' of their relations of production, of
oflabour, and of their States themselves.

Part Two

!Eblitical struggles: The State
as the Condensation of a
Relationship of Forces

'.'C

we saw the necessity of relating the state institutional
the capitalist relations of production and social division of
. waYt the State has already been initially brought into
~tk,n;wjith social classes and the class struggle,
,. LC'"'~~"'develop this latter point by making an analysis of the State in
domina/ion and politjeq./ struggle. A theory of the
cannot construct its object if reference is made only to the,
production. and if class struggle in the social formations
.
as a factor of variation whereby an ideo-typical State
a given concrete State. Although such a theory cannot just
idiiIi-or;.:retr'ace the genealogy of the capitalist State, it nevertheless
'_~l~qssibJe only if it accounts for the historical reproduction of that
::;~,mliiefol-mscorresponding to the various stages or phases ofcapitalism
~:lFi?~!,I:;·. interventionist State, present-day authoritarian statism),
~~l~¢P~,iQ,~.1a1 forms of State (fascism, military dictatorship, Bonapari;ilriIl:::~WelI.. as the forms assumed by the diverse regimes. A theory of
$li1~iii~iliSt State must be able to elucidate the metamorphoses of its
r.:...."TP\........

iiIIii:l:ute[ll'

us firSt of all to changes in the relations of production. In
vis-a-vis the relations of production, we can already
observation: changes in the fundamental periodiza(the stages and phases of capitalism: competitive,
capitalist and the phases of the latter) refer to
lJye'J~llatlges in the capitalist 'relations of production and social
While their hard core persists, and while they therethey nevertheless undergo important changes
reproduction of capitalism.
transformations already entail changes in the cona!:l<!.))tIProduc:tioln of social classes, the class struggle, and
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political domination. The terrain of political uu~mllllatllon;Jffi~;1
important modifications according to the stage and phase .orj;lpi!'2j:i
that makes up the basic periodization of the State. and it
the precise form and regime assumed by the State within
phase: he it a particular form of pariiamenrarianism, or ~;iI~.~~~:
rule. fascism or military dictatorship. Class relations "~~~~fi!~dl~:
simultaneously present in transformations of the State t.'Orresi~il«r~i~
the stages and phases of capitalism (and in changes of me reliltiii;,i'j.
production and sodal division of labour implied rn,.PA; ... \-··c.~,-'
differential forms assumed by the State in a stage or phase malrJ(~E-bVlI1i.i.:i2
relations of production.
Thus, the problem facing us is to construct a theory O[.l:!l~CaDE~:
State which, starting from the relations of production,
terms (lIthe very structure ofits object the State's <1if1F,.p,.... :.1
as a function of the class struggle. I stress lhese points SQ~![I[~:tCni1t
because formalist theoreticism can take several forms in
State. So far we have rejected the approach which seeks
object of the theory of the capitalist State by relating it PUI~eJ~~JjGriiin~~'
[0 the relations of production in the sense of an ecctnomi(:_~1ial~ft·:·IM.
for which the class struggle and political domination enter' .'
only when it comes to explaining the secondary
dons 3~umed by the State in historical reality. Such a C()~I~~.lmi.rci4k:
to neglect of the specific forms of the State.
However, formalist theoreticism may take a different
has the same outcome. Of special interest to us here,
relationship of the State to political domination, this
general propositions of the Marxist classics as a
'Marxist-Leninist' theory) of the State, reducing the
mere concretization of 'the State in general' With
domination, this results in little more than the following
banality: every State is a class State; all political dOlnlOlatlC)n
class dictatorship; the capitalist State is a State of the
the debate in the PCF on the dictawrship of the ",.~.J .....,"i
ments were reasserted by some of those who
notion - most notably, by Balibar in his The
lariat ,1
Obviously such an analysis is incapable of
single inch. It is completely ullserviceable in analysing
) Balibu,

OJ). cil.
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di-i""~''f.':'""n.not account for the differential

forms and historical transof the capitalist State except by the 'tweedledum and
kind of observation.
of this analysis have incalculable political consequences:
result and the concomitant effect of Stalinist simplificationon the State, it has led to a number of political disasters,
in the inter-war period when a strategy had to be adopted in
rise of fascism, It found expression in the Comintern's sostrategy, which was based quite prrdsely on this
of the State and on the inability to distinguish between the
~"t~lrv-ae~noc:ra{H.: form of State and the quite specific form that
~m~'~~iCIM State. Since I have dealt elsewhere with this conception
I shall merely observe in passing that it was still to be found
"".l'I'..i.iIi-.\'fllLI'S ago in the writings of Andre Glucksmann [article Le fascisme
»autJ,g who identified the French State of 1972 with a new
of',tlSCI:sm. Since then, of course, Glucksmann has gone over from
,.O,~""Il\JL"'''''''' to the most threadbare anti-Marxism, no doubt believing
1I;,;;,........'vIOllS efforts were 'all Marx's fault' I should add, however,
HDiit-MII\:U') of the capitalist State must be capable of explaining more
rlii'i1Iolmel~toluS difference between the parliamentary-democratic
exceptional State. It must account for differences within the
State itself: in The Crisis of the Dictatorship., I
that the differences between fascism and military dictator,~~7Iift'll'rl~tV~ import for the formulation of political strategy. They
in Spain, Portugal and Greece, and, as is testified by discusSouth American Left, they are no less so with regard to a
regimes in Latin America. But it is also necessary to
differences between various forms of the parIiamentaryScate, Who does not remember the political setback that
a certain time from the inability to grasp the specificity of the
in France?
theoretical task is therefore the fonowing: 1-Ve have to
in which flu class struggle. and especially political struggle
are inscribed itt flu institutional structure of the Slate (in
mUl-.no~..~

domination in the material framework of the capi-

-this mtm be done in such a way as to explain the differential
historical transformations of the Slate. The capitalist
~!cvu~:,-plays an organic role in political domination and struggle, by
'IJ!IPI)W,lItrtltJ. February 1972, 'Le (ascisme qui vient d'en ham',
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constituting the bourgeoisie as the politically dominant
the class struggle has primacy over apparatuses (in this
appararus). But it is not outside, or prior to, the State that
is established as the dominant class: the State is not
convenience, and nor does it function as a mere apl~en:Clalre
domination. The role played by the State in political
inscribed in its institutional materiality: it is here a
class nature. In order to make a serious study of the
therdore clarify its role with regard to both the
dominated classes.
I shall now attempt this task, while remaining at a
My remarks will become fully clear only when we come·
present-day form of the State: authoritarian statism.
..

1
State and the Dominant
Classes
the dominant classes, and particularly the bourgeoisie, the
role is one of organization. It represents and organizes
class or classes; or, more precisely, it represents and
long-term political interest of a power hloc, which is com",,..,.,.".41 bourgeois class fractions (for the bourgeoisie is divided
and which sometimes embraces dominant classes
modes of production that are present in the capitalist
l'foclli'!a!l[on. (The classical example of such a non-bourgeois partici. that is still topical in the dominated-dependent
class of big landowners.) By means of the State are
CO[ltlic:tu:a! unity of the alliance in power and the unstable
compromise among its components. This is done under
and leadership of one class or fracrion : the hegemonic
ons:tittttes the political unity of the dominant classes, thereby
Jli.~lI1gt·.them as

dominant. Moreover, this fundamental role of
not involve just one apparatus or branch of the St~te
but concerns, in varying degrees and manners, the
nn~""tll~_- including pre-eminently repressive ones such
police. The State is able to play'this role in organizing
bourgeoisie and the power bloc insofar as it enjoys
of given fractions and components, and of variolls
IUL<.".."",,,. Such autonomy is indeed constitutive of the
it refers to the State' s materiality as an apparatus relatively
.
relations of production, and to the specificit}, of
struggle under capitalism that is implicit in that

~lllOi)lc]o.es

these analyses elsewhere and shall not take them up
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again. Let me simply recall that, contrary to what is sometirnesth~
they are not applicable only to a given form of the capitalist Star'f'I8ht,
all the 'liberal State' of competitive capitalism. They cori~above
structural core of that State, and therefore also affect its fof'!!! tbt
current phase of monopoly capit~li~m .. Today as in the Past,t~S::
has to represent the long-tenn pohtlcal Interest of the whole bo~!'.,
(the natio,nat capi.talist collective), although it do,es so under theh~~eoisit
of one of Its fractions - currently monopoly capital:
)0;.l!IorIr
(a) The bourgeoisie still appears as constitutively dividedi~io
fractio~s: monopo.ly and non~monopoly capit~l (for monoPoIY'~Pi~
not an .lntegral e~ttty, but deslg~ates a c~ntradlct0I?' and unev~ilJp ',. IS
of 'fusIon' operating among vartous fractions of capItal), Thesefri~
divisi~ns would be. double~1 if ~e ~ere to ta~e into account pr[ent~
coord mates of the mternatlonalizatlon of capttal.~;. y
(b) I~ their .totality, .albeit to an incre~singly ~~even degJ'*'t1ttst
b~urgeolS fractIOns are slt~at.ed on the terram of political domi~3pqnarid
sull fonn part of the eXIsting power bloc. Contrary to ceiffi.t1pcF
analyses of State Monopoly Capitalism, it is not just monopil)Y;capittl
that occupies the terrain of political domination.
';''i! ,.
(c) The State maintains its relative autonomy of particular fg~o~of
the power bloc (including fractions of monopoly capital itselrj:W'thatit
may ensure the organization .of the ~eneral interest of theb~~rg~iSie
under the hegemony of one of Its fractions. Contrary to certain~fi~ys:esof
State Monopoly Capitalism, the State and the monopolies are KodfUsed'
together (a conception now abandoned by the PCF); nor, strictlfjpf.!kmB,
are they 'united' (even in a contradictory manner) withiii~~"$ingJe
mechanism'
,J~~;
(d) All these points remain true - even though the current w ,,,
process of monopolization, together with the specific he ....of.
monopoly capital over the bourgeoisie as a whole, unque4i§,~a.blysCt
restrictions on the State's autonomy vis-ii-vis monopoly capjtart~4~iilht:
reach of the latter's compromise with the other fractions of{!~e.bour.
geoisie.
~',¥;,
How is this state policy in favour of the bourgeois power blo(::~r:i~etdf
established ?O~97~;'"
'.
Some of my earlier formulations may now be made more~~~£~~.1'bt
(capitalist) State should not be regarded as an intrjnsiC!,~~Ji~:lj~~
'capital', it is rather a relationship offorces. or more preciselj;We~Ii'Ir14.1

.

:.~',.-;:~.', ~.'

,-

condensation of such a relationship among classes and classfract;o~:s;s~ch4f

-
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~ tPressed within the State in a necessarily specific form. 3
!{J1\portant are all the terms of this formulation that we should dwell
!~one in turn. Firstly, by grasping the State as the condensation ofa
~""$h;P' we avoid the impasse of that eternal counterposition of the
!1as a Thing-instrument and the State as a Subject. Regarded as a
~in the manner of the old instrumentalist conception, the State is a
~;c, or even neutral, tool which is so completely manipulated by one
'o~fraction that it is divested of any autonomy whatsoever. Conceived
Subject, the State enjoys an absolute autonomy that refers to its will
isupposedly rationalizing instance of civil society. This conception
~ated with Hegel, only to be taken up by Max Weber and the
unant current of political sociology (the functionalist-institutionalist
~i). It relates this autonomy to the peculiar power which the State
!e~sed to hold and to the bea~e.rs of t?is power and of state rationality:
reaU the bureaucracy and pohucal ehtes.
{6~ever, the State is not purely and simply a relationship, or the
!illSation of a relationship; it is the specific material condensation of a
d6hShip of forces among classes and class fractions.
~~~should pause for a while over this important question, since it
cJns the recent theoretical-political evolution of the French Com~Party. At the time, I advanced this analysis of the State as a
er)'alcondens3tion of a class relationship in opposition to the con~expressed in the Communist analyses of State Monopoly
';~Iism. I criticized the latter essentially on the grounds that they led
hi.~ision of a State 'fused' with monopoly capital - a State with no
~iny tnat is purely at the service of the monopolies. In other words, I
si4~red that these analyses shared in the instrumentalist conception
~:§tate. But I also tried to show that the vision in which the State is
in~i~ly subject to the will of the monopolies is also fully in accord
ha;conception that neglects the specific materiality of the State.
~&tate is apprehended as a tool or instrument, its materiality has no
~~relevance of its own: it is simply reducible to state power, that
~t~e class which manipulates the instrument. Thus, with various
Ond~ry modifications, that same tool could ultimately be used by the
rkingclass for a change in state power and a transition to socialism.
~,~e first of these points, the analyses of the PCF have since und er:;::

~i~inted out in the Preface, I am here speaking only in my own name. But of French

~~t'end in the same direction, I should mention at least those of Christine Buci~Iilnand M. Castells.
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gone evolution. The course of this development may be Obl.ehiiU~·
collective work by Fa bre, Hincker and Seve as well as a series
Hincker.4
These new positions represent a considerable evolution,
a trajectory begun a long time ago, they break with the
conception of the State bequeathed by Stalinist UVI;lIIimsm·.'
is now grasped as the condensation of a relationship: 'The "'l<IJ~'tM~;;.
policy, forms and structures therefore express the interests OI'ltn..'it.i..."i.:.
nant class not in a mechanical fashian, but through a rCUltiij'nshiit-.:;,t
forces that makes of the State a condensed expression
class struggle.'~ Despite the scope of this evolution, the 1'l:i~1inaI;~ ...
concerning the second point persist in neglecting the pe(~liaf'~~ll:rid~
of the State viewed precisely as a 'spedal' apparatus.
The most profound remarks on this question are to oe~:fn'it,.;f:!...·::
Hincker's articles, which go ta the heart of the debate W1t~,,~lIlDDit:lll:
Communism (in Italy as well as in Spain and Great Hrita~~~Jlilk'br:.
refers ta two conceptions of the State as ha "ing been tntiemNitli~~~i'Olii.'.:.
oUt the history of the workers' movement: a 'narrow' COlJi~ltill~(b
which the State is in its essence an apparatus, and a 'broad'
the one accepted as valid by Hincker - for which the
expression of a class relationship. Now, Hincker does
opposition between these conceptions in a correct mannler;"]
opposition is between an instrumentalist conception of
and the one that regards the State as the material cOFldensatjl
relationship of forces. Contrary to what Hincker's
imply. the State's material aspect as an apparatus does not
if we view the State as the condensation of a class I<,+i,,;;~"
to show in Part One, the material framework of the
constituted by its relationship to the relations of
social division of labour concentrated in its
relations. The State is not reducible to the
exhibits an opacity and resistance of its own. To be
class relationship of forces always affects the State; but
expression in the Srate in a direct and immediate ... ~ ...n.n,rr,
p ..

• Lef (ommll1liJUs n J'EUI!, Paris 1977 For ~ critical surrey of the .
C,ili4ue, No. 93, 1976, and a number of articles in Fraltc~ Nourltllt. I
with Hincker and Bocca~ concerning the collecivc work fA triu.4t.
France Nouudl., 1 Nov~bCf 1976, and La NQuwile Critique,
debate in Rtpim. January 1977.
$ us 'IImltllllfiSlts ell' Et41, op. cit., p. 13.
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materiality of the various state apparatuses, only becoming
in the State in a refracted form that varies according to the
A change in state power is never enough to transform the
of the state apparatus. For, as we know, such a transformation
a specific kind of operation and action.
come back to the relationship between the State and social
i:~~n,Wb.ethler the State is conceived as a Thing or as a Subject (and
cases, as an intrinsic entity), the relationship between the
;-I~lit;3I1U social classes, and in particular the dominant classes and
. -is always apprehended in an external relation. Either the domi~::':""It-.c'Ii$Sc:> subordinate the (Thing) State by means of 'influence' and
~fjii~~.gt'(l~I~ or else the (Subject) State subordinates the dominant
In this external relation, State and dominant classes are
~:lli"Ys'!~!riderea as intrinsic entities 'confronting' or 'facing' each ocher.
possessed by the one is equal to the other's lack of power,
cji=Ji.'-\(epm with a traditional conception of power as a given quantity in
g:'i2cri!\:;Ule conception of zero-sum power. Either the dominant class
State by emptying it of its own power (the Thing-State), or
resists the dominant class and draws off its power to its own
version of the State as a Subject arbitrating among social
is so dear to Social Democracy).
"h.. rmrlr~_ in che conception of the State as Thing, its pro-bourgeois
':,I;I~~UlIUU;'""" purely through the hold exercised over the instrua single fraction of the bourgeoisie - currently monopoly
fraction itself is supposed to deploy a political unity that is
W,,""'inri,~r to state action: the State plays no role in organising the
bloc, and it has no autonomy whatever vis-a-vis the
hegemonic class or fraction. By contrast. in the conception
Subject, it is the State that is endowed with a rationalistic
of its own and a tendency 10 absolute autonomy of social
external to these dasse~ the State imposes 'its' will (that
'IIr~~ucracyand political elites) on the divergent and rival interests
are therefore unable either to explain how a state
in favour of the dominant classes, or to grapple
problem of internal contradictions within the State. In
perspective, the State is related externally to social classes
::-:."',!~"'1."'!1 appears as a monolithic bloc without cracks of any
of the Thing-State. which seems to be endowed with an
unity, contradictions exist only as external
.~ll)lIsne:o
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frietioa.. (inftuences or pressures) of the various parts and
machine or instrUment State; eaeh dominant fraction
interest group pulls the cover of the State towards itself.
analysis, then, contradictions are here of secondary slgnatJ.ClUiIce:~;;~
senting mere disorders of the State's quasi-metaphysical
contributing nothing to the establishment of its policy.
supposed to disturb that policy, although they can do so
For the instrumental centralism of the State - due to the IlQIQceltereir..;
over it by a class or fraction - always re-estahlishes itself in a
fashion.
.
In the case of the State as Subject, state unity is the net:essili:Y:finl...
sian of its rationalistic will and forms part of its essence 5el'.al1~'jftft
splinterings of civil society. The internal contradictions '".L~";l:uall!
still secondary, accidental and episodic manifestations, ~mwlUf,~
to frictions or antagonisms between the various political
eratit groups that embody its unifying will. In the first CiSj:".@Iass;ili!i;
tradictions are external to the State; here the eOlltnldil:tionf{~tJtfte'S;;;,;
are external to social classes,
Now, these internal cracks, divisions and C0I1Wldi<:tionso
cannot represent mere dysfunctional accidents. since they
linked to the establishment of state policy favouring the
the concrete functioning of its relative autonomy and to
.
role. Tilt establishment of Ike State's policy must be seen as i·JjIe}·(,?6i.~~qItM

. class contradictions inscribed in tilt very structure of the
.
relationship). The State is the condensation of a
.
between classes and class fractions. such as these
necessarily specific form, wilhin the State itself. In other
is through and through constituted-divided by class
an institution destined to reproduce class divisions is
j:)e, a monolithic bloc without cracks, whose policy is
were, in spite of its own contradictions. Contrary to .
treat it as a Thing or a Subject, the Stare is itselfn,v,n..."
simply to say that contradictions and struggles trave~
were a matter of ,x:netrating an already constituted
through an empty site that is already there. fl."7:ass=~:,;;"
very stuff of the State: they are present in
pattern its orgaruzlibon

(\iri~tlOnmiwithIn-=~"':-c-::-·.-'·.··----=~·'".':;''''.-:'---'':'''

For the moment letusJust consider contradictions
within the power bloc. Within the State these take
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between, and at the heart of, its various branches and
following both horizontal and vertical directions. For the
and fractions of the power bloc share in political domina(0 the extent that they are present in the State. Each stale
;apparatus and each of their respective sections and levels (for,
centralized unity, the two often duplicate and remain blind
ather) frequently constitutes the power-base and favoured
:......1'5eIIl1I u ... of a particular fracrion of the bloc, or of a conflictual
several fractions opposed to certain others. In short, it is the
.
Ilization of a given interest or alliance of
executive
army.,
regional, municipal and cenll'lll apparatuses, the
apparatuses - all of these, which are themselves divided into
~:fr..:t1rnWcirclults networks and vantage-points, are often the pre-eminent
<liIlireser.Jt3t1IVo; of the diverging interests of one or several fractions of the
1Iftlrjer~IIIl"'" According to the concrete social formation, the fractions
will include the big landowners (as in many dominated and
countries); non-monopoly capital, or its commercial, indusor;j!ilanlung fraction; monopoly capital (whether predominantly
industrial); the internationalized bourgeoisie or the domestic
"'-"U;,..(,nRS

6n(~idictiollS

among the dominant classes and fractions ~ or in other
relationship of forces within the power bloc - are precisely
it necessary for the unity of the bloc to be organized by the
therefore exist as cfJnlradioQry rewliom enmeshed wilhin the
material condensation of a contradictory relationship, the
at all organize the unity of the power bloc from the outside,
class contradictions at a distance. On the contrary, however
... may seem, the play of these contradictions within the State's
rwuy,alll)ne makes possible the State's organizational role.
Isl-ther,elolre discard once and for all the view of the State as a
mechanism, founded on a homogeneous and hierof the centres of power moving from top to bottom
ladder or pyramid. According to this conception, the
and uniformity of the exercise of power is ensured by
Xef(l~latlon within the State: by a constitutional and administra~a:flden'arlC'arles the fields of competence and activity of the various
is a radically false image, however. Of course, the
does possess a hierarchical and bureaucratic structure,
~~,'mQeea exhibit the characteristics of centralism. But these

features do, not resemble their juridical r~~resentation in any~/;>
ever - not to France, the land of centrahzmg Jacobioism io/<'
of Absolutist monarchy, and not in any other country,
.;if.0. ':':;~.:"
When we consider [he role of the present-day State in es(~1ili1(~··ii':,
" I mterests
'
f t h e. power blo~~\ili'~t.,,;
.H'~~il't
genera)I Iong-te~ poIltI~a
0
hegemony of Il gIven fractlon of monopoly capital (that iSii&~:.··;;t~·
donal role. wi~hin t~ unst:'ble equilibrium of comprornis~S~~.
crete functtonmg of Its relative autonomy and [he latter'sresh, "'" ~::
relation to monopoly capital - in short, when we considel/~
~f1
policy of the State, we can now see why it is the result of di'
between, and within, the various state branches and appara>
really talking now of the following:
.
1. A structural mechanism whereby an apparatus filters
tion given, and the measures taken, by other apparatuses.
selection is implied by [he particular materiality and hi~~
apparatus (army, school system, judiciary, and so on), b'
internal representation of given interests, and, mOre gen
position in the configuration of the relationship of forces. .
2. A contradictory movement of decisions, and 'non-d .. ~
by branches and apparatuses of the State. Non-decision'
cerrain systematic lack of state action - are not a conjun
menan, but are inscribed in the contradictory structure of
are one result of the contradictions discussed above. Th
essential to the unity-organization of the power bloc ~
measures that it undertakes.
.
3. The determination of priorities, and counter-priorirl
organizational structure of a given state apparatus or
to its specific materiality and the specific interests it repr
is different for each apparatus and branch, and each n
thereof, according to its place in the configuration of the .. _,
forces: there is thus a series of mutually contradictof}'~;
counter-priorities.
4. A system graded by branch and apparatus, and locat
decision-making process, whereby measures proposed bY<l(
and apparatuses are filtered and the measures which theYc:',
adopted are selected for various mod~ of practical executiq"
5. A set of con;unctural, contlictual and compensa
responding to the problems of the hour.
.:
The policy of the State is thus ~tablished through a,I:;;
intra-state contradictions. It is precisely for this reason

T

thK
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l,~appears

level (or from the point of view of micropolitkal physiology),
to be phenomenally incoherent and chaotic. Although a
~herence arrives with the conclusion of the process, the organiza~ of the State is quite cl~ly mark~ by structural limitations.
;$inonstrate, a~on~ oth~r thmgs, the Illusory ~~r~~ter of co~~
(fltb, incorporating dluslO~ abou~ the,real ~os~lbdltles of capuahst
that present-day organized capltahsm has managed to
~jlS co~tr~dictions by means of the Stat~. Now, the~e Iimitat.ions
@-orgl1ltlzauonal role of the State 4r~ ~ollm.posed on merely from
~~ concern not only the contradictions mherent In the process
~ction and accumulation of capital, but al~o t~e structure and
;i\rrW1ework that make of the State the organIzatlonal locus of the
i;6~ and allow it a relative autonomy vis-a-vis given fractions of

i:argue

!t

~t

~~~tels

autonomy is therefore not set against the fractions of the

i~i()c: it is not a function of the State's capacity to remain external
i:~{but rather the result of what takes place within the State. Its

i'Y.is concretely manifested in the diverse, contradictory measures
ii8t:j)( [nese classes and fractions, through its specific presence in

ii4rand

the resulting play of contradictions, Irulnages to have

~~ into state policy. This is true even of negalive measuns: that

~if6pposition and resistance

to the adoption or implementation of

d;tavouring other fractions of the power bloc (for example, the
to~ksistance of non-monopoly capital in the face of monopoly

~~~he State's autonomy of any given fraction of the power bloc

~~:lakes
the concrete form of the relative autonomy commanded
. <.::>
~(~state branch, apparatus or network vis-i-vis others of its kind.
r6fUfse, this does not mean that no coherent political projects are
~~ by the representatives and political personnel of the dominant
~~~t that the state bureaucracy does not playa role of its own in
~ltate policy. But contradictions within the power bloc traverse
~ucracy and state personnel according to complex lines of
.din a manner that varies with the given branch or apparatus
~:S~te (army, administration, judiciary, political parries, church,
~;~»1Rither than facing a corps of state functionaries and personnel
',S,gemented around a univocal political will, we are dealing with
;;;: . and factions: a multiplicity (If diversified micro-policies.
~herent each of these may appear in isolation, they are neverI€~\uany contradictory; and the policy of (he State essentially
~~~the outcome of their collision. rather than in the (more or less

successful) application of the global objective of the state
striking and recurrent phenomenon of the volle-fiut:
policy is continually constructed out of accelerations
-~'·.;'Dr:Uil""about-turns, hesitations, and changes of cOUrse. This is n01: dUI.'':''
incapacity of bourgeois represenrati yes and top-level t''''I'~Olll1efio.ritt;~}
necessary exprf!ssion of the structure of the State.
In locating the State as the material condensation of a
forces, we must also grasp it as a strategic field and process
power networks, which both articulate and exhibit
and displacements. There result shifting and contradictory
'
general objective or institutional crystallization takes
apparatuses. This strategic field is traversed by tactics
highly explicit at the restricted level of their inscription in
intersect and conflict with one another, finding their '
apparatuses or being short-circuited by others, and
that general line of force, the State's 'policy', which
frontations within the State. At this level, to be sure,
decipherable not only as a strategic calculation, but
result of a conflictual cQ-Qrdination of explicit and
policies and tactics, and as the national formulation of a
project.
However, the State does not constitute a mere "~¢...,,hl';
parts: it exhibits an apparatus unity which is normally
term centralization or centralism, and which is
unity of sune pOlTJer. This finds expression in the
policy is massively oriented in favour of the hegemonic
today, in favour of monopoly capital. But the unity of
established through the cohesive will of the bearers of
or through their physical hold over the State.
written into the capitalist State's
the effect of the reproduction of the social divlsion of
State (including the division between manuaJ and
and of its specific separation from the relarions of
arises from the State's structure as the condensation
forces, and from the predominance over other classes
power bloc that is commanded within the State by the "
fraction. This hegemonic position in the reU.DonSn,JP:~~!'.
merely present within the State: the State actually
just as the power bloc can in the end only operate
and leadership of the component that cements it tog,cthc:t in
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The strategic organization of (he State destines it to function
~lell"'''Jhegenlony of a class or fraction located within it. At the same
privileged position of this class or fraction is a constitutive
its hegemony within the constellation of the relationship of
·~h!%lnky-<;lentrallizaltion of the State, which currently favours mono-

is therefore established through a complex process. The
;Ji!CMSl~(UlttOI~ undergo changes whereby certain dominant mechanisms,
~I~ianu decision-making centres are made impermeable to all but

interests, becoming centres for switching the rails of state
bottling up measures taken <elsewhere' in the State that
fractions of capital. Moreover, we are talking here of a twO: not only does the hegemonic class or fraction estabthe apparatus that already crystallizes its interests, but
term, every dominant state apparatus (whose dominance may
'~j~i!tj~~8c:v~r'3J factors. corresponding above all to prior relations of
to the history of the State concerned) tends to become the
of the hegemonic fraction's interests, and to incarnate
relations of hegemony. This unity of state power is
a whole chain whereby certain apparatuses are
. 19 others, and through the domination of a particular state
(the military,a political party,a ministry, or whatever)
the interests of the hegemonic fraction - domination,
exercised over other branches or apparatuses that are the
~.C.lf:nt(les of other fractions of the power bloc. The process may
multiform underdetermination or duplication of
in function and competence, and constant divergence
and Jormal power; the establishment of a functional
rising above and short-circuiting every level of state
(as is done today by the French DATAR), and
~!pollU)ploly interests by its very nature; and lasdy, sweeping
tra,ditilonal hierarchical structure of state: administration :.:._"~~'" for training and deploying special corps-detach.
~t§i~;-~l~1 servants, who possess a high degree of mobility both
and between the State and monopoly business (X,
are appointed (and induced) to carry out policies in
capital (witness the present roie of the famous
the Plan Commissariat, and so on) .
. allow us to pose an important problem concerning the
. of the popular masses and their political organizations
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socia~ism,

proc!#'~"fdt;"-;;

within a perspective o! transition to
The
cannot, stop at the taking of state power: It must extend:t{,~~
formatton of the state apparatuses. But such transformation'~f~~-~
supposes that state power has actually been taken.,'i;:',;·'!'~
(a) Given ~he ,complex articuJa~ion ~f .vari?us State app~r'::::<~
branches (whIch IS often expressed In a distinction between:~r~~~
the conspicuous formal power of the political arena), thef~a ~~r~
Left gove~nment does not necessarily or aut~matically en~jt:~l
Left exercIses real control over all, or even certam, state appaTiiU ","~.
is all th~ .more so in that the sta~e institutional structli~~~~
bourgeOIsIe to meet a popular acceSSlon to power by permu~~ligthe":&t
of real and formal power"?~% ,.tIIt:!.
(b) Even ~'hen a Left govern.ment really controls state;€~isq
appa~atuses, It ~oes not necessanly c~mrol the one or onesw~~P11j"tLf
d?mmant role In the State and, which, therefore consrit~t~~cenlrii
PiVot of real power. The centrahzed uruty of the State d~@t.~ojt
pyramid whose summit need only be occupied for effecti~:~~l~k
ensured. :\1oreover, e~en when a left government ~an~"~;pneo~
of the hitherto doml~ant apparatus, the state mstltt~ti~~~l,'st~
enables the bourgeoiSie to transpose the role of domi~~:ri(qifflilt
apparatus to ~nother. I~ other words, ~he o~ganiz~tion o[}~~~~
State allows It to function by successive. dIslocation and-i4~l@~
through which the bourgeoisie's power may be remo~W)fultl:~ifc
apparatus to another: the State is not a monolithic,bloc/bli"c':",-:;-,
field, Given that their rigidity makes the state apparat~:
.,
straightforward manipulation by the bourgeoisie, this'·
apparatus dominance evidently takes place not overnight
to a relatively lengthy process; this lack of malleability'
the disadvantage of the bourgeoisie and create a breathing
Left in power. Still, the very process of permutation t~c;
the centralized unity of the State around the newly domiiia,rt
an apparatus which thereby becomes the supreme 1'.
bourgeois power in the State, remaining in operation assq
the period of Left government. This complex mechani{
several forms) certain of which appear paradoxical. Tti~
apparatuses that normally have an altogether seeon',.;
deCOrative function may suddenly take on a decisivet.~l~i~
House of Loros recentlv blocked nationalization billV
government; under AJI;nde, the law courts suddenlt;~~
irrepressible vocation for guaranteeing 'legality'; and~~f,~',
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~nci1s have at times played a similar role.
(i;js this all. The internal contradictions and disarticulations of

~ jlnd formal power not only affect relations between the various
~tuses

and branches, but are lodged at the heart of each. one.
including [he state administration, the army or the
fbrganized 3f?Und a cent~ whose effective power is no~ located
iJi!ntit of the hierarchy as It appears on the arena of public office.
~':mvolved here are - JUSt as much as (or more than) verricaIly
~. apparatuses - nodes and focuses of real power located at
filoinlS of the various state ~ran~es and ap~aratuses. Even i.fthe
~\ver manages to control, in their formal ~lerarc~YJ the helghts
i&ninant state apparatus or apparatuses, It remalns to be seen
~ft"~i1l really control the core of their effective power.
~~pParatus,

If we are to understand the internal divisions of the State, ",,',Il;SClllltli!!io
mode in which its autonomy functions, and the eStaDllsn'mel~(o(~.ilOiit!>i
through characteristic fissures, then we cannot confine o,lIJ(§et'vtS'~,
contradictions among the classes and fractions of theJ()r those pr()usses depend equally, Qr Ci'erl above all, 01/
vis-a-vis the dominated classes. The state apparatuses
reproduce hegemony by bringing the power bloc and
classes into a (variable) game of provisional cornnlrolTli~p",:
apparatuses organize-uoify the power bloc by permanently
dividing the dominated classes, polarizing them towards
and short-circuiting their own political organizations. ,
relative autonomy of a given fraction of the power bloc is
for the organization of that bloc's long-term, global
dominated classes: this often involves the State in II',"V\J>:IUli~J
compromises indispensable for such hegemony on the
of the power bloc.
However, just like the State's role in relation to the
with regard to the dominated classes does not derive from,' '
rationality as an entity 'external' to the dominated
scribed in the state organizational structure as the
of a class relationship of forces. The State cOI~ce:ntr'ates:
relationship of forces between fractions of the power
relationship bet1l'un Ihat bloc and 1M dominaled classes.
While probably accepting the above analyses of
between the State and the dominated classes, the "'''''rwi],,,,lrnl
writers tend to consider the State as a monolithic bloc
classes from without, and as an impenetrable and
which they can react only by external assault and en(:ir(:lenle
to this view of things, contradictions between the rt",,.,.,,,,,nt
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contradictions between (he State and the popular masses

A'1I1US«~C; the State. The internal contradictions of the State would

due solely to contradictions among dominant classes and
the struggle of the dominated classes could not be present
State, and would consist in mere pressures exerted upon it. In
~~oi::;!I;Hill\Vc:ver, popular struggles traverse the State from top to bottom
quite other than penetration of an intrinsic entity from the
U' _~" •• '"'" struggles bearing on the State traverse its apparatuses,
;i1ii:~U:se they are already inscribed in that state framework whose
. . they map out. Of ((tUrSI!, popular struggles, and
stretch far beyond the Slate: but insofar as they are
political, they are not really external to the State. Strictly
struggles are inscribed in the State not because they
";;"1Iil~tiVeIIV included in a totalizing Moloch-State, but because the
'··"''CL......~ in struggles that constantly submerge it. All the same,
. be made clear that even struggles that go beyond the State
class struggles do this) are not thereby 'extraneous to
l~;;.••~;::lhevare always inscribed in power apparatuses which concretize
which also condense a relationship of forces (factorie£ or
;COitiI)a~.iI:S, to some extent the family, and so on). Given the State's
i~lriI6tta}'1ticUllatlOn with the totality of power mechanisms, these very
'."'-'·~;';'.I_.,'" have 'long-range' effects within the State.
dominated classes and their particular struggles have a
within the structure of the State - a presence that is
~~1by the State's material framework bound up with the relations
~~~ion, by its hierarchical-bureaucratic organization., and by the
fm~~~~ion of the S()cial division of labour within the State. The
;M~:pr!he:se is not simply to confront the dominated classes head on,
·1IU[,ltDmlalRlrlim and reproduce the domination-subordination relationof the State: the class enemy is always present within the
~~~"I'/):e'I~re1:ise configuration of the state apparatuses as a whole, and
'''!&'~.!"'~'''''' of anyone apparatus or branch of a given State (anny,
11j~~dJninistl'ati·,on., school system, the Church, and so on) are
the relationship of forces not only within the power bloc,
that bloc and the popular masses, and thus on the role
'p~r'atuses have to fulfil with regard to the dominated classes.
the differential organization of the army, police and Church
and accounts for their particular histories that are also
state structure by popular struggles.
in working to organize hegemony and thus to divide and
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disorgan.i~

the popular masses, the State

jnsta~ particUIarl}'~;ille~

.

bourge<llSle an~ the ~ral po~ular ~lasses ~ veritable clll$s P~b~ ~

powe~

th~r alltance ~nth ,the working'~~;~~
:esultmg alhances-comproml~es and relatIonship of forces a~1n i:~
bloc; dlslocatmg

In the structure of the partlcular state ~pparatus that pr~:;etbi~
fulfils this function. The French educatlon31 app~!us, f?l~~
cannot be understood unless we see concentrated wl(hln it tll'~,ti!b;'~
ship between the bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie; nor cartYliK';:~
~..l"In lsolauon
•
f rom t h
' h'Ip between th!:~~u.··:··'·;.
'~ .. 1tmt~
un derstolJU
e reIanons
and, the po~ular rural classe~. Finally, i~ ~ giv~n apparat~~U~
parties, ~arhament~ the executlv~, the admlnlstratton, th~at~l~
the domtnant Tole m the State, It does so not only by vlrttiiiOrCOri"'i
trating the power of the hegem?nic fraction, but also beca~~~.
a~ t~e. same tim~ to crystallize the State's politic<:id~~~(~
Vis-a-VIS the. d?mmated classes. More generally, the Jnte~~
and contradictions of the Stat~ - those among and withi¢l~,~
b~ches and apparatuses, and I~ t~e state personnel-area{~~u~1illi
eXistence of popular struggles wlthm the State.
..' ,; ;·:i(·:
the existence of the popular classes is concr~f~i~i&c~
State in a SptCifo manner different from [hat exhibited bX~.d6~:
classes and fractions.
~;, < • .. .
The dominant classes and fractions exist in the vUlI[~;.Uy.me:IIl.{Ji!I.,
apparatuses or branches which, although subject to the uI1ltYi!llt:tbl~'$Ulti
power of the hegemonic fraction, nevertheless
peculiar to these classes and fractions. By contrast, the
exist in the State not by means of apparatuses Corll:elut'lliti
their own, but essentially in the fonn of centres ofoPI~oslq6,!!l(
of the dominant classes. It would be an error trallghi~gWJ
political consequences to conclude from the nrl'seII\Ce~t
classes in the State that they can ever lastingly hold··
radical transformation of the State. Contrary to
Italian Communists.6 the internal contradictions of·
express a 'contradictory nature' such that a real
already exists at the heart of the State: on the one

Now,

J

6 I shall mention here only the article by L, Gruppi,.'Sur Ie rapport .
in Djalectiqun, No. 17, February 19n. There ill a oonsiderable
between the positions within the PCl - from P. Ingl'llQ and
Reichlin and G. Amendola. See [he interviews with certain PCI
and published in Partj (ol1lmutljJtt ilg./im; lira sDlmes d.4
also the special number of Dilllectiqws; L' Itllfit elllOW, Nos.
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the bourgeoisie and, on the other, the power of the popular
popular classes cannot hold such power within the State
unity of the state power of the dominant classes, who shift
of real power from one a.pparatus to another as soon as the
~i~n,tp of forces within any given one seems to be swinging to the
. popular masses. But such power is also impossible because
material structure of the State, comprising 38 it does internal
~Ii\lstns of reproduction of the domination-subordinarion relationstructure does indeed retain the dominated classes within
~~bll'tRlrC;UlJl'" them precisely as dominated classes. Even if there is a
i!fitt.in'm··ie··.. relationship of forces and a modification of state power in
l'"i/""...AlItWt; popular classes, the State tends sooner or later to rerelationship of forces in favour of the bourgeoisie. sometimes
iI!IIIIIUO»~".""·· It is often said that the answer is simply for the popular
siege' to the state apparatuses, as if they were to penetrate
'."~'""."A_'~ really external to themselves and change it merely by
sudden presence inside the fortress. But the popular
been present in the State, without that ever having
YdiiJljed.'ii1.ythulg of its hard core. The action of the popular masses
is a necessary condition of its transforrnatwn, but is not

condition.
struggles are constitutive1y present ht divisions of

more or less direct fonns of the contradiction between
dotninl3ted classes, they are also present in a medialed form
l thl~lnlpalt:t of popular snuggle on contradictions among the
and fractions themselves. Contradictions between the

,the dominated classes directly enter into contradictions
':t!lt'I~owerbloc. To take but one example, the tendency of the rate

t6;"llpl'llinl' - which is a prime element of division within the

among other reasons, a counter-tendency to this
devalorization of certain fractions of capital) - is in the
an expression of the struggle of the dominated classes
fractions of capital (monopoly or non-monopoly
banking or commercial capital) do not always stand
~,I)l!~ftCA)ntlradlctlory

relationship

[0

the popular classes (or a

; not are their political attitudes to these classes always
:n\jlrt;'~I1I""conjuncture or over a longer period, differences

political strategy are among the prime factors ofdivision
itself. This is borne (lUt by the whole history of

~iIlGITlJtt'.;II{,~
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capitalism: one has only [0 look at the diverse policies
ferent States when facing the same problems. While it .
dominant classes and fractions are in basic agreement
ance and reproduction of class domination and eXI~10ttal:jon
wrong to imagine that at every moment there is ."'f,",.. rn .. ~..,~,
to be fonowed with regard to the popular masses. Equa
that shifts in bourgeois policy are simply a question of
zation, as if the entire bourgeoisie lined up behind a
solution according to the period and conjuncture in
Contradictions are always present within the power olq~~lttd:ltmi;;~
relatively minor problems as well as the broad political
the lafter is the choice of the very state forms to be
popular masses: the choice between exceptional forms
military dictatorship or Bonaparti"m, which are
against the popular masses) and regimes of ..... ' ..dIIlClllal
or the choice between various forms of the latter (for
right-wing regimes or social-democratic ones). Here too,
does not rally trt bloc and with a single voice to one .
alternative solutions.
This disunity is all the more marked in that, ......VI..'''U
of their contradictions with the popular masses, the
the power bloc often seek to enlist their support
fractions of the bloc. In other words, they seek to
masses in their relationship of forces with the other
in order either to impose solutions more to their ad
more effective resistance to solutions which favour
and above rhemseh:es. Examples involving such
the compromise reached between monopoly capital
the working class or the new petty bourgeoisie
and directed against non-monopoly capital; and the
between non-monopoly capital and the working class
bourgeoisie (sm~ll traders, artisans) against m(Jlnopolly
realities are condensed in divisions and contradictions
among its various branches, networks and
of each one of these.
To sum up, popular struggles are inscribed
materiality of the State, even though they are not cnlldi~l1ed'
materiality that carries the traces of these
struggles. just like any Struggle involving the aOlnfllM
political struggles that bear upon the State are
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th regard to it, but are bound up with its strategic configurathe case with every power mechanism, the State is the
l'nsarion of a relat;()RSkip,

In the more general context of the problematic of power, We IOilnm0111_
the dual relation of CQnvergence and opposition oet:weeri,c.tht",~J;.;~
analyses and those which issue from different horizons, a_._.·"~·"'_'
of Michel Foucault. When Foucault sets forth his own con.~tioJt'iit
power, he directs hi... fire either against his peculiar
or against the Marxism of the Third International and
conception that a number of us have been criticizing for a
However, I shall continue to speak in my own name:
presented so far take up, develop and systematize analyseS_
already evolving in texts of mine that appeared before
of Foucault's Surveiller et punir (1975) and La vQlonle de
Some Dfus did not wait for Foucault before proposing
with which his own investigations now concur in
although we cannot but rejoice at this development. I
expressed my opinion on a number of points, and will here
Foucault's analyses of power. Their broad outline is tair'Iy:,_'~£J!~!nII~
They advance a conception of power as a strategic 'U<,;i~uun\
tionship of forces within a given society: 'Power is not
required, seized Or shared out; nor is it something that
slip
It is undoubtedly necessary to adopt a
power is neither an institution, nor a structure, nor a
which some are endowed: it is the name given to a
location 'lll-ithin a given society
Wherever there is
resistance; and yet, or rather for that very reason,
position of exteriority with regard to power. '7 These pos:itiOllS,
partially correct:
L The analyses I have made so far show that power
1 fA

volo"ti de Ulvoir, op. cit., pp. 1231f.
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possession, nor a quality linked to a class essence or a dassdominant class). In fact, I already stressed these points in
and Social Classes, especially in the chapter concerning
of power, To be sure, I only examined power to the extent
the field of class struggle, since d1llt was my principal object
i~J;,;\'e5tigatlo.n; but the important thing is what was said of power in
,As applied to social classes, power should be understood as the
one or several classes to realize their specific interests. It is a
~~;d;eslgnating the field of their struggle - that of the relationship of
the relatjOlts between one class and another; the concept of
,:/iitJ.t~"'''·
thus designates the horizon of action occupied by a given
V.~@!~~r15 to others. The capacity of one class to realize its interests
iiAIlCISlUllI' to the capacity (and inreresrs) of other classes: the field
therefore strictly relational. The power ofa particular class (the
class, for instance) does not refer to a substance which it
hand: contrary to the old zero-sum conception, power is nOI a
quantity that the various classes share or exc hange among one
, power of a class refers above all to its objective place in
~iCCVIlo.ID'5political and ideological relation8 - a place which overlies the
MmlIl'L'r.lIl struggling classes (that is, the unequal relations of domina~
among classes rooted in the social division oflabour),
ViD4.WluCllalready consists in power relationships. The place of each
hence its power, is delimited (Le. at once designated and
"·.'F_.:••• ",,·,, the place of the other classes. Power is not then a quality
~;}*d1l}Jo a class 'in-itself', understood as a colleclion of agents, but
«IKIIWI';YU; and springs from, a relational system of material places
.",."""''''~'.~,.,,!J particular agents.
:r",~~lnl1!~:{i,allU above all the political power that is pre-eminently ascribed
also refers to the power organization of a class and to class
given conjuncture (amongst other things, party organizato the relations of classes constituted as social forces, and
\{";,r~'"'''';''' field properly so-called. The political power of a class,
realize its political interests, depends not only on its class
IIIl'd~C:[I~rmination) with regard to other classes, bur also on the
strategy it displays in relation to them - on what 1 have

, to the view that Foucault and Deteuze impute to Marxism,

the fact that the State is not a thing or entity endowed with
U'''''IlL,011

essence and a measurable power~quantum. It

to the relations of social classes and forces. By state power
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can only be understood the power of certain (dominant) Cl3.i~~ ...,'~J;i,.
to say, the place of these classes in a power-relation to other
ones - and, insofar as political power is involved here, the
relationship of forces among these classes and their respective '.
The State is neither the instrumental depository (obiect) of
essence held by the dominant class, nor a subject possessing' .
of power equal to the quantity it takes from the classes which
State is rather the strategic site of organization of the
.
relationship to the dominated classes. It is a sile and a
exercise of power, but it possesses f\() power of its own. I
earlier work that political struggles, which concern the
upon it (for popular struggles are never exhausted in the
external to the State but are inscribed in its framework; t_._·.L"';.
a number of political conclusions. Now, those analyses
siderable implications for the question of transition to
is for this reason that 1 now dwell upon them.
Nevertheless, here too there remain basic differences ,....""A".. ·lt'.r"L~;,;f~'·
and the analyses advanced by Foucault.
1. Although power has as its consritutive field an unequal'
relationships of force, its materiality is still not extlau':st~~I~:JIiI"fiIi
modalities of the exercise of power. Power always has a fJre'l$eJ~Il.
the case of class division and struggle, this takes the form of:
lion (under capitalism extraction of surplus-value); (b) the
different classes in the various power apparatuses and
not just in the State - a place which is essential in the org:ani:iiiijifd~fihc
extra-state apparatuses themselves; and (c) the state
while evidently not embracing the totality of power
mechanisms, does not thereby remain sealed against those In"'o*","n'..o;~a.:·
its own space. The relational field of c1ass-specific power
to a material system of place-allocation throughout the
labour: it is fundamentally, though not exclusively.
exploitation. This explains the existence of class division,
class struggle and popular struggles. We may even
society in which the State utilizes all power (e.g., Io.~ IIA~~~~"'"
for the purposes of relaying class power, every struggle, be it
to class struggles properly SO called (e.g. the struggle !......",,;;iii<l1
women), acquires its characteristic meaning only to the
struggles exist and allow other struggles to unfold. (I am
the question of whether these other struggles may be pttf.....tn'eI
to class struggles, and of whether such articulation is UOUll"'..""
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~;~~~aw-, for Foucault, the ~ow~r re~ation .never has .any other. basis than
'~"iit becomes a pure 'sItuatIOn' 10 which power IS always Immanent;
r~:ite question what power. and PQw~r to do a:hal. appears as a m~re
, ' This leads Foucault mto a particular loglcaIlmpasse from wh1ch
:,,->.no possible escape: his famous resistances, which are a necessary
:'~~t of every power situation, remain a strictly gratuitous assertion
,
~~nse that they are given no foundation: they are fFpure affirmatwn
ip[e. It is often said that one can deduce from Foucault nothing
a guerrilla war and scattered acts of harassment of power; but
{~~110 kind of resistance is possi~le if we follow .Fou:aul~'~ analyses.
W«'«;puwer is always already there"If every power situation IS Im,?anent
'i/'P rPhy 5h(fUld there ever be resIstance? From where would resistance
! ' how 'f1JOuld it be even possible? This is an old question to which
political philosophy replied by invoking natural rights and the
,
ntract; more recently, Deleuze has referred to originating-desire
," -wlii~ though certainly not the right one, is at least an answer. In
'YolliWli;s writings, the question simply remains without a response.
_ ,H~,*fvcr hard one tries, this absolutization in which power always
~r"
jtselfleads irresistibly to the idea of a Power~Master as the prime
.~ all struggle-resistance. According to this view of things,
~.~,eSare originally and constitutively corrupted by power, of which
~)~~,~ mere duplication, or ~ven legitimation. Between the imp?ssible
]~~~eBS of Foucault's resistances and the current conception of
~J~crJihe State~ as the perennial expression of original Evil t~e distance
~:'~:jrot?~{grcat as It seems. Here every struggle cannot but nourish power,
tfmi~itIw no other basis than itS relation to power, indeed no other basis
, ".'_"",':;};i",'
~jh:I@vCr itself. Our 'new philosophers', especially LevYt can legitii'lr~j~'tl!~ Foucault to thcir support: more than the last consequence of
~ij~~t, they are its ultimate truth.
f;~:;t/t~/fheir matt~riaJ basis, struggles always have primacy over [he
:'-i':';'~';ris-apparatuses of power (especially the State), even though they
,
~blY inscribed within their field. The other danger we must take
" id is the essentialist conception of power (including the State)
,_~:to which struggles (the social) can only subvert power to the
i/lat they are external to it. Quite recently, I should point OUt,
'j§J the authors of the Libre review were still arguing such
o~!thcir critique uf Foucault and of Marxism is based on such
,'.,~iiotions as that of a social instance establishing power in II
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relationship of radical exteriority.
Now, struggles can subvert power without reaUy being~'
If such subversion is impossible in Foucault's conceptio"
because he holds, together with and following Marxism
different reasons), that power is by nature relational and to
resistances are never absolutely external to power. Power'a
appear in Foucault's writings as two strictly equivalent poles
resistances have no basis. It is in this way that the 'power' p
the primary one - a development which gives rise, in Fouca~f
suggestive and thus approximative and analogical Ian'"
cons tam sliding of the tenn power. It designates at one mont
(the power relation), at another, and often simultanw"
of the power-resistances relation. In the absence of a if
resistances, power is in the end essentialized and absolu .
the opposite 'pole' of resistances, a substance which conta ..\;
spreading, a pole that is primary and determining in relation;
Hence Foucault's problem: how is it possible to avoid t('
conceptual trap of a domination that cannot be escaped; of
absolutely privileged in relation to resistances; of resist
always ensnared by power? There can only be one answert
to break loose from this hypostasized power and redisco,v
something other than these resistances inscribed in POWI •.. .
at last radically external to the power that has become ah'.
and absolutized pole of the relation. And this is ncccs
seriously calls into question the very analysis of power
Foucault has located this something in what he caIls the'
that 'something in the body of society - in classes, gl'
individuals - which somehow escapes the relations ofpo',
their limit, their reverse side, and their consequence ...
responds to every advance of power with a movement d'
free from Jt. "9
'~~.
Of course, this affirmation of the 'plebs' is just as grou"
resistances. But if Foucault's 'plebs' can limit power 0 .
that it 'escapes' or 'breaks from' it - to the extent that
power relation - this is because power itself has now pass,
into one essentialized pole of the relation. It is an enS ~
that can be limited only by escaping from it: a voracious,:
machine that can be halted only from outside its field
9

Interview with FOUC3Ult in Riw/u5 wgi9UC$, No.4, Winter J977···t.,}.·
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naturally that, for Foucault, the plebs-resistances are
and 'integrated' into power as soon as 'they set themselves
are a fljght from power; but at a deeper level, theirs is a
flight. The 'something' that was supposed to check the
of absolutized power finds itself in the end facing more
. Left with groundless resistances and hypostasized power,
. up opposing mere emptiness to a power that is no longer
a phagocytic essence.
no need to have recourse to something wholly external to
various mechanisms in order to limit their supposedly
~niiooten:ce. For, in reality, they always carry internal limits
. As regards the State (although this is also trucof mechanisms
not included in the State), such limits are defined and
'1O"£.UOlI.IW by the rt:production of class places and positions
power, even in its state form, is never pure immanence.
power in general are not an essence or pole standing in
to struggles. If struggle always has primacy over
this is because power is a relation between struggles and
'·",··.,,~''' ... M'' of the exploiters and the exploited, the rulers and the
IhU';"'".''''' the State above all is the condensation of a relationship
precisely by struggle. No more than the other power
. does the State encounter limits in an original outside: it is
is an omnipotem entity beyond which lies emptiness;
in its materjality are internal limits imposed by the
. the dominated. Such struggles are always present in the
generally, in power mechanisms); for even though the
there, neither the State nor power is (he First Cause of
are inscribed in the strategic field of the mechanisms
of power .- that is to say, political struggles which bear
in its peculiar strategic field without necessarily being
the power of the dominant classes.
good not only for the State but for the entire edifice of
goes far beyond the State even conceived in its broadest
. they may be located on this or the other side of the terrain
.rruvv""" do not thereby take up a position absolutely
. they are always lin integral part of the power edifice
own mark on the State by reason of its complex articula~
-:\1k[,toltalitv of power mechanisms. However; just as in the case
~0:~hrll",,,I_ are not necessarily 'integrared' imo the other power
which they are inscribed. At any event, Mn-inscription
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in the State (for example, non-involvement in politics - .....IT,n' .. '",,~
which is currently re-appearing) does not by itself prevent
··II~'I!l"f""
into the existing power. For it is impossible to remain
and escape its characteristic relations: one cannot avoid \}~I1'\i::tr.II':';;;:"
by power simply by remaining outside the Slate. The pr()bl!:rn7il~;;'~.i_:
of a more general character, being posed with respect to ..,u::r,lLI....... "
mechanism and struggle wherever it may be located.
While not yet drawing out the political consequences, I ·1la111:tiin"l;i'.i:
this section with two renurks of closer pertinence to the .....,.-'::"-"
1. The inscription of popular struggles in (he State does "UI',~;~!I.3.USt~
problem of the specific modalities whereby the
effiClIt'e~y present in the phYSIcal space of given ;",,,,,,r:,r,
is not a straightforward relationship, but the material
relation... hip of forces: its specific framework involves excllisi~Jt\~f:i~.;
popular masses from a directly physical presence in certain'011,.lt~''2b'r\~i;t.;,;:
luses. Thus, while the masses are directly present in such apJl'!ij.tilSthf,
the school, the national conscript army and (through their rep'r;ij!~ntliiivtit
the in!ltitutions of the electoral system, they are kept aJ a IlH1I'.,,,,..',-;r,.'{l.'L
from such apparatuses as the police, the iudiciary.

administration.
However, in the lattc:r cases, political struggles are not rean~~ia:liiillfij?
the strategic field of the State. Even, when the POI)Ul1i.~~i~~iuf}
physically excluded from certain apparatuses, these
an effect within them - albeit an effect which is
so to speak, and through the imermediation of the statel~I~j):Iid::Hctd
toO, the contours of physical exclusion from the
understood as protective trenches or walls of a
only from the outside; they are not dams that pff,·rti,,,·lu
from popular struggles, as may be suggested by
metaphors, What is involved is rather a series of screens
rcla'y~S(reuu of popular struggles within lhe State.
Today, we can see this more clearly than ever in
the police, the judiciary and the state administration, .
ancl tra versed at a distance by popular struggles. It is
forms of Slate that exhibir a paradoxical
explain unless we take account of the fact that, at
struggles are always inscribed within the State.
manifested in the State with particular intensity
forms which accumulate screens for keeping the
from their physical space: in such cases, these
veritable sounding~boards or amplifiers of popular
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.. of this in the military dictatorships that prevailed in POrLugal,
Spain until quite recently. Unlike the traditional fascist
which embraced certain popular classes by means of mass
and unions, these dictatorships constantly remainc:d apart
rnasses or were held at a distance by the masses themselves.
being effectively sealed off from the masses, they were
rnore affected by them than were the fascist regimes. So
was this that they collapsed not under the impact of massive
open attack - as had long been envisaged by the resistance
~1iii'.atlIOIlli - but under the weight of internal "ontradictiom and
which the popular masses, though remaining at a distance,
.\il,'nrlnCID31 factor.
;O,,·~':'•• r~·".J.,... or not one plays the game of the existing power and becomes
"""'...",.,,, ... ,,, the State therefore depends on the political strategy that is
Foucault, however. it is the very adoption of a strategy that
the 'plebs' in a hypostasized power, forcing them to leave a
absolute outside of power (in reality a non-site) in order to
"......,..,.."ua entangled in its Oet. Now, (a) We know that political
".'" .,.. _, ......,.. be grounded on the autonomy of the organizations of the
But the attainment of such autonomy does not involve
. organizations in leaving the strategic field of the relationship
is the power-State, any more than it involves other organ ias the trade unions in taking up a position outside the
power mechanisms. To believe that this is even possible
of anarchism (in the best sense of the term). Moreover> in
does self-<lrganization on the terrain of power imply that
must directly insert themselves in the physical
.........."iv.. institutions (this will depend on the conjuncture),
they must embrace the materiality of these institutions
(b) \Ve also know that, alongside their possible
physical space of the state apparatuses. the popular
maintain and deploy centres and networks at a
apparatuses: I am referring, of course, to movements
,~"u"'-'.. mA~IIIt; democracy and to self-management networks.
take up political objectives, they are not located
or, in any case, outside power - contrary to the simplistic
.
purity. What is more, to place oneself at
the State in the thought that one is thereby situated
is impossible) can often be the best means of lea 'Ping
. statism ~ in short, it often involves a retreat in the face of
c"F--"" on this strategically crucial terrain.

The above analyses wiII become still clearer if we now turnrf~'~:!->~
personnel. Investigation wiII here ~how at one and the sai!i~19ilJt~
class struggles traverse and constitute the State; that the~~u"
speci~c fonn within the State; and that this form is bound:~p~j~
material framework of the State.
::lG'<)'':_ Class co~t.radictions are also insc~ibed within the St~~ili~~
Itzt~rna/ dlVl~lO.ns (the ~tat~ !erso~~el In the ~road sense of'~~M~l"
vanous admInIstratIve, JudIcIal, mlhtary, pohce and other ~!!(~'W~~~
cracies). This personnel constitutes a social category with a£~fa~e~
unity that results from the organization and relative autq~~Y~N'
State. Nevertheless, it is not a social group existing alongsj~~:.~ft
classes: it has a class place and is therefore internally divi(f"o"iS~
place is distinct from the class origin of the state personnel(E~\(rorti,
classes OUt of which it emerges): it refers to the position oftnlp¢~nilcI
in the social division of labour, such as it crystallizes in thefs~t,e.:i~
work (in the form, amongst others, of the specific reprodif~rjon:dfi~
division between intellectual and manual labour at the ve~')- , - ,\he'
intellectual labour concentrated in the State). It is a questi'
class affiliation or place for the upper reaches of this per~!1i1~;
. .-.
petty-bourgeois affiliation for the intermediate and subaltel'~~~~~~~~
the state apparatuses.~~;-_'C};::,-_
The contradictions and divisions within the power bloc~MJ\~~;
reflected in the upper reaches of the state personnel. Moreow;.X-c"-,,
bourgeois class affiliation of large sections of the personn~t;~;
it is necessarily affected by popular struggles. Contradicti~i~~"
dominant and dominated classes reverberate as gaps; ,sections of the state personnel and the strictly bourgeois
manifesting themselves in the shape of cracks, splits and9i!J$l
the personnel and apparatuses of the State_ To be suret~f~~'
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#~~.iII'Il.U' only on the general relationship of forces, but also on the

demands of the personnel within the inner-state division
And, to be sure, contradictions between the dominant and
classes are reflected in a complex manner within the state
given its specificity as a distinct social category. But this in no
class contradictions from existing within it. The struggles
masses do not traverse the state personnel only in those
the masses are physically present in the state apparatuses.
indeed be true if it were merely a question of utilizing
contacts to win over groups and ensembles standing above
the social classes. But the class struggle is present in the state
even when it is expressed in them from a distance: by virtue
alUl"~"'V--' the state personnel is from the beginning present in
Now, the struggle of the various popular classes tra verses
a differential fashion: given the petty-bourgeois class affiliaintermediate and subaltern echelons of the state apparatuses,
directly affected by the contradictions and diverse positions
bourgeoisie in its relations with the dominant classes. The
the working class generally reverberate in these apparatuses
relations of conflict or alliance with the petty bourgeoisie.
struggles of the popular masses constantly can into question
state personnel as a category in the service of the existing
1I<'~i"JlI'VJl'~ fraction of the dominant classes. Their struggles
specific forms; being moulded in the material framework
following the texture of its relative autonomy, they do not
univocally or point for point to the divisions of the class
they take the form of 'quarrels' among members of the
apparatuses and branches, resulting from cracks and reof the State in the general context of class contradictions;
as frictions among various cliques, fractions or organs
each of its branches and apparatuses. Even when class
~ve,·hl"·"t.. within the state personnel through direct and more
this always follows characteristic paths - both
peculiar manner in which the social division of labour is
a given state apparatus (for example, the process
forms in the army, the educational system, the police
and because of the character of the ideological mechanisms
. each apparatus.
ideology, which is reproduced and inculcated by the
as the internal cement of the state apparatuses and their
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personnel. In this ideology, a neutral State appears as

of the general will and interest, and the arbiter among
the state administration or judicial system stands above
is the pillar of the nation, the police the guarantor of
civil liberties, and the state administration is the motive
and general well-being. Although the dominant lOelOIOllV
within the state apparatuses, it does not hold Un,r1i~'irl.""
ideological sub-ensembles of the dominated dasses are
in these apparatuses, albeit under the dominance of the
The themes of the laner are often interpreted by whole
state personnel as defining their duty to establish soc:fa!~;[u$ilii
'equality of opportunity' among citizens, to restore an ·~gdi.~iM~:
favour of 'the weak', and so on. Popular struggles
the real nature of the State for those of its agents who are
[0 see more clearly by their class affiliation. Such
considerably accentuate divisions, contradiction... and
state personnel, the more so as they are very often
specific demands of the personnel.
Ail this remains trUl despite the limits to the
personnel that derive from the manner in which the
reflected within it.
Agents of the state personnel who go over to the
masses often live their revolt in the terms of the uu:rnUlll1liltJ(
as it is inscribed in {he framework of the State. What
them into conflict with the dominant classes and the
State is the hold of big economic interests over the State,
threatening its role as guarantor of socio-economic
and as destroying Slate 'authority' and the function
<hierarchies'. For example, they may interpret the
tion of the State not in terms of popular intervention .
but as the restoration of their own role as arbiters
classes. If they call for 'decolonization' of the State
economic interests, they may have in mind a return to a
State tnat will allow them to assume their fitting
leadership.
Thus, even sections of the state personnel which go
masses do not challenge the reproduction of the social
within the state apparatus (i.e., the process of bUI'eallcr~lnl
tion); nor a j()rtiori do they normally challenge the

~"'--:'-"
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;f!;t
:::t:-tulers and ruled that is embodied in the State, In other words,
'~~t radically call into question ~heir. own place and role in relation
:~pular mas~~ .. I~deed, nothmg IS clearer tha~ the profound
i'~hich mass mtnatlves for self-ma~agement or direct democ~acy
kl~_-sections of the personnel Othe1'Wlse favourable to democratlza-

iifie
Sette.
. .. .
.
~Clhnits to the pohuclzauon of the state personnel are nothmg

'&ii the effects produced upon it by the material framework of the

r'.r~ are thus consubstantial with its own role in the social division
~J:.'fhe inherent ~imits to the ~r~cti~es ~f the state perso~nel ~n be
-_~ then

only Insofar as lim Instltutzonal framesvork

IS TlldIC4//Y
to a whole ser~es of illusions, the mere I.eftward
l.l7~jon ofthe state personnel IS far from enough to transform the
~p between the State and the popular masses. Nor does the
~1ie in mere replacement of the state personnel -- whether through
;p,;J~ of the key posts by mi~itants 'devoted to the cause' .of the
~D1a9ses. OF, more prosaically, through democratization of
~ndrecruitment in favour of agents of popular class origin. Such
M~},Ilre not unimportant, but they are secondary to the basic
~~Qftransforming the relation of the State to the popular masses.
~~sence of such transformation, we can be sure that the new
~~b~iU cnd up, or even begin, by rising to the heights of its fune~:~.:[reproducing the p,racti.ees that flow from. the structure of the
~ tHere are abundam hlstoncal examples of thIS process,
~me must be transformed to make possible a change in the praci4':iftcpersonne1, to what exlcnt can the personnel who swing over to Ihe

~d. Contrary

~1p-pijPu/ar masses be relied upon in the process oftransj~rming (he Slate

~{~~:?"Of course, we should stress here the resistances of this section
~rnnel, not to speak of those who remain loyal to their role as
~of the power bloc. In most cases, because of its place in the
~~~J~n oflabour embodied by the State, the personnel only goes
i.~!~:Side of the popular masses if it is possible to maintain a certain
~~Xfuuity, at least in the initial period. Indeed, it often swings over
~~morder to maintain that continuity which seems to it to be
~i~~.by the hold of big economic interests or 'fiefdoms' over the
~i.att-~}by the splits and revolts that this provokes in the social or
This attitude, which gives constant proof of its reality,
f~~~d up only with the defence of evident corporatist privileges.
~J~at the state bureaucracy also seeks to defend inrerest<; peculiar to
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its own position, so that we can speak of an 'interest in
zing the entire personneL 10 But thar is not the essential
process to the significant contemporary expansion of state
very material framework of the State appears invaria
limits on the process. All these phenomena have political
for the transition to democratic socialism. In particular,
how it is possible to base oneself on the presendy decisive
ward politicization oflarge sections of the State personnel- to'
on this process while taking account of its limir.s and
with a personnel always liable to swing over to the right,
for a moment losing sight of the necessary transformations .
This leads us on to the problem of the forms, means and
transformation of this apparatus.
To conclude, only this theoretical conception of the
explain its differential forms and transformations. It
articulate effects on the State produced, on the one hand,
[he relations of production and social division· of /"hn" ..":;':
other hand, by changes in class struggles, especially
It is only by conceiving the inscription of political
malerial framework of the Slate as the condensation of a
forces that we can break with dogmatic formalism of the:
State is a State of the bourgeoisie', and grasp the complex
struggle in the historical reproduction of the State. I
myself with recalling the fields that application of the
can help to clarify.
1. First of all, we should consider the specificity of
various branches and apparatuses in any given country
which manifests itself throughout the historical ....",p'vl .....',;;.
formations of the State. Although the French Stat~
realizes the general determinations of the capitalist State
the character and transformations of the relations of
nevertheless presents certain particularities that mark it
transformations. In turn, these particularities can only
consider the institutional framework of the State, and .
apparatuses, as the condensation of the political
marked the French social formation. Of course, in their
transformation, the school. army and ideological ~nt'~r:ull""
)0

Claus Offe, Strllkru,probJeme des bpitaJis/;sche" StdiJflS, 1973; see .
.
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exhibit a materiality bound up with the relations of production
division oflabour, as well as with the modifications undergone
school, the capitalist army, and the capitalist ideological
At the same time, however, this materiality refers (0 the
l'r"llaU'~lI" of the social formation. It is impossible to grasp the
'framework of the school in France unless we consider it as the
of particular relations between the bourgeoisie and the
petty bourgeoisie. This is also true of the army (in which
between the bourgeoisie and the peasantry are of crucial
and of the ideological apparatuses (relations between the
and intellectuals), to say nothing of that celebrated Jacobinwhich refers to the institutional specificity of the state
.",ucalllUH (whose materiality would require a similar
and to its place among other apparatuses. This in turn
only w the specific relations between bourgeoisie and working
but also to the French Re ....olution and, further still, to
'"",","lia", ...." of the relationship between bourgeoisie and landed
idilitYI~ndcrthe absolutist State.
"<"t."H •• ,_v~.question is the transformations of the State according to the
phase of capit3lism, as well as the different forms taken by tbe
the regime. Condensed within the State are, for example,
in the power bloc and relationships of force among its
shifts in hegemony from one class or fraction to another;
the character and representation of social classes, in the relapower bloc with supporting classes (petty bourgeoisie,
and in the organization of the working class and irs strategic
the bourgeoisie. These are all imprinted in the organization
apparatus; in the relative autonomy of the State with regard
classes; in the functioning and the form ()f contradictions
State; in the configuration of irs organizational framework and
of one particular apparatus over others; in shifts in the
repressi .... e, ideological and economic apparatuses ~ in
in the various functions of the State; and in the organization
personnel. This condensation of political struggle in the State
differences:
state forms in [he various stages and phases of capitalism:
.. State of competitive capitalism, the interventionist State of
S.HnO[IOpoIV capitalism, and the State of the present phase of

the parliamentary.democratic State and the exceptional
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State (various forms of fascism, military dictatorship and So
according to these stages or phases;
(c) Between the diverse forms of the parliamenfary-demo
{presidential regime, parliamentarianism, etc.} and hetvl'een
forms of the exceptional state.
3. Only this line of research, then. allows us to analyse
form of the State in the developed capitalist countries: Dam.
tar;an statism. This will be the subject of the next and final sec
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f~ple see, feel and continually refer to the economic role of the present~y State. But certai,n theorists, of ~ower still do not concern themselyes
~~such c~arse subJects, even 1f thIs does not prevent ~hem from holdl~g

f6M on

Prmces, Despots and Masters. They occasIOnally deplore,

In

~ng, the phenomena of inflatio~ unem~loyment and e-conomic
~is, but these ~~ h~rdly ~e1evant Ul the higher spheres of .Powe~,

:s"l1te and the Pohucal

In which they

move. Let us leave them

In

their

r~ds: for the economic role of the State is terrifyingly real.

IlIilysis of the capitalist State and capitalist power, in their constituffve'relations wirn the economy, cannot stop at the level of their articulai~ith the relations of produCtion and the social division of labour as
i~.ral re~ities of capita~ist, soci:ty. The re~roduction of ,the latter is
,~sed In

state economic functlons, accordmg to [he precise stage and

J~

of capitalism; whether it is a question of repressive violence.
;:t~togical inculcation, disciplinary normalization, the organization of
ti~ and time or the creation of consent, the activity of the State is
~i!ed as il whole to these economic functions properly so called. This

:·~Ia.s good more than ever for the prodigious phenomenon of statism

J'fu'cn we are witnessing toda \' .

1:JflVeare to a.void mere ban;lities, we cannot understand statism without

;~~ining the economic functions of the present~day State. This is what
:\fl!l'annow begin to do, following the method of successi\'e approximation
:'~'seems to be rigorously necessary in order not to confuse issues. I
~~thercfore cpncemrate on the State's role in the overaccumulationr;:ItS~fl)rization of capital and in the management-reproduction of labour
,.'<~ ': Yet statism is an essentially political reality. We shall comprehend
. 'se scope only in the following sections, where I treat it more
By by going into particular aspects connected with [he trans" .",ition of classes and of their mutual relations; with political struggles

~f';:~f'
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and the recent economic crisis as expressed in a crisis of POllltll~aii~iti;i..
State; and with the strictly political effects of state ""t~.. ,._: C .,':'0:-;"':>""
tions. We shall be able to define the full relevance and """........;.
of the State's economic role by grasping these and other
Why, if polirical aspects are so important, do I proPOSe .
distinct analysis of this economic role? Well, this role does
a certain specificity: it involves particular aspects and
problems of special concern to the Left, regarding
political framework and, It goes without saying, the sl'tU~ltion'
arise if it came to power in France or elsewhere. But while
state activity is quite specific, it is not thereby lacking in
we shall demonstrate this precisely by dealing with such actllil".H..···'~
original materiality. It is not by fleeing into politicism
combat the left /echn(Jeratism which is currently
proportions.
Finally, although I shall confine myself in this section to
functions, I shall not examine them in an exhaustive
question, Marxist research already disposes of rigorous
shall not repeat. Given the current ideological conjuncture, .
to stress this clearly and without hesitation. Our
.
of points concerning monopoly capitalism and the
involvement of the State - points that have become virtually'· .
is exclusively attributable to Mancist theory and to the
continues to wage against official 'economic science'
liberal variant of the latter). I would even say that, U"~LI'''''.L
we Can make - and which I have made - of the Third
theorization of the State, it had the undeniable and'
clarifying some essential aspects of the economic role of
In this field too, people have for ages been nr",..J,.i.,..i ..... ·;
is surpassed by the 'present' economic reality of ca
post-war capitalist growth, such asserrions have in
leitmotif: Marxism, which as a matter offact did lay stress
role of the State, is supposed to have underestimated
State itself is supposed to have achieved harmonious
an organized or planned capitalism now exempt from
line of argument has been popularized in France by
it may also be found in Castoriadis. who, though
ourselves, had the temerity as recently as 1974 to
ridiculous statement: 'Now, the experience of the
suggests that periodical crises of overproduction are run.....l
e

. . . .,
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Idem capitalism, except in the extremely attenuated form of
ssing "recessions" ... Marx's economic theory "overlooks" the
the gradual organization of the capitalist class, the purpose of
precisely to master the "spontaneous" tendencies of the
'I We have seen since then what is the truth of the matter!

On the Economic Fun
oftheS
It is now quite commonplace then - and not only in the
Marxist discussions
to lay stress on state provisions for
accumulation and reproduction of capital. But such activity did
with the State of monopoly capitalism: the so-called 'liberal'
competitive capitalism also played an important economic role. As
the present-day State, its economic role is not merely the au
unilinear accumulation of economic functions, added to one
throughout the history of capitalism. By virtue of a number
present-day State is qualitatively different both from the
and from the State of the previous phases of monopoly ""~'Il..,milIl.,::
In order to locate this difference, we have to grasp exactly the
which the space of the political (the State) is currently
that of the economy and the reproduction of capital; we must
the effects of such articulation on the very delimitation of the
spaces of the State and the economy. It is not at all a nllf·~tt(l"
mutually limiting sites or spaces which have remained "''',,';J,U''''
same throughout the history of capitalism, and which differ
one (the State) has more and more 'intervened' in the other (the
In other words, the difference does not refer to gradual and
interpenetration of two spaces, each with virtually unchanging
The space, the object, and hence the content of the political'
economy change as a function of the mode of production; they
according to the precise stage and phase of capitalism, .
latter is a mode of production characterized by expanded
The current modification of the respective spaces of the p"".nnmi(~'~
political constitutes the 'transformed form' of their qen,lIra'tton
capitalism. It is a relative separation and is therefore not
being abolished by the State's decisive iotenention in the
on the other hand, present transformations
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interpenetration of tWO
limited
it would
argue that the phenomenon IS mdeed bemg abohshed.} The
~ration of the economy and the State is reproduced in new forms to
~ex[e~t that the configuration of these two domains undergoes
~ificatlon.

. .

'[f;iNe should therefore be wary of any topographical and figurative
F~r!!Sentation of the relations betw~n State. and eco~omy. In p~int of
~ Engels was among those responsIble for Introducmg such an Image,
~i.e he descr~b~d the efficacy of ~he State of his time by refere~~e to its
;~.in !tIaintaJnl~g an~ rep~oductng the 'general external ~ondlt1ons' ?f
l,duction.2 :h~ deslgnanon .suggesrs that, Ilt least durmg a certam
tpjtO.d of capItalism, th.e rela~lOns betwe~n .State and. economy were
~~rnal ones; whereas, m reabty, tne capitalist separaUon of State and
~o!tlY was never an:rthing other than the specifically cApitalist form
!;~Tthe State's presence- in the relations of production. It is only with this
~~icit r~er~tion that we can go 0.0 ~sing the normal term state
1A~ven!lon' ,ID the emnomy; .otherwlse It would th~eaten to connote
~el! the Image of externality. Were we to take hterally the above
~resslon of Engels, there would always be a danger lest we locate the
~~"
ce between the liberal State and the contemporary State in the
bl\l the former merely intervened on the periphery of the economy,
."' I the latter now aims directly at its centre. According to· this con~~~bn, the State's targets in the economy undergo change, but ~conomic
:2 " itself remains immutable.
w, the State's present role with regard to the accumulation and
uction of capital is inscribed in the very modification of the
.ctive spaces of State and economy. By virtue of changes in the re1a~{)f production, the division of labour, the reproduction of labour'r, and the extraction of surplus value, anum ber of previously
ginal' fields (training of labour-power, [own-planning, transport,
,~, the environment, etc.) are directly integrated, in an expanded and
'·lied form, into the very space-process of (he reproduction and
" (ion of capital. Precisely to the extent that suth integration takes
he State's role in these fields assumes a fresh meaning. It is this
.rmation of the economic space-process which shifts the rargets of
ctivity and brings the State increasingiy to bear on the heart of the
uction of capital. In a parallel movement, the space of the State
, 'ex3cllerm is dif uilgrlntine iiuHen Btdingungen, Sc:e Ann-Diin,i"g. MarK-Engels

,Vol. 20. p. 260.
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exp~nds and changes to the extent that whole areas of the vaIOri~cl:'~;;'~
capital and reproduction oflabour power (the areas of public and ~
Iized capital, amongst others) are directly inserted in the Stat"
reason why the State now plays the role in the economy that it do .
we are no longer dealing wi~h th~ s~~e State as before.t{'f;~p
Insofar as these economIc activities of the State are correlate<! ,Willi?"
tn
alteration in its own space, they can by no means be considered in
Such acti~ities are not merely grafted. from ~utside. on to an irn'lft~
state reahty: t~ey. must be grasped In their specl~c place with~Jhe
overall reorgant7.auon of the State. But the reverse IS also true('lk:the
repressive, ide~logical. ~ of ~nother k.ind, the functions of i~f?~
cannot be considered tn Isolation from Its newly-defined econofu&iffij
Furthermore, in the stage of ~~petirive capitalism. ~nd e~l~~
early phases of monopoly capIta115m, the State's stnctly.~Aomi~
functions were subordinated, though nor reduced, especialljlit(l~ Its
repressive and ideological functions. The State was mainly inv~~i~
materially organizing the sociOoopolitical space of capital acculIiu)~(~~!.itf
more specifically economic interventions could easily be m~liflt~thQ
fit the exigencies of accumulation. Now, given that the Stat~~c>~. . .
role in the economy alters the political space as a whole,-"
functions henceforth occupy the dominant place within the:S
only does this global modification of political space overlap the d'
of economic functions within the State, but it also denotesth~_
of that very dominance itself. It is not simply a question of new .
activities that dominate, as such, other immutable activities.. ~ '.
of operations of the State are currently being reorganized in re~
economic role. This is true not only of ideological-repressive m'"
also of state activity in the fields of disciplinary individualf<
corporality, the elaboration of strategic discourse, and the P.'"
science. All these developments give rise to considerable i
transformations. which affect the !itate apparatuses as a wholi:.,
... " :~:
.... ,.%'''.. --,.....
guiding thread is precisely the contemporary economic role 9f:,'1!.~!!~>
Today more than ever, it is quite impossible to dissolvi;~~~tt'S
economic functions into such others as the exercise of legitimi' ; >'fe~:;
and the reproduction-inculcation of the dominant ideology. 1,:
- ...
functions are directly articulated to the specific rhythm of th~,C
tion and reproduction of capital. Indeed, so specific are theY:
major contradictions within the State are now loca(etl:~.
economic role and its role in maintaining order and organiZl
To a certain degree. these functions follow a logic of their ow,

ismrf
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c~'.iiHo~ll{er be bent to conform with the exigencies of public order: for
'Ci<~,,"1I1(1"~ measures themselves create disorders that the State finds hard
ri.:i'in31n:l:r. Nor can they any more be subordinated to the organization

: for by pointing up the enthralment of the State to the interests
they challenge the image of the State as guarantor of the general

';::1.irfl"'I~C;"'b and interest.
· · .."',"'.1.....'" are so, it is because the economic involvement of the Stare is
:l certain extent, incompressihle: the State can no longer avoid the
of these economic functions simply by not fulfilling them. To a
that may vary with the Case and conjuncture in question, the ,'ery
of capital accumulation now directly imposes these functions
State, It is more and mon: difficult for the State to model economic
. on its general policy for organizing hegemony, It still has to take
that are absolutely crucial for the reproduction of capital, even
creates serious problems with regard to hegemony. For its
sharpen contradictions within the power bloc and between that
the dominated classes, becoming a major factor in crises which
go beyond a mere economic crisis. This rigidity of the contem- a phenomenon linked to the strictly correlative expansion
space and the space-process of the reproduction of capital ntly limits the available political choices and the field of tactics
of reproducing class hegemony. Through its expansion, the
not become more powerful, but on the contrary more depenregard to the economy; for such expansion corresponds to a
,6iiI,,,,m'I'nl whereby the totality of socio-economic fields is subordinated
1":,(~o'UlecaD'J(a1 accumulation process. Every attempt to make state economic
a whole depend exclusively on the deliberate choices and
'politicians' involves 'overpoliticization' of the actions of the
hHilwever. while the capital accumulation process now directly dictates

of state activity, it finds expression in the State only to the
~;I~~~!h:lt

it is articulated to and inserted into its global policy. Every

'<l~~~nOlnic measure therefore has a political content -. not only in the

that it assist'i in capital accumulation and exploitation, but
sense that it is necessarily adapted to the political strategy of
·~emc.nic

fraction. Not only are the State's politico-ideological
now subordinated to its economic role, but its economic
directly involve reproduction of the dominant ideology. One
of this is the shift in the dominant ideology towards [he
image of the State as guarantor of growth and well-being -
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that is to say, towards the ideology of the Welfare State. AcCllrd'
the present-day State displays contradictions both between itse~' ~n~,
actions and ideological operations, and at the very heart of itsek~lIOrn~
ac~ions:. in particular, those whi~h are qU.ite directly .linked~1~0tI!k
eXIgencIes of m~nopoly a~cumulatton enter mto co~tradlction Widf~
whose purpose IS to orgamze the consent of the dominated c1assesjiu\ . •.
realizing unstable compromises. In other words, what is involv&i~~gh
economic policy that is in itself prodigiously contradictory. , \ .1$ an
. ~t is therefore nec~ssary. t~ avoid a dual. tra~: ~e mu~t neither~~vf
tlclze' state economIc acttvlty by reducmg It, In an Idealist riiatin~
the political.will ~f .the ~embers a~d. leade~ of the. hegelTionic;rra~:
nor treat. thIS act~vlty. In econ.omlstlc fash~o.n. as Isolated froffi,overtR
state. poltcy by vI~tue of the I.nn~r necesslt1es of 'pro~uctio:n~9r'!ht
growing technological complexity of contemporary socleties.f' .
The functions of the State are embodied in the institutional Dlateriali'
of its apparatuses: the specificity of functions entails specja/!~tiol/Z
the correspondmg apparatuses and leads to the appearance ofpa«icuiar
forms of the social division oflabour within the State itself. 't~'
This specialization gave rise to a conception which dit(ir-erlliatCd
between repressive and ideological state apparatuses. Now, thebasicerror
of this conception was the fact that it restricted the State tothb~xeicise
of repression and reproduction of the dominant ideology. Inre~lity,lhere
are a number of state apparatuses that pre-eminently fulfil funccloiisolher
than repression and reproduction of the dominant ideology;MQreover.
state apparatuses whose purpose is other than economic inter\'~ntio!l~
play an economic role: for example, the state adminisd'atioii,:tJji
judiciary, the army, the school, the Church, and the mediavTOgetber
with a whole series of state activities, this economic roleusedt~'be
completely obscured in favour of repression and reproducd!>1\6(;tii~
dominant i d e o l o g y . ; " , . , , /
Even in previous forms of the capitalist State, when its inv<il,Y¢III~Ui
the economy was subordinated above all to repression and repi~dllciiQ~or
the dominant ideology, there could yet exist within the State~a;gellu~~y
specialized economic apparatus. But today the question is cposed~ore
dearly: the dominant place of economic functions within the:Stat.eJ#s:
given rise to new forms of specialization in certain state bodiesc~
with carrying out these functions. Unless we break withth~,anal~,
image according to which the state apparatuses are divided into",atettla~
fields, we cannot grasp the reorganization, extension and cons?lid~ti?~:~
the state economic apparatus as the restructuring principleo€st~t~W(t.

Ii.
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is apparent at once in the heightened specialization
state apparatuses and branches (from the Plan Commissariat
the Consei/ Economique et Social to the statistical and other
institutions); in the creation of unified networks operating
boundaries of the various state apparatuses; in the establishdistinct circuits within the various state apparatuses (specifically
commissions or boards operating in each state apparatus or
from the army to the school and courts system) whether at
regional or local level; and lastly, in the emergence of specialist
the various state apparatuses (from the parliamentary Finance
in the field of the army and nuclear weaponry, to the technical
education branches of the educational apparatus).
-,"',T111Nt3lC economic apparatus assumes a quite specific institutional
since it increasingly concentrates even those economic
which used to be divided among various apparatuses. It is
linked into the accumulation-reproduction process of capital,
the most affected by the rhythm and contradictions peculiar
,,.',h'oI,nrnocss. Suffering the most from the rigidity imposed on the State
process of production and reproduction of capital,
also displays the limits and restrictions of the political
tactics available for organizing class hegemony. Since it is
subject to the conjunctural hazards of government policy it
a specific logic in partial contradiction with general state
is testified by experiences in the United States and the major
countries during the last two decades. It is this apparatus
clearly demonstrates the continuity of the State, even though
directly embroiled both in the internal contradictions of the
and in contradictions between the bloc and the dominated
the state economic apparatus is currently one of the
centres of the monopoly fraction that exercises hegemony
power bloc; and this is not due to chance, But the imract of
does not derive only from its place in the configuration of
; it plays an organic role in reproducing the overall cycle of
its aspects and in every domain covered by that cycle. Thus,
l'I',t.>I',"'",,, of capital are also represented within this apparatus: if
capital occupies a privileged position, it does so partially
"this apparatus fulfils the general economic functions of the State
phase of capitalism. For the moment I will simply point
to a whole series of illusions, modifications in state
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power (especially the renewed challenge to the hegemony - •.• lIun"....'.
capital) cannot find expression automatically or m.,,-.h .. ,,,,,_,,
to the specific materiality of this or any other apparatus,
Now, just as we cannot conceive of 'pure' scate economic
....'.19IlS'i~"
how separated from its other missions, so we cannot t"n •• A_.'._ ,.
economic apparatus as being separated from its other
mechanisms. Of whatever kind these latter may be, they
economic functions and, within the reorganization of
undergo restructuring in relation to the formation and ..... _.:, .....
economic apparatus: institutional materiality is imparted to
whereby functions concentrated in the state economic
dominance over the other functions of the State. The
apparatus accounts in part for the precipitate and ao;:elerati
of parliament and the institutions of representative dernOt· .... ,,·..··~~
of the Executive, as well as for the diminishing role of pol:itiliah....::.~.·
in comparison with the bureaucracy and state admllnJ ..tl"J.;",.~.'.,;'::;:cj
such phenomena. It would be possible to relate the
changes in the army, school system, administration or jUdi,,,,al"P-'A
formation and consolidation of the state economic apIl>arattlls,
Hence, this apparatus, too, fully participates in the IlIQltHP'iW;.f....i
mechanism of the State. It constitutes a political device [)ot:hlj~solfM·.i.~T~::
fosters capital accumulation and insofar as it gives .n,·t't~'''.i''
to the political compromises and tactics conducted within
a doubtless uneven extent, this political character

and junctiol'ls of the state economic apparafus as a who/e. It
false to regard the apparatus (and irs funcdons) as split inro
parts: a /echno-admjnisttative sub-apparatus which is
less neutral and which discharges techno-economic Lt,.U:,o,;UUUl
each and every 'production process'; and a
apparatus exclusively concentrating state provisions in
hegemonic fraction of monopoly capital.
We should dwell a little longer on this extremely tenaCII1US;;'
the dual nature of the State, such as it is expressed in
state economic apparatus. Let us first recall that the illu~i(.mlli?'roi)(tiI
in a techno-economistic conception of the production
productive forces are grasped at a level so to speak. ilULumm,u
tinct from the relations of production, while the class
economy is confined to the relations of production. t'lClcOrIUllI'l1;\
the basic social contradiction is that between the de'Vel'OPl1leI
celebrated term, the 'socialization' - of the productive
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relations of production; this split between productive forces
of production is then situated in a so to speak duplex State,
C'......tn:··"-tu--rn divides the economic apparatus into t'l1'O. On the one hand,
'expanded' economic apparatus corresponding to the developproductive forces, and fulfilling not only the functions which
supposedly discharges vis-a-vis the productive forces. but
,~,;;,i~~'''''W
functions suited to the 'socialization' of those forces:
is essentially a techno-administrative apparatus to be developed,
in the transition to socialism. On the other hand,
. politico-economic apparatus conesponding to the relations of
and the class struggle - a monopoly super-State which does
transformed. The main contradiction within the economic
is supposed be thllt which opposes these two pam.
are not in fact correct. Although the productive forces
materiality of their own which cannot be ignored, they never
in unity with, and under the primacy of, determinate rela:llroidu<:t1o:n. The class struggle is from the beginning lodged in
beart of the labour process; and the basic contradiction of
is the class contradiction between the exploiters and the
There are no economic functions relating to 'production in
every State has to fulfil; economic functions are always
the class struggle and therefore have a political character
The whole texture of the state economic apparatus has a
,."~rM··tl'r. Its basic contradiction is located between tactics
polarized towards the interests of capital and its hegemonic
fraction and tactics imposed by the struggle of the exploited
is a contradiction which, in varying degrees, traverses the
branches of the state economic apparatus in their entirety.
remains for us to elucidate the diverse and seemingly quite
economic functions of the State in their organic articu/a~
than in the form of descriptive addition or accumulation.
. must take as its guiding thread the tendency of the
ofprofit: state intervention in the economy should be essentially
as the mlroduCIlon of ((JUnter-tendencies to this tendency, in
the new coordinates whereby the average rate of profit is
in the present phase of monopoly capitalism. In the last
stare economic intervention is articulated around this basic
left-wing students of the question do not always agree
;Ien(jpn,-v of the falling rare of profit is still at work in capitalist
I do not intend here to enter into the debate. Let me simply

to
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point out that a number of objections to Marx's theory generali;;:' .
their target, since they focus on the concrete, empirical and meif~JtJl$l
expression of this fall, whereas what is really involved is a tC'tabb
Even when it does not take concrete form, it still remains ac~,~qf:y~
explains th~ in~ro~uction of counter-te~den~ies .which thwart thist[g~~
by preventmg It from concretely mamfestmg Itself.
i?i;"\f.!Icy
Now, we can ~rasp this fa~lin~ tendency ~s the guiding thread~l*iflV
are clear that, msofar as It directly designates not the extritl" .t
surplus-value (i.e. exploitation) but the distribution of surpI~1tntl
(profit), it has value only as an index and symptom of profoundj~h\,a Ut
in the relations of production and social division of labourt~t~C$
say, in. the c.~ass stru~gle focussing on exploitati~n. In other wQ;a,tA~:
operations I~able to lOtrodu~e counter-tenden~les to the falli~~~!eol
pro~t ~nter mt~ the producu~n and reprod.uctlo.n process of ~W$hlhai
fall IS Itself the lOdex: the fallmg tendency IS ultimately nothirig~~utthe
expression of popular struggles against exploitation. Once this isa~~itt~
it is not o~ly legitimate, but absolutely indispensable, .to take the,!~~4e~~
of the falhng rate of profit as the central reference-pomt.,?:;;,:. '..
However, our problems have only just begun, for there at~~~~¢ru
counter-tendencies to this fall. Of these the two principalQhe$a~'
devalorization of a portion of constant capital, leading to a ri~~Hh~
average rate of profit .. and an increase in the rate of exp/oitatjon,tf!lI,(u/
surplus-value (training of the labour force, technological innovaf!~%ek}
- which is designated as an increase in re/atilJe surplus-value.T61sni$tS
two questions. First, is it legitimate to refer to these two COunte"·i'en.
cies (and especially the first), given that such devalorizati . J
concerns not the extraction of surplus-value, but the meretran$fir and
redistribution of surplus-value within capital by the mec~tMItI~f
profit? Second, if we do have to refer to both counter-tenden~i~·cailwe
treat them at the same level- and if not, which plays the main rol~l.,i
As I have often argued, I think that the second problem i~~,t~~ttiOrt
important. Now, the State's role in the devalorization of certai~(ri~!ions
of constant capital has been emphasized by a number of theoriS~f%~uJicd
around the review Economie et Politique. In particular, B?,$~atiana
Herzog have significantly advanced our knowledge of conie.itlpo@'
economic reality.3 Today, they argue, the bulk of state in~~f:xenti()D$
-(
.
~}~",

.~

·.;.t~
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J As far .s France is concerned, I shall merely mention the works of
Herzog, as well as those of J.-P. Delilez. H. Claude and J. Loikine; see. al.
Bettelheim, ]. Valier, !\. Gr.nou, P Brachet,!\. Emmanuel. E. Mandel;:
Brochier, C. Goux. Lastly. there is the recent book by ]. Anali and M.)
capital et ,on double, Paris 1976.
. :,;':¢.'> •
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state subsidies and investments, public and nationalized capital)
make a portion of capital operate at a level below the average rate
or even at a zero or negative rate; the purpose of this is to favour
capital in the present context of overaccumulation by thwarting
tA,iildency of the falling rate of profit. These analyses are often counthe misdirected argument that, even if public capital functions
described (which is really beyond doubt), the process only
the redistribution and transfer of surplus-value among the
1OiIi!lOn~:Il'" of the capitalist class. That is certainly true. But the counterin question is no less real and crucial for all that, referring to,
things, intense struggles within the capitalist class and to
the power bloc. The real problems lie elsewhere:
are raised by the need to define the exact place of this counterFirst of all, we must be wary of the illusion according to which
is, by its very public nature, short-circuited and neutralized
.,,·.~,.'nVI~ralJ reproduction of social capital, in such a way that it does not
. no longer forms, part of capital. For statized capital continues
(public enterprises exploit their workers) and thus to produce
;iiirlIl!US-~ralu't::i' indeed, through being devalorized, it permits the transfer
to other sectors of capital. Statized public capital is
still dependent, in the form of state capitalism, on the economic
of the capitalist class - that property which, as distinct from
is constitutive of the relations of production. In the
of a capitalist system and State, this is the case even when such
not legally belong to a particular individual capitalist.
the whole significance of the present discussion on the Left
the meaning and limits of nationalization in a capitalist
is really at issue cannot be reduced to the alternative of
or nationalization. On the Left, virtually everyone seems to
. says that he agrees, that nationalization must go beyond mere
'to involve workers in their own management. Now, however
differentiates between statization and nationalization, the
the second term should not make us forget that, in a capitalist
.
. is distinct from effective socialization, and that
the really fundamental distinction. By transferring the
Y'V'''' .. '.LlVIl from the possession and economic ownership of
real control of the workers, socialization entails not only a
power, but also substantial modifications in the relations of
and the state apparatus. In the long run, only socialization
'"!;"IIUIIlC alternative to statization; the example of Eastern Europe
enough to remind us of this.
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We should also make dear that state imolvement in the
"'''''<llOlmi~.L
of capital (for the purpose of increasing the average rate of
not serve exclusively to augment the superprofirs of
. ,',,:"t-'L,....
even though the monopoly fraction does reserve the lion's
State activity cannot entirely circumvent the tendency of the
of the rate of profit among monopoly and non-moOQpoly
as a whole. Some fractions of non-monopoly capital also
increase in the average rate of profit following ae'vatnri7"';~_
State strives to block the tendency of equalization by malln.tammt!'lL.
overaU inequality of the profits of monopoly and nOfl~rrlon.lP9II~~lni..1
(As we know, non-monopoly capital continues to form part "'~.JlI!:li:21'1i.
ralist power bloc.)
2. However, precisely insofar as the
concerns, in essence, only redistribution and transfer of lotll,I:fS,I~111H.
value among sections of capital, 1M principal and tlOJ"l1jla,~~5li!ii':'t"'"
counter-tendency to the falling ratc of profit is the Sllllt-JI'UJllr,,;i
rale of surplus-value and erp/(Jitation. To be sure, the
[he two counter-tendencies also depends on the conium:[Ulr~,~rr:tlI~.dll1l
struggle of each social formation (especially on the
ing class). Nevertheless the second counter-tendency '_' ... u.',,"<,
because we are currently witnessing, above all in the de\relnil'lM
countries, a clear shift away from extensive exploitation
absolute surplus-value (based on wage-levels and the leQjlfijj,:ott/!i
working day) towards intensive exploitation of labour ..."
surplus value. Correlated with the internarionalizadon .
processes (whereby extensive exploitation of labour is
the dominated countries), with increased submission of
capitalist relations, and with the growing primacy of deoll~~t~~e!~
'living labour', this shift involves an increase in labour
technological innovation. It assigns to the State an
expanded reproduction 0/ labour-power
reproduction'
extends well beyond the training process. Of crucial .
are a whole series of st'Ilte activities in relation to scu':nUnc;1
technological innovation, restructuring of industry,
occupational training, as well as in such areas as n~ISIIIIK.c,~
port, social welfare. urban development, and
Although seemingly quite heterogeneous, all these
around the State's role in the expanded reproduction
Such reproduction is no longer simply the 'condition'
it is located at the very heart of surplus-value Dr(ldulcti.)D•..~
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~away from extensive exploitation and absolute surplus-value towards
;'~ivee"plojtation

and relative surplus-value (productivity oflabour).
than ~ev~lorj2ation of certain fractions o~ capital, it. is an
~·dse in exploItation through expanded reproduction-regulation of
~r_power th:u is intended by these measures. This fact has important
~uences, allowing us to locate the directly political aspects of these
~entions and to mark oUt the ideological-political questions at stake.
thus first of all clarify the domain in which state activity is
~!ully involved. The reprod~ction oflabour-~ower takes. plac~ wjthi~
~~mi!S imposed by the relatlOns of production: what IS at Issue IS
:.. ~tilerely technical training, but expanded reproduction referring to
'~~al division of labour. State involvement must therefore focus
;~~'aU on the relations of production t~emselves - and in s~ch .a way
.; liiinpose on them those changes whlch alone enable a rIse In the
;\I .1'"
' ~urpIus-va1ue.
;~~jtivi(Y
0 fIb
a .our-p~wer and
. an"I.ncre~ In reIatlve
.:tl/laVe dealt W1th thIS question m SocIal Classes m Contempqrary
and shall not here go into it in detail. I shall simply recall that a
r~{~ies of state interventions - whether concerned with the restruci~Of industry, direct or many-sided aid to certain fractions of capital,
-:;", land development - have a more basic goal than the evident one of
"Il! and redistributing surplus-value i that is to say, they seek to
ut that change in the relations of production which is the
'condition for the reproduction of labour-power as a function
in the fate of exploitation. These measures make of the State the
.romoter of the concentration and centralization of capital 'ood as a process which, far from being either simply technical or
uridica!, involves important changes in the relations of production.
. powers and degrees of possession and economic ownership are
tiallyarticulated, within the place occupied by capital and among
,us bearers, both at the national level and at the world level
. jonalization of capital, multinational companies, and so on) .
.~ the process also entails devalorization of certain portions of
those which are absorbed or expropriated by others), as well liS
'er of surplus-value from non-monopoly to monopoly capital
.European to American capital. But what is essentially at stake
~ngement of the relations of production through a reorganization
.. r process: for example, a change in the shape and boundaries
. us units of production through the constitution of complex
tiona! and international level, which make possible an 'inte_ ur process and production process. In turn, this is the neces-

'~ore
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sary condition for a rise in labour productivity, intensified
innovation, and application of the results to the labour
various 'technological revolutions' always presuppose
relations of production.) In short, such an 'integrated'
sary condition for a rise in the exploitation of labour.
By referring to the reproduction of labOUT power, we aTe'
to locate stare activity in the primary realm of the relations
but also to grasp its precise imporrance in such spheres
and cQnsumption. Production (the relations of production)
exhaust the cycle of expanded reproduction of capital,
prises distribution, circulation and consumption. But it
determining place in the overall reproduction cycle: it
which determines exchange relations on the market
not the reverse. Contrary to a whole series ofn .."_n''' .....
the decisive activity of the State concerns. neither the
market ... the realm of commodity circulation-exchange
tion - nor, still less, the sphere of individual consumption 4~r®:a1l¥aJi
the current verbiage on 'consumer sociery' It rather'
relations of production themselves,
It should not be forgotten, however, that the State's
consumption is qualitatively more important than it was ... ~,~"'._...;
referring now not to the supposedly restored 'primacy'
consumer societies, but to the precise role of the State j'l1nheiPirm:iii..4llii
forms of the reproduction of labour-power. With
means of such reproduction, the domain of
increasingly has primacy over individual consumption"
by the considerably enhanced role (If the indirect wage
price and quality of the collective means of \"UII:)U"'PUVI
benefits) in comparison with that of the direct wage
employer - housing, health, transport, education,
equipment,4 It is at these crucial sites of the expanded
labour-power that the State mas5ively intervenes in
has always done, of course, the State also acts upon f','irrlll~l'iI
don in order to transform profiT-realization through
modi!ies (individual consumption), and to expand
soluble demand to the advantage of monopoly c:n''''rl''rnlh~
in the field of prices and incomes, taxation, credit, trade
• See among C>ther6 the work by M. Castells, 1· Loikine. :\.
c. Preteceille. M. Frcyssinet. C,
D. Bertaux, C. Top~lov, C. Quin and R. Dulong

God~rd, O. Mehl. P Grevet.
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~i1e state involvement is growing to be decisive in this domain, it
'l) SO through publicly financed collective consumption, the

i

of which is to increase relative surplus-value by raising the

IRCtivit)' oflabour.

. . . .

jSean now show that the State, through bemg massively mvolved In

'tion-eonsumption for the purposes of reprod uciog labour-power.
c:lYh more and more to intervene in the articulation of (he production
~lrelations of product~on/labour power~ with the cycle o~ circulations@iptio n. It does thIs by means of tts current role In monetary
~rnent. We c~ no~ also understand why interven~ion in th~ field of
~ve consumption IS not a merely techno-economiC operation, but
~:a crucial political content of much greater .sco~ .than is often
is!FHere too, state ~easures do not ~efer to tntn~~11ca11y ~eutral
~Ii'le forces, occupymg a level of their own and sImply diverted
r;;(ifori to the benefit of monopoly superprofits by virtue of state
¢:Jlooe (i.e. by virtue of the monopolies' place in the power bloc). No
~ilie hegemony of monopoly capital does impose a precise signifi~.~ state strategy. But insofar as these interventions GOncern the
iidireproduction of labour-power and refer to structural reorganiza·
pOfTIlc labour processes, they touch on a deeply-rooted reproduction
i~dapiralist social division of labour. In its political content, this
ff.tjie;/Mnagement-regulation of labour~power - up to and including
... 0";'orms of disciplinary normalization and submission-subjection
. politico-ideological relations - does seem to cut across mere
~~yofthe monopolies and to become consubstantial with the hard
",.. ;:... iraliSt relations of production. This raises the following quese absence of a radical subversion of capitalist relations of
~~n, to what extent can a challenge to the hegemony of monopoly
~isucceed by itself in modifying the new forms of reproduction...·";:~:'f labour-power - in modifying, that is to say, a quire crucial

he State?
now at last in a position to define the range of the present
awards statism. While we are not talking of a uniform and linear
nor are we referring to a conjunctural phenomenon arising
ket vagaries and capable of being reversed simply through a
o monopoly hegemony. To a large extent, the growing weight
.• in every field of socio-economic life also seems to cut across
,of the devalorization of capital and to become consubstantial
)lew forms of overall reproduction of labour-power.
~t10W illustrate all these points by examining more closely the
:tQ6tent of the economic functions of the State.

Economy and P
In order t(l define the political content which these [unlcti(lDSt
relation to the power bloc itself, we must go to the hean
and pose the following question: why are certain economic
by the State and not directly by capital itself? Ought we
purely the influence oC'economic factors'?
This question appears all the more crucial in light of a
fact revealed by careful study of the various capitalist
are virtually no economic functions which can be lUIIIJII::U.j
State. With the exception of such functions as the
hne aU been, or are now, fulfilled either by the State
capital itself, or by both, the precise sicuarion varying
formation and the historical period in question. This has
from the establishment of the economic infrastructure
material 'conditions' of production (railways, tran$port,
etc.) through monetary management, housing, health,
munal assets, and the training oflabour-power, to the
of the concentration-centralization of capital. The
interventionism is neither a homogeneous history co
formations, nor a linear history in whi~ the State nr(\VT<~<:IV'
lates and appropriates certain intrinsically economic
it is rather a history of uneven development, unfolding
with the given formations and marked by both steps
backward.5 This cannot be explained entirely in
factors.
It is often argued that these functions are fulfilled by
they concern fields which are, generally speaking,
itself - that is to say, fields in which the rate of profit on
is lower than the average.
, See the research-work of J. Bouvier. F. Morin. M Resud e! al.
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fit

should be made clear that what is i~volved is, a IlIStor~cal fa~t,
appear as unprofitable for capital only 10 certam social
~dOns and at certain historical periods. to the extent that state
~tion has not yet brought about the conditio~s in :which capi~al
'1C1lre It profit. The phenomenon therefore vanes wlth the sOCIal
~,tjDn and the particular conjuncture, and to a certain degree this
allows us to Q<;count for the uneven development of stllte
7rC fields

til,

~ntlon.

l~t:

it allows rhis to a certain degru. For this economic factor,

itJs often used to explain state interventionism as a whole, can in
~.iJnly have a li~ited field of validity.
,
,..
t!¢,us refer here Just to the context of the mternatlOnahzauon of
~;~a pro~es~ whi~h marks the current phase of i~perial~m and the
~Itiates wlthlO whIch the average rate of profit IS esrabhshed at an
~~donalleve1 (at least within the zone of the dominant countries),
~bove economic factor is not enough to explain the considerable
~lOns of interventionism in the dominant capitalist countries. It is
~ble to show that the development of motorways or telecom~
~~tions is currently profitable in Italy and the United States (where
~#ien in hand by private capital) and at the same time unprofitable in
ifuWlwhere the State has assumed the overall responsibility). Indeed,
~~Sriie is involved in domains that are highly profirable for capital:
i/il!lirough nationalization - which is not confined to unprofitable
~iof capital or firms on the verge of bankruptcy - and through a
~nge of other interventions relating to research, energy. and so on.
!!~jJ~even when the Slue acts upon sectors that are unprofitable for
~tJ;i!S interventions are always situated in a policical context and
.mQdalities or scope are marked by the policy of the State. However,
f,•.
;d;now ask oursel~es why the State also takes over sectOrs that are
!fIfprofitable for capital.
1~'Ofall, we can be sure that such intervention is often bound up with
~i,~raJ coord inates of the reproduction of capital and that it is essential
h~{~eproduction of social capital as a whole. In Engels's formulation,
!mifi~g- to which the State intervenes to esrablish and maintain the
:.~ ~~nditions of production, the term 'conditions' may now be said
• - ' P pplicable, given (hat [he State goes to the very heart of the
. _tion process. But the term 'general' preserves its full relevance,
~jJie_object to which it refers (from research to energy, communica~4~ expanded reproduction of labour-power) is indispensable for
~¥aJeoisie as a whole. Assumption of these functions by anyone
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individua.1 capital, or even fraction of ~apital, i.nvolve~ considerabl~'
the funcu~ns themselves may be quite ~rastlcally distorted in'oldns~
serve particular, short-term profits. (This was shown very c1earl:~\)et t~
actions of the oil companies, which aroused such a response in ca!;":r~
whole that the State - even Carter in the USA - Was forcedP~ta}S,;
responsibility in the realm of energy.) The deflection may b€;;;gtakt
sharp that the entire productive apparatus tends to be restructur~Ilt~S(
exc~usive advant~ge of certai.n capitals and to the grave detrimenK~f:~:
ca~ltals or f~actlOns of capI~al.. Such a development ~iII cOri$i~erabt
heighten the mternal contradictions of the power bloc. It IS thus arior;J
. t hat t hese tiuncttons
.
f
/ .
~ h
~ Ineal
neceSSity
0 genera Interest LOr t e bourgt:oisie .'
whole should be discharged by the State.
X~;GJ4
Even then, of course, state interventionist measures are
fa vour of the hegemonic fraction of capital, today monopoly c~pifal;~n
very character of the latter, as well as its overwhelming pred0ril:ffi~nce,1
the economy, set up specific effects in a statism that is gearedt~:~on III
polistic overaccumulation. However, this always takes place in t~Hralil:
work of a co~~lex political process whereby a compromisesftiregyis
elaborated wlthm the power bloc by means of the State. Besid~':mono
poly capital itself is not a fused entity but is traversed byJWportaht
contradictions: this makes it necessary for the State to i~pl~rilent
political measures that are mainly to the advantage of monop6!yeapita/
as a whole.
";C
To a varying degree, this political character, defined in re1~ti1illtolhe
dominant classes and fractions, affects all the above functions:::rhisis
quite apparent not only in the reproduction and heightened;~9~lr(llof
labour-power - which is the general coordinate of the repro~«~ipnof
capital as a whole - but also in state measures aiming at the deVl¥f9MZalion
of certain fractions of constant capital. Here too, there is n~"iritrinsK
economic reason why such devalorization should take place ex~I~~W~IYby
means of the State. In point of fact, it is constantly takingplt~~illthe
economic process itself that runs parallel to the State - eithif:through
economic crises or through direct action taken by certaiH!capitils
(essentially composed of monopoly capital) against certain ()dl~tst:Ssen.
tially composed of non-monopoly capital but also involvingmpltol101y
capital. We are talking here of bankruptcies, take-overs ari~,m¢rgers~
Whole sections of capital (companies, production units) have?~'ijie,.Jor
a zero rate of profit spells death for private capital - in orderlfihafo,~eis
may go on living. This happens above all through the StaJ~,!leCl~
neither within capital as a whole nor within monopoly capJtpl.iiselflS
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>"-an instance capable of laying down who should make sacrifices so

~ctt·
.
'f
. left to
/others may contInue
to prosper. M
oreover,
I t h'IS process IS

~ltconomic field alone, it assum~ wild an? violent ~orms characteristic
~kt early stag~ of th~ ~oncentrat1?n of capital. State tnvolv~ment ma~es
'~Y1ble a certam pohttcal regulatt~n through the elaboration of tacttcs
i~inthe State. (Since, ??wever, an ~nst~ble equilibrium compromises

0:

'i)'yolved here, the pohucal regulation IS always of a relattve character.)
~'~hese points also apply to the many forms of direct state aid to mono>i~pi(al that work to the det~iment of non-monopoly capital (subsidies,
""bficsector orders, preferential charges, etc.). Such measures, too, are
~~ed in t~e general fr~mework of the political relati?nship of forces
bd~en fract~ons of caplt~1. They encounter the re~lstan~e of noniYJK6poly capital, whose eXistence as a term of the relationship of forces
\;~~ressed in the form of limitations imposed on pro-monopoly state
~~vity. Indeed, this activity is the subject of sharp negotiations with
':,~monopoly capital that give rise to various 'palliatives' and 'counter-

!~~res'.
~~':M~we see, therefore, the current expansion of the public sector and of
? unctions does not correspond only to economic necessities. But
be phenomenon in question is of an essentially political character,
ot be explained simply by the hold of monopoly capital over the
as if monopoly capital had achieved full unity and excluded nonoly capital from the terrain of political hegemony. Although the
iSs. is undoubtedly linked with monopoly hegemony, it concerns the
'''basic forms of the domination of capital as a whole. For it is also a
*P§nse to; the current sharpening of contradictions throughout the
i~;:'"' f political domination.
the political content of these economic functions concerns above
opu/ar masses. We are dealing here with another series of problems.
us pass straight on to the first and, in a sense, the simplest of these
. s - one that refers to the most clearly repressive and ideological
",of the State. Direct state involvement on the side of capital
Js necessary whenever the operation of economics entails recourse
~nized. violence (various forms of expropriation, certain aspects of
(oduction-management of labour power, etc.) the monopoly of
itimate use is held by the capitalist State.
gical procedures are of significance in rather a different way. In
izing the ideology according to which it represents a general
,and common welfare situated above classes, the State directly
,~~economic functions and, at the same time, disguises their real
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class content from the popular classes. The more such measures
intensification of the rate of exploitation (relative J'jUI:Pl'I1S.v~
greater the politico-ideological necessity for the State to
responsibility for their application. First, with direct r ...,...~__ c,
overaccumulation of capital, we should mention capitalist-type'
zations that foster the illusions of the popular masses.
measures, the devalorization of capital and its effects on the
can easily be represented as technical necessities (as in the case
for instance), whereas take-overs or bankruptcies (e.g. Lip)
more serious problems. Secondly, and more importantly,
ures which relate to labour-power. By virtue of their public
(from transport to the system of education-training), these ren'filil.....
labour~power [0 tbe advantage of capital in a much more
manner than if capital itself were to take direct and exclusive reSP'OllISiKiilit.
for [he relevant functions.
Just as the State's role "js-a-vis the popular masses cannot hA,.....!;v"'0.~,~,
a trap or a straightforward ideological mystification, so it ...,...'....ilUIe
identified with a Welfare State discharging purely 'social' IUn£tic!iif5Q'/te
State organizes and reproduces class hegemony by establishing
field of compromises between the dominant and dominated
frequently, thi.:; will even involve [he imposition of certain
material sacrifices on the dominant classes, in order that
domination may be reproduced. The first stage of capitalism
classic example of factory legislation (as well as the iOU',JUlIUIi
which cotptured the attention of Marx. In this case, the State
preserve-repr<>duce labour-power - which capital, acting
long-term interests, was in the process of physically
to organize the field of relative surplus-value alongside that
surplus-.... alue. It should never be forgotten that a whole ~ ..rl''''''lfl
measures, particularly concerning the expanded rf'r'rr.tI"''''".n
power, were imposed 01/ lhe State by Jhe struggle oj the
These struggles revolved around what may be designated by'
and historically determinate notion of popular 'needs':
security to policies in relation to unemploymem and the
collective consumption. Numerous recent studiesl" delMonstnti
celebrated social funl:tions of the State directly depend,
existence and for their rhythms and modalities. on the
mobilization; whether as the effect of slruggles or as an
C·

h

s~'<! t:;pedally 1'. Fox-Ptven and R. Clo\\ud. RC~lllaling Iht Plli1I', [971.
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:-zc.:,

~:~>ggles on the part of the State.

lhis

does indeed show that w~t are involved are not 'pure' social
of a Welfare State. But It also shows that there cannot he over
:}~s[JIte functions in favour of, and imposed by, the popular masses and
~.i~ there pro-capital economic functions. All measures taken by the
Ji~'iialist State, even those imposed by the popular masses, are in the last
,~p
. a pro-capita
. I'1st strategy or ~re compaU'bl e Wit
.h
\jJysis
insertcd tn.
" . de<! reproduction of capital. The State takes Into account the relaip of forces with the dominated classes as well as their specific
ces. But within this framework, it adopts essential measures in
of expanded reproduction of capital, elaborating them in a
~:
nunner such that, through certain concessions to the dominated
~':'~ (popular conquests), they may guarantee the reproduction of the
?~hegemony and domination exercised by the bourgeoisie as a whole
:"u;the popular masses. Not only does the State ensure the operation
.J~ mechanism, but it alone is capable of ensuring it: the dominant
.':~ and fractions have shown that they cannot do so, if they are left
.~j6emselves and their short-term, contradictory economic-corporative
IS. In the long run, the State can serve class hegemony by itself
ing certain material demands of the popular masses - demands
,at the moment of their imposition, may assume a quite radical
cance (free and universal public education, social security, unem~
en! benefit, etc.). Once the relationship offorces has changed, these
r gains' can be progressively stripped of their initial content and
ter in a covert and mediate fashion. Were such reverses to be
with regard to socio-economic functions directly discharged by
, they would threaten to provoke much more serious social
~:01t;~<sures

•

if

D,;J§sions.
.
' ';;.:;The above remarks have merely outhned the general contours of the
, .... We can now proceed w analyse the political conteD[ of state
. ic functions, preserving as our guiding thread the Slate'S role in
.' roduction-management of labour-power. In this way, we shall be
: .~,':' understand more dearly why there are no purely 'techno-social'
5rf;(unctions vis-a-vis the popular masses. Conversely, we shall be able
',te the economic pertinence of the State's functions as a whole
.. g those which appear quite distant from the economy) and to
e present-day subordination of the State's overali activity to its
it role so defined.
~{;' ~duction of labour-power is a political strategy, since it always
tJ).Yo,tvfs reproduction of the social division of labour; politico-ideological
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elements always enter into the constitution of this reproductio :'
of 311, we should consider their repressive aspect: that of the exl
organized violence, It is impossible to overemphasize the fact
various 'social' measures taken by the Welfare State with respe':
reproduction of labour-power and the field of collective con
are at the same time geared to police-political management and "
labour-power, The realities are by now well known: sOcialZ
structures, unemployment relief networks and iob--placement
the material organization of 'sociaP housing space (short-stay'
estates); asylums and hospitals - all these are 50 many politI
where legal-police control is exercised over labour-power.
To be s,ure; import~nt t,ransf0n:'ations are curre~t1y u~er "(~:ihe
configuratIOn of these Sites IS cbangmg through a certain de--lOstitii~iiaJ~'
zation of the 'totalita,rian' structures of isolation, and parad~~IIII~'
confinement (the classical workhouses as wen ~ Various ghettoeS~~the
asylum world). The doo~ of the old control ~1tes are ·openi.n~~:Wgive
way to a new type of statlsr:n: that ~f mo~ flexible networks an~:E~~its
spread throughout the SOCial fabnc (socIal welfare; comp1exsuuc!Ues
for taking over responsibility in the neighbourhood and i':'~~~~:t().
the family; approved schools; work-therapy centres; day clinic~i~Jihi:
clinics; state-sponsored workshops). Castel has provided us V(iJ~ijt§.~i
analyses of the process whereby disciplinary normalizati()~.J~*:
shifted towards these new structures. But he is wrong [0 sugg~<~l~~
involves a transition from power in the form of authority-t' ., ',y' ~
power in the fonn of persuasion-manipulation, or from openh
internalized repression.' We now know that the process corresji
considerable redeployment of the legal-police network, which/
form. duplicates, props up, supports and extends the capillary
of the circuits of social control: the power of the police, pi
administrative investigations, control by the courts over t,~
measures of assistance and surveillance, interpenetration ()f t~ ...
and the police apparatus (from remedial classes at school (
juvenile courts), centralization of files and intelligence thanku
in electronics. duplication of the official police by private ..
networks. In a certain sense, this process involves a lifting"
tiona! boundaries between the normal and the abnormal (i.e.
'3nti~social' elements); thus, control is shifted from the
the crime-inducing situation, from the pathological case to th~
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in such a way that each citizen becomes. as it were, an

~~ fi suspect or a potential criminal..But this is doubled in a supporting
!'~njslll of police control over the population: each citizen becomes in

~~awatcher or potential policeman through an endless series of reports-

i~ns (enquiri~ i~~o a pers.o~'s mora.lity.prior to his being accorded
~bene6ts).

This 15 symbolic repreSSlon mdeed .

. f~:thi5 should be add~d, of course. ,the ~olitico-ideol~gical c~~t~t
iAl,ltJaied in the reproduction of the ~o~mant Ideology and m the dlvl~lon
Jii'popular masses - a pro.cess which tmpregn~t~ these state functtons
[Di'very core. The educational and general trammg measures taken by
'~~~te with a vie~ to ~u~l!fying or de-,skilling labour-power are also
::~~ by a.s?ar~emng ~lvlsl~n bet~een mtellectual and, ~anual ~abour
:';:ji{fulI pohtlCo-ldeologlcal dimensIon: the purpose of thIs IS to heighten
~~ration of sections ~f the popular ~~sses from one another (cler.ical
:~ middle managerial staff, techniCians, workers), The orgamza:~Jspace in transport: or housing not only reproduces isolation and the
:~gyofthe family cell, but gives a planned structure to di vision among
i~~ular classes (the wage-earning petty bourgeoisie, the working
hiii;::immigrant workers, and others). Health policy follows the same
;~jnstitu.ti~n 1~k7 Soc~al Se~urity is, s~ far from constitutin~a unified
~tus that It IS dmded mto highly dlstmct networks accordmg to the
r ";:" category involved. Unemployment relief is itself directly geared
ductlon of the capitalist work ideology: restrictions on benefit do
lusively depend on the economic imperatives of capital; and in no
st assistance allow claimants to forget the abject and humiliating
ofEhe unemployed worker's situation.
ar points could be made about state organization of the cultural
. of the realm of leisure and sport. Conversely, the State's role in
'(J!~ining-management-repr()ducti()n of labour-power allows us to
""C"" with precision the economic scope of present-day state activity
ole, including the disciplines of normalization that help to forge
. t corporality and to shape the individualization of the political
.·r which power is exercised. It thus allows us to explain the transons undergone by these disciplines themselves. In order to do this,
,,1 we can hardly refer, like Foucault, to the highly vague notion of
-"'ivity-maximization' of labour: for how could such a catch-all
:~CCOUnt for that evolution from enclosure w disencIosure which
~9 noticeable since the beginning of the century and which is
,~]y rushing ahead? In fact, we can only explain this by reference to
:i~,ofthese changes: namely, the present-day modifications in the
0:
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labour processes and in the management-reproduction oflabo~c c
For all these reasons, we have to bring these normalization KJJfO~tr
into relation with the capitalist social division oflabour. This is/~~PI~~
- I was tempted to say, admitted - by Castel: 'I am quite Uri~~1Ze(
anything at aU precise on the "causes" of such a movenieA~J?sal
"e~c1os~r~': to "disenclosure:'], and especially on the elem~'riJ'i~~OII
social dIVISIon of labour WhiCh, at the level of the djstribUt~ Cc tbt
1
reproduction oflabour-power, appear to drive it forward.'8i ?nill4l
In recognizing the core of these changes, we have already poi~~ c'
direction in which greater precision should be sought. Gt~t~tbl
enclosure does seem to constitute the privileged form of coriai~
norma~ization a~d .even training of labour-power at that ~l~t::
extensive exploitation of labour and absolute surplus-valile;(~te
~ominant. These imply tha~ labour productivity and skills ai~%~t~:~
tlvely low level; that workmg-c1ass labour-power occupiesa':willo'
and ~ath.er i~olated ~osition in the popul~tion as a wholerra:n~~~
exploItation IS essentially grounded on rapId physical erosiorlofeasl!
replenished labour-power.
rtf;;:; c.~
By contrast, the shift towards intensive exploitation o(ir~urand
relative surplus-value entails increased submission of labou~l&iwercto
capital; expansion of the working class; a rise in the pro'd~ctjvi~ of
labour and strengthening of the qualification pole in thei~~JIIaileni
process of qualification-deskilling of labour-power; expandedi~prOilu(.
tion, in a new form, of the division between intellectuala~d;n,ail;W
labour; and restructuring of the labour processes in cerhi,ilfihdusrrW
branches, through, among other things, the present form oftt~~ri()togiCal
innovation. As numerous analysts have demonstrated, tl1~S~c~li~
essentially correspond to the new and more general 'social fll~~iQnS'Qr
the Welfare State in their aspect of training-management-rtfp;o~llctioD
of labour-power. Without here going further into the mat' ';'would
appear that we are referred to these same changes by the n",:,}msOf
conditioning and normalization: by the flexible and capillaryJspreado(
disciplinary mechanisms in a population massively sub()f(ill;!(ed 10
capital (expansion ofthe 'real submission' oflabour to capitalj~;ch~l'Igesin
the methods of educational training; opening-up of the f~mfIy:isthe
permeable site of a new qualification of labour; decompositi()~orthe
boundaries between the normal and the abnormal in(f~pulatiOn
threatened with permanent structural unemployment and thuf~9tenliall(
C

• ibid., p. 287.
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;~cial' to an intense degree; reproduction of the fissures between

~rilY and decision-e~~cution .within an expanded inte~l~ctuallab~ur

rril ew petty bourgeoIsie) a~d I~ a form ~ther t~an.the rlgl? despotism
C"ditional 'closed' organizations whIch COinCided with fissures
manual labour and narrowly-defined intellectual labour;
Wsion and diffusion of immigrant labour throughout all branches and
'/sof industry in which deskilled labour is concentrated, together
~e 'establishment of suitable networks of control and surveillance.
'~be sure, these are far from being the only causes of the current
trion from enclosure to disenclosure: here too, changes refer us to
f[catio ns in class relations and to new popular struggles. But the
fr~i.nate place they occupy in relation to the State's economic role
I.
Idydemonstrates their essential political content.
~jd earlier that the political content of the various state functions is
b'Ound up exclusively with the present hegemony of monopoly
~1.We can now add that it does not depend only on state power, even
~~~ower is extended to cover the whole of the capitalist class. For the
t@lcontentofthese functions is inscribed in the institutional materiality
Qfganizational framework of the state apparatus - a reality which is
ij\jied even by the celebrated techno-social measures of the State.
:lnstitutional structures of health (social security, medical practice,
K~ls, asylums), social welfare, town planning, community services
It1sure are all stamped with the bourgeois 'seal'. Measures taken in
~fi~lds serve the capitalist reproduction of labour-power and the
ioflabour, even if they are partially due to popular struggles and
~'lf;they represent an acquisition. Hence, we are still faced with the
61~in: neither a challenge to monopoly hegemony nor even a more
~~d challenge to state power can by itself radically alter the policy
he$eapparatuses as they are presently constituted. This is true even
in~e are dealing with the so-called social mechanisms of general
~~fof the State, which are supposed to correspond par excellence to
Soflalization of the productive forces.

tn

The Limits ""'_~L'
Moloch"

\~'_~!~l;L

The present role of the State ought not to obscure the fact
still structural limits to tM intervention of the capitali~t,··
economy. While these limits vary with the phase of ....l'..."'mm:
rer of class relarions, and the form of the State (palrlillmC~ntlUl
fascism, etc.), they nevertheless appear, beyond a certain
impassable in capitalism such as it exists and is
societies. Here too, we must be wary of the r ...·............... ·!:
omnipotent, Stale gradually and ineluctably moving to\1~I.~~l~J.fknri
Lefebvre has already termed 'the state mode of UH,OIlIl-Tln,
take care not to apply this image to relations between
above all when, as is often the case (although certainly
it is coupled with a left-technocratic belief in the intrinsic
rationalizing-managerial State to carry through the tr,,,\,,iliini
under the luminous guidance of left experts. The exis:tenl:e.
has been confirmed during the last four decades and
This has spelt an end to the Keynesian illusions ~""""d,';.l
and Galbraith to the effect tbat a rationalized, nro'"ni7..tI
capitalism has succeeded, by means of potentially unli
ment in the economy. in suppressing or managing its
The limits to state intervention in the economy
with the relative separation under capitalism of the
and that of the economy - a separation which is currently ".
in a new form. These limits are therefore linked above.
nature of the process of production, reproduction and
capital. The proces.'i is a contradictory one which
of its own and which limits the State's activity in
unable to really master the effects of its own actions
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is clearer than the fact that such intervention itself
'. a factor directly productive of crises. For the moment, let us
that these functions p resent an inhiallimit beyond which they
incompressible: this is expressed in the rigidity of the
in its restricted range of strategic choices. However, these
funcdons are above all marked by a second limit, beyond which
is incapable of passing. In a certain sense, the contemporary
in its own trap. The metaphor is not too strong: from now
,lftltlS;"'''/i''''
=::;;j~it;;,t:~l<' can go neither backwards nor forwards, can neither stand
control the heart of the economy. At one and the same time,
to do both too much (crisis-inducing intervention) and [00
unable to affect the deep causes of crises). The State is
oscillating between the two terms of the alternative: wirhdraw
further involved. It is nor an all-powerful State with which we
but rather a State with its back to the wall and its front

a ditch.
tmetJll1Il1C> which define the horizon of state action in the economy
'*US,Cilo.; to the capitalist relations of production. Of course, the State
~tdSN.(eolrgllm:ze the relations of production that structure the place
!<l1311J_~'.'- thus to redistribute the powers flowing from the relations of
and economic property among the various fractions ofcapitalto the advantage of monopoly capital. Nevertheless, the
ifand only if the hard core of capitalist relations of production
thereby ensuring exploitation of the working class and the
(that is, their exclusion from real power over the means of
State intervention with regard to the relations of production
only at their reproduction as capitalist relations. We may
by saying that the capitalist State is constituted by a negative
. to its intervention - that is to say, by specific notl-imervent;on
. core' of capitalist relations of production.
of principle creates a whole series of seoond~egree limits:
IlOn.-lOter.·ellltleJn fixes the structural limits of state supremacy in
fields whose contradictions are the result of the relations of
themselves - whether it be in the realm of circulation, distription, or management of the monetary flow. To a great
course within a global strategy of hegemony I state activity
as ad-hoc rinkering with conditions already laid down by the
don of capital; that process itself is thus not susceptible
.• by [he State. Reproducrion cannot be controlled without
in the hard core of the reiatioM of production, since it is
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wi~hout reachi~g ~~e causes;:'~

impossible to master the effects
....... .
taken by t?e State are thus essentially a posterlON mterventi6~~
tackle, as It were, the consequences and symptoms of the}' . ~~
process, ~triving to .re~~larize ec~nomic. con~radictions bY~rll()1lIiI:
reflex actions, A prtON ,mtervention, which IS v~ry often ~(i:or
hardly go beyond certam elementary measures mdispensabi'·1:3I!
' l '10 genera I and to the realita'
.-f: to .:t1te
"
process 0 f va IOrlzatlon
0f
capita
monopoly superprofits, Here then lie the' limits to caPitalisip:~n.or
Even when it takes the form of programming or establi~hZ{",!,IIf,
broad production guidelines, it is not so much real planningi~;ieI\t.or
, .
h ti
f hid'
'I'
.'.. ,~prOJO:.
~lOn. mto t e uture ~ t. e genera te~ encles preval!ng at a giv~ri ll'iom
m time. In the maJorlty of cases, It merely outlines the corillitio ~
compatibiliry between th~ material bases of production (d~iD'98ra1JS¥
use. of natural and techmcal resou~ces, etc:) a~d the accuniqi~tif)!~
capltal underst~od as the accumulation. of financially defined1~~Ith;At
best, therefore, It assumes the role of an Immense market-reS~iCllillt\t~.
taking: the various planning experts are themselves beginning]tf)~~
this.and to lower their ~o~e by compar~son with the iIlusion~Afm~Mj~
(which found an echo inSide [he Left I t S e l f ) . ; ; : ; , '
Furthermore, this relationship of the State to the relations ()f1ilod~~'t
accounts for the fact that the material resources at its dispo~17areStru~;
turally limited. It is essentially profits on capital which e~tllblis;\:Ih*
limits to state taxation of incomes: beyond a certain point, iti~.impiiSSlbie
to touch these profits without seriously threatening the.,i~rQdu'ciion
process - that is, broadly speaking, the capitalist functll@Qg.~r.tht
economy. The financial resources of the State dependl1~~1l~1'I3\fg~
which conform to fluctuations in the rate of profit and wffi.~haN!veif
difficult to control. Thus, the State is largely unable to pla~:ji$f~yenuf
and to define in advance its margin of intervention: this is:~~pi¢Sdl:ilt
the permanent fiscal crisis that currently affects the capitaliS'f:st~t~l~a;
varying d e g r e e . , f f ' i .. '.
These limits to state intervention are therefore bound~lip~!!i'~
direct impact _,f the class struggle: with the struggles agains~'pr~pi~"
state measures waged by the popular masses or specificd~ssesth(~~
(the working class, the petty bourgeoisie, the rural popularWass~}(~:
with struggles at the heart ot the bourgeoisie and the power;6I~~ir~(jfl
against measures that principally favour a given fraction ofth,~,~o~~,,~~:i
or a given component of the bloc. These limits to state~'f:{jo~;~~(¥:,\
purely external barriers: insofar as such struggles constit!Jte>tl1~;~ta~
as the material condensation of a class relationship QftfOr~~%,:~~:
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) t limits that sUm from the very structure of the State and from the
:senn of its po I'ICY on t he baSls. 0 f .mterna I d'IVlSlons
..
. 0f
.':'
expressIVe
~~ntradictions. Even where the capitalist State successfully
/~fS and blocks frontal class struggles directed against itself, it does
~rebY manage to lift the ob~tacles to. its intervention. !he. ongoing
itrugg le traver.ses the State In a. specIfic mann,er: nothmg IS clea~er
%e limits whIch marked the Inter-war fascist States and which
>ueto characterize certain military dictatorships.
ri.se structural li.mits therefore concern not only the st~uggle .and
~~ce of the dommated classes, but also those of the fractions of the
~jsie. It is especia.lly he~e that we should look for the lim.its .of
~~lization and pubhc capital. In the framework of the capitalist
~'liationalizatio~
distinct fr~m socializ~tions) do ~ot in~rinsically
n~:the bourgeolSle of economic ownership of public capItal. Even
t;so extensive that virtually the whole of capital is juridically
~rialized, statization of the economy does not fundamentally break
Idpitalist relations of production (exclusion of the workers from real
ti~Lover the means of production and from mastery of the labour
~~), It gives rise instead to the phenomenon of state capitalism.
k~Fis step does meet structural obstacles in the context of a State
adlconstituted on the basis of a private bourgeoisie. Contrary to the
Ih~~~of Henri Lefebvre and many others, it is scarcely conceivable
r~u~6 a transformation could take place in a progressive and irresis~~~hion without considerable political fissures. For given the changes
olVCQ,especiaJly the permutation of the bourgeois state personnel and
!sW~eping subsritution of a state bourgeoisie for a private one, the
!rwiluld put up unyielding resistance to the process. However, this
j~Qllly be true once a certain point had been reached, since a public
l(at~~ctor (devalorization of sections of capital) is necessary for the
inte'k,~nce of the rate of profit and for the reproduction of private
~fal~(In the capitalist countries today, well-defined seats of a state
~(gisie - i.e, the management of public corporations - coexist in
~~io!iSwith the private bourgeoisie.) For all these reasons, huge-. , capitalism is generally to be found in countries marked by the
f a native private bourgeoisie, in which a state bourgeoisie
ryes as a relay-team for the foreign, imperialist bourgeoisie
. e decolonization process in numerous African countries); or
?olJntries that have undergone upheavals in a failed or aborted
.. §rtransition to socialism.
<'iHmits to state action, which stem from its structure as the
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condensation of class relations, ultimately refer to lts msti9!!~rialj;.
apparatus materiality. This is the celebrated phenomenon
":·,"~filllil'J<.,,
ponderousness or administrative inertia - the mode of
according to which the dominant classes or political
certain aspects of the State intrinsic to its materiality.
The limits to state intervention are written into the strllic~[~
apparatuses, networks and mechanisms. The selectivity QI:I!lliltm.:n;..;
and action derives from a process of n01t-decision-making, . ~ ~1~~5ijIPIic1
not only to the hard core of the relations of production, but
that go far beyond it. The fundamental determinations of:.u,~~~JJi[\e\'i~lon:
ment cannot be formulatc<! as political issues, nor, at the
even be known and apprehended: to take jUst one CAi~mDle".l
the very categories of the statistical apparatus {INSEE
an implicit threshold of non-knowledge tha[ is grafted
Y·.~.,~'?f:~ue·lUfIllt
defining the non-decisions and non-interventions of the
course, leaving aside the question of
manipUlation.} The same coula be said of regulatory orglu(lj!lticln·in
fiscal apparatus or the banking system (even where it is natl<t~~~~dj:OOii.
apprehension of such well-known spheres as the Fr,"n,·hn'~
or company profits is not simply due to the State's
areas in which it decides not to set foot - as if it
unlock these secrets for things to become dear. No, such
sian is rooted in material structures and apparatus
Raymond Barre is in part speaking the trUth in
'taxation system' is 'exceedingly delicate and UUII(Jl,l\;al
would have to be 'rurned upside down' in order to

tax.
However, through the reproduction of the social
within the State, its structure as the condensation
concretized, together with its internal
.
decision-making structure of relatively auronomous
of which has its specific field of competence, its own clil~ri,qj:J#~itd:i~f~
tion of problems. In most cases, the resulti ng p<llitical
discourse on the basic social relations, and even
character of the various tactics of the administration.
multi-level bargaining among administrative
representatives of diverse interests - a process
bureaucratic muddling through in the mode of ne~'anvc:c)
the 'status quo' It is also manifested in the shape of
in relation to the oourgeoisie itself.

4
Provisional Conclusions

,[Qye analyses have political consequences for the more general

iltw the transformation of the State in the transition to socialism.

\riime being, I shall refer only to those which concern the state

tiieapparatus.
~eventuality of the Left coming to power, what limits are there

~~to state intervention in the economy?
J~mits are not entirely dependent on the state power. Changes in

~nship of forces do not find automatic expression in any state
ii~...,. still less in its economic one, which possesses a materiality
to the highest degree by continuity of the State. Not only is
"\formation of the economic apparatus crucial to circumventing
'~isms of bourgeois resistance within [he State, but it is a
'ondition if the state economic intervention of a Left govemretain a socialist character. Such transformation is important
'assume that broad sections of the personnel of the economic
be effectively won to the left-wing experience. It is not by
.'~ even then, the inertia which is particularly inscribed in the
- ic apparatus (and which is also manifested with regard to the
will weigh with much greater force upon a Left government.
,:hure of that apparatus is such that it is not able, or is not
intervene in the economy beyond precisely those limits which
'perience will have to transgress.
~. )&ond the extent and nature of the socia-economic measures
would ha"'e to take in the transition to socialism, the
. nsforming the economic apparatus is posed even before the
;capitalist relations of production is seriously touched. Is ie
,ove to real planning if the existing structures are left intact
changes intended are at the level of political orientation and
r~.it of the state personnel t Is it possible in that case to prevent

iJiiied
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nationalizations from remaining mere statizations; to slow
flight of capital; to control prices effectively and stifle ....
..
implement a tax on wealth and capital? Do the existing '1t~lll"",~~"'i~',",'
encompass resources which are simply blocked or left idle
power and which need only to be brought into play? The VJ·}J!MIr'2&';'
affects the State's role in relation to economic crisis: the
ture dearlr shows the difficulties encountered by the UU~Jrl!'f""
mastering the crisis through the State. Once in power, the
only be faced with the problem of elaborating a policy that
mere management of the economic crisis of capitalism. For
state economic apparatus be transformed in such a way
policy becomes possible?
It is evident that the process must not place itself
statism - that is to sa)', it must not rest exclusively, or
on the State, but rather call, in economic space as well, "~"HI~e
of the popular masses, the forms of direct, rank-and.file II...,.'";;;;.,,,,,.
the centres of self~management. However, it is
statism cannot be avoided without sweeping tralnstlorn~atil~;Qf;.t&~'bt~
itself. Whether we like it or not, the State has a role of its Owrtifiiinbll
establishing a left economic policy. Here we must
technocratism which, as we see today, can quite easily be COJ1n.l)jj~!dWiih
certain self-management perspective that totally distorts
self-management itself. The essential features of this
well known: the present role of the State is supposed to
increasing complexity inherent in the tasks it dlsc::hal~l[j
industrial, technological' societies; hence its
susceptible to important changes in the framework of
socialism. It still has to be managed by experts, only by
According [() this conception, the only possible way of
is to bring the essentially unaltered state economic
outside control of the popular masses and the
rank-and-file democracy - in short, to flank it with
tbunter-powers and to bring the techno-bureaucrats
vision. The masses propose, the State decides. How
today swear one hundred per cent by self-management .
know what would become of the self-management
they care nothing?
There can be no doubt that especially in the
there is moreover a danger of corporatism), direct
genuine difficulties; in any case, we must not give in to
~ilntf+

,",~
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.the issue of direct democracy will be at the centre of the stage if we
is to say, bureaucratic state
~srn. But a~ove all in th~ case. of th~ state e~onomic apparatus,
bnce of statism and genume stimulatIOn of direct, rank-and-file
~I'llCY also involves transformation of the existing apparatus - a
~ltransformation extending to state branches and networks which are
;t&ellence 'social' or which pertain to the 'general interest'. For how
~ble even ~o cond~ct a policy of soc.ial justice ~i~h apparat~ses
'present social security or welfare serVlCe, merely lomed ro vanous
~~I or users' committees?
~~e"er, there is another side to the coin: namely, the "'ery specificity
Wstate economic apparatus. Here special problems will stand in the
~~hange, which cannot follow the same rhythm or assume the same
~k in other appara [uses.
'iin reality, the economic apparatus is not split between a technical
~ms and a monopoly super-apparatus, although some of its branches
*echanisms do crystallize monopoly interests in particular. It
~s, in irs unity, an essential factor for the reproduction of capital.
i~it follows that changes must affect this apparatus as a whole, some~ also follows. Precisely to the extent that the economic apparatus
£a'iges functions crucial to the reproduction of capitalist relations of
dUWon and capitalist accumulation as a whole - functions that are
~\-ressiblc so long as the relations of production are not themselves
!~hy undermined - the changes undergone by this apparatus cannot
ii(Qie!y follow the rhythm of change in the relations of production.
~~~ democratic road to socialism refers to a long process, the first
which involves a challenge to the hegemony of monopoly
~~\ but not headlong subversion of the core of the relations of
!Ml~;tion. A challenge to monopoly hegemony already presupposes
@,@tant
modification of the economic apparatus as a whole. But during
"."~,, ,.
!~~e, change cannot go beyond certain limits without running the
~(l$onomic collapse. Over and above the breaks involved in the anti~
~Iy pbase, the State will still have to ensure the working of the
~ - an economy which will remain to a cenain degree capitalist
~time to come.
···st know how to make a choice and then draw clearly the con. of the strategy adopted. It is flight from this 'stubborn' fact
~;~ven rise to the ambiguity of some current analyses made by the
,:~,l§rthey suggest that the anti-monopoly phase c;:onsists in 'smashing'
l~Wipoly super-State in which the political character of the State is
~ avoid bureaucratic statism, that
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concentrated, whereas the (supposedly neutral) technical
remain as it is throughout the transition to socialism. In ... ,=~~,,"-'''''
these analyses run with the hare and hunt with the
there can be no question of radically destroying pan of
apparatus in the anti-monopoly phase, while the other pan
tus leads a life everlasting. For in (he framework of a
tion that is itself indispensable for the transition to
structures of the entire economic apparatus will indeed
during this phase; in shon, it is a question of
state economic apparatus as a wholt. To be sure, this rr:1,,,,t,,,.. ~
assume differential forms and uneven rhythms according
network and circuit of the economic apparatus: first,
fraction of capital wh(lse interests, especially interests, it
bastions of monopoly capital will have to be U'''.lIliOJlIUt;U
point that my criticism of the conception of a monorlolv
was not intended to deny); secondly, according to its degree
to the needs of the popular masses - of course, while the
system would also have to be transformed, the process
same as in the case of the Ministry of the Interior; and
to the role of the given branch or network vis-i-vis the
and to its exact political character - just as evidently,
has a political content, it also has a comparatively
that it could not be transformed in the same way as, .
DATAR.
.
'.,.0>O"'.'."J,".
2. Finally, the democratic road to socialism guarantees
the other side of the coin is that the bourgeoisie thereby
possibilities of economic sabotage of the experience of the
Although transformation of the State economic apparatus
sar}' in order to prevent and counter such sabotage, it
that one is watking on a tight-rope. At no point should
actual dismantling of the economic apparatus: such a
paralyse it and accordingly increase the chances of "n1/l'nI~·"'"
the bourgeoisie. In the present context of changes in. the
apparatus, we again meet [he former dilemma: not to do
or to do too much, The latter was true in Portugal between .
when whole branches of the economic apparatus such as
of Agriculture and Industry (which were entirely controlle
and won [Q a radical socialist experiment) were throwri
paralysis - a phenomenon that was due not to bourgeois
[he forms and rhythms of 'smashing' adopted for their
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alysis and dismantling made it impossible for the experiences of
Ira! communes and factory self-management to find the slightest
or aid in apparatuses that were overwhelmingly on their side. In
'CUms[ances, the boycott launched by the bourgeoisie could be
hothefull.

1
The Decline of Democracy ;
Authoritarian Statism
luthoritarian Statism and Totalitarianism

,:<

~of our latter-day power theorists have just discovered the existence

Jllla!\'. We can only congratulate them on this; they may have taken
~cime, but it is never too late to do the right thing. However, judging

he current function of this term, we may suppose that had Gulag not
ldyexisted, it would have been necessary to invent it. Otherwise, how
U'one dare, when talking of our present weste(n societies, even to'
i;~u rhe nonsense about advanced liberal democracy and 'permissive
Feties' - societies, by the way, whose virtues have simultaneously and
~nveniendy been discovered by our 'new philosophers' ?
~Jnparison does not provide II. reason. The totalitarian aspects of
itt· in the East are quile real and should not be assimilated (in the
§j-Ific rather than the normative sense) to the functioning of our own
~lIes. But nor should they, as often happens today, make us forget
~ totalitarian systems (Pinochet or Videla) or even the more
~_sjtuation of States with a democratic regime. In western capitalist
~ the State is undergoing considerable modification. A new form
~~ is curr~t1y being im~osed - we ."'~uld ~ve to be blind not to
cr~t(andpasslon always bltnds, even if It springs from the noblest
~~). For want of a better term, I shaU refer to this state form as
~qjlarian statism. This will perhaps indicate the general direction of
~~Lnamely, intensified state control over every sphere of sodo~~mfc life combined with radical decline of the institutions of political
~~ and with draconian and multiform ,curtailment of so-called
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'formal' liberties, whose reality is being discovered now that th~yt~:
going overboard. Although some of these changes have been o~~!~v
for a .Iong time, the present-day State marks a veritable turn in r~!~1
prevIous state forms.'~~;!7'9:~Y
I shall deal here o~ly ~jth the d~minant (or, in more dignified Ian;:" ~
the developed) capitalist countries, above all Europe and the Ufu ,
States. Of course, these changes affect every capitalist country ins6f~~;;:';~
lhe~ h~ve their ori~in in the current .phase. o~ i.nternational reprodu¢tl2~~t
capl~hsm. But gl.ven the d~epem~g. dlvls1~n between dominint;'i!iid~
dommated countrles of the Impcna!tst cham - a result of the"
.
nationalization of capitalist relations - we cannot engage in ;i"
theorization about the contemporary State covering transforrna
these countries as a whole. Thus, in the Zone of dominated count~~'?;ffl~
example in Latin America, we are witnessing the emergence of niiii:;,~
of dependent State which, itself manifested in diverse regimes; in:V(jl~Z
significant points of dissimilarity with the new form of StateiJ;r~~
dominant countries.<;i''i,~:
More fundamentally, therefore, authoritarian statism is boundriR'~~~
the periodization of capitalism into distinct stages and phases.lts~J'O"~
correspond to the current phase of imperialism and monopoly ca~!tl~1#t,
in the dominant countries, in the way that the liberal State referi't%tt~~i~
competitive stage of capitalism and the various forms of interve: - " i·'
State (0 the previous phases of monopoly capitalism. Aut~~;
statism is thus dependent upon those structural modification~
relations of production and the processes and social division jj(
which characterize the present phase at both the world and nation~i
While the economic role of the State, which is inseparable""
political content, has to constitute the guiding thread of an a"
authoritarian statism, it is very far from providing a sufficientexp
for We are talking now of an institutional reality that can only be
in its own right. Authoritarian statism hinges upon those transfor
in social classes, political struggles and the relationship of fO~~~'"H;;
mark the present phase at both the world and national1evels./'!;'if:~:
It is certainly important that authorita.rian statism exists in t~~
1
regimes that vary according to the original conjuncture of th..•
concerned. But by stressing its relationship to the current·
capitalism., we have already indicated that it is hardly am' ,
'phenomenon'. A partic'ular form of representative political d,
already seems to have been overtaken in the capitalism that a
reproduces itself today. Unless real changes are made to the fac
have induced this new form of State, it scarcely seems possible,oXd'"

a
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~ Left's aim of challenging authorita~ian statism th:o~gh ~o: only
,
;"'!lIthorltanan statism also refers us to the poittl(a/ crtm and the crlSts of
. State. This is now beginning to appear self-evident, but such was not
case in the still recent past. I have in mind firstly the majority of
~c~senitauVes of official poHrical science - from traditional functionalism
various 'systematisms', both in France and elsewhere. For all these
political crisis and crisis of the State were and remain strictly
'Jrttblinkat)le:' they constitute a mysterious dysfunctional moment, sharply
with the natural equilibrium of a 'political system' that is
to function harmoniously through self-regulation. How we have
put up with such celebrations of the pluralism of power in liberal
Indeed, since it has supposedly overcome its contradictions,
even the class struggle, this very liberal society is thought to
lie to a now (already 1) outdated Marxism. However, I am thinking
aD of a second current, which is quite distinct from the first and
ffillSllll;l:aVJ'J more interesting. The thinkers of contestation, from the
School to American radical~ used to paint the terrifying image
totalitarian, all-powerful Moloch-Statt based on manipulatory
fiijil:alls:m - a State which had apparently succeeded in 'integrating' the
masses (alas, contrary to the predictions of Marx and others) and
was irresistibly advancing to swallow up its subjects.
. image is false, it is not only because of tbe structural limits that
all capitalist States: authoritarian statism is articulated to the
crisis and the crisis of the State. It is also a response to the eleof crisis, including those of its own crisis. Thus, such statism does
""3'&"...... univocal strengthening of the State but constitutes the
of a tendency to strengthening-weakening of the State, the poles
develop in an uneven manner. The authoritarian statism of the
;tfli!temporary State is terrifyingly real. But in spite of this (or rather
of it) the State remains a day-footed colossus, fleeing ahead on
ground; it should indeed be remembered that wild animals
dangerous when they are wounded.
although [his process is most apparent on [he poJitical plane, it
easy matter to define the relationship between the State and
crisis. Some of us have recently hazarded the task in a collective
crise de Etat,1 and so I shall only indicate the character of the

ae£enct. ~ut ~Iso dev.e!opment and extenSion of ~~moc~a~lc liberties.,

r

lit /' ElM, ed, Nicos Pou]antzas, Paris 1976, See also (he collecti>re works published
: So;t.io./srrIJklUF und pnliliuhe S'yJ(tm~, ed, Urs Jaeggi, 1976, and Poliri$cJr~

ed. M, Janicke, 1973.
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problem. Even though the present economic CriSIS IS not a
phenomenon but, in many respects, a structural crisis, it would '
to consider it as a 'general crisis' extending to the present
capitalism as a whole i or to imagine that the crisis which
aU the capitalist countries that interest us here must
expressed in the form of a real political crisis or a /orti{Jfi a
-. "',~,MJltl~ ..
State. Political crisis is never reducible to economic crisis,
of the State to political crisis. Indeed, the capitalist State is
a way that political crises can be reabsorbed without issuing
crises of the State. We cannot therefore in general tenns
present-day State, which corresponds to a certain phase of
as a crisis-State Of a State in crisis. That would be (0 dilute the'
of the concept of crisis after the manner of the Third I
would be to imagine that the 'decay' of capitalism automatically"
with its reproduction and that it is currently living out the last
inescapable death-agony. According to this conception, a
duction of capitalism (which, as if by chance, is always the
we now find ourselves) merely expresses a permanent and, in
another, ever-present crisis. It suggests that the Ptc~se:nt~(ta,',':
State in crisis, by virtue of being the last possible state form
necessary advent of socialism. Quite clearly, however, we. .
to the concepts of political crisis and state crisis the field of .
conjuncture in which contradictions are condensed - one,
expression in the peculiar features of rhe existing state'
Of course, since political crisis never comes as a bolt from .'
must refer first of all to the generic elements of political
crisis. Unlike a full-blown crisis, these elements arC collSt:!ntfy
the reproduction of capitalist political forms. The TPkole

phase is permflnentiy and structurally characterized by a pt:,.JUJ"'1J,~
o/the generif elements o/po/ilical crisis and slate crisis-a
is itself articulated to the economic crisis of capitalism.
statism appears also as the result of, and as a response to,
of these elements of cri~is. Bu[ in certain European
witnessing a real pofitk .I crisis which finds expression,
crisis of the State. Hence, in these cQuntries
marked by a state crisis: to a varying degree, this is the
Portugal and Qreece, as well as in Italy and France.
This state crisis also offers the Left new objective
democratic transition to socialism. There ate several
crisis: the presenc one defines for the Left a precise field
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)ibility of a democratic transition. What is involved is neither a dual-

~ crisis nor a crisis stemming from a tendency towards fascism .

.l~'e

a

identify this authoritari~n statism with specie~ of ~otalita!'ianism,
with a new type of fascIsm? We should mention In passing that,
i;quite recently, th~s ~as ind~ed the ~ositio~ of a number of our 'nc,w
:i~.sophers" then sull m theIr '~a01st' penod. 2 As t~e reader WIll
ii~ber, they us~d to d~afen us w.lth talk of the 'new fascIsm' and, of the
ii\tor a'~ew resIstance ,co~parmg t~e ~ulers of 197~ France with the
;~~ioccuplers who left behmd such SInister memories. But that was
:'~:(~tn

::~ some o~ t~em. rallied to the virtues of ad...·an~ed liberal democracy.

J;gf§e my oplnton

10

FaSCISm ~nd Dtctator5hJP-: Just as I d~ not ,today

;.1d.er Giscard to be the enhghtened romanUc of a new hoerahsm, I
~¥t then see in him the traitS of some apprentice Goebbels acting
;~ the orders of a budding Hider-Pompidou.
:~'~doubt the roots of the peculiarly modem phenomenon of totali~sm extend to the very heart of the capitalist relations of production
~iJi~ial division of labour: this is apparent in the power techniques of
;~odem State (the individualization process, Law itself) and in the
:~t.WaJld temporal matrices implied by these relations and inscribed
~ditnation and the structure of the Stare. However, these roots are not
~~that gradually blossom, making their way through the ruses of
i~towards their final fulfilment: universal totalitarianism.
r~this point I shall go into a digression on the countries of the East,
~~$):opinjon, some of the totalitarian features of power in the East
~~ty derive from the 'capitalist aspects' of the State and of the rela~"~' , production and social division of labour that underlie it. (There
,ourse, other factors involved, since capitalism is not the source of
) Now, here too, it is not a simple question of the blossoming of
.' 'an buds. The totalitarian features marking these countries
~on a series of dearly-defined historical (economic, political and
~ctors: this is, in fact, a quite distinct state form, and it constitutes
. not the exception. These States are far from being a mere variant
pl Modtrnrt. February 1972, 'Nouveau
31, May 1973 .
. ,;lJ!I Q~d Dictatorship. NLB 1974,
~no.

r~sci$me.

nouvelle d(mocratie', See also
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of totalitarian statism as we know it in the West; however,
family resemblance to it. Some of the analyses made below
those of the role of the state bureaucracy, will also concern '
of the East. But we need to keep in mind their peculiarities:
larity is not due w some uniform tendency of recnn'IHlmrl1!.lI1,.,,-:o.J
in the contemporary 'technological-industrial' world. The
lodged in the relations of production and social division of
invested in class relations and political relations that differ
from those of the capitalist countries.
Let us now return to the problem as it is posed today in
societies. Even if totalitarianism depends on a number of
which there is as yet no exhaustive explanation (and
alone cannot explain), that is no reason for sinking into
irrationalism propelled by terrorist notions. Authoritarian
not constitute the fulfilment of the totalitarian buds
capitalist State. Whether it is a question of fascism, military
or Bonapartism, totalitarianism assumes a specific fonn in
western countries that interest us here, constituting a pec:UI,I1U'liiiOlitil&f
phenomenon which I have with reason designated as the
of State. It corresponds to a precise conjuncture in the
development of class relations, and to specific institutional
State which break with the regular forms of the repITOCIUCltlon:'Q
political domination - that is, broadly speaking, with
'democratic republic'. Fascism in particular, both in its
and as the process of its growth, is bound up with a quite djslti~('ifil~ililU~'::
crisis. It cannot characterize the State of an entire phase
as exists and is reproduced in our societies - even if the
qua capitalist has certain features in common with the
State prevalent in the phase of fascist growth. In the
fascism, the Rooseveltian State or the French Republic
characteristics of the interventionist State (e.g., a heill:h1tet\i~~eci:JlrJQItili(t;
role or strengthening of the executive) which also
Italian fascism. Bur this did not entail that the exceptIonal..:)
had become the necessary form for that particular phase. .
positions long held by the Third International, the
the States of that time were very far from involving
towards fascism.
Thus, the emergence of authoritarian statism l.OaliilllJ.I"}~~.:!"
either with a new fascist order or with 1I tendency to\¥arcfS;;fi$i:is!I~]J
present-day State is neither the new fonn of a genuine:
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in itself, a transitional form on the road to such a State: it ralher
Itllis Ihe new 'democratic' form of the bourgeois republic in the current
!o/cfJpitalism. If I may dare say so, it is both better (in maintaining a
indemocracic reality) and worse (in that it is not merely the fruit of a
JIIctu re which need only be reversed for shrunken liberties to be
The fascist State corresponded to a political crisis and even to a
~isis of the State (without, however, being a State-in-crisis): such
tlhe case with numerous countries in which authoritarian statism
In-eody asserting itself. Lastly, even in countries where this state
~~ combined with a crisis of the State, there is no question at the
lent of a process or crisis tending towards fascism. A fascist State is
} established in cold blood: precisely insofar as it constitutes an
~onal Stat~, it !nvolves a real break. in the State. Moreover, it
Wposes an hIstOrical defeat of the workmg-dass and popular move~:jt is this defeat that opens the way to fascism, which is never a
a'and immediate reaction to a rise of the popular movement. In no
it'oday where there is a genuine crisis of the State has such a defeat
hegistered; quite the contrary.
~ by no means arguing that the possibility of an exceptional State is
~orth excluded in Europe - whether in the shape of fascism or in
ilmilitary dictatorship or a strong-arm neo-Bonapanism. Given the
political situation, especially in France, that is a more or less
~~rm eventuality with which we must certainly reckon. This leads
0'*610 the second aspect of the question - an aspect which concerns not
!tIf';lhe limits to representative democracy and basic liberries in!Jill the 'democratic' regularity of the contemporary State, but those
Ht~ments tending towards fascism that are present in every capitalist
!kifr~opposition to [hose who celebrate a supposedly essential differ~~tween the various democratic forms (the 'liberal State') and the
~an systems, we have to point out this time that certain features
~~\"IIOn to both precisely because of their shared capitalist aspect.
~!side the fact that the two state forms may exist in a single phase
~lism (strengthening of the executive under Roosevelt's New Deal
@.~)fascist States of the thirties), their common features are bound up
"roots of totalitarianism. Every democratic form of capitalist
fearries totalitarian tendencies.
_esent-day State exhibits a certain peculiarity whidl we should
In a phase when the generic elements of crisis undergo
.. , intensification, even corresponding in some countries to a real
state crisis, fascistic elements or tendencies appear in the

ted).
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democratic form of State to a much more marked degree than
Authoritarian statism also involves the establishment
institmional structure serving to prevent a rise in popular
tbe dangers which that holds for class hegemony. This
which is not simply of a legal-constitutional character, does '
came to the fore in the exercise of power: it is revealed to the
population (tbat is, to all except certain 'anti-social' ..........;iIUSI
through sudden jolts to its functioning. Hidden under a
arsenal is still in the republic's reserve-stock, ready to be
fascist-type enterprise. Probably for the first lime in
democratic States, the present form not only contains S~IHered
of totalitarianism. but crystallizes their organic disposition
structure running parallel to the official State. Indeed,
of the State seems to be a structural feature of alllrnnr,ro,,.;;;,
involving not a watertight dissociation between the official .
structure in question, but their functional overlapping
symbiosis. As a result, any fascist-type process that may
wiU undoubtedly not take the form that it did in the past.
say that it could proceed gradually and imperceptibly in
now as before the changeover has to involve a break.• 1n" ..".. ·..
experiences of fascism, however, such a process would
much outside infiltration or investment of [he state
within the State following lines [hat have already been
configuration.

III

Authoritarian statism therefore points, via changes at
relations of production and the processes and social
a considerable shift in class relations. We shall have to
when analysing insritutional modifications of the State.
First of all, let us consider how [his relates to the populaf
working class. Corresponding to the long period of
changes in the labour process itself, the dear de(:pell1tnl~,;
division of labour, both at a world level between
States and within each European country, has [lcc;ent:uatl:g:
and disparities between the working class and the
Intensified exploitation, achieved thlough a rise in rtlah:l(~J
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has rested on more complex and disguised forms such as speed-up,
~ labou.r productivity, and degradation of living conditions. The
~ rise of European workers' struggles, coming before the economic
rnade itself felt on a massive scale, marked a clear end to the long
d of calm that lasted more or less through the Cold War. In their
:economic crisis, inflation and above aU unemployment (the
~lar increase of which seems to be a structural (eature of the current
;) have hdp~ to decom.pose. a relative consensus based on growth
iOcial well-bemg. Even Immlgrant workers have begun to take an
epart in the struggles of their <host' cOllntries. All these developihavf: stimulated a rise and poliricization of struggle expressed in the
atmands and forms of struggle of the European workers' movement.
~,'this general process does not stop with the working class: the
~.of capital accumulation known as accelerated industrialization
kd to massive inequality affecting certain broad categories of the
~tion: old people, the youth, women. In the ranks of the peasantry
Raditional petty bourgeoisie (craftsmen, sman traders), those 'left
llr treated as rejects are now too numerous to be counted. Still more
Meant is what is happening to the considerably expanded new petty
~Coisie of technicians, office workers, skilled personnel and civil
~ts. The overwhelming majority are suffering rapid deterioration
~.Iiving conditions, their possibilities of upward social mobility,
~iricome levels, security of employment and traditional career
~s, as well as of their work situation itself, which is marked by
~ning social division of labour at the heart of intellectual labour.
tlifiance between the bourgeoisie and the traditional and new petty
~~oisie - a classical alliance in the countries of Europe - is currently
6g;$:atled into question; and as a result, the objective field of popular
~~ is undergoing considerable expansion. In addition, conflicts
~Ciosely bound lip with the ideological crisis appear as both the origin
I'.'~[ect of a new popular awareness concerning questions that are
~~~Ionger 'secondary' fronts - witness, in this regard, the student
ifeQient, the women's liberation movement and the ecological
~t.
h;~~rallel process, the sharpening of contradictions within the domihas also become a permanent, structural feature of the
.
base. This is true of contradictions between monopoly and non~.. y capital stemming from the present forms and rhythms of the
~tion of capital and from the transformations which these induce
~*tions of production; and it is also true of the contradictions that
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have grown within monopoly capital itself. All these Corltrad~rj;.t~
becoming intensified in the context of economic crisis and
fully grasped if we take into account the present conditions
nationalization of capital. In various European countries, ,
induced by foreign (and above ali American) capital,
complex internalization of such capital within native
important dislocating effect upon the latter. A new division IS' :$e.~r~
between, on the one hand, what I have called the 'lOl'1le3:ti&hlQ!~O~
(which, while being linked to foreign capital and thus not C()I1~~mmlW
truly national bourgeoisie, nevertheless enters into l)'];llIlu::alnt
clons with it) and, on the other hand, a bourgeoisie /'nj~I ...·I" ,,1-• .:.
foreign capital. I am speaking now of a tendency of
not always coincide with the split between monopoly and nO~L~g:jlil:noJIOI1i'
capital, often traversing both from one end to the other. IllteJr,:1Iffber~liCt,
contradictions, which have been reactivated following a pel'tod~,eiI'rtJari~,
peace under undisputed U.S. hegemony, find a direct
power blocs of the various countries. Taken as a wholl; tt'!~tlactnm
define a structural characteristic of [he present phase: nalneJv:"j'~'j~1jl~',

but permanent instability oj the bourgeoisie's hegemony
countries.
These phenomena are by now quite widely known, and
interesting to survey briefly certain original rh'>r"i't ... ;~"l~
which relate to the specific role of the State. In fact, the
role only assumes the present authoritarian forms because
circumstance. Incompressible beyond certain limits, that
acts as a stabilizing force; on the contrary, it is itself an
of destabilization. The paradox lies in the fact that aut.holrltal
is not simply the means with which the State equips
crisis, but the response to a crisis which it itself helps lQ
role of the State proves to be at once the accelerator of
ments of political crisis and the generating force of that
counter-tendencies to the falling rate of profit, which
play by the State in order to avoid crises, become factors
for this. very reason, goes beyond a straightforward eCO.Mlrlttj
1. The characteristic sharpening of contradiction~
necessitates growing political involvement on the part of
the bloc may be unified and class hegemony reproduced, ,
lar role is played by the current economic activity of the
zarion of sections of capital, restructuring of industry in
relative surplus-value, an increased role in furthering
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:/

~llll, selective aid to individual capitals, the decisive weight of the

~:aJ State in the internationalization of capital). Morc than ever, these
~lJlena massively favour the strictly <economic-corporative' interests

~tain

fractions or

~f individ~al capita~.. Thus,

the snowballing

~~lflen( of the State In economic contradlcuons merely broadens (he

~inthepowe~ ~loc. I~ l~nds them a polit~cal ~haracter ~nd hecomes,a

gfacror of political CriSIS, constantly calling mto quesuon the State s
~tation of ~egemony ~nd of the general interest ~f the bourgeoisi~.

ilrhe State unervenes ma number of once-margmal spheres,

which

~mjng integrated in, and at the same time expanding, the space
ij:l'eproduction ~nd accumulation of capit~l (town-plan~ing, tran~
($pfth. the.e~~lro,nment, communal serVices, etc.). ThIS results In
~erable

POhtlclzatlon of popular struggles related to these spheres:
.~pular masses are from, now on dire~t1y ~nfron~~ wi~ the Stat~,
~r an important genertc element of polttlca[ crISIS, thIS process IS
Jljmg more pronounced by virtue of the fact that. in a period of
~ic crisis, such state intervention sheds its alluring aspect of
clirllOiicy' Its connection with (he interests of capital is revealed and
ifale incurs a sizeable loss of legitimacy in the eyes of the popular
~ Intervention thereby scales down the generic elements of crisis,
fn10st apparent raday in the case of unemployment relief or adult
i&b~n. Amhoritarian statism is also the reality which emerges from
f~ of the \-Velfare State myth.
~t!)e State's role in favour offoreign or transnational capital heightens
!ini~yen de\'e1opment of capitalism within each country in which
~~:capital is reproduced. It does this most notably by designating
iOOflar regions as 'development areas' to the detriment of certain
~'~a process which, articulated to the multiple forms of ideological
~produces fissures in the national unity underpinning the bourgeois
I$,uch a development characterh:es regionalist movements or
~ts linked to the awakening of various nationalities, both of
!j;ve a directly political character and constitute important ele""'5';"
~JOf crisis, however ambiguous they may often be. The present
li@l!lot at aU marked by emergence of a super-State above nations or
~'z""f importance of the national State. The authoritarian State is
. "I appendage of an American or Common Market super-State,
f.~~nsnational super-state-apparatus such as the CIA or NATO; it
'. ' . esponds to a real break in its respective national unity, to that
g of ethnic and national minorides which runs parallel to the
c,' ~Ijular struggles.
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4.. In

~hou~d. con~ider

prese~t

th~i;g;,

addition, we
the
role of
relation to the economIc CrISIS strictly so called. fhe new pr6hli~"~ ~
follows: to the extent that the State massively intervenes in the:l"\:~
ti~ of ca~ital, and to the exten~ t~at economic crises ue, from;~t~~
POlOt of View, necessary, orgaOlc factors of such reproductio~;:'iliY;(~
has probably succeeded in curbing the kind of extreme econ..r,J,~~
that manifested itself in 1930, for example. But it has done so b
.~
functions which tempestuous crises used to fulfil in a c!
/JJJng.
period of time. Without making too much of the paradox, it is
.~
we were dealing I~"S with a Scate unable to master the effectg
.as~,
crisIs ~an ~ith a State whose se~f-appoint~ ta~k is to f~i~~
economic. crases, ~he effects of whIch ~re outsIde Its contro~::~':ev~:
~xample IS the dIrect state orchestration ~f cu~rent unemp~em aiii:
Jn~a[~on - even th~ugh we should see m thIS ~o~ mereJx;\~tln:de6t
pnnclpally, a conscIOus strategy o~ the bourgeoIsIe, but ~qlliem~i
result of the State's own ~ole. In thIS r~pect, the contem~'S~l
c1ear.ly distinct from prevIous Stat~s, ~hlCh seemed contenttQ;i§.~~;:
varymg degrees of success, the sOCial Ill-effects of tempestuousT .,' ''-.'.
crises. The present course involves considerable politic' ·i"".~C:M'
struggle of the popular masses (in the sense that it is wag'.
.. ·;~.
policy of the State).
..
".' ,
This phase is therefore characterized both by structural"
of class relations and by sharpening of the generic elemcl) ,
crisis - processes which affect unevenly the dominant capt':
as a whole. In certain European countries (France, ItalYt'
Portugal) contradictions condense into veritable political
expression in a crisis of the State itself. Authoritarian stati:'
results from transcription of these changes in the state Steu .
from attempts by the State to adapt to these changes, to pro"
the generic elements of crisis, and to find a «sponse to th~
state crisis.

IV
I shall not here be able to undertake an exhausth'e anal}
day Stare and of transformations in the realm of po~
Tha[ would require a work specifically dealing with "
Abo\'e all, I shall examine one key problem which:
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~ and which can never be stressed too much: namely, the
~

of the relations between political democracy and

SOClo~economic

~aCY in the broad s~nse of th: te~m .. Now, ove~. and above the

;irion and transformatton of the institutions of pohncal democracy,

~"h~racterizes contemporary societies is the growing distance
~

political democracy and socio-economic democracy. The
of c~pitalis~l., especi~lly in its current phase, is so .far from
~'ing away mequahtles that It actually reproduces them In a new
:~a at a higher degree of intensity. In the factories, offices and
~g complexes, the new forms of the social di~ision and orga~iza
af4abo ur have undergone constant strengthenmg and extentnon ~anding all the verbiage about techno-strucrures, discipline and
~~Iu, quasi-m!l!tary ru~es of organ~zation, hierarchy, an~ t~e
~tion of dectSlOn-makmg and sanctIOns. Furthermore, caPltallst
W&nent has continuaH)' broadened the zones and sectors of the
fp'OilI:" defined, of course, not according to the socio"tconomic and
~a-iteria of previous epochs, or to those of absolute pauperixation.
'~rding to present-day social realities. Already studied by Michael
~itpn in the United States and Peter Townsend in Great Britain.
a!iC\Vpoverty is estimated in France to affect 'half the people aged
r~.(Z,600,OOO), a half of semi-skilled workers" (1,300,000), the
"'~'i)funskmed workers (1,100,000), two"thirds of service workers
a quarter of traders and craftsmen (800.000), and the majority
'ural wage·earners (600,000)'.' This is to say nothing of those
8' conditions make of them real 'outsiders': namely, immigrant
;me unemployed, women and a large proportion of the young
Id. In short, we are talking of large sections of the population
"iUl economic, social and cultural conditions of life not only
r"':~"'ore and more from legal-political representations of equality,
,increasingly fragile their participation in the institutions of
mocracy.
:w too the contours of the problem outlined by the relations
- Ithl money and the functioning of the institutions of the
,~eexample among a thousand is that of the financial resources
, I of the majority parties.
'" I directly not with these questions but with the specific
?+,_~il!~~atrect political4!emocracy at the level of the state mechanisms
~ent

f'-;;t,.. :

;,,<.

"i;~I(s o.f grades 0\. 0,. and O~ on the scale of collective bargaining.
ir.~~1e<I by L.

Stoleru, quoted in M. Maschino, S<IJI!)e 'lui P(I4I: dimocTalie Ii Ii
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of authoritarian statism. I shall essentially dwell on a single
changes in the relation between the state-bUJreaILlCrac,r_,,~I...::...:'
and the functioning of the political party system. Of course;'
writers have emphasized/' the current decline of ael!llOlCJ'a,ciJ
curtailmem of democratic liberties affect a wider and wider
many different forms and marking the structures of power
in their entirety. However, it is not by chance that I have'
particular example: the whole of history shows that the'
functioning of representative democracy, considered as 4
.
party pluralism distinct from lhe state !JUI'ca;ucraCJ/-a.dmlrmst;.;
strictly correlated at the level of state institutions with the
political liberties. The operation of this system conditions
of liberties in every field of political democracy. The
socialism, and democratic socialism itself, rules out not··
party system, but also confusion of parties with the stare
We must understand this proposition in the strong senfe;
ment among others of the democratic road, but as its abisollurelv
although not of course sufficient, condition. Unless
fulfilled, no direct, rank-and-file democracy can ever un:venlf.J
ism, nor can any brake be applied to the ad vance of statism...

~ There is a large literature on this subject too, relating 00 the
areas of public life. Among recent F rcnch work5 ue Ihose by R.
Cot, Claud~ ]\I!ien, J.-D. Br;:din, P. Juquin, G. Burdeay, J.-P.
M. Ma'Khino, Piern: Viansson-Ponte, and Ihe Syndical de la MalglStlratl!l~-1"

2
The Irresistible Rise of the
State Administration
"',

IitJ~lineorparliament, the strengthening of the Executive, the political
~urrently

assumed by the stare administration - these now constitute
while they arc the most evidem
~res of change in the State, they are also the most difficult to grasp
;:iliHr real dimensions.
:_~;', these changes ~av~ marked the State sinc~ t~e end of competi~ive
~Iism and the begmmngs of monopoly Capl(aitsm. Of course, Just
,"$tatc'S economic role under the latter should not make us think
~~ liberal State of competitive capitalism did not intervene in the
~i!l1Y' so [he strengthening of the Exe~utive does not i~ply that the
i!i{iJState rested on an aU-powerful parhamem and the virtual absence
~iExecuti\le. Varying from country to country, the state-bureaucracy~~~ration has always occupied an important place in the organiza<,,"", fWlctioning of the buurgeois State. The fact remains, however,
~:,,:strengthening of executive power has been under way since the
',:,'f(', ce of monopoly capitalism, thereby marking the passage from the
" the interventionist State. Moreover, the phenomenun has now
.'
quite novel forms, which [0 an uneven degree affect the devet~~"italist countries as a whole.
(Q'i~us quite wrong to argue that the process is peculiar to France },~j]~ by a weU-established currem of French politica! thought. In
~J.,
book u mal fratlf alS, Alain Peyrefitte repeats this traditional
" d it has long been a favourite with Michel Crozier, who
'the/our deforce of explaining May '68 in terms of the specificity
- and at the same time cheerfully discovered the virtues of the
~ates, Great Britain and West Germany
.1 In fact, one only
~;1t;fmotjv of political studies. But

':

.:",,~ngst others E, Suh,iman, [,tS hauls !orlcritYllfl8im rl la pO/iliqJle, P~r~ 1976, as
iZ:iIlK:~~wks by J. SaUDis, M, Credn, P GremiQn, A. Joxe,

]~,A;,
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has to consult writers from these countries to observe rnaltftli'p;j;:,;;:
equally obsessed with the phenomenon as it affects their
realities. It goes without saymg that France exhibits certain
known) particularities. But France itself is undergoing
that cannot be simply dismissed by reference to a stability
however much support may be enHsted from the historians.
the Gaullists bear a large measure of responsibility for these
I repeat, a measure of responsibility, precisely because the
is much more general: the decline of parliament and the
of the Executive are intimately related to the growing
the State. But it is a large measure, since the authoritarian
duced by that economic role is always inserted in a
political situation.
Let us take the case oflaw, such as it is concretized in
legislative power and in the relative distinction between the
power of the Executive. The example is a characteristic one,
is given pride of place by those who speak of the
.
current changes. The preponderance of parliament as the·
law and legislative power was based on enactment of general
universal and formal character constitutes the essential
law. Incarnating the general will and universality of the
in opposition to royal arbitruiness, parliament rn'·'PQnnn
institutionalization of law as the embodiment of universal
de jure State exercising control over the government and
it seemed consubstantial with the idea of a faultless
norms legitimated by public opinion.
In a manner that has now become quite sp«tacular,
intervention challenges this aspect of the juridical system
significant areas. It can no longer be confined to the
formal and universal norms that is essentially adapted ro
in maintaining and reproducing the 'general conditions'
The economic role of the State is modelled on specific
corresponding to clearly-defined conjunctures, sittlatii()DS· al
The multiplicity of $ocio~conomic problems tackled
requires more and more elaborate concretization of these
Thus, the relative distinction between legislative and.
is becoming less sharp: through a process correlative
nature of such regulation, the power to fix norms and
towards the Executive and the state administration ..
embodied by parliament which had as its frame of
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IlIIliti is gradually passing over into a legitimacy characterized by
:S[fumental rationality of efficiency and embodied by [he Executive~is!ration. Indeed, the general and universal laws still enacted by
~ent - which are, at bottom, merely framework-laws - are applied
~after the Executive has passed them through a process of concretiza~d particularization. This is the stage of decrees, judicial inter~ion and civil service adjustment, without which the norms enacted
~iarnent do not enter into the practice of the law. It is by now quite
~ known that this .allows parlia~emary dec~si~~s .to .be not o~ly
[ucttd but actually distorted. What 15 more, the initiative JIl proposmg
~:has almost entirely shifted from parliament to the Executive, new
~being directly elaborated by the civil service. Such laws are no
i~ inscribed in the formal logic of the juridical system - a logic
~~On norm-universality :and on the rationality of the General Will
ta1nted by the Enactor - but are entered in the quite different
~~book of concrete, daY-£O-day economic policy embodied by the
~s[r;ttive apparatus.
~~ny case, the decline of parliament and the preponderant role of the
~ilive--administration corresponds to the decline oflaw. Its monopoly
in the normative system is eroded by changes affecting the nature
aiform of social regulation.
~jthe retreat of law is not due to state economic intervention as
~Jtis articulated by several mechllIlisms to those hegemonic interests
~ of which the generality and universality of law is giving way to
~iarist regulation. I am referring here not only to the concentration
~:¢ntralization of capital, but to the present-day hegemony of
,- .' capital, and even to the hidden instability which characterizes
ony in the context of structural economic crisis. Unless the
ip of forces exhibits a certain degree of stability on its central
..cannot be juridically regulated through a system of universal and
of a kind that would establish its own structure' of change
y make strategic anticipation possible for the protagonists.
the growing contradictions within the power bloc actually
,~,,<, the ins/ability of monopoly hegemony.
>-:,yer, the newly-emerging forms of politidzation of popular
c. ~\;tOiether with the ideological crisis affecting the various
.;;,iBes-institutions (the educational system, prisons, the judicial
:: ~111e army and police, etc.), lead to new forms of political domina:Il!!}riew procedures of exercising power that are bound up with
·;;Jin the managemenr-reproduction of labour-power. The tradi-
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tional form of social control, which is organized by general
norms defining guilt and distinguishing Joyal subjects from
the law, is now oombil}ed with individualized regulation
from the 'mentality' (the presumed intention) of each m("mh"
considered as 1I potentially guilty suspect. The general
outlaws in such total institutions as prisons or asylumsis circumscribed by universal norms of punishment - is now
a process whereby diverse networks spreading
srrUCfure the population through administrative-police.'
adapted (0 the specificities of each category of "u,n..c'",·,
punishable offence laid down by a universal and general act
we are moving towards the suspicious circumstance whose
administratively defined by supple, malleable and
(See, for example, the changes made to the very GeJtlnl:nOirlOf.2'!!II;.i.:LJ
offence.) Thus, while the law is evidently not defunct, it is un.~~~igQill2:'l
clear retreat.
.
The current decline of parliament and the growing We'll!'h't'i'lfi'Ji..
administration arc linked to considerable changes in
system of political parties, and thus in their precise posi
This transformation essentially concerns what we may
precise sense of the term, the parties of power: that is to say, .
seek to participate, and do participate, in government
pattern of regular alteration that is organically fixed and
the existing state institutions as a whole (and not just by .
rules). I am now leaving aside the question of the precise
of these parties and am intentionally adopting a
.
widely acceptable terminology in order not to enter into
argument about who 'really represents' what. I do think,
we are talking of bourgeois and petty-bourgeois parries,
sense of the term; even though parries are never fully
sentation of a single class, and even though theif
identified with their electoral base. Anyway, in
power, I include the traditional European SOC:131·.oQe:m()Crlltlc.p
electorate is largely working-class) - from British
navian or West German social democracy. But
which it does so is quite different, the more gencrlIl
party system also concerns the European Communist
socialist panies (especially the present-day French
to the extent that they form part of the institutional
.'
not be affected by such change? The problem is fairly .. ,.'·',"'",'.1""

(1lECent evolution of the Italian Communist Party.

-can now witness a loosening of the ties ofrepresentaJian between the
. bloc and the parties of power - ties which bring into the arena
:(and often at the same time) certain fractions of the bloc, alliances
gthese fractions, or characteristic alliances-compromises struck in a
ilI'less open fashion between these fractions and some of the domi-classes (sections of the working class, as well as the old and new
bourgeoisie and the peasantry). The classical example of this latter
)rnenon is t~e 'republican synthesis' expressed by the Radical Party
in,e. Now, this refers us to the type of hegemony which monopoly
j~ through its massive preponderance, is able to establish over the
ficDmponents of the power bloc and over tbe popular masses as a
~:~ in short. to the narrowing socio-political foundations of monopoly
a; It also refers us to the intensification of those generic elements of
,risis which result in the hidden crisis affecting the hegemony
~poly capital and of the bourgeoisie as a whole. This loosening
~ ties of representation, sometimes nearly to breaking-point,
~jes changes in the institutional position of the parties of power.
ti>mpanies them, but it is not the prime cause. In some respects, the
~!Ig position of chese parties within the institutional framework is
~Or that determines their representation crisis - a crisis which in
~Dtinuall" weakens their institutional role. The state administra~ieaucra~y does not come to the forefront to mak.e up for the
~¥parties; it is rather the dislodging of parties from their traditional
~ that provokes the crisis and, in turn, accentuates the role of the
if~trarion .
~administration had long been developing into the central site at
~the unstable equilibrium of compromises between the power bloc
[lli~popular masses was elaborated within that bloc itself. But while
f~l9tess shifted (he centre of political decision-making, it always
predominantly through the action of parties, serving as the main
~lifvarjous socia-economic interests at the heart of the administra~n~ical in this respect were the Third and Fourth Republics in
~lInder which the role of the state administration increased (a
"-~, ngJy attributed w the apparent permanence of the administraposed to ministerial instability) at the same time that the
O1_;;,\(larties assumed a more important role within [he institutional
~tion. Parliament was left with a not insignificant function of
tl~~nd it con(inued to occupy a specific place in the legitimation
~Wy allowing the representatives of the popular masses to give 11
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certain expression to their interests within the State. Today, IIU'W",,&';;;
,the Executive and the administration monopolize the role ofor~tanii;;:'G;
and directing the State with regard to the power bloc as a
to say, they elaborate the bloc's long-term political interests and
the reproduction of its hegemony. They therefore concentrate the
legitimizing the State in the eyes of the dominated classes. As a
place of the parties of power not only declines but undergoes em",;/;••::::
transformation. This change has important effects on the
structure, involving representative democracy in a radically new
political functioning.
Much attention has already been paid to the evolution of IlJIr·"it.~,;
inro a 'registration chamber' - a term first used by Harold
everywhere, draconian liIl"its are set upon parliament's powers of
investigation, verification, criticism, proposal and suggestion.
scale de jure and, above all, de facto shift in governmental rellpOllSlt,iliril<
away from parliament to the summits of the Executive has ontugntiJ¥llf1"
it a decisive curtailment of parliament's authority over the aaJntn,~sn:!li<m{'(
government has become autonomous, from parliament, and
tration distanced from the process of national representation.
opposition is the first to be hit, especially when it is not COrlterlt~ralli;~n~'
role of Her Majesty's loyal opposition, these limitations of n~,·I;.·,,,,,,~
power also affect majority deputies: they too are reduced to
of government foot-soldiers and voting-fodder.
Moreover, this curbing of the power of the people's
does not stop with parliament. In the past, the real functioning
mechanisms was marked by the manifold links, of an
.'.
parliamentary nature, that existed between deputies and·
administration. Asserting their parliamentary power in
g01/ernment, deputies would directly intervene as valid
the administration through a whole series of codified
circuits which were nor, however, inscribed in constitutional
In this way, they mediated and expressed particular dernal1dS
ests, appearing before the administration in their capacity
delegates who legitimately represented such interests as
the national interest. Even though it did not take an
form, that was indeed one of the essential functions of the'
system. Not only did deputies and political parties
parliament; [hey also represented it in rela.rion to every
bureaucracy. Deputies were thus directly in"'oived in
within the administration; and political elaboration
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process in which the administration and government were closely inter(Wined with parliamentary deputies and political parties,
i;.1he remarkable thing today is that the decline of parliament runs
tarallel to a process whereby the lies o/representation belwulI deputies and
Slate are being broken. The state bureaucracy has shut itself up in a W3rer-

Ught container, almost completely
~.en to d~uties

blocking the access channel formerly

and P?litical ?arties as legitimate represc.:n,tatives of the

~tional mterest'

Thls applies above all to the OppoSItiOn, but also

~IS majority deputies, or rather the great majority of them. The

~ty-deputy-administration circuit is now a restricted area, almost
~llJsively embracing the summit of the Executive, various ministers and

"Cabinet. In general, deputies have access to the administration only in
Spadties other than that of national-popular representatives: when they
'~press particular local interests (for example, through possessing a
ffiayor's mandate) or, most often, when they direaly embody dominant
~omjc interests .
.tOlll'second question concerns relations between the state.administra.iiOO and the government. Particularly in France, it is customary to lay
':ij*ue emphasis on the near-total autonomy supposedly enjoyed by the
::'ininisrration in dealings with various ministers. Does not everyone
~'~ that the real power is exercised not by government, but by the
1t~s of ministries, or even by the famous grands corps of the French state,
:~1N)\. graduates, elite public works engineers, and graduates of the
~<fl:~ Po/ytechnitpJ.l!? Is it not common knowledge that ministers hs\'e
titfually no latitude in selecting the civil servants with whom they work;
~~~~at the most recent (onn of the 'French disease' is the impotence of
'i:G'llllist ministers in relation to the srate bureaucracv? Evervone talks
~~. of the epic battle waged by Edgar Pisani with his )\.1inistry of
('Agpculture apparatus, or by Albin Chalandon with the highways
~rtment of his Ministry of Supply and Housing.
~:f'~~w, this conception of things is false, even if it contains some elements
if;'uth. Contradictions within the Executive have no genuinely intrinsic
,cance, despite the fact that they are quite real and that they traverse
-tire administration rather than just concerning relations between
_,," ernment and the upper reaches ohhe state bureaucracy. They are
~)ind of disjunction in the political system, but constitute an organic
~fe!i!i!tof d~cision-making. Conflictual relations between government and
~~istration often testify to resistances peculiar to the structure of the
';~t~pparatus and to the bureaucratic mode of organization. These are
,~~anifested in a certain rigidity of that apparatus vis-a.-vis the
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bourgeoisie itself, being expressed less in resistance to the
nature of the government's policy...objectives than in the
adaptation to change characteristic of the bureaucracy's
adherence to the status quo.
Keeping these reservations in mind, we are still left with an I'~IlIJ(l1Ui;it-,
element; authoritarian statism is marked by the hQId of the IfJ1O'''';''~'',,,,,r/j"

Executive OV" the upper administration and by Ihe increased .
contr()i oj flu former ova the latter. The Slate
independence of parliamentarians has continually
subordination of its own summits to the presidential and
Executive. The evolution follows different paths in different
referring much more to a series of institutional mutations"
matter of personalities. Even in France, these mutations are
defined character: the political subordination of the ,ut.mi •• '"''
the summits ()f the State stands out dearly from the previous
whether the change is expressed in the Cabinet's enhancoo
and role as the effective centre of guidance and control of
tion; or in the interministerial structures established at every
the control of the government and the superabundant
Matignon and the Elysee; or in the series ()f hidden n ...·wnp"..
the traditional civil-service hierarchy and rhe horizontal
political decision-making centres within the State.
This political subordination is now quite indispensable:
stration is no longer the appara[Us which, with greater or
and resistance, used to be charged mainly with execution of
placed under the authority of the Executive, the state
becoming not merely the principal site, but also the n";n('in~1
elaboration of state policy. No longer is it a question of
compmmises on the political arena - that is, of publicly
hegemonic interests in the form of a nadona! interest..
economic interests arc now directly present as such within
tion. More precisely, the massive hegemony of m01nopo/
everywhere realized under the aegis of the
Executive: in France as elsewhere, the policy of the ml1.nonnl
essentially negotiated outside parliament.
Here too, the crucial question is not the social origin
tive personnel or of a 'power elite' functioning now as
capital, now as the leadership of state affairs. This .
the mere consequence of institutional changes and
importance often attached to it. It is true that. in
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s (among others, the Ecole Nationale d' Administratiun and the
'technique) are the breeding-grounds for the managerial personnel of
I (he big companies and the State. But the movement is essentially
I the State towards private business ('back home'), very rarely the
:rsc; even the Cabinet is mainly composed of ex-civil-servants.
It is involved here is the crearion of centres for the direct expression
ig economic interests within the administration: just as it treats the
lopaly fractions of capital, above all the relevant conlpany directors,
:s favoured interlocutors, the state administration itself becomes the
rimate representative of monopoly interests seen as the embodiment of
hnoiogical progress" 'industrial exigencies' or 'economic might', and
be foundation of 'the nation's grC2tness' Conversely, it falls to the
ilitistration to constitute or present monopoly interests as the 'general'
~ational' interest, and thus (0 assume the role of organizing monopoly
~taI. Whole sections of the administrative apparatus (e.g., the Ministry
lildustry, the leadership of the Finance Ministry, the Plan Commis~
~t) are structurally organized as networks involving the specific
~ of hegemonic interests within the State. This is combined with
ritutionaHzation of a veritable web of informal circuits (committees,
~anent or ad hoc commissions, working groups, delegations, working
~) - a process which serves the same ends.
lf~ not that the other fractions of capital do not also have bridgeheads
~'Props within the administration, nor that the latter takes no account
~ struggles of the popular masses. Those other fractions are present
~ the administrarive structure in an economic-corporative form
'professional interests'), while popular demands appear there
ijlily in a reformist, trade-unionist expression. In fact, the 'reformist'
~hnions are now directly inserted in the administrative structure;
~~1iItegration is no longer just a question of their political orientation ~1i, after all, is an old story - but refers to their virtual assimilation
fili~).institutional materiality of the administrative structure (e.g., in
~~in an<! West Germany). Naturally, tbis belies their aJleged role as
~trvailing powers so much celebrated by the champions of pluralist

@us

iir1iberalism.

i;~!"know the initial, most evident effects of [his veritable tum at the

<. •.•.• ~.

~ttonallevel. State

policy is elaborated under the sign of stCrecy,
'ablished as a permanent matter of State through hidden mechan~ "J} a regime of administrative procedures that almost entirely
~l~tes: the control of public opinion. This represents a considerable
Ff.~ (he elementary principles of bourgeois representative demo-
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cracy itself. Thus, the principle of public knowledge is ~"'JnDlef.\t:;.":
discarded in favour of an institutionally recognized principle of!';pr'pi,;;':';ry,:
see, in France, the currem operation of 'professional secrecy' or
of 'professional discretion>. But although secrecy is m(lllS~ten:>ablt';».~)
monopoly hegemony, it should not be confused with genuine dUl!llbr~'
striking the State at every point. (Indeed, as the media show, the
'.'~,if!
of the ElCecutive hali'./! never been as talkative as they are today.) ",_.","",""
this secrecy cover just tricks and scandals~ even if we include
"""'"'-'Un,,,;
spiratorial colonization of the administrative apparatus by
capital. In its present-day form, that structural mode of IUl1Ct1loni
the state administration, bureaucratic secrecy, is carried to ilS
limit. It therefore ind kates not so much a perversion of the "U"UlUlisn
as a rather more disturbing phenomenon: namely, the prn,.p"~ __
administrative and governmental apparatus as the
structure and the major centre for elaborating political de4~lsion!L
very framework. this apparams perfectly embodies the distance,bellwi'jplf~
leaders and led, as well as the hermetic insulation of power
cratic control.
This situation has much broader effects. The bureaucracy
the state institution that most rebelled against the principles of
tive democracy - a hardly surprising fact if we consider that,
analysis, this democracy W~ erected precisely in order to
tionallimits upon the privileges bequeathed to the admi',nj'''m'ti~;;'':);:W~I;;;:'
Absolmist State. This is the meaning of the de jure, la
serving as a barrier to the arbitrariness of the bur~ucracy; it
meaning of public and political liberties, demarcated as
structures of resistance to the permanent central state
Redistribution of the loci of power and their new I,;vrml/:Ura.nOl
represemative democracy were based on a fundamental
traverses, with the force of evidence, modern political
Rousseau to Marx: namely', the idea that state bureaucJraci~'a
requirements of democracy stand in a heterogeneous
each other. In this connection, it does not maHer how
geoisie sought to use representative democracy in order to
central apparatus of the feudal-Absolutist State to
thereby identifying them with the expression of dern(l(:racv,'
origins of democratic rights in property ownership).
Thus. popular demands come to have a more and more
.
place in the elaboration of state policy: not only because
monopoly capital are furthered by such changes, but also
n •• _'-
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~inistrative apparatus is materially organized in such a way as to
~lude ~pul~ n.eOOs from it<; field ?f perception. Furthermore, the
iiWre5S1b~ shIft

In

the c~ntre of gnlVl.ty .towards ~~e s~te b~reaucracy

~ilingly lnvoLves a c?nsJderable restrIctIOn ~f .polm~ hberues, under~
~ as forms of pubhc control over state actlYlty. ThIS process unfolds

~'adegree exceeding that envisaged by government plans, and according

lan intrinsic logic which the summits of the State find difficult to control.
~hes of all k.inds tend to become the rule almost everywhere: strictly
i1king, they are no longer the exception to a rule (i.e., the law) posed
tls.el'lhere, but express the specific regulation operated by a bureaucracy
it has become the legitimate creator of social norms. These blotches do
:~tsi$nify that governmental power fails to subordinate the adminisrra:~ to itself, nor

are they necessarily under the remote control of the

~~mits of the Executive; they are ~ather the ine~c~pabl.c consequence of
,~jtutional changes and of the IOglC of the admlnlStratton-bureaucracy.
JReai power is thus rapidly being concentrated in tighter and tighter
'~res. tending to mm'e towards the pole of the governmental and

'Eainistrative summits. Always of a more or less fictitious nature, the
jdy greatly reduced separation of legislative, executive and judicial
:~s in the bourgeois State is itself subject to final elimination, This
.~ is displacing the limited distribution of power among various
':~ircs that used to characterize the configuration of the State. In the
•.ijie way, the political centralism of the state apparatus is continually
:~strengthened. Despite all the decentralization reforms of a technor~[nistrative character, real power is shifting away from the commune
'f~on towards the central state apparatus. Although reforms ,have
~me nc(:essary for a bourgeoisie constricted by the ponderousness
~h&ent in bureaucratic centralism, they can make no change to the
~i;lt:al centralism of the state apparatus. Indeed, this is even reinforced
i~i~uch measures - as the vicissitudes of decentralization in France
s~ply demonstrate.
intensified concentration and centralization of power naturally
. a heavy influence towards the curtailment of democratic liberties.
ile this evolution in the character of power derives from socioie and political changes, it also flows from the specifically
radc logic according to which statism begets statism, and
itllrianism begetS: authoritarianism. It merges with this logic in a
~#snowb~ll, accelerating its rhythm and adjusti~g i~ pa~ (especially
;,~~ntry hke France, where that path has been inSCrIbed III the State
~~,YerY long time). Nevertheless, this involves not merely a logic of

:5fhe
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bureaucratization. but is bound up with the changing political role cli~f;
state admjnistration.F2r:.~
This also accounts for the te~dency of power to be perronaUUti;uj:tl
man. at t~e tOP of the ExecutIve - :-vhat we may ter:m.a perso~~
presldennal system. Contrary to quite a number of Jurldical-dln,::r0:<
tionalist analyses, this phenomenon does not really correspond -:
process in wbic~ po wer:~ssum~ a B~napartist chara~t~r; that is, a~ -)n"~
to a so~ewha.t ImprecIse pO,htlca} Image of t~e orlgmal Bonapilrtl~nt~~
process In whIch real power IS. a~sum~ by. a smgle man at the eXPclt~for
the o~he~ governmental-admm~stratlve ~Ites of power. It is tru~itii'f"
constitutIonal documents sometimes ascrIbe to the head oftheE;litciltif~
what are commonly termed 'exorbitant powers'. But persii';··e.
presidentialism does not involve the vanishing of all but a trulyd
and insulated power. It functions much rather as the fOcaJpi"i~itf~~~
various administrative power centres and networks, making th~:f~
ver~: at the apex of ~o~er; .it thus accords with the conteiil~ii~
polltlcal role of the admlnlstrauve structure. Even more than in~~sf~
the man at the top of the Executive is also the hostage of apofitr~(~1
ad~inistrati~: mechanism which, to a large degree, allocates hlrrn~~W~
eminent pOSItIOn.
.:Ft?f;t{2;,
It should be remembered that, when we refer to the growing c~~'&«~:;
tion or centralism of power, we are talking of a tendency of deveig~~~'~~;;[:
For the State is not wholly in the hands of monopoly capital a
.
than is its economic apparatus. Underlying the process of concert
centralization are important inner~!itate contradictions: in~'
current sharpening of contradictions within the power bloc":
growing contradictions within the State itself. The heightened C;'
tion and centralism of power do not really correspond to unifO"
genization of the State, and even constitute a response on the °
State to its mounting internal contradictions. These contradict!
dislocating centripetal effects which refer also, or even above;:
popular struggles traversing the State. Just as in the case tiff
economic apparams, this evolution should not make us thirW:
sodative reduplication of the State: that is to say, it should not s
there is, over here, a purely monopolistic super-apparat.
accordingly in the 'central regions' or 'summits' of the~~
monopolistic concentra tion·cemraIization of the Stute) and, ov~.
dccentred, powerless construction that is the refuge only 0('
fractions of capital. While the modem concentration-centr,.
the State does correspond to the nature of monopoly h~g~T:
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ocess unfolds in a much more complex fashion. Contradictions between
I)tlopoly and other fractions of capital, or between the power bloc and
~.popul;u- masses, art expressed right at the heart of the Slate, in its
!1rgJ regIons and summits. Inevitably, therefore, they traverse the focal
~t repre~nted by the top man; there is not one president, but several
1nf. Hesitation, indecision and blunders arc due to the situation itself,
Iber than to the psychology of the given personality. Conversely, many
~dies of regional or municipal powers have shown that the hegemony of
~nopolistic capital spreads to the periphery of the State - a process
at accompanies decomposition of the local bourgeoisie (which derives
~ntiallY from non-monopoly capital) and the shrinkage of the power
f-nrioUS notables in relation to the state administration.
~!he administration therefore tends to play a monopoly role in
~tical1Y organizing social classes and ensuring hegemony; and in a
~lel process, considerable changes are undergone by the parties of
~ (including many social-democratic parties), These parties now
~itute veritable transmission belts for executive decisions, rather
tiin being cemres engaged in political elaboration and in working out
~mises and alliances around a more or less precise programme. In
~past, even during earlier phases of monopoly capitalism and in the
~ective state forms, these parties maintained genuine ties of repre~tion with s.o~ial classes an~, althou~h their effe~tive politica! role
iltalready decllmng, they remained crUCial networks In the formation of
i!lal ideology ~n~ a social consens~s ..r0day, however, the !egitima~,pr(Jcess 1S ShlftlOg towards pleblscltary and purely mampulatory
~uits (the media) dominated by the administration and the Executive.
jj;hig evolution has had an impact on the organization of the parties of
~. Even if internal democracy and rank-and-file control over
~ship groups was, in their case, never more than an illusion, and even
l,~ were congenitally shaped by an iron law of bureaucratization
:~~sing a more general political gulf between leaders and led, these
.~~ nevertheless used to function as channels for the circulation of
~:~i~mation and demands, which, emerging from the base and politically
}i1d:1ed within the party, would reach the leading centres of the State,
. ',thus maintained an organic venical flow of reciprocal influences flow which is now bypassed almost exclusively by administrative
ks and techniques (inquiries, opinion polls, general information,
I 'marketing').
".. 7< distance between the h~ader and members or sympathizers of these
M!~ has never been as great as it is today. But even the range of available
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political choices has been considerably reduced, as is (Jelmon~t"""8
the famous hi-partisan alternation of government which now cn!I~~:ttflii~it
most Western democracies (the Unired States, Great -"'<41II1;";,WIlii>i:
Germany, etc.). It is true chal these parties ne\'er offered a
alternative to the reproduction of capitalism; yet they made it
choose between centres that formulated bourgeois policy
ways. Today, they differ overlittle more than the aspect Ofa(lJ~lDiifu~~
executive policy that should be popularized: their prOlpaltanldi:r:
one and the same policy ofthe administration and Executive,
according to the class which they address. This, then, is the lanlCju:t':,~p,oUI
of ideology" the obliteration of distinctive ideological rea1turEi:ru:fd;tIt~
transformation of parties into catch-aU organizations, This is "U~':.ulc:lav
that differences have be<.'Ome purely and simply
tweedledum-tweedledee image suggests). Differences
Independent Republicans and the Radicals in France, Lnnstian';Del1M..
cracy and Social Democracy in West Germany, or the ·ue:mq~l~t
Party and Republican Party in the United States, do ............,'"
contradictions among fractions of the power bloc - rn'....'."";,.~~,
concern their specific interests and the policy variant to
relation to the popular masses. Bur these parties are not
such contradictions are really handled. They are rather
boards for contradictions at work in the dominant
administration and the Executive. Nothing
clearly than the way in which the components of the
majority currently operate.
Transformation of the parties of power,
personnel from class representatives acting in the .... r~ ... ; ....·~
to state representatives and plenipotentiaries (or even
among social classes, transformation of the same kind
parliament and of deputies - all these developments'
shift away from representative democracy towards··
statism. For the organic role once fulfilled by political
essential component of representative democracy:
were the bourgeoisie and rhe central state apparatus
and petty bourgeois p:lrties that they officially
stitutional right to exist only at a very late date
however limited a way, and of course in combination
struggle, the representative party system was always an
ism whereby citizens exened some control over state
a certain maintenance of democratic liberties.
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:e, extension or curtailment, retention or suppression of political
doms was always a direct function of the existence and role of parties.

d;m, military dictatorship and Bonapartism have suppressed not
r working-class or revolutionary parties, but all the traditional
iocratic parties, including bourgeois and petty-bourgeois ones. They
edone so because these panies, while discharging class functions.
fesSed the presence of certain popular demands of which they had to
taCCOunt. The maintenance of representative democracy and demotiC liberties is strictly correlated not just with plurality of parties. but
;with parties functioning in an organic manner and at a certain dis~ ftom the State's central administrative apparatus. It is the p\"escnt
~rsion of this mode of functioning - often disguised by a continuing
ifility of parties - which determines the curtailment of democratic
~ties under authoritarian statism.
fifcourse. this is all the more real in that the party system is undergoing
~broad~ ch~ges. which affe~t ev~ry par~ in its re~tionship to the
iti:admimsrranon. Those parties, m particular, whlch used to be
outside the circle of power continued, until the present phase, not
exercise a role of parliamentary control. but also to function as
rnnes of the popular masses vis-a-vis the administration. But that
~kjron, too, is now radically called into question: how many socialist
~ not to mention communist deputies, today have any real access
Qi;French state administration - at least in their capacity as people's
~tatives? Authoritarian statism hardly leaves parties with any
~,either they must subordinate themselves to the administration,
lil;theY,must give up all ac~~ to it. Citize.n~ are obliged to face th.e
>stratlon head-on, and It IS not surpnsmg that, beyond their
:~ipation in elections, they are generalIy disaffected with parties that
posed to represent them in the state administration. We know only
that, besides the considerable restriction of democratic liberties
incurred. this situation lays the ground for a possible evolution of
,.owards Bonapartism.

iliid

iw

The Dominant Mass

The present changes at the level of the State also entail the
specific role of a dominant milSS party as the slate party par
the case of an alternation of two parties, this role falls
the one and the orher. But contrary to certain superficial
alternation does not change in the slightest the current
the dominant mass party. which is structurally necessary for
ing of authoritarian statism. It is not the twenty-year
Gaullism that is the main cause of whatis called the 'UDR
although this has helped to accentuate the phenomenon.
The movement in which political or~ni:zation devolves
to the administration-Executive is not a simple one. The.
of this function among the various state apparatuses
against obstacles deriving from their specific materiality (in
materiality of the state administration), Even when. as
States, its upper personnel is replaced en bloc with a
mem, the administration is the superembodiment of
continuity and presents the characteristic features
resistance. Most frequently> it is subject to de jure and
regulations referring to the institutional permanence
centralism that 3fe bound up with the social division of
administration itself. It is cemented by a specific ideology, .
traditional republican one of the general interest or the
one of efficiency. And being reproduced by co-optat~on~
tration also exhibits division and fragmentation into
factions (the grands corps in France, for example) each
This raises considerable problems, above all since
ministutive procedures becomes the principal
hegemony where a certain democratic reality is mamtilIUI;U,.\
with the authoritarian statism of the present period).
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said, the administration's current role does not at all im'olve some

of neo-corporatism. Vario\lS interests find specific expression in the
nistration and have to be dealt with there in a political manner.
• different is the functioning of a corporatist State, which is an
;tional form of the bourgeois State, When it has func'rioned as the
~ network of corporatist institutions, the bureaucratic administran;lS never played the dominant political role - neither in the various
lples of fascism nor in corporatist-type military dictatorships. Such
is of State always dispose of a political apparatus (the fascist party,
amy, the political police) which is distinct from the corporatist
inistration.
ia democratic framework, then, the administration is nor transfeD by sponraneous generation into an effective political party of the
Ie bourgeoisie acting under the hegemony of monopoly capital i the
~ constantly runs up against certain limits. Hence derives the need
~dominant mass party, whose mission is more than to serve as the
~inissjon~belt relaying bureaucratic decisions to (he base. To be
~e, its role is to unify and homogenize the state administration; to
(~and propel (in the direction of general government policy) the
~eness of its various branches and sub-apparatuses - both hori~(inter-branch) and vertical (cenrraiapparatus, regional apparatuses) ;
\~1ially, to ensure the administration'5 loyalty to the summits of the
;{Urlve. Such unification and cohesion is absolutely indispensable [0
i~litical mission which the administration is now alone in carrying
~the dominant party plays the role of policing the administration ~~u:hing over and protecting the bureaucratic apparatus. Without it,
s!~evolvcd role, which exists side by side with the governmental
t6~ of the Executive, could be fulfilled only to a very partial degree.
·politico-administrative control exercised by those heights
~ridy runs up against the multifonn resistance of the state bureau~Similarly. disciplinary measures intended to keep the administra~$;line encounter the resistance of the trade unions and public
~i~'- although, as is shown by the situation in France and by the
~&~ if not untypical, case of BerufsverbQt in West Germany, there is
~tJy a tendency for such measures to increase. The dominant state
~Ciherefore functions as a parallel network, placing the entire
titration in a relationship of strict political subordination to the
"'- f the Executive. In practice, this can only be accomplished by II
~""': inane pany, itself highly unified and structured; were such a
~\~!iC divided and distributed among several panies, it would only

i:tbe
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add to the defects requiring correction.
The dominant party itself must be tightly controlled by the :sumlrni..;;;:~
the Executive (the President, the Prime Minister) -. whether
reached their position through controlling and guiding jUst
or whether t.1).ey have been able to bring it under their COrltrli,Vft,,;;\.'l';~;
through becoming the commanding heights Qf the State. We ~)~Il'
nire here one aspeCt of the de GaullejPompidou policy tO~'~fd!h~~
Gaullist party-movement (it must be not a party like
movement - and yet
.), and also Giscard d'Estaing's
Chirac and the UDR after he had failed either to make a
party out of the republicans or to bring the Gaullist party
However minor they may at first seem in terms of political ,=........,,11:1 ....
vance, rhese problems nevertheless led to the present ·mSjtitulti~ij.tlk;risk.
The main role of such a party is not, therefore, to rel)re:sen:t.tf~iiitertm
of big capital with regard to the administration, for that can n01,y~erft,cttl:.
well be done in a direct fashion. In France, for example,
of monopoly capital within the State is not the result of a
that is to say, of a process whereby the UDR, acting as the ~trWlIC!lt:Of
big capital, is supposed to have colonized a neutral .... ·'.lWJtI§..U:aw:m.
Contrary to such an image oflily-white civil servants djstin.i~~shlU~om:
corrupt bourgeois politicians, it is much more that the party's'
to big business is one consequence of its general role
attached to the administration. h can play its role only
present (as a state party) at the heart of the adlnil1listlrari
presence is not the main factor in politicizing the
rather the effect of the political role that has now ... n.' ..'''''.....
administration
an effect which, in turn, extends
politicization. Charged with the role of organizing heE!emlOll1
confronted with socio-economic interests that it
politically, the state administration is less and less
raining the fictitious distinction between ad "Ill',..·."Ul.lll,'•.<;.
decisions. Of course, it was never neutral in any real
being openly and massively politicized as the UCl;lSlU'Il~II.
become lodged in its own circuits. In a parallel course,
lays siege to the upper r""aches of the administration: it
forward, monopolizes the command-posts for its
zers, expels or neutralizes persistent offenders by
side-tracks, breaks the traditional civil-service h1"r<lr~n\
institutions in order to create the best conditions for:
unfolds nor so much under the direction of elected.
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lUes (at least insofar as they act in those capacities) as under the

:tion of the various barons and managers who control the party.
'is a two-way trajectory: given the direct politicization of the
inistration, civil servanrs gravitate towards the dominant parry just as
'. as the party propels its trusted men into the administration. Now
in the materiality of institutions is a veritable symbiosis of the
__ ~~.. rl,l~ and the dominant party. Most strikingly in France, both
"'_ .........neTU and the leading circles of this party are more and more

of civil servants.
of consequences follow: the restricted circulation of political
the emergence of multiform corporatist interests based on the
of posts; the distribution of state sinecures; the diversion of
for party aims; the trading in influence between dominant
State; and the subservience of that party to big business.
these have always been features of bourgeois States, they are
iAs!iumtng quite prodigious dimensions; and although they are
secondary phenomena, they considerably heighten the resistance
,~"~",,,,", party-State to democratic alternatives. Leaving aside the
dangers for the dominant classes themselves, loss of governmental
both strip away a whole series of material privileges and
with disintegration a party whose importance rests precisely
in the State.
: this development stems only secondarily from the long
alternation of government (the UDR period in France,
Democracy's protracted rule in West Germany and its
to this day in Italy). F orehe functioning of a dominant party
such changeovers, often actually involving alternation of
one dominant party. Moreover, where there is a fairly regular
of two parties (the United States, Great Britain, West
we can witness the ere-acion of genuine inur-party networks:
nt""ml'nal'
of the forces, personnel and structures of the tWO
there crystallizes a permanent web of circuits which, so
tU~ICtlll)nS as a single-parlY centre lodged in the central state
This centre goes far beyond mere personal relations among
single 'power elite', such as are invoked by certain perspica(most notably, Wright Mills) in order to explain the birth of
.8 In fact, it is now anchored in the materiality of the
",'''''''''','''''' Th~ Po1l>er Eille, London i 960; Ralph Miliband. Th~ $ltlIe ill Capita/iiI
1%9; and Pierre Bimb3um, Lei fommlts de Etal, Paris 1977.
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dominant parties' structures, which is itself articulated with the ~'::;
mate~iality of. the state apparatus. T~e ~ingl~-party c.entre also serv~~'
exercise genu me control over the admmlstratton. But 1t does so in rehi(~:'
to the Others: not only those who represent a genuine political aJterntti~~
but any olher who escapes the centre's control and thereby becomesf~~~i:
a dangerous revolutionary. The single-party centre finds its idcntity~hftt,
by establishing the other as an enemy.
';:;~"
It would be quite wrong. to redu4:e this phenomenon to a distincr~~i;
after aU, rather old question: namely, the absence of a real po/;ti(~t
alternative at the level of the parties of power, Nor, therefore, can,:~~:
content outselves with the traditional critique of the 'formal characi~t
of the pluralist system. For the present situation does not CUrt~i(llii~
operation of democracy merely because of the restricted poliricar$~(:
offered to citizens. O~'er and above the question of an alrtrnat;vi,the~";
is the more prosaic one of allernation; and alternation has existed·iAiie~;
past even when it did not involve an alternative. Now, what Jci~1!Jf!;
alternation can there be today, given that the interchangeability;J)~a1~~
dominant parties of power is often inscribed in that new singl~Jjitiy;
network w~ich is apparently being(;(lnso1idate~ in the We~tem t,,:~Iimi:~
system? Who today would dream of denymg that this proce~:s'et~.t
draconian limits on the most elementary forms of democratic controrth~i;!
used to exist even in the absence of a political alternative - who, th~ii~r~:
f,;;
except Raymond Aron and other belated bards of advanced'Jr~fl~
democracy? For them, the Vnion of the Left alternative unfortli~" 'ci
excludes the possibility of alternation in France - as if genuine alte '
,~
could be found where such an alternative does not exist. Of cout~/~1~.
said earlier, present-day authoritarian statism is not a disguised {o'"'' '~
totalitarianism, similar to regimes with a one-party system in t '
sense of {he term. Still, the institutionalization of a single-pany'
says a great deal about the transformation of the democratic fri(~"~""""",~j
in which it is inserted.
<;;~;';,~;;r
Let us return to the now-structural symbiosis of the StateY~i?di~~~
dominant mass party. Although principally to be explained int:;~';s,,,;{C'I~
the need for political control over the administration, this phenif
'"
is also dependent upon changes in the procedures oflegitimation;'~,
".
this allows us to understand why it is a mas.! party that is invol\',J;i0~
consensus-producing structures are becoming concentrated m~~~~~
administration and moving away from political parciesOifJRlNr
apparatuses previously specialized in this functi~n (the sch~J~r
cultural apparatus, the famity), This correspofids to Important'~nlRiP~,~
.
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jons both in the content of the dominant ideology and in the modalities

iits reproduction and inculcation. But here too, the movement runs up

19ainst limits connected with the materiality of the administratiye
lcfwork - a materiality that is grounded on a characteristic 'separation'
rr()ltl the popular masses - and with the specificity of the ideological
mechanisms. Hence derives the necessity of a dominant mass party: that
~ to say, not a site for the elabonltion of ideology, but a relay-station that
wiD transmit the state ideology to the popular masses and contribute as an
ippendage to the plebiscitary legitimation of [he state administration and
the Executive. For this role is only partially fulfilled by the media and by
lite characteristic personalization of the summits of the State.
:. Thus, even when it does not lead to the consalidation of a single-patty
'eentre, this organic symbiosis of the State llnd the dominant party
/liduces significant institutional changes that point towards the decline
:d€representative democra1,.)' and democratic liberties.
~ However, above aU in France. this situation also involves dangers for
~ Left in the eventuality of itS coming to power. Of course, neither
~ France nor elsewhere can there be any question of bracketing together
t(he left parties with the majority parties of power; nor are we seeking
;'W question the intentions of any left party - quite tlte contrlJry. I say
~~uite the contrary', because what is involved is precisely a structural
~mbiosjs of the state apparatus and a dominant mass party; and just as
timt symbiosis is inscribed in the materiality of the present-day State,
~are the position and role of such a party written betUlun the lines of
/iiistitutional reality. Thus, whatever the intentions of the left parties,
is a danger that one of them may be led - by the force of circumInce, as it were - to occupy the position of a dominant mass party.
iQnless the State is radically transformed by the Left in power, such an
~~olution will constantly be threatened
and will itself threaten to
;;millong the current state of oppositional rights.
would seem that, in France. this objective situlJtion concerns essen~lIy and above all the Socialist Party. It is not that the party as a whole
~tamished with some original and indelible strain of'class collaboration';
i~t it is especially marked by this danger for evident institutional reasons
R~administration's attitude towards it, irs implantation in the municipal
:r~ regional networks. [he weight of its electoral apparatus and parlia~£ntary deputies, and so on}, Let me make myself quite clear: the issue
:~~ot whether the Socialist Party should or should not be more importam
:,.\M~ the Communist Party, since what concerns us here goes far beyond
;c![cussion on the 'balance' of forces within the Left. The question

;1'm
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is rather: what must take place in order that the Socialist Party
not occupy the position and play the role of a dominant mass
Indeed, some of its own leaders seem to be aware of the danger. "' ....~ ..'.·.·d
suggesting that a 'SP-State' would be the same as a 'UDR--5tate'regardless of the nature of the party that occupies it, the instituiti~~i"
situation of a dominant mass party carries with it a certain res:trJC~nrri';';li'2
democratic control and democratic liberties. It threatens to
letter out of the Left's planned measures for <lcllllolcratiz2~tiOJtI,
State and for restoring the specific role of politic:!l parties in the \:l(firl:fl;:e~:
of democracy.
At any rate, we should be quite clear that authoritarian statism··:..··"'··"-"~;~,·,
ponds to important changes in democracy. These transformations
summarized as follows: greater exclusion of the masses from the" . :
of political decision-making; widening of the distance between
and the state appar-atus, just when the State is invading the life
as a whole; an unprecedented degree of state centralism;
attempts to regiment the masses through 'participation' ".;umu:s;
essence, therefore, a sharpening of the authoritarian character
mechanisms. This authoritarianism affects more than just the'
cratic administration or even just the state apparatuses as a
.
it does not involve merely an increase in organized physical
ideological manipUlation, Going beyond these, it asserts
establishment of new power techniques and in the
various practices, channels and props intended to create a new
of that social body upon which power is exercised. Such a
differs considerably from that of the national-popular
composed offree citizens-individuals who are equal before
to pur it another way, from that of the institutionalized
between public and private which is the cornerstone of
representative democracy.
Rooted in the ver)' processes tbat govem the new role
administration-bureaucracy, and lodged in the main
the administration, this new matrix of (he exercise of
through every sphere of social life. Even if the space of
correctly given a broad characterization, this matrix goes
state apparatuses in which it yet achieves its consummate
Although it r~sts upon, and is grafted on to, a quite real
statiution of social life, the new mode of authoritarian-sta
surpasses even this to become a truly universal code,
within it (he functioning of power in the wtality of social
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re nor referring here to a merely analogical or mimetic transposition of a

model' of the State's exercise of power to the non-state structures (as we
iOuld be tempted to do, if we thought of the State as the prime caUse and
~Iusive source of all power). But nor are we talking of some archetypal
jiagram, which, in a manner immanent to all power, rules a series of
;;o!ecular·micro-powers in which the State itself is dissol .... ed. In the:
~analysis,

the matrixrefers to new forms of the social division oflahour:

~bile

it is certainly present, as an original mould, in the various social
ietations, it is currently elaborated and ritualized above all in the state
!dministrative st,ruClUr~ on which ~cia.1 relations converge. All amriltlPorary power rsfunctlonal to authomarlan statum.
~Authoritarian

statism is thus distinct from totalitarianism and cannot

'~regarded
"
as a new type of fascism or as a process of creeping fascism.

Nevertheless, it is unlike the previous democratic forms of State. It does
~ merely carry the seeds or certain scattered clements of fascism, but

~stallizes their oT~nic arrang~ment in a p~nnane~t structure ru~ning
~e offiCIal State. ThiS ~tructur~ IS not SImply keJ:'t avadab,le

'pirallel to

oW the dommant classes, but contmually lntetSectS the offiCial State In

leo day-to-day functioning and exercise of power. There are numerous
~ples of this: the obscuring of each state branch or apparatus (army,

fiolke. judicial system, etc,) through dislocadon into formal and clearly

~jble networks, on the one hand, and nuclei under the tight control of
~Executive summits, on the other; the constant displacement of the
~~ power centres from the former to the latter - a mechanism implicit in
:.~administration 's present role, which is overseen and guaranteed by the
~.tninant party; the massive development of parallel state networks of a
~~~blk, semi-pUblic or para-public character - networks whose function is
~~ent, unify and control the nuclei of the state apparatus (in France,
the parallel po~ice, et~.) and whose creat}on is di~e~t1y ~rches
.;~!ed by the commandmg heights of the State In symbIOSIS With the
·~rtiinant party. It would be only too easy to continue the list.
:::~i¥mally. modifications to the national aspect of the State are today also
~~ted into this process of transformation. Elsewhere, in arguing
,.~,"', a whole current which regards the present internationalization of
as a straightforward deliquescence of Euro~n national States in
~~%/.ace of multinational companies, the American super-State or the
?{~~r-State of United Europe, I have shown that the national State is still
f~g~lcvance. Nevertheless, it does exhibit important changes in this
~~e~ changes which I shall not mention here, except to point OUt that
'~~are themselves not directly due to external factors (that is, to the

t'lSAC,
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'pressure' of other States). These factors weigh upon each national stij:
only insofar as they are internalized within it and inscribed in irs o\~i~
transformations. Indeed, it is under the aegis of these changes that th~
decline of national sovereignty is currently taking place - nat
relation to the policies of European governments, but also with
to the institutional materiality of the various States. It is above all iti~~
paraUel State, with its deep politico-administrative texture, that,flisl~
and blood are given to the trans-state networks. From police and s~
service 'co-opCTat~n: to t~ var!ou~ tr.ansnatio.oai deci~ion~~~!~
processes, the officiallnternatlonal msUtuttons are JUSt the tip of the:iCt
berg. Few people suspect me of being interested in political fictio~;~Wt
~ow can one help fantasizing ahom t~e internationa.t ~imensions- ofitti~
smgle-party centre? The famous Trilateral CommIssIon perhap~~;gt~
us a foretaste.
J~r;:;j;

only;iti
refaid

4
The Weakening of the State

~u[horitarian statism does not correspond to a uni .... ocal strengthening of
[lie State: it rather involves the dual aspect of strengthening-weakening,
~ven [hat the transformations which mark the State sharpen the generic
BemeJltS of political crisis. It is also the State's response to that sharpening,
even a response to its own crisis at the point where it is actually
:~~foldjng. Now, this weakening and state of crisis offer fresh possibilities

t,d

~theLeft.

t;t.

While the changing role of the administration leads to its direct
fpbIiticization, thal po/ificization has a double meaning. It takes place
~rincipallYI and to a massive extent, in the upper reaches of ~he administrar~" on the side of the government majority and to the benefit of the right.
mi!c it also de"'elops on the left, at the very heart of areas of the upper
~mil1jstrarion. There are many reasons for this development.
~~First of all, the administration remains strongly marked by the ideology
~tlte general interest. Until not long ago, the relatively distinct
~l~mpetencies of administrative action and political decision still fostered
f5:iIf-justificatory illusions concerning the administration's political
~~trality in the face of the massive hegemony of monopoly capital. But
~.~ is no longer the case. The displacement of the political mechanisms
:~begemony to the heart of the administration has given a sharp jolt to
,~e illusions and set up important political differentiations and
~l![arizations.
~:itfto be sure, the ;uridico-political ideology of the general interest is
f;i~~ way to a technocratic ideology of efficiency, economic progress,
,:a~Jihdance and well-being. Bur this can function 3S an internal cement of

~~tte
. :.i~ministr~tion if .and

only if. the econ~mi.c proc~ss retains a ~rtai~
techmcal neutrahty. And It IS preCIsely that which IS
1~~ffu1ing more and more difficult. The technocratic ideology according to
~1biCh the State ensures efficiency and social well-being - an ideology that
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is the basis of the post-Keynesian State - is radically called into quesrio"
by the economic crisis marking the present phase of capitali!Jm. 6d?

section of t~e upper a~mi~istration. inte~pre(S the political cau~;6i
current reahty as denoting Its own hlstor~caI ?~nkruptcy - its inabill~
to foresee, suppress or manage the economIC criSIS. Moreovert thelacet~:
tion of national sovereignty involved in the internationalization of capi~f
is exacerbated in a period of c~isis (as European governm~nts rush to·(lta~.
themselves under the Amencan umbrella), thus releasmg shock-wave.,:
within an administration (har is attached to the national interest AUth~
~eads to a .clear distilncing fro~ politic~ ~eg~mony, even if i~ takesp(~~;
In an ambtguous manner and With the limitations that I noted mParfO.n~:
As is well known, a significanr proportion of the French upper admini~{:
tion, the grallds co:rps and the granJes (coles, are now to be
Socialist Party. This development is aU the more important in"ih#l~
goes hand in hand with the left-radicalization of the SP (the E'pig~y
Congress of 1972), In any case, it cannot be explained solely. or ~~
principally. by the upper administration's opportunist preparedrt~,t(}'
'chance its luck' with a victorious Left (although that no doubt entctSinto·
it, given the Giscard-UDR-State blockage of the circulation of'elit~~;::;
However, the reasons for this politicization go deeper sti.lr~w;;
institutional change entailed by top Executive control of the adrniK~~
tion are experienced by its personnel as a challenge to traditio~r~';
poratist privileges. Cabinet circumvention of the bureaucratic hien.ii;h~~
the horizontal networks under the control of the summits of the Exeditivi~;
maior governmental dislocation of statutory civil-service gu~t~#(~~
(regulations affecting careers, promotion, etc,); direct penetration,;~f1~[~;
administrative apparatus by the dominant pany - all these arereaS9'l1l~
why, in the authoritarian State., a section of the upper admini,~~&~t
takes an ambiguous and characteristically limited distance fr(@i;lt~~
summits of the Executiv~.
~;'~~fG
In the intermediate and subaltern layers of the administrati~J~rt4~'
phenomenon is of much greater importance, sometimes taking th~t~,nn~~
a massive leftward politicization of broad sectors of the state ~.:;,,,'
Here too, one factor involved is the changes in the materialitY~',
State. In parr, it is a question of the considerabJe worsenint~ .
conditions (earnings, pensions, erc.) and of the various.. ,,®~
.......
enjoyed by the traditional Beamtentum (the threat to job sectiri,. .:~
the massive growth of contract labour, the moving around ofcl~i5~~~';-'
the obstruction of careers, and so on) -- processes which coti,::
,.
the unprecedented expansion of the state apparatus as a whole.'S
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ilIlportant, however, are the new forms in which the social division of
labour is reproduced within the institutional apparatus as a whole. 9 The
expansion of this apparatus, together with its current socio-econornic and
political role, deepens [he tendency of division between manual and
intellectual labour, such as it is reproduced at the very heart of the
iiltellectuallabour embodied by the State; this process is itself correlated
with [he emergence of new and more profound forms of the general
division between intellectual and manual labour - mainly in the sphere of
productive labour, but also in the whole of society. This deepening social
~divi6ion is reflected, at the level of the state apparatus, in the growing
'distance between tasks (layers) of conception-<iirecrion and those of
i~ecution: in the decomposition of subordinate tasks into routinized
~~ementsi the concentration of knowledg~power in the summits of the
~apptlratus; the monopolization of bureaucratic secrecy by more and more
~(stricted leading circles; and the rising disciplinary authoritarianism
~in the apparatus itself. This division is realized in dearly-defined
tdIangi!S to the administrative labour process: the introduction of new
(methods for evaluating and controlling outpur~ the development of
?Jiltchanization and computer systems; and the new techniques of
~ionalizing budgetary allocation' and 'goal-oriented co-management'.
~eath their apparently technical character. such measures correspond
~th to the rising productivity of administrative labour and, equally
~portantl to the control and political mastery which the top Executive
~.ercises over tile immense bureaucratic machinery_ Combined with the
~tteting of the general interest ideology that used to cement the vertical
'inity of the administrative structure, the above evolution contributes to
fil1e leftward politicization of an important section of the intermediate and
~baltem personnel of the state apparatus; or at any rate, it lays the material
ISis for such politicizarion.
~However, the deepest reasons for the distancing of large sections of the
~~llllinistration from government policy are to be found in the struggle
;~the popular classes.
i~oday more than ever before, this struggle traverses the state apparatus
t~ and directly affects {he administration. For it extends to wide
~ors of the new petty bourgtoisje: that is, to such wage-earning middle
~~ as \:ommercial, bank and insurance employees, members of the
\~ professions, and intellecruals in the broad sense of the term. The
~.

~;.:>
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new ~euy bourgeoi~ie now acti~e1y particip~tes in popular stn,l;'~;I~
especially those relating to collective consumption and the 'qualityJ':~fi6
(hea~t~, housing! tra.nspott, the environment,. etc.); it, is parti~ili.1al
sens\Uve to demands In these spberes because of ItS matenal condititi',j,~
.
I
I·L. '"
.
fi
' , ·.S,OI
ex~stence, 18 strugg es UJerel~r~ pomt to a ssure or ~n. actual breaki&~
alhance between the b~urgeOIsle and petty bourg~OISle (more p~aL
between monopoly capital and the new, wage-earnmg petty bourge6I~~
It is.
working-class struggles also
within
~dmmlst~tlOn. But those of the petty bourgeOIsie - ~s~eciallf;9:(tl~
mtermedlate and subaltern layers - traverse the admlnlstrati~:;il§~
much more direct fashion: not only because of the majoritY,'p~';~
bourgeo~ class origin o~ th~ layers, bu~ abo~e all becaus? of theit~~~
bourgeoIS class determination. The enure history of capltalism$leiri~
strates that a challenge to the bourgeois{petty-bourgeois allianct";~]~
level of society finds expression in a challenge to that alliance at~~&
hean of the State. As we know, the state apparatuses (and in pa~t!~~~f,.
(he administrative structure) often crystallize an alliance betw~1t~
bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie - one which takes the specir.cjJd~i
an alliance between the bourgeois summits and the petty_~~"':"~::i;~
intermediate and subaltern layers. A challenge to this alliance at·:""
of society provokes a break within the State, often expressing it~lfrlJl!l
fonn of fissures between the summits and the other layeiS~-ofkrti~
administration.
. )t~~
Furthermore. the state apparatus itself is increasingly becqm:(
target of popular struggle. Given the, current withdrawal of~~~J " I
parries from the forward positions of power, and given t~et~:' "<~
capillary penetration of more and more areas of social actii
~e
administrative structure stands exposed before the demands,~,,' ~;
popular masses. It is, so to speak, caught between the 'hamrri~'i
_
governmental apex and the anvil of social struggles: while beini~~:~~
front-line detachment against the popular masses, it also set.yo'
scapegoat tor policy failures, cheerfully attributed, as the caseril#'
<resistance on the parr of the existing structure', or to the 'but~
ponderousness', excess zeal, 'inhumanity' or 'lack of understari~IIL:#P
civil servants. Today, the go\'ernmenr can make such accusatiQl'!s;~4[~~
certain degree of plausibility, based as they are on [he politicalro\~0~Ji!<:h
it has itself assigned to the administration. Having become the~!,~~~~t
multiform popular struggles, the administrative apparatus is lesi(~~a1,~
able to resort to the ideological safety-screen of its role as ·neutra!Li~~i~tr·
above social classes. Anyway, it no longer believes very much inJ~~I~~~

t~ue t~at
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If that conception. The consensus crisis affecting the relationship
~ween popular masses and state apparatus appears within

the adminis-

irauon as 11 resultant crisis of legitimation. This is aU the more so since the
wministration no longer has an external source of legitimacy in the
aeological cover once provided by political parties or ideological
ipparatus'7' (the scho~I. the family, ~tc.). In~eed, it ~ now perman~t1y
tb2rged With elaboration, reproduction and mcu)caoon of the dommant
~eology and with the creation of an overall consensus. The state administration-bureaucracy now bears the brunt of demands for legitirnaiiollt although it is less and less able to meet them. Thus, the legitimacy
~rtfaU in relation to the popular masses contributes to the political
!tbanges which they are currently undergoing.
~:z. The second factor in the weakening of the State concerns the elabora:lion of government policy within the administrative apparatus. Despite
';ile numerous palliative measures (political control over the administra.1ion, emergence of a dominant party), the administration is by its very
~ture unable to fulfil the rate of organizing hegemony in the way that
!thVi is done by political parties. The organic functioning of a genuine
~ ~ystem. allows th~ relationship of forces wit?in the power bloc t~ be
~nlzed

wtthout malar setbacks. Thus, confltcts among the vanous

~ons of the bloc can be regulated; changes in the relationship of forces
~ be given supple and fluid expression in government policy; a long-term
~licy condensing the bloc's general political interest can be established;
l)¥short, hegemony can be organized through autonomous representa~ of the various fractions. The fact that the hegemony of monopoly
;Spiral requires a shift in this organizing role from parties to the adminis;~tion cannot bur involve considerable disadvantages for monopoly
[.egemony over the other components of the power bloc. Given the very
r~~ o~ a~ministrativt: procedur~s, regulation of c~nt1icts and com pro' ffil!t.'S wllhm the bloc takes place ID a mote or less Jerky and concealed
through abrupt movements, direct clashes between administra~1&e sub--apparatuses and sub-bureaucracies, and thwugh shQrt-term
!::fir.gains referring to individual cases. This ~ntributes to th~~haracteristic
[~c()herence of present-day governmcm polley, marked us It IS by lack of a
~~kg-term, articulated strategy for the power bloc and by the absence of a
I~\~bal politico-ideological or ~soc.ial' project. Such flying blind is a most
[i~ous Course for the functlomng of class hegemony.

tinner -

~::ltain

~ .: .'.oreover, ~he process ~hereby .[~e rep.resemation of the various bloc
;9!lIIponents IS refracted m admlOlstratlve sub-ensembles also holds
dangers. Not only does it sharpen contradictions within the
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administration by concentrating at a political level the corporatist.
institutional fracturings peculiar to the state bureaucracy (the
corps, various min!stries,. bra?ches of the ~dmi~istr.ation); it releases iu~:
as much a dynamIC leading In the opposite dIrection. Thus, such fra(!~
turing closely foll.o~s the ~o.ntours of decisi~~-~a~ing and consider:lb{~
broadens contradIctions arISing out of the POhtlClz3.tJon of the administta."
tion. Disputes among various clans, factions and fiefs of the administraililii
are extrapolated into political divisions, setting up shock-waves iri'lhe
State that ~~II int~ question its ~ole as organi~e~ of hegemony. Accot~1i'g
to the traditional Image of parliamentary crettnlsm, the representatives~6f
the bourgeoisie exhaust themselves in Byzantine, corporatist and seUri~
dary wrangles and tum aside from their role as political organii~~~
However, this is much too weak an image to characterize the pt~efit
situation of quite unprecedented administrative dehility - a situation whi~h
considerably destabilizes class hegemony..;~.
Now, all this does not just concern the administrative apparatus inithe
narrow sense of the tenn (i.e., the civil service that plays the d:ntnl
political role). In the context of the more general transformations;thit
characterize authoritarian statism, similar features appear among aU;s~~e
apparatuses and employees (the judicial system, the police, the army~Jhe
educational system, etc.). Given the peculiar institutional unit}'oBrhe
State, the shift in the centre of political decision-making toward.~3fh¢
civil service also has an impact on these apparatuses: they are draw.)Rnto
the politicization process of the state apparatus to the point wh~~Ith~y
become sub-centres of political decision-making in their resfi'ectlve
spheres of competence. The new contradictions which mark tti~;"~i~i1
service thus reverberate throughout the state organism.
.~;;;~.
3. Lastly, authoritarian statism is itself partially responsi~(e;for
creating new forms of popular struggle. In every country with wbIg~we
are now concerned, we can see the emergence of struggles that havei~~Yiew
the exercise of direct, rank-and-file democracy. These strugglese*~l~it a
characteristic anti-statism and express themselves in the mushr~()wi9g;of
self-management centres and networks of direct interventiol1.s~tt~e
masses in the decisions which affect them. If we consider the wi~?sl'r~d
character of the phenomenon - which stretches from citizens' co~'~ltters
through various structures of popular control and self-defencet~~ll~igh
bourhood committees - it becomes clear that we are talking of~gfu~thi!l~
quite without precedent. Even though the movement is 10Fa(e~'at a.
distance' from the State, it sets up major dislocatory effects",jJ~in.the
State itself. It is a phenomenon which marks both more traditional
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political struggles and, above all.' such new struggles as those ass~ciated
with the women's and ecological movements and the campaign to
improve the quality of life. Not only does authoritarian statism fail to
enclose the masses in its disciplinary web or to 'integrate' them in its
authoritarian circuits; it actually provokes general insistence on the need
;(or direct, rank-and-file democracy - a veritable explosion of democratic

Part Five

Towards a Democratic
Socialism

he question of socialism and democracy, of the democratic road to
cialism, is today posed with reference to two historical experiences,
hich in a way serve as examples of the twin limits or dangers to be
~ided: the traditional social-democratic experience, as illustrated in a
amber of West European countries, and the Eastern example of what is
died 'real socialism'. Despite everything that distinguishes these cases,
!sPite everything that opposes social democracy and Stalinism to each
{her as theoretiro-political currents, they nevertheless exhibit a
1ndamental complicity: both are marked by statism and profoUlld
~trust of mass initiatives, in short by suspicion of democratic demands.
~France, many now like to speak of two traditions of the working-class
~d popular movements: the statist and Jacobin one, running from Lenin
lli the October Revolution to the Third International and the Com~ist movement; and a second one characterized by notions of self~
ianagement and direct, rank-and-file democracy. It is then argued
~ the achievement of democratic socialism requires a break with the
~:mer and inttgration with the latter. In 'fact, however, this is a rather
kriunctory way of posing the question. Although there are indeed two
~djtions, they do not coincide with the currents just mentioned.
~~reover, it would be a fundamental error to imagine that mere inte[ilion with the current of self-management and dire(:t democracy is
~cient to avoid statism.
~ntof all, then, we must take yet another look at Lenin and the October
~ution, Of course, Stalinism and the model of the transition ('0
~ism bequeathed by the Third International differ from Lenin's own
~ght and action. But they are not simply a deviation from the latter.
~s of Stalinism were well and truly present in Lenin - and not only
~u&e of the peculiarities of Russia and the Tsarist state with which he
~)o grapple. The error of the Third International cannot be explained
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sim.pir as an attempt to unjver~Ji~ in ~n. aberrant manner a modet~of
socIalism that corresponded, In, Its ongmal purely, to the COn ,:/~:
situati~ of Tsar~t Russia. ~t the same time, these seeds are not r~
found m Marx hImself. Lenm was the first to tackle the problem offl{
tr.l~ition to socialism and the withering a~3y of the State, con~;;'~'
whIch Marx left only a few general observations on the close relatl(j~r
between socialism and democracy,
';;it~:
,Wh:t then was the exact import of the October Revolution f~i'~~
withermg away of the State? Out of the several problems relating;~tif:
se~ of the ~ird Internation~,in Lenin, one see~s here to QC~ti~~~!;
dommant pOSitIOn. For all Lemn 5 analyses and actlOns are traversl:(r6~)
the following ~eitm{)~if; ~he State must be entirely destroYed lljr~i;
frontal attack In a sItuation of dual power, to be replaced by a'$i&ind~
power - soviets - which will no longer be a State in the properse"i~
the term, since it will already have begun to wither away. Wh~';~~f
Lenin mean by this destruction of the bourgeois State? Unlike Ma~:ae'j
often reduces the institutions of representative democracy and,~~ji«~
freedoms to a simple emanation of the bourgeoisie; repres~~¥i~!
democracy ;:::: bourgeois democracy = dictatorship of the bourg~riik:
They have to be completely uprooted and replaced by direct, t.miL~ct4
file democracy and mandated, recallable delegates - in other~·o.i~~f~i
the genuine proletarian democracy of soyiets.':~>~t;':;
I am intentionall}' drawing a highly schematized picture:jl~ri\~'~S
principal thrust was not at first towards a variant of authoritariari~tiSfil.;;
I say this not in order to leap to Lenin's defence, but ~ poi,~0~~er
simplistic and befogging character of that conception aWlrdirig,,~
,
developments in Soviet Russia resulted from Lenin's'"
opposition to direct democracy - from a Leninism which is SIl'
have carried within it the crushing of the Kronstadt sailors' re{
way that a cloud carries the storm. Whether we like it or not; t"
guiding thread of Lenin's thought was, in opposition to the',;
(arianism and dread of workers' councils characteristic oCt
democratic current, the sweeping replacement of 'format' rep"
democracy by the 'real', direct democracy of workers' co~,'
term 'self-management' was not yet used in Lenin's time·h;~
me on to the real question. Was it not this very line (sweeping s~
of rank-and-file democracy for representative democriic",<"
principally accounted for what happened in Lenin's lifetime iri)",~,:,)
Union, and which gave rise to the centralizing and statist I4ri~}Y~?~:'
posterity is well enough k n o w n . ' ! ; ' i } , , % : ' . ,
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[said that I am posing the q uesrion. But as a matter of fact, it was alread y
;ed in Lenin's time and answered in a way that now seems dramaticallv
emonitory. I am referring, of course, to Rosa Luxemburg, whom Leni~
lied an eagle of revolution. She also had the eye of an eagle. Filr it wa/>
~ who made the first correct and fundamental critique of Lenin and the
)jshevik Revolution. It is decisive because it issues not from the ranks
'social democracy, which did not want even to hear of direct democracy
id workers" councils, but precisely from a convinced fighter who gave
~ life for council democracy, being executed at the moment when the
~rman workers' councils were crushed by social democracy.
:Now, Luxemburg reproaches Lenin not with neglect or contempt of
~t, rank-and-file democracy, but rather with tire exact opposite - that is
fSllY, exc/UJi1!e reliance on council democracy and complete elimination
i;representative democracy (through, among other things, dissolution
~the Constituent Assembly - which had been elected under the
~shevik government - in favour of the soviets alone). It is necessary to
~ Th~ Russian Revolulion. from which I shall quote just one passage.
li:: place of the representative bodies created by general, popular
::tiODS, Lenin and Trotsky have laid down the soviets as the only true
."esentation of the labouring masses. But with the repression of political
; 'in the land 3S ~ whole, life in the soviets must also become more and
~ crippled. Without general elections, without unrestricted freedom
tp,res& and assembly, withom a free struggle of opinion, life dies out in
public instituti~n~ becomes ~ mere sem~lance of life, in which only
,bureaucracy remams as {he actlve element. I
is certainly not the only question to be asked concerning Lenin. An
tPrtant role in subsequent developments was played by the conception
&he Parry contained in What is to he Done?; by the notion of theory
~ ?rought to the working class from outside b~ pr~fes5ional revoluInes, and so on. But the fundamental question IS the one posed
~iUernburg. Even if we take into account Lenin's positions on a series
$her problems, as well as the historical peculiarities of Russia, what
led in Lenin's own lifetime and above aU after his death (the single
"" bureaucratization of the Party, confusion of Party and State,
, the end of the soviets themselves, etc.) was already inscribed in
tion criticized by Luxem burg.
:~Ihat as it may, let us now look at the 'model' of revolution that was
i;~thed by the Third International, having already been affected by
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Stalinism i~ certain ways. We find t~e. same p~sition .with r~to
represemauve democracy, only now It IS combined WIth statisnt,~
contem~ for dir:ct, rank-and.-fi~e de~ocracy - in short, the meanin~Wf
the enure councll problematic IS tWIsted out of shape. The restiJtiii';
model is permeated by the instrumental conception of the State. ''t.h~
capit~list Stat~ is still considered as a ~~re obj~ or ~~trument, cap~61~
of bemg mampulated by the bourgeoIsie of whIch It IS the eman~tici~~
According to this view of things, the State is not traversed by
contradictions, but is a monolithic bloc without cracks of any kind'~,
. . ',lie
struggles of the popular masses cannot pass through the State, anY:rI\ot~
than they can become, in opposition to the bourgeoisie, one rif;ih~
constituent factors of the institutions of representative democracyJ~iis.{
wntradicriol1S are located between the State and the popular Rja~
standing outside the State. This remains true right up to the crisis~cd~l
power, when the StOlte is effectively dismantled through thecenrraf~~~~\i
at national level of a parallel power; which becomes the real'~~
(soviets). Thus:
{" '.':"',
I. The struggle of the popular masses for state power is, in essetj~:;
frontal struggle of manoeuvre or encirclement, taking place outsi&kthi
fortress-state and principally aiming at the creation of a situatjortofiii~il
power.
":,»3~~~~~
2. While it would be hasty to identify this conception with an:~~illf~
strategy concentrated in a precise moment or 'big day' (insurtJt[~';i;
political general strike, etc.), it quite clearly lacks the strategic vi~i6r~'f~
procm of transition to socialism - that is, of a long stage duringwi;i~iUhi
'.
masses will act to conquer power and transfonn the state apparat.~~,~t;
... '",'."",
presetlrs these changes as possible only in a situation of dU#SR.P~r;;
characterized by a highly precarious balance of forces
Srate/bourgeoisie and the soviets/working class. The 'revOtu'
~ituation' is itself reduced to a crisis of the State that cannot b~~'~s,tri;':
Its breakdown.
..;,:·~d;;~C\
3. The State is supposed to hold pure power - a quantifiab~ititfit£~~~
--.), _
that has to be seized from it. 'To take' state power therefore, ~eariS:to
occupy, during the interval of dual power, all the parts of the inst.?,
,.'
State: to take charge of the summit of its apparatuses, asSl.iiil,
commanding pOliitions within the state machinery and
controls in such a way as to replace it by the second, sovie(
citadel can be taken only if, during the dual power situaticniiii,
ramparts and casements of its instrumental structure have alr.~~'~ .)P
captured and dismantled in favour of something else (50viet~)Jt~jil!:~~:

intirriii
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~ething else (the second power) is supposed to lie entirely outside the
(urtified position of the State, This conception, then. is still marked by

petmanent scepricism as to the possibility of mass intervention within the
State iesel f.
: 4, How does the transformation of the state apparatus appear during the
1taDsition to socialism? It is first of all necessary to take state power, and
~en, after the fortress has been captured, to raze to the ground the entire
~eapparatus, replacing it by the second power (soviets) constituted as
ij Srate of a new type.
~:Here we can recognize a basic disu'ust of the institutions of representa~ve democracy and of political freedoms, But if these are still regarded as
t'&eations and instruments of the bourgeoisie, the conception of soviets
1f1s in the meantime undergone significant changes. What is to replace the
~rgwis State en bloc is no longer direct, rllnk~and~file democracy. The
~viets are now not so much an anti-State.as. a parallel State - one c?pied
ifrtun rhe instrumental model of the eXIsting State, and possessmg a
!ffoletarian character in so far as its summit is c1)mrolled/occupied by a
revolutionary parry which itself functions according to the model
'(the State. Distrust of the possibility of mass intervention within the
~~ois State has become distrust of the popular movement as such.
~ is called strengthening the State/soviets, the better to make it wither
in the future ... And so was Stalinist statism born.
~We can now see the deep complicity between this Stalinist kind of
~'tism and that of traditional social democracy. For the latter is also
r~atacterized by basic distrust of direct, rank-and~file democracy and
I~ular initiative. For it too, the popular masses stand in a relationship of
l1ernality to a State that possesses power and constitutes an essence.
the State is a subject, bearing an inrrinsic rationality that is
Imated by political elites and the very mechanism of representative
iiocracy. Accordingly, occupation of the State involves replacing the
ileaders by an enlightened left elite and, if necessary, making a few
j.stments to the way in which the existing instimtions function; it is
~~'as understood that the State will thereby bring socialism to the
masses from above. This then is the techno-bureaucratic statism of
~ilperls,
2linist state-worsbip, social-democratic state-worship; this is indeed
~6f the traditions of the popular movement. But to escape from it
~ough the other tradition of direct, rank-and-file democrac\' or self~~gement would really be too good to be true. We should ~ot forget
~~se of Lenin himself and the seeds of statism contained in the original
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workers' councils experience. The basic dilemma from which we 7,.,
.
~ 11'
. .I
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extricate
oUtseI
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owmg: elt' her mamtam
the1
existing
Statt'iI
stick exclusively to a modified form of representative democral'V - rt~'d"
'd
-I . loa
'
, 1d
.
t hat en,dS ,up m socia ~ emocra,t1c staus~ an so-called liberal.p:a,~i&~
mentanamsm; or base everythmg on direct, rank-and-file dem~-;.
or the movement for self-management - a path which. Sooner oriat~
inevitably leads to statist despotism or the dictatorship of experts.:rK
ess~~ial problem of the. dem~ratic road to so~~lism, of de~titi~
soclahsm, must be posed 10 a dlfferent way: hoTP IS It, possible radi&tl/y::!o
tTa~Fmn the State In sut~ a ~a~ner that the fXWI~on aJtd dtepe"~ni;oJ
poltl"aJ frudoms and tlte inStitutIOns 0/ representaln'e Jemocrary (which
were also a c.onquest of the popular masses) combined llJith t~
o/forms {J/d,rect democra.cy and the mushroommg o!self-managemtnt6diliiit
Not only did the notion of dictatorship of the proletariat fail to~ihl~
problem; it ended by obscuring it. For Marx., the dictatorshlP~lhe
proletariat was a notion of applied strategy, serving at most as a siP'~'
It referred to the class nature of the State and to the necessity orfts
transformation in the transition to sociaI~ and the.pr~essofwi~~¥ii
away of the State, Now, although the object to which lt referred;j$":-stiU
real, the notion has come to playa precise historical role: it o~lf:.e;tit€
fundamental problem of combining a transformed repr&.~d~tiii
democracy with direct, rank-and-file democracy. It is for these:~~~~
and not because the notion eventually became identified witb,S~~lirli~:
totalitarianism, that its abandonment is, in my opinion. iustified;:~E~g;j,
when it took on other meanings, it always retained the: historicii:'fllri~fi~k
in question - both for Lenin, at the beginning of the October Rev<i(~tiij~;~
and, nearer our own time, for Gramsci himself.
,,'?::;fi2jS3
Of course, there is no disputing Gramsci's considerable t1t~i~fifil~~
political contributions. and we know the distance he too1(Jr~
"
SuliniSt experience. Still. even though he is currently beingpu{!
pushed in every conceivable direction, the fact remains that Gr-;tiij
".",cr.::.....
also unable: to pose the problem in all its amplitude. His famou.:s.~
of the differences between war of movement (as waged by tru;BoI~I("".:
",,,>:7f!f>!: ~:'-'
in Russia) and war of position are essentially ronceived as the ~pii~~
of Lenin's model/strategy IO the 'different concrete condit!O#::l~t~~:
West, Despite his remarkable insights, this leads him into a:~r""~:~('
blind alleys, which we do not have space to discuss here.
,
: "
This then is the basic problem of democratic socialism.Jf;;c"'i,,~E
concern only the so-called developed countries, for thereisi,ng0~~
model exclusively adapted to these countries. In fact,. there is:~--&~~
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question of building 'models' of any kind whatsoever. All that is involved
~ a set of signposts which, drawing on the lessons of the past, point our
the traps to anyone wishing to avoid certain wel1~known destinations.
1'be problem conCerns every transition to socialism, even though it may
1resent itsel~ q.uitc differently in vario~ countries. ~his much we know
~lready: SOCIalism cannot be democrauc here and 01 another kind over
!there. The concrete situation may of course differ, and the stratt~gies
:l.ndoubtedly have to be adapted to the country's specific features. But
tdernocratic socialism is the only kind possible.
1" With regard to this socialism, to the democratic road to socialism, the
~,urrent situation in Europe presents a number of peculiarities: these
~u::em at one and the same time the new social relations, the state form
f~at is being established, and the precise character of the crisis of the State.
~Of certain European countries, these particularities constitute so many
tcbances - probably unique in world history - for the success of a
I
~emocratic socialist experience, articulating transformed representative
~ocracy and direct, rank--and-file democracy. This entails the
~boration of a new strategy with respect both to the capture of state
}1Ilwer by the popular masses and their organizations. and to the trans[formations of the State designated by the term 'democratic road to

~ialism'
~.Today less than ever is the State an ivory tower isolated from the popular
_ . Their struggles constantly traverse the State, even when they are
iOt physically present in its apparatuses, Dual power, in which frontal
ilruggle is concentrated in a precise moment, is not the only situation that
!nows the popular masses to carry out an action in the sphere of the State.
lhe democratic road to socialism is a long process, in which the struggle
~"
.
gthe popular masses does not seek to create an effective dual power
~lIei and external to the State, but brings itself to bear on the internal
~tradictions of the State. TO.be sure, the seizure of power always
[~upposes a crisis of the State (such as exists today in certain European
iuntties); but this crisis, which sharpens the very internal contradictions
iOhe State, cannot be reduced to a breakdown of the latter. To take or
state power is not simply to lay hands on part of the State
~inery in order to replace it with a second power. Power is not a
~ifiable substance held by the State that must be taken out of its
~s, but rather a series of reladons among the various social classes. In
ID~eaI form, power is concentrated in the State, which is thus itself the
ilensation of a particular class relationship of forces. The State is
a thing-instrument that may be taken away, nor a fortress that may

iture
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be penetrated by me~n~ of a wooden horse, ".or yet a ~~fe that ~t~e
cracked by burglary: It IS the heart of the exercIse of pohtlcal powet:,;;>
For state pow~ to be tak~n, a n:'ass struggle ,:"u~t have unfolded
a way as to modIfy the relationship of forces wlthm the stare apparatlt<;i
themselves the strategic site ~~ polit~cal. struggle. ~or a .dual-power~
of strategy, however, the deCISIve shift m the relatlOllshlP of force&tatt '
place not wi[h~n the State but ~e~ween the State and the masses Qutsi,detfu;
the democratIC road to soclahsm, the long process of taking-;RJ~l;
essentially consists in the spreading, development, rejnforcement~,~j
ordination and direction of those diffuse centres of resistance whicit;'tbi:'
masses always possess within the state networ~s, in s~ch a way t~~:t~e~~
become the real cemres of power on the strategic terram of the St3(~ilt~;
therefore not a question of a straight choice between frontar'wii~~f'
movement and war of position, because in Gramsci's use of the f~iI¢i
latter always comprises encirclement of a fOl'~ress State.,;,J:'Jl;:'!;~;
I can already hear the que..~tion: have we then given in to tr~-d1M~f
reformism? In order to answer this, we must examine how the que~tiijw~f;
reformism was posed by the Third International. As a mat£erOfl~~~lI!
regarded every strategy other than that of dual power as refo ,:'
-'~~
only radical break allowing the seizure of state power, the only Dl
ful break making it possible to escape from reformism wast":"
between the Stare (as a simple instrument of the bourgeoisie ex{
i6~
,,;/Jj
the masses) and a second power (the masses/so~'iets) lyiri~;:~~'fi)JY1
outside the State. By the way, this did not prevent the emerg~~~fdf(:i~
reformism peculiar to the Third International - one bound UP'~l!~'K'
with the instrumental conception of (he State. Quite the .j:b:j:~!.wroi
..
You corner some loose parts of the state machinerv and co ,"--'.
isolated bastions while awaiting a dual power situa;ion.
passes, dual power goes by the board: all that remains t-; thdh~f
State which you capture cog by cog or whose command pos~::

niiullil
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Now, reformism is .-n ever-latent danger, not a vice in hIt
strategy other than that of dual power - even if, in the case of~"
road to socialism, the criterion of reformism is not as shari'
dual-power strategy, and even if (there is no point in dcnii
risks of social-democratization are thereby increased, Ar:any
shift the relationship of fortes within th; State does not;tn'
,;wi!}
successive reforms in an unbroken chain, to conquer the stat .Jl)~[)?
piece by piece, or simply ro occupy the positions of gOv~~,~!r:;~t;:'
denotes nothing other than a stage o/real breaks, the climax6(~Jli£l?:'11.w)
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:re has to be one - is reached when the relationship of forces on [he
lItegic terrain of the State swings over to the side of the popular masses.
This democratic road to socialism is therefore not simply a parliamen"lor electoral road. Waiting for an electoral majority (in parliament or
r"a presidential candidate) can be only a moment, however important
at may be; and its achievement is not necessarily the climax of breaks
ithin the State. The shift in the relationship of forces within the State
uches its apparatuses and mechanisms as a whole; it docs not affect only
Irliament or, as is so often repeated nowadays, the ideological stille
l!Y<Iratuses that are supposed to play the determining role in the
Gntemporary' State. The process extends also, and above all, to the
pressive state apparatuses that hold the monopoly of legitimate physical
olence: especially the army and the police. But just as we should not
rget the particular role of these apparatuses (as is frequently done by
irs ions of the democratic road that are founded on a misinterpretation of
fmc of Gramsci's theses), so we should not imagine that the strategy of
~ifying the relationship of fOTces within the State is valid only for the
leological apparatuses, and that the repressive apparatuses, completely
~ted from popular struggle, can be taken only by fronta~ external
hack. In short, we cannot add together two strategies, retaining the
~al-power perspective in relation to the repressive apparatuses.
lbviously, a shift in the balance Qf forces within the repressive appara~ poses special, and therefore formidable, problems. Bur as the case
~'rortugal showed with perfect clarity, these apparatuses are themselves

fiversed by the struggles of the popular masses.
tu~the:~ore. the real alternative raised by the democratic r~ad
~,ahsm 1$

[0

mdeed that of a struggle of the popular masses to modify rhe
~tionship of forces within the State, as opposed to a frontal, dual~er
type of strategy. The choice is not, as is often tbought, between a
it"
Jipggle 'within' the stace apparatuses (that is, physically invested and
~ed in their material space) and a struggle located at a certain physical
~ance from these apparatuses. First, because any struggle at a distance
~ys
has effects within the State: it is always there, even if only in a
I-J-~ctcd manner and through intermediaries. Secondly, and most
~~o/tantly, because struggle at a distance from the stare apparatuses,
~Mther within or beyond the limits of the physical space traced by the
:jturional ioci, remains necessary at all times and in every case, since it
~ the autonomy of the struggles and organizations of the popular
~ ,It is not s~mply a ~lltter of e~tering s~ate jnsti~utions (parliamen~,
i~mlc and SOCial counCils, 'planmng' bodies, etc.) In order to use the1T
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characteristic levers for a good purpose. In addition, struggle mils .
always ex~ress itself in t~e development of popular ~ovements" tl\~o
mushroommg of democral1c organs at the base, and the nse of centJ:esof.
self-management.
. ..::
It should. not be forgotten that the above .points ~efer not O\llY;~~;,
transformations of the State, but also to the baSIC question of state .- .,.
and power in generaL The question of who is in power to do whal canlno~'~'
isolated from these struggles for self-management or direct Qelrno~:ra(:v?:
But if they are to modify the relations of power, such !Orl'l •.,...I"':'.C'L:o·
movements cannot tend towards centralization in a second
must rather seek to shift the relationship of forces on the
State itself. This then is the real alternative, and not the simple 0PI~iM~rs
between 'internal' and 'external' struggle. In the democratic
socialism, these two forms of struggle must be combined. In other: .
whether or not one becomes 'integrated' in the statt anll1"r'Ut1I...<,,~'~:'.I
plays the game of the existing power is not reducible to the<rhiniA':"
between internal and externai struggle. Such integration
necessarily fonow from a strategy of effecting changes on the [etJ')U!t;[ol..
the State. To think that it does is to imagine that political ~""'·'''''I''''':;;':'~:
ever be located wholly outside the State.
This strategy of taking power leads on directly to the qu,esti(ow{d'[
transformations of the State in a democratic road to soc:ialisrrl.}mrl~or:~ti
tarian statism can be avoided only by combining the transtlorl1rliti·tiJ:l'iw~
representative democracy with the development of forms
rank-and-file democracy or the movement for self~maniage~m~~t;'~Iit11~;;
in tum raises fresh problems. In the dual-power strategy, Whllch.',envlSililrC:fci,
straightforward replacement of the state apparatus with an
councils, raking state power is treated as a preliminary (0 its
replacement. Transformation of the state apparatus
enter into the matter: first of all the existing state power
then another is put in its place. This vkw of things can
accepted. If taking P<Jwer denotes a shift in the re\;atj'(mslhijj3:
within [he State, and if it is recognized that this will
process of change, then the 8eizure of state power will entail
transformations of its apparatuses. It is [rue that the
specific materiality: not only is a shift in the
within the State insufficient to alter that materiality, but
itself can crystallize in the State only to the extent that
of the laner undergo transformation. In abandoning
strategy, we do not throw overboard, but pose in ad'
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question of the State's materiality as a specific apparatus.
In this context, I talked abo"'e of a sweeping transformation of the state
apparatus during the transition to democratic socialism. Although this
lerm certainly has a demonstrative value, it seems to indicate a general
:direction, before which - if I dare say so - stand two red lights. First, the
;~~preS'Sion 'sweeping transformation of the state apparatus in the
)democratic road to socialism' suggests that there is no longer a place for
fwhat has traditionally been called 51MShing or destroying that apparatus.
~'l1te fact remains, however, that the term smashing, which Marx too used
lfpr indicative purposes, came in the end to designate a very precise
fIlistorical phenomenon: namely, the eradication of any kind of repre;:i¢ntative democracy or 'formal' liberties in favour purely of direct,
~k-and-file democracy and so-called real liberties. It is necessary to take
;sides. If we understand the democratic road to socialism and democratic
jocialism itself to involve, among other things, political (party) and
!~eological pluralism, recognition of the role of universal suffrage, and
farension and deepening of all political freedoms including for opponents,
~ talk of smashing or destroying the state appararos can be no more
~ a mere verbal trick. What is involved, through all the various
[fansformations, is a real permanence and continuity of the institutions
~representative democracy - not as unfortunate relics to be tolerated
iiir as long as necessary, but as an essential condition of democratic

~lism.

~Now we come to the second red light: [he term 'sweeping trans-

~tion! accurately designates both the direction and the means of
~nge<> in the state apparatus. There can be no question of merely
~ndary adjustments (such as those envisaged by neo-liberal concep~Wns of a revived de jure State), nor of changes coming mainly from above
«trding to the vision of rradidonal social democracy or liberalized
:"§iatinism). There can be no question of a statist transformation of the
i~ apparatus. Trans/ormatiQn oj tne state apparatus tellding towards the
It~ring away of the SttJ/e can rest only on increased intervention of the
"~Pular masses in the State: certainly through their trade-union and
.@i.iical forms of representation, but also rhrougb their own initiatives
~l~in the State itself. This will proceed by stages, but it cannot be
~lined ro mere democratization of the State - whether in relation to
~iiament, political liberties, the role of parties, democratization of the
i@i~n and political apparatuses themselves, or to decentralization.
~~This process should be accompanied with the development of new forms
~~rect, rank-and-file democracy, and the flowering of self-management
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networks and centres, Left to itself, the transformation of th i\··
'
e,state
~pparatus and t~e ,deve1o~ment 0 f repres~ntatlve democracy would
mcapable of aVOIdmg statism, But there IS another side to the .:,::;be
'
I Sit
h'ti 0 f t he centre 0 f gravity
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man~gement movem~nt wou Id II eWlse ~a e ~t impossible,i~~:.:the
medium term, to avoid techno-bureaucratic statism and authori('
confisc~tio~ of. power by the experts., This ~ould. take the f9~~
centrah~at1on tn a second. power, which qUlt~ simply repla~es;~he
mechamsms of representative democracy. But It would also
an.other vari~nt that is quite freque~t1y e~vis~ged today. Accotdi~g~:'
this conceptlo~, the only w,ay to aVOid statism, IS to place oneself;oMtside
the State, leavmg that radical and eternal evil more or less asit;iS:;:(lld
disregarding the problem of its transformation, The way forward1",huld:
then be, without going as far as dual power, simply to block the;p~th;f
the State from outside through the construction of self-managertlAAt
'counter-powers' at the base - in short, to quarantine the State wjthiDit{
own domain and thus halt the spread of the disease,~~}.
Such a perspective is currently formulated in numerous ways,IfaW~~rs
first in the neo-technocratic talk of a State which is retained becausC!~fthe
complex nature of tasks in a post-industrial society, but which is
administered by left experts and controlled simply through medllnl~ms
of direct democracy, At the most, every left technocrat would be'~iiked
by a self-management commissar - a prospect which hardly frightl~the
various specialists, who are even manifesting a sudden passionf6t:~eli~
management because they know that, at the end of the day, thciri!aSses
will propose and the State will decide. It also appears in the langll~~~f
the new libertarians, for whom statism can be avoided only bypr!!~ing
power up and scattering it among an infinity of micro-powers (l1',~l!idof
guerrilla warfare conducted against the State), In each case, howe1e'rithe.
Leviathan-State is left in place, and no attention is givenf~k~IJ()se
transformations of the State without which the movement.of;(iirect
democracy is bound to fail. The movement is prevented from in¥iy~ni~g
in actual transformations of the State, and the two processesare:~i,inply
kept running along parallel lines. The real question is of a differe~t;~iJld:
how, for example, can an organic relationship be created betwe~n;¢.i!ize/ls'
committees and universal suffrage assemblies that will themse1~~,h,~ve
been transformed as a function of the relationship?
.;;.;
As we see then, the task is really not to 'synthesize' or sticktog/~!herthe
statist and self-management traditions of the popular movem,ert) but
rather to open up a global perspective of the withering away of./a{Stale.
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comprises two articulated processes: transformation of the State and
£ilnfllrling of direct, rank-and-file democracy. We know the consequences
~ the formal split between the two traditions that has arisen out of the
~~articulation of these processes. However, while it alone is capable of
~ding to democratic socialism, this path has a reverse side: two dangers
fire lying in wait for it.
~ The first of these is the reaction o/the enemy, in this case the bourgeoisie.
~thOllgh old and well-~nown, this danger appears here in a particularly
mute form. The classical response of the dual-power strategy was
~ecisely destructi~n of ~he s.tate apparatus - an attitude which .in a
:firtain sense remams vahd, smce truly profound breaks are required,
~ther than secondary modifications of the state apparatus. But it remains
'ffalid in one sense only. In so far as what is involved is no longer destruction
ithat apparatus and its replacement with a second power, but rather a
;mng process of transformation, the enemy has greater possibilities of
@ycotting an experience of democratic socialism and of brutally inter'fening to cut it short. Clearly, the democratic road to socialism will not
imply be a peaceful changeover.
tIl possible to confront this danger through active reliance on a broad,
~pular movement. Let us be quite frank. As the decisive means to the
it.tlization of its goals and to the articulation of the two preventives
;~ainst statism and the social-democratic impasse, the democratic road to
j&ialism, unlike the 'vanguardist' dual-power strategy, presupposes the
O~ntinuous support of a mass movement founded on broad popular
~Iiances. If such a movement (what Gramsci called the active, as
;~posed to the passive, revolution) is not deployed and active, if the Left
°does not succeed in arousing one, then nothing will prevent social4emocratization of the experience: however radical they may be, the
;various programmes will change little of relevance. A broad popular
oijovement constitutes a guarantee against the reaction of the enemy, even
'~ough it is not sufficient and must always be linked to sweeping
fansformations of the State. That is the dual lesson we can draw from
:~ile: the ending of the Allende experience was due not only to the lack
:g~such changes, but also to the fact that the intervention of the bour{iOisie (itself expressed in that lack) was made possible by the breakdown
¥alliances among the popular classes, particularly between the working
';cla!is and the petty bourgeo;sie. Even before the coup took place, this
~broken the momentum of support for the Popular Unity government.
[nlnder to arouse this broad movement, the Left must eq uip itself with the
~~essary means, taking up especially new popular demands on fronts
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that u~ed to be wrongly called 'secondary' (women's struggles,the
ecological movement, and so on).'~'
The second questi~n concerns the forms of articulation of thet~o
processes: transformations of the State and of representative democra'/:
and development of direct democracy and the movement for~~~l
management. The new problems arise as soon as it is no longer a questi~C
of suppressing the one in favour of the other, whether through strai~i\'i::
~orward. elimination or. - which comes to the same thing - throu~h
integration of the one In the other (of, for example, self-managemtftt
centres in. t~e institutions of r~present~ti~e ~emocracy); that is to,s~i,
as soon as It IS no longer a question of assimilating the two processes. HoW
is it possible to avoid being drawn into mere parallelism or juxtaposit16ri
whereby each follows its own specific course? In what fields, concerKili't
which decisions, and at what points in time should representative as~~iri;
blies have precedence over the centres of direct democracy: parliaiti~nt
over factory committees, town councils over citizens' committees>':~;
vice versa? Given that up to a point conflict will be inevitabl~,:h~~
should it be resolved without leading, slowly but surely, to an embryd~ii:
or fully fledged situation of dual power ? ; " ' ; ,
This time, dual power would involve two powers of the Left:in~f{
government and a second power composed of popular organs. A~dia~
""":""'"
we know from the case of Portugal, even when two forces of the tefi'ar~
involved, the situation in no way resembles a free play of powe~'~Kd
counter-powers balancing one another for the greatest good of soci~n~fu
and democracy. It rather quickly leads to open opposition, in whic~JW[rc:
is a risk that one will be eliminated in favour of the other. In one ca~;(¢~g.
Portugal), the result is social-democratization, while in the other v~tI4~{
elimination of representative democracy - it is not the witheri~g',of
the State or the triumph of direct democracy that eventually em::et~es,'
but a new type of authoritarian dictatorship. But in either case, the/Sya~e
will always end up the winner. Of course, there is a strong chan'0~>t!i~t,
even before dual power reaches that outcome, somethingel*?~ill
happen - something that Portugal just managed to avoid - nam~Iy,;t,h~
brutal, fascist-type reaction of a bourgeoisie that can always b~I§liftd
upon to stay in the game. Thus, open opposition between th~~;~wo
powers seriously threatens, after a first stage of real paralysis ofth,~~?t~~e,
to be resolved by a third contender, the bourgeoisie, acc?r~i~gto
scenarios that are not difficult to imagine. I said third contend~~~0~~tit
will not have escaped the reader's notice that in all these cases (fas~js~type
intervention, social-democratization, authoritarian dictatorship (I~~~perts
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on the ruins of direct democracy) this contender is in one form or another
ultimately the same: the bourgeoisie.
What then is the solution, the answer to all that? I could, of course, point
to the observations made above, to the numerous works, research
projects and discussions under way more or less throughout Europe, as
weU as to the partial experiences now taking place at regional, municipal
or self-management level. But these offer no easy recipe for a solution,
since the answer to such questions does not yet exist - not even as a model
theoretically guaranteed in some holy text or other. History has not yet
given us a successful experience of the democratic road to socialism: wh~t
it has provided - and that is not insignificant - is some negative examples
to avoid and some mistakes upon which to reflect. It can naturally always
be argued, in the name of realism (either by proponents of the dictatorship of the proletariat or by the others, the orthodox neo-liberals), that if
democratic socialism has never yet existed, this is because it is impossible.
Maybe. We no longer share that belief in the millenium founded on a
few iron laws concerning the inevitability of a democratic-socialist
:revolution; nor do we enjoy the support of a fatherland of democratic
socialism. But one thing is certain: socialism will be democratic or it will
\not be at all. What is more, optimism about the democratic road to
f,socialism should not lead us to consider it as a royal road, smooth and free
~of risk. Risks there are, although they are no longer quite where they used
~to be: at worst, we could be heading for camps and massacres as appointed
~victims. But to that I reply: if we weigh up the risks, that is in any case
~preferable to massacring other people only to end up ourselves beneath the
Rblade of a Committee of Public Safety or some Dictator of the proletariat.
: There is only one sure way of avoiding the risks of democratic
'~socialism, and that is to keep quiet and march ahead under the tutelage
>'and the rod of advanced liberal democracy. But that is another story.
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